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I
ABSTRACT

This thesis aims essentially at an investigation 
of the origins and developments of mosque architecture in 
the region of Bengal in pre-Mughal times (that is, for these 
purposes, to A.D. 1538); but, since the study of a limited 
aspect of a pan-Islamic manifestation may in itself be 
sterile, an attempt has been made to integrate the Islamic 
Bengali microcosm into the macrocosm of the mediaeval 
Islamic world*

Firstly, therefore, the growth of religious architec
ture is related to its humanistic background, especially 
that of the development of Islam with its political and 
social implications increasing in importance while Islam 
as a religious system gathered increasing momentum* The 
mosque itself is then studied in various aspects: the 
architectural origins of the mosque as a focal point of 
the religious life of the community are first investigated; 
and then the history of mosque architecture from the beginning 
to A*D* 1538 is analysed in general, but always with an eye 
to the particular manifestations of Bengal* Evidence for the 
etymologies which have been proposed for the term Mas,iid 
are collected and discussed in extenso; but, to preserve 
the continuity of the mâ jor arguments of the thesis, this 
material has been relegated to an appendix*



The mosque architecture of Bengal is then discussed 
in detail. All previous work on the subject is examined and 
criticized, and the errors and misapprehensions of some 
authors corrected and explained. The treatment of this 
material is at once bro&dly chronological and typological, 
and a viable classification (as exhibited in the Table of 
Contents) has been adopted throughout* Full use has been 
made of the rather confused epigraphical evidence. While 
Mughal architecture is not the direct concern of the thesis, 
an attempt has also been made to relate some characteristic 
aspects of Bengali building and their future employment in 
Mughal times. The decorative arts of the period have been 
considered in drawing conclusions; but the volume of evidence 
from this sphere is so great as to have made it necessary 
to exclude any detailed discussion in this thesis*

Thus the thesis as a whole presents an ordered 
exposition of Bengali mosque architecture viewed in its 
wider context, which I submit as an original contribution 
to scholarly knowledge especially in the exfercise of 
critical judgment over the whole field; in addition, some 
new evidence is here presented for the first time, which 
adds a further dimension to the validity of my criticism.
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A note on the bibliographies

The bibliography falls into two distinct categories*
The first section consists of the bibliography to Chapters 
I»III, listed separately* in which the order of entry of the 
works follows that of citations in the text and footnotes, but 
of course without repitation. A general bibliography of Islamic 
art and archaeology outside #he works cited would, in view of 
its enormous volume, be out of place here.

The second category is a critical bibliography to the 
specifically Bengali sections of the thesis (Chapters IV-VIl), 
arranged alphabetically, which is designed to classify, extend 
and elaborate the bibliographical apparatus already provided 
in the footnotes to those chapters. Since the thesis, as the 
abstract explains, depends to a great exteht on the criticism 
and correction of earlier work, an analysis of this sort seems 
essential*
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C H A P O R  I 

THE BAQKG-R01MD OF MUSLIM ARCHITECTURE

1Arabia, as a whole, was in many ways isolated
from the general development of ancient history; that is
to say, the Arabs and the Arabian culture, at a certain

2stage, flourished in geographical isolation - a sort of
solitary political confinement, which was almost complete
until the rise of Islam.

Marking an incubatory phase in her history, this
isolation of the Arabian peninsula to a certain extent
was maintained and is reflected in many aspects of Arabian
life and thought until the cataclysmic wave of militant
Islam heralded an unparalleled and significant era of
Arabian expansion in the Seventh Century A.D. To quote
0* Leary, "So we take Arabia to be the land of the Arabs,
the area in South-West Asia which was not brought within
the scope of river-valley culture and where consequently
the inhabitants lagged behind in the evolution of cultural 

w3progress.^
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Lying between the two ancient flourishing centres 

of civilization of Mesopotamia and Egypt, ancient Arabia 
thus remained unaffected by the upheavals of history for 
a considerable period.^ Thus spared from the humiliating 
subjugation of conquering races, namely, the Egyptians, 
the Assyrians, the Babylonians, the Achaemenians, and the 
Macedonians, at least in the early phases of her history, 
a temperament and outlook not only coherent and persistent, 
but also truly indigenous germinated in the soil of ancient 
Arabia.^

Totally unconcerned with the chequered careers of 
the warring neighbouring Kingdoms, the Arabian peninsula 
maintained a self-contained existence* In other words, 
Arabia looked inwards and not outwards for the formation 
of her cultural values at a stage when the Mesopotamian 
and Egyptian Kingdoms were interlocked in bitterest 
rivalry and incessant warfare, the culmination of the 
struggle being reflected in the Tell el Amarna letters 
dated 1380 B.C.7

sn& Mesopotamia, linked by the "Eertile
oOrescent*1 of Syria, were preoccupied with one another* 

Access was easy and Egypt was able to create an Empire, 
linking the two great centres ? The Tell el Amarna letters



set out the economic advantages she gained from her power* 
The unrelenting hostility between the two equally powerful 
ancient nations on the fringes of the Arabian peninsula, 
rather than any definite geographical barriers, has been 
considered to be one of the contributory factors for her

Qsegregation.
The concept of Arabian isolation is largely based

10on the fact that Arabia was the Cradle of the Semites.
Its people had a language of their own, namely Arabic.
Although its literature is comparatively recent, it has
unmistakably preserved the essential peculiarities of the

11Semitic tongue. Hitti says, "The reasons which make
the Arabian Arabs, particularly the nomads, the best
representatives of the Semitic family biologically,
psychologically, socially and linguistically should be
sought in their geographical isolation and in the monotonous

12uniformity of the desert life."
The ancient Arabians adopted a curiously idios

yncratic way of life. They maintained their tribal 
organisation in the face of the powerful monarchies of 
Egypt and Mesopotamia; they preferred Sheikhdom to Kingship. 
The characteristics of their social life was a strong 
system of individualism expressed in a tribal framework,
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that is to say, in small groups under personal leader- 

13ship. ^ Hitti observes, 11 Individualism, another
characteristic trait, is so deeply ingrained that the
Bedouin has never been able to raise himself to the
dignity of a social being of the international type,
much less to develop ideals of devotion to the common good
beyond that which pertains to the tribe.ffl̂

Established codes of hospitality were maintained
between tribe and tribe. In the wide expanse of the
desert area constant movement was necessary in order to

15maintain the flocks in which Arab wealth lay. Each
tribe had its own well-demarcated area of migration and so
was able to exist largely in isolation. Robertson Smith
says, HIndeed, one of the most palpable proofs that the
populations of all the old Semitic lands possessed a
remarkable homogeneity of character, is the fact that in
them, and in them alone, the Arabs and Arab influence took
permanent root.11 Moreover, Moscati defines the Semites
11 as that people which, at the beginning of the historical
era, is to be found dwelling in the Arabian desert, in

17homogeneous linguistic, social and racial conditions.11
While stressing the importance of geographical 

factors, forming the background of human endeavour,



Godrington observes, "Our view of the human scene, at any
given period, must obviously be built upon the physical
facts at our disposal. But geography is not a mere record
of discoveries. It is, also, the expression of ideas, and
must strive towards their synthesis with the physical

i ftfacts, in a single, critical picture#" Ihis truth is 
borne out by the geographical features of the Arabian 
peninsula#

Arabia is a huge quadrangular area between Asia
and Africa, bounded on the north by the Syrian desert and
steppe, on the east, the south and on the west by the
Persian Gulf, the Indian Ocean and the Red Sea respectively.
So while the shores are accessible to shipping, the stony,
sandy and barren desert to the north and west formed a
natural barrier to influence from the settled centres of
civilizations in Egypt and Mesopotamia, whose way of life
was also unsuited to the desert. fo the men of the cities

20it was impenetrable. It remained the cradle of the Arab 
tribes. Moreover, a distinction should be drawn between 
the open spaces of the desert habitat of the Arab tribes 
and the irrigated area on which the cities subsisted. 
Depending upon such topographical distinctions, the 
peninsula has from ancient times been divided into two:
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Arabia Deserta and Arabia Felix, that is, the Desert
and the Sown. The differences between the nomad Bedouin,
extending north into Syria and the mainly settled and
agricultural populations of South Arabia, such as Yemen
and Oman axe less sharp in their distinctive ethnological

21and linguistic background.
Consequent upon this state of isolation in the

desert, Arabia has often been designated the cradle of 
22Nomadism. In its customary conception Nomadism is the

antithesis of settled urban life. It.implies a truly
distinctive pattern of living, involving ever-shifting
occupation of thinly populated areas, conditioned by
the availability of water, food and forage.^ Nomadism
is, therefore, integrally connected with the domestication 

24of animals and tribal ownership of grazing grounds.
The inevitable exhaustion of pasturage in a low rainfall
area without rivers resulted in the necessary migration of
men with their flocks and belongings within an area

25demarcated by intertribal law.
Nomadism is often identified with desert life but

26this is an exaggeration of the facts. As Coon rightly 
puts it, "The enormous number of unexplored archaeological 
sites in the Arabian desert, the advance of desiccation
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since the introduction of the camel, and many historical 
references in pre-Islamic literary sources indicate that 
the Arab nomads for the most part are descended from 
farmers, traders, and caravanmen who took to pastoralism 
during the early centuries of this era.**The period 
during which Arabian nomadic life developed and crystallised 
lay between the time of Jesus and that of Muhammad, 
£a .D.1-57Q} It is a well-established fact that many 
of the nomadic people in Central Asia as well as Arabia 
are sedentary at a certain time of the year, although 
conditions both of climate and of population pressure

op
force upon them a certain amount of migration. The

29pre-Islamic Arabs were no exception to this general rule.
The keynote of Arab tribal life is, however,

Kinship, which supplies a cementing bond of fraternity, 
encased in what may be described as ineradicable 
particularism. Arab society was patriarchal, and 
patriarchal tribalism stimulated democratic organisation, 
embodied in the Ma.ilis or Council of Elders, presided over 
by a senior Sheikh* The concept of the Ma.ilis found 
expression in the formation of the Islamic Republic by 
the Prophet and in the Ma.ilis al-Shura or the Council of 
the Elders.*^



The most striking factor which brought the ancient
Arabians into contact with the civilised life of the
cities was camel-borne trade, later on augmented by
maritime commerce. ^  Arabia was known to the outside world
as the source of incense, and Arabian prosperity was

■54.largely achieved through commercial intercourse. Since 
the Arabs kept land-trading in their own hands, Arabia 
remained largely unknown to foreign merchants, who avidly 
sought its products.^ They, thus, to a large extent
conducted the westward trade in Oriental commodities, such

*56 37as spices. Pliny and Ptolemy justly regarded the ancient
70Arabians as "purveyors of the inter-continental trade."

The existence of the ancient spice routes which 
crossed the peninsula from remote antiquity is proved by 
the bas-reliefs of dromedaries dating from the time of

*50Ashurbanipal and in the Palace of Xerxes at Persepolis.-'-' 
The system of custom duties and tolls imposed on foreign 
goods by the city states, incidentally providing safe 
conduct, also testify to the caravan trade.^ The 
"episodic" rivers of Arabia resulted in the Oases of the 
trade-routes as well as the caravanserais, and townships, 
which in themselves demonstrate the existence of the spice 
and incense trade in Arabia^
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It is sometimes forgotten that one of the results

of this highly organised and profitable commerce was the
growth of city states in ancient Arabia# As Rostovtzeff
puts it, "...this regular and profitable trade with
Babylonia, Egypt and their dependencies (all civilised
powers) led... to the creation of organized states and of

42an individual, highly developed civilization in Arabia.11 
Robertson Smith expands the traditional but one-sided view

43of Arab individualism to take in its commercial achievements.
fhis aspect of ancient Arabia is, however, well-established.
It is undeniably proved by the discovery of a mass of
inscriptions, revealing a succession of Kingdoms, such as
Ma’an, Saba,ẑ , Himyarite^, Qataban^, Hadramaut^8 in the
South and the Nabataeans^, the Ghassanides^8, the lakhmids*^"

52and the Kinda in the north, the north-east and the central 
Arabia respectively*

Many hitherto unknown historical facts have been 
brought to light from the study of ancient Arabian 
architecture, numismatics, epigraphy and plastic art. As 
Doughty says, "Potsherds and broken glass, nearly 
indestructible matter, are found upon all the ancient 
sites in Arabia!11 Gold coins were issued side by side 
with silver coins with the image of the Himyarite King on
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the obverse, and the Athenian owl. or bull1 s head on the 
reverse, types illustrating South Arabian contacts with 
the Mediterranean.

The ancient Arabians were adept in the art of 
writing and stone c a r v i n g . A s  a matter of fact, writing 
was known to the Himyarites many centuries before Islam, 
as proved by the discovery of inscriptions dating from

. £T £seventh century B.O. The ceramic art of pre-Islamic
Arabia possessed considerable merit. As put by Tufnell,
"it is clear that the population (South Arabians) was
highly literate in the Second half of the first millennium
at least, judging from the number of pots which were 

57inscribed." Glueck discovered in the Nabataean site 
of At Telah a number of delicate glasses, manufactured , 
locally".58

The pre-Islamic Arabs were also well versed in
59astronomy, astrology and medicine, According to Bammens,

Arabian poetry "is rich in sententious expressions and
overflowing with energy and passions rather than with
ideas, yet it lacks neither harmony nor picturesqueness

60and possesses a surprising profusion of formulae.1'
Such an affluent state of the society naturally stimulated

61the growth of architecture.
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The rich architectural heritage of South Arabia is

goattested by Strabo and Agatharchides# Some of the sites,
like the Temple of Venus at Timna1, demonstrate massive
layers of occupation, ranging from the 8th century to the

631st century. B.C. ^ Referring to the elegantly carved
statues of bronze and alabaster dating from the sixth
and fifth century, excavated at Awwam, Phillips goes so
far as to say, 11 the high metallurgical skill of the South
Arabians is expressed by those objects.11

Recent researches in the field of archaeology
based on systematic exploration and excavations in the
different regions of the peninsula, such as Petra,
Palmyra, Hadramaut, Ma'rib, Timna1, etc., have brought

65many hitherto unknown facts to light. Ma’rib was 
examined by Thomas Arnaud (1845) and Joseph Halevy (1869) 
and later by Eduard Glaser (1889).^ In A.D. 1936,

67Perowne found South Arabian inscriptions at Qataban.
Rhodokanakis identified Timna1, the capital of the Qataban
Kingdom, with Hajar ICuhlln, a powerful city on the incense

68route to the Mediterranean. Glaser discovered the
gqancient Kingdom of Saba', the Biblical Sheba. . : Rathjens 

and Wissmann discovered the Temple of the Sun-goddess 
dated 3rd century B.C., at Dhat Bahdan at Hugga in South



Arabia.^
G. 0. Thompson excavated in A.D. 1937/38 the Moon

Temple of Hureidah in Hadramaut, which she.described as a
• •

three-sided complex buried shrine, having an oblong stone 
paved pavement.^ The ruins of Quraiya, a Wabataean city 
which Philby says was built in honour of Marcus Aurelius 
Antonius and Lucius towards the beginning of the second 
half of the Christian era, were first observed by the 
Swedish traveller Wallin in 1848 A.D. and described by 
Philby in February, 1951*^2

The imposing monuments of Worth Arabia at Petra and 
Palmyra like their South Arabian counterparts, demonstrate 
a building technique founded on the Greco-Roman tradition

n <7 ej A

of architecture. These Worth Arabian caravan cities, 
were situated at the meeting place of Hellenistic and 
Oriental civilization. It is, therefore, intelligible 
that they outshone the architectural splendour of the 
South Arabian cities, such as,. Awwam, Timna1 and HureidV&a. 
The Temple known as El-Khazaneh at Petra provides a 
striking example of the combination of Hellenistic 
architecture with Assyrian tradition. The carved slender 
columns, joined by elegant pediments and arches, forming 
niches to hold statues arranged in tiers, are Hellenistic,



while dog-tooth designs and altars set high up on the
vertical walled plinth, hearing votive inscriptions in

75Wabataean script, recall Assyrian planning.  ̂ Palmyra 
with its Temple of Bel (the Sun) is deservedly described 
by Rostovtzeff as 11 one of the wealthiest, most luxurious, 
most elegant towns in Syria.11 The Temple consists of 
a court-yard, a peribole and a cella which is divided

77into three parts surrounded by Corinthian colonnades. 
Excavated by Weygand in 1937, Palmyra illustrates a

70
strange medley of Parthian and Greco-Roman features.

In contradistinction to Petra and Palmyra, Hira,
the capital of the Lakhmids (A.D. 226-610/11) which stands
in the dividing line between Syria and Mesopotamia, was
to some extent the centre of the transmission of Persian

70cultural influences into Arabian peninsula. J Whereas 
Petra and Palmyra reflect Greco-Roman ideas and themes, 
Hira reflects Sasanian influence. Here Wu’man I 
(A.D. 400-418), the Lakhmid prince, built a magnificent 
desert castle at al-Khawarnak as a residence for the

w* _ QQSasanian King Bahram Gor. It is interesting to note
that in the earliest phase of Muslim Architecture, the
Mosque of Kufa,was built in A.D. 638 with marble

- 81columns taken from the Lakhmid buildings of Hira.



Situated between north and south Arabia, the Hi&az 
is no less important than the flourishing cities of Petra, 
Palmyra, Saba1 and Ma'an, as a centre of commercial and

Q  p
religious life* (The erection of a fabulous and highly 
ornate palace by Shaddad, somi, of *Ad is referred to in 
the Qurlan (Sura lsxxix,6).^ It is, however, surpassed 
by the Ka’ba, built in Mecca in the ancient sanctuary 
with its famous relic, the "Black Stone11, which led to the 
age-old custom of pilgrimage and ceremonial circumambulation. 
Besides being a religious centre, Mecca traded with South 
Arabia, 'Iraq and Syria, and thereby came into contact

85with the religious ideas of the people she traded with.
Because of her vulnerable geographical situation,

North Arabia lost her autonomous rule, as a result of the
86Roman invasion in A.D. 105-6 conducted by Irajan, much

earlier than South Arabia* It is, therefore, evident that 
Arabia came into contact, if only peripherally, with both 
Hellenistic civilization and, at a later date, with Sasanian 
culture. In spite of the many antiquities of South 
Arabia, it is often suggested that pre-Islamic Arabia 
was devoid of architecture and architects. Ihe many 
references in Strabo and elsewhere to the importance of 
Arabian gold indicate its wealth, although historians as



S7a whole have attached little importance to these references. 
Scholars, depending on the statement of Ihn Khaldun 

that the Arabs of all people in the world have the least 
predilection for the arts, have denied ancient Arabia any

Q < Veultural accomplishment. ^ This conception, however, is 
at variance with the revelation of many unknown facts 
brought about by excavations at Mafrib and Hureidha as well 
as the preliminary exploration of many other archaeological 
sites. This is further substantiated by the discovery of 
epigraphic records, pottery, coins, etc. It is, therefore, 
abundantly clear that Arabia has an extensive history of 
its own which further work will doubtless make more 
precise. Yet it is to a large extent true that architecture 
in Arabia only found a place in the History of Art as a 
result of the rise of Islam#

Repudiating the often repeated term Jahiliya, that 
is, savagery or ignorance, applied to ancient Arabia, 
Margoliouth observes, ^The charge of ignorance may well 
be repudiated by races who not only possessed a far more 
appropriate script for their languages than that employed 
by the Islamized Arabs, but attained a fair degree of

90excellence in the arts of architecture and sculpture.
The rise and expansion of Islam is one of the most
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momentous events in history, not only as far as the history 
of Arabia is concerned, but also of the whole world. It 
brought the age-old isolation of Arabia to an end. More
over, the overwhelming effects of the surging wayes of 
military conquests made Arabia the hub of the Islamic 
World which within a few years stretched from Central Asia 
to Spain. But the future grows from the past. In the 
words of Becker, "Islam emerges from its isolation and 
becomes heir to the Oriental-Hellenistic civilization. It
appears as the last link in a long development of universal 

91history."
A cursory survey of the Coptic embroideries, which 

are well represented in the Museums of Europe, is 
sufficient to indicate the artistic heritage to which the 
Caliphate succeeded.  ̂ In these fascinating works of art 
is displayed the last evidences of the Hellenistic 
tradition, as reworked during the period of Roman domination. 
Many of the motives found have persisted in Asian art.
Prom early times, the grape vine-scroll, is found in India.
It survives in the Coptic textiles which contributed to

94the prominent place it held in Islamic art*
In the seventh century A.D. Islam, under the guiding 

spirit of the Prophet Muhammad, emerged as not only a



religious but also as a military and political power. The
Prophet healed the wounds of the jarring tribes of Arabia,
looked in internecine warfare from time immemorial and so
gave them a new unity. They, thus, came to constitute
the sinews of the armies of Islam, which so dramatically
carried the banner of the new Paith across the face of the 

96known world.̂  Within a century Islam had spread its 
political power from the pillars of Hercules into Persia 
and India.^

It was the success of these campaigns which ensured
the future of the Paith and welded the tribes and the
conquered peoples into a world power. To quote Snouck
Hurgronje,'"But for the military success of the first
Khalifs, Islam would never have become a universal religion.

Islam was, thus, established by means of Muslim
prowess in the field* Abandoning Jerusalem as the centre
of the Paith, the Prophet made Mecca, an ancient Arabian
centre of cult and culture, the qibla or focus to which all

99Muslims turn at the established times of prayer.^
Jerusalem was polyglot. Hebrew, Aramaic, Syriac, Greek 
and Latin all played a part in its history. Mecca stands 
in the very heart of Arabia and the classical Arabic of the 
Qur'an formed the language of Islam and its nascent



literature.100 It was the bond that united the growing 
empire •

Ihe Prophet's dramatic appearance on the stage of 
history coincides with an epoch of disintegration through
out Arabia. It has, indeed, been said that Arabia was 
politically convulsed, socially corrupt and morally 
depraved. It was a time when paganism and animistic
beliefs were rife and solidarity among the contending

101tribes was totally absent* Ihe conversion of such a
disunited society into a national and, later, international
power was the direct outcome of the Prophet's leadership
and teaching. Ihe social aspects of his mission are well-
established. He pacified the animosities of the warring
tribes, composed their differences and cemented them into
a universal brotherhood, so creating the nucleus of the

102Islamic commonwealth of the near future*
Combining in himself the functions of Pope and 

10̂ 5Caesar,  ̂the Prophet so laid the foundation of a unified 
Arabia, a sort of Islamic Republic, based on a common 
outlook upon life. In other words, the Arabians felt 
themselves for the first time to be a homogenous entity*10^ 
Ihe Prophet succeeded in arousing in his people a broader, 
clearer, fresher, more vigorous political and social ideal



than that of the enfeebled Byzantine Empire* Bo other 
society has such a record of success in uniting so many 
separate people in an equality of status, opportunity and 
endeavour under a central government within such a brief 
time.105

But the new unity was not achieved at once* The 
Prophetic mission was resisted at the beginning in Mecca 
itself* The QurSaish tribe, a highly developed mercantile 
organisation who held the curat or ship of the sacred 
enclosure surrounding the Ka’ba with its ancient rite of 
pagan worship, opposed the Prophet, and their opposition

*» r\£.led to the Hijra. fhe term is translated
"flight*1 but the Prophet fs removal to Madina was a planned

mrnmovement at the invitation of the leaders of Madina itself,
which was in its own. right a well established centre of
trade and culture. But it must be noted that Madina as a
city was not wholly Arabian for it had a large population 

107of Jews. It was, indeed, a commercial centre, whereas
108Mecca was a cult centre. It changed his fronts*

fhe Prophet left Mecca, the city of his birth, 
persecuted and dejected, but he was hailed at Yathrib, 
renamed Madinat al-Nabi, as the honoured and invited guest 
of its c i t i z e n s . A t  Mecca he met with opposition from



his worldly-minded kinsmen. At Madina he gained both
religious support and backing of his wealthy converts.

*•»The petty incident of the Prophet's migration to Madina
is no longer a petty insignificant events rather it is
a landmark in the social, religious and political history
of Islam, for it altered his standing from that of a
local enthusiast to that of a national leader throughout

110the Arabian peninsula.
The differentiating characteristics between the

Madinites and the Meccans may be sought in their respective
environments. Madina lies in the central Arabian plateau,
thus differing from Mecca which is a city of the coastal
plain. Muir says, "Within the great mountain range which
skirts the Red Sea, and midway between Yemen and the
Syrian border, lies Mecca with its holy femple. fhe
traveller from the seashore approaches the sacred valley by
an almost imperceptible rise of about fifty miles, chiefly
through sandy plains and defiles hemmed in by low hills
of gneiss and quartz, which reach in some places the height

111of four or five hundred feet." Contrasting to Mecca, 
Madina as described by the same author offers a completely 
different picture. Muir writes, "Closely embracing the 
city and in contrast with the rugged rocks on which our



travellers stand, are the orchards of palm trees for which 
from time immemorial Medina has been famous* One sheet
of gardens, the loveliest and most verdant spot in all 

112the plain." Therefore, it can be said that while the 
rugged atmosphere at Mecca bred a materialistic outlook 
upon life, the bracing climate of Madina with its palm 
trees, rich gardens and grazing ground produced not only 
prosperity but a genial and receptive attitude among its 
inhabitants* Moreover, the pagan Arabian society with the 
Ka*ba as its centre was no match for the international 
society at Madina with its settlements of Christians and 
Jews.11^

Imbued with Messianic ideas, the Jews were awaiting 
the appearance of-a Messiah. Fully aware of the political 
advantages,; these expectations offered, the Prophet 
abandoned Mecca for Madina which became the nursery of 
Islam. Henceforth, Madinat al-Nabi served as the centre of 
political sovereignty of Islam as well as base of military 
expeditions beyond the borders of Arabia* The Prophet*s 
organisation of his supporters, to quote Sale, was "not a 
change of front; it simply embodies the growing develop
ment of the principles of Islam from the first and forms 
a definite starting point for the national and foreign



conquests it was about to enter upon11#**"̂
Arabia before the birth of Islam was nothing more

than a mere geographical expression, the landmark that lay
between the Mediterranean and the Bast. Under the aegis of
Islam, she became a thriving centre of human activity:
social, political, religious and, most striking of all,
military. The prima facie cause behind the cataclysmic
Arab expansion was a deep-seated religious inspiration,

115serving as a cementing bond among its adherents*  ̂ Ho 
less predominant were the factors of privation, caused by

■t /"
drought and lack of pasture. To these factors may be 
added a new feeling for national homogeneity derived 
largely from a common language and a momentary sehse of

117racial superiority over the neighbouring decadent nations.
Thus inspired the Arabs eventually brought under

their sway the enfeebled Kingdoms of the Byzantines and
the Sasanians. Within a century of the death of the Prophet
at Madina in the year A.H.10/A.D.632, the Muslims carried
the banner of their Faith, from the pillars of Hercules to
the confines of China, embracing part of Southern Europe
and the whole of Northern and a portion of Central Africa,

119and also a major part of the continent of Asia. Dwell
ing on the far-reaching effects of the expansion of Islamic
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horizon, Codrington says, "The ancient harriers of race
and language had not merely been broken down, but a new
combination of men*s mind had been brought about and a

120new environment for human activity*!t This created a
new environment for human cultural advances brought
about by the contacts of Islam with the ancient
architectural traditions of the vanquished building races.
The formation of the eclectic art of Islam coincides with
its confrontation with the two basically different building

121traditions of the time: the Byzantine and the Sasaniah.
In the course of their military conquests, the

Muslims came across two alien artistic elements, neither of
which was, however, immune from the influence of the. other.
In contradistinction to the ashlar masonry architecture
of the Mediterranean region, particularly Syria, Africa,
Egypt and also Northern Mesopotamia, the tradition of
brick architecture was demonstrated by the monuments of
'Iraq, Persia, and Central Asia. Richmond stresses the
process of assimilation of these two divergent architectural
traditions: J'Islam brought into close contact the
different traditions of the stone-builders of the Eastern

122Mediterranean and the brick-builders of Asia".



During the Caliphate of 'Umar ibn al-Ehattab. who
has often been designated as the warrior-Caliph par
excellence, the Muslims conquered Syria, 'Iraq, Persia and 

12'5Egypt. In these conquered regions, the Arab invaders
could not but be impressed by the awe-inspiring products
of both Byzantine and Sasanian architecture, namely the
Holy Sepulchre at Jerusalem (A.D. 527-65), the Church of
St. John at Damascus (A.D. 579), and the Taq -i- Kisra at

T PACtesiphon (probably second half of the 5^d century A.D.)
The succession of the patriarchal epoch of Islam 

by the hereditary kingship of the Umayyads was the result 
of the elimination of many of the original orthodox 
features of early Islam. The Umayyads revived the ancient 
Bedouin spirit, the basis of the new Arabian nationalism 
and the re-established monarchy as an autocratic institution 
Wellhausen calls the result "an Arab Kingdom'^and Browne 
points out that it was modelled upon Byzantine and Persian 
Kingship.

The transfer of the capital from Madina, the birth
place of Islam to Damascus, a centre of Byzantine culture, 
was a second turning-point in the development of Islam*
With the fall of the Eastern Empire, the Muslims came into 
contact with Byzantine art, discernible in the Churches of

35
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** 123Mawsil, Nisibis, Bosra, Horns, Hama, Baalbek, etc.
But the influence was also decorative. Arnold rightly
comments on the extraordinary motifs of lions, horses and
birds, which are said to have been used in the designs of
the tapestries of Hira, which was before the Muslim
conquest a flourishing Nestorian city. He says that they
undoubtedly display the influence of Christian workmanship.
The appearance of hieratic figures in the pottery of Rayy
indicates the participation of non-Muslim artists in the

IpQceramic art of Persia.  ̂ At any rate, at all these centres 
artists were available and it is clear were used by the 
Umayyads.

Creswell has fittingly expressed the effects of the
transfer of the capital from Madina to Damascus. He says,
"What Greece had been to Rome, Syria was to the Arabs under

150the Umayyads, saving and transmitting great culture."
The older primitive buildings of barrack-like

simplicity gave place to ostentatious architectural
projects,as exemplified by the Dome of the Rock and the
Great Mosque of Damascus.'1'^ The growth of Muslim
architecture, in which the Mosque played a determining role,
obviously stimulated by the steady urbanization of Islamic

152society throughout the conquered regions. Muslim



settlements sprang up out of "army camps" in the newly 
conquered cities, Fustats and Hiras were converted intoJ- * »

«. I ̂Madinas.  ̂ Thus were created the early Muslim cities of 
Kufa, Basra, Fustat and Qayrawan, each of which had a 
Mosque as the nucleus# The ruling Princes or their 
provincial G-overnors built new metropolitan cities as 
demonstrated by the Umayyad capital cities of Damascus 
and Harran, as well as the *Abbasid cities of Baghdad,
Raqqa, Samarra, etc.'*’*^

The confrontation of the indigenous Arab ideas of 
building with the surviving arrangements of Mediterranean 
and Mesopotamian architecture revolutionized the building

"Itraditions of the Muslims for all time to come# ^  In 
the attainment of an architecture of truly Muslim character,
skilled workmen recruited from the various regions were

1̂ 56 137employed. J They naturally incorporated foreign elements.
Therefore, as Ernest Bhys puts it, "The origin of the Arab
CMuslimJ style may probably be traced to Sasanian as well
as to Byzantine sources."

However, the origin of Muslim architecture is a
highly controversial subject. YJhile Bivoira, Sauvaget and
others have attributed the splendour of Muslim architecture
to.*-Christian sources, consisting of Byzantine Church art



grafted on Graeco-Roman elements. Gayet and Creswell,
thus, trace the origins of many Muslim features from
Coptic Egypt On the other hand and probably not with-

eout reason, Diulafoy, Sarre, Herzfeld and others reflect
h

on the indebtedness of Muslim architecture to Mesopotamian, 
Persian and Central Asian building traditions #**-41 Havell 
was the first to assert the "Indianness11 of Indo-Muslim 
architecture .***42

There is no denying the fact that Muslim art and 
architecture throughout its history did embrace a wide

14 *5range of art motifs from non-Islamic artistic sources* ^  
Nevertheless, the source of functional ideas of early 
Muslim architecture of which the Mosque was the most 
important must be sought in the primitive Arab building of 
the Prophet at Madina erected in A.H*l/A.D.622. This met 
all the formal requirements of Muslim congregational 
prayer, and thereby served as the prototype of Mosque 
architecture throughout the Islamic world*^^^ Therefore, 
the origin of Muslim architecture in general, and Mosque 
architecture in particular, is indigenous. Elaborating 
this point Richard Burton says, "What in Arabia was simple 
and elegant became highly ornate in Spain, florid in 
Turkey, sturdy in Syria, and effeminate in India. Still



39
divergence of detail had not even after the lapse of

145twelve centuries materially altered the fundamental form".
Theoretically Muslim art is aniconic, hut in practice the
rejection of representational art was confined to

147religious buildings, such as Mosques, tombs, etc.
Yet Islamic art had heed for decoration and satisfied it
by means of calligraphy, arabesque designs and floral
motifs.'*'^ The stone building traditions of the
Mediterranean regions with their decoration in which marble

149mosaics, vine-scrolls, acanthus and palmettes appear,
play an undoubted part in the Umayyad monuments of Syria,
namely, the Dome of the Rock (A.H.72/A.D.691), the Mosque
of Aqsa (A.H.66-86/A.D.685-705), both at Jerusalem, and
the Mosque of Damascus (A.H.86-96/A.D.705-715) as well as
the Qusayr *Amra (A.H.93-97/A.D,7 1 1 - 7 1 5 ) But Persian
influence also played a leading part at Mshatta (A.H.126/
A.D.745-44) #̂ 51 Qreswell puts it, "Yet even here
pYIshatta] there is penetration of Persian influence, for
in the midst of the vine-scrolls [Hellenistic] are mythical
animals taken from Sasanian art, just as the Sasanian
tulip-like motif occurs in the mosaics of the Dome of the
Rome in the midst of Hellenistic motifs vine-scrolls,

152Corinthian capitals, etc." ^



40
CDiie transfer of the capital of the Muslim Empire 

from Damascus to Baghdad by Caliph al-Mansur, the founder 
of the *Abbasid capital, brought Islam into contact with

IKS _Iran. ^ Mar^ais says, “With the separation of the 1Abbasid
Caliphate from the regions of Western Islam and the shift
of the capital from Damascus to Baghdad a vast stream
of Iranian influence came pouring in, charged with
Sasanian survivals and reminiscences and with ever more

154ancient Mesopotamian memoirs.“ ,

It is often said that Islam not so much conquered
155Persia as Persia conquered Islam. The imposing monuments

of the *Abbasids at Baghdad, Raqqa, jlkhaidir, Samarra, etc.
unmistakably demonstrate the influence of Sasanian Persia,

156especially in its use of brick construction. Brick was
used predominantly in Mesopotamia and Persia since good

î >7building stones were often unprocurable. The Taq-i-Kisra, 
probably built in the second half of the 3rd century A.D. 
at Ctesiphon is a surviving example of the earlier

i toSasanian vaulted and stucco architecture. w Pope says, 
“Trained from time immemorial in the instructive school of 
raw and fired brick, it is not surprising that the masons 
of Persia, apparently by the tenth century at least A.D., 
had mastered many fundamental forms which were soon

|Cflcarried to a high degree of perfection.“ The finest



creations of the new Persianized Islamic architecture
are found at Isfahan, Shiraz, Yaramin, Tabriz, Mashhad,
Harat as well as in the Central Asian buildings at Samarqand. 
•

Here Islamic architecture reaches perfection both in 
building construction and decoration.

According to both Pope and Diez, the culmination 
of brick building, in Islamic Persia was its use of 
glazed tiles, painted panelling, and rich stucco designs.
The characteristic elements of brick buildings illustrated 
by the Palaces at Sarvistan, Firuzabad, and Ctesiphon 
exerted a profound influence on Muslim architecture.
The innovations include the four-centred pointed arch, the 
method of brick bonding, the arched squinch, the use of
lustre tile, painting on gesso, ornamental stucco designs

16Y —and carved and painted wood, etc. ^ The art of Samarra
with its distinctive ornamental stucco designs is unique

463in the history of 1Abbasid architecture.
It is, therefore, conclusive that the direct

source of Indo-Muslim architecture can not be other than 
164Persia. Persian influence manifests itself in all the

splendid monuments of pre-Mughal India at Maneura
-Brahmanabad, Banbhore, That'tba, G-ulbarga, Bidar, and G-aud
and Hazrat Pandua in Bengal. It is not surprising that • ..



Persian vaulted construction is magnificently represented 
in the Adina Mas3id (A.H*776-86/A.D.1374-84) at Hazrat 
Pandua and the Gunman t Mas3id (A.H.889/A.D.1484) at Gau<J. 
The picturesque mosque of Tantipara (A.H.885/A.D.1480) at 
Gaud and the lattan Masjid (A.H.889-925/A.D. 1492-1519) 
also at Gaud are beautiful, encrusted with glazed tiles 
of unmistakable Persian origin. Under the Mughals new 
avenues of Persian influence were opened up.
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CHAPTER II

ARCHITECTURAL ORIGIHS OF MASJID

The evolution of Mas.iid as a distinct type of 
Muslim building can be traced by an analytical study of 
the term Mas.iid* together with other cognate terms*
Among these are Musalla * Mihrab* MarfiSis * Bayt or Par. 
Zawiya and *Anaza - ffarba - Sutra#

ki&e Sa.iada * Salat is a loan word in Arabic, as
Ahas been stated earlier* Sa.iada * which forms the root 

of Mas.iid differs from Salat * from which the term Musalla 
is derived not only in its radicals but in meaning*
Sa.iada * forms one of the ten genuflections performed during 
the ritual prayer or galat* In the ordinary sense galat 
denotes spontaneous individual prayer* However, both 
Sa.iada and Salat indicate some place of prayer, namely the 
Musalla from Salat and the Mas jid from Sa.iada^

However, in the early phase of the missionary
career of the Prophet, both Musalla and Mas.iid seem to be
identical in interpretation* As Pedersen puts it, “in
the dogma of Muhammad, a sanctuary was not a fundamental 

2necessity1** Hence the Prophet had no fixed place of 
prayer in Mecca* He performed Salat sometimes besides the



Ka’ba, sometimes in the private place of worship, that is,
3the Musalla * erected by Abu Bakr*

The Musa11a-Maslid conception of the place of
prayer is expanded by the statement of the Arab grammarian
Ibn al-*Arabi* While interpreting the term Salat in his
T*aj J* he refers to the Mihrab al-buyut wa Musalla al-
Jama*at * that is, the Mihrab of (or in) houses and the
place of the prayer meeting* Here Mihrab and Musalla are
employed in the sense of a place of congregational prayer,

5that is to say, Mas.iid*
Dies observes, “The private place of worship

lenown as Musalla originated in pre-Muhammadan Arabia where
we have evidence of it, for example, in the story of the
Prophet*s Salats outside Medina in a place belonging to 

—  6the Banu Salima”* The site was situated ^outh-west of 
the city in the territory of the Banu Salima, outside the
wall, north-east of the bridge* Festivals were held there

— 7on 1st Shawwal and the 10th Dhul Hijja*
Wljile Dies traces the Musalla from pre-Islamic 

Arabia, Wensinck expounds a curious theory in ascribing
o

its origin to the iforth Semitic threshing floor* It is, 
however, extremely misleading to determine the nature of 
any specialised building such as the Islamic mosque is



simply because of a primitive ritual performed on
threshing floors* ,IJ is known that in the Prophetfs
Mosque, funeral prayers were offered in the same way as

9they were elsewhere* Curiously enough, there is no 
prostration in the SalsTt alcana'1 is or funeral prayer*
It was always feared that people ignorant in religious 
matters should take the service to be an act of the 
worship of the dead, corresponding to the ancient practice 
of ancestral worship* In any case, the fundamental 
concept of Musalla and Masjid is that they are places of 
prayer*

However, the Mas.iid as a type of.architecture
intended for congregational prayer did not exist at Mecca
before the Hidra* In Madina, the stronghold of Islam,
however., the two concepts of Musalla and Mas.iid came to
receive distinct interpretations* The controversy among
the Traditionalists over the performance of prayer in
either the Musalla or the Mas.iid would seem to prove that

10they were structurally different* Wensinck maintains
11that the Musalla was the place of prayer for. rain, and 

that the Mas.iid was the place of prostration and worship# 
Without entering into the controversy, it is clear that 
'kk0 Musalla was relegated to a secondary importance as



7
compared with the Ma&Tna Masjid* The original, very simple
building, of the Prophet at MadTna, possessed all the
appurtenances necessary for congregational prayer and
served as a prototype of the Mosque throughout the Islamic 

12world* The Musalla» on the other hand, was part of the
buildings, forming the headquarters of the tribal
organization or seat of a tribal clan#

13Doughty refers to a MaSally (Musalla) as a raised 
mud platform with a low cornice bestrewn with clean gravel 
and says that it was to be found in all the house courts 
at Hayil* These praying platforms or "kneeling places" , 
as Doughty calls them, are quite common in the desert, 
being defined by a border of stones, facing the Ka'ba, 
known as Sutra* Niebuhr gives a detailed account of a 
ceremony he observed in Yemen in a place outside the 
town devoted to public prayer and known as MaSally 
(Mugalla)#1^

Hughes explains Musalla as a small mat, cloth or 
carpet on which a Muslim says his prayer# (Pig# 4*) 
Incidentally, he also observes that in Egypt the term 
Sajjadah is used in place of Musalla # as well as the 
Persian Jai-Namaz* ^  In a commonly used sense, Musalla 
seems to represent a single square chamber with a mihrab
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in the qibla, wall, approached by a high entrance portal#
In other words, it later on came to be identified with 

16Mas.iid# Architecturally speaking, the Musalla is, as
Dies says, ,fa religious building not sufficiently important

17to form an architectural type of its own" • This is
not altogether correct for G-auhar Sh'ad1 s great Mosque at

-  18 Harat is commonly known as Musalla as well as Mas.iid*
But, generally speaking, the term Iffasjid superseded the
terra Masalia#

Attempts have been made by scholars to identify the
Mihrab as a place of prayer, having all the appurtenances

19of the developed Mas.iid* Ibn al-’Arabi refers to the 
Maharib of the Banu Isra’il, as being their Mas.iids* Muller
translates the terra Mihrab which appears in the Kawkaban

—  20 inscription of Hamadan for the first time as "sanctuary11*
The Prophet also refers to the Mihrab of David and other
Prophets, thereby implying chapels, like those at
Jerusalem, referred to by JabarT and commented on by 

21Serjeant#
The employment of the compound term Mihrab al- 

22Musalla by Qalanisi is interesting, for both the terms,
as we have seen, can imply Mas.iid* Taking this into

^  at-6091account and also the simultaneous use of Mihrab,wa Musalla— •---- ft—  — ......



al-Jama*at, i*e* the Mihrab of the House and the Musalla 
of the Congregation,^ it is possible to suggest that 
the former indicates a part of the Mosque devoted to 
congregational worship* It would seem that the usual 
meaning of Mihrab« as the usually concave niche indicating 
the cjibla. did not emerge in Islamic architecture until 
the reconstruction of the Mosque of the Prophet in MadTna 
by ’Umar ibn 'Abd al-’Aziz, the Governor of the Hijaa 
under the Umayyad Caliph al-Walid in the year A*H* 88-90/ 
A.D* 707-9*2if Curiously enough, the earliest known 
example of the Mihrab is in the cave of the Dome of the

p c
Rock, and is commonly spoken of as Solomon’s Mihrab*
This Mihrab. {plate Itla) which corresponds to the design 
on a coin of *Abd al-Malik (Plate 11a, b; Pig* 8) dated
A.H* 75/A*D* 695 was built not later than the end of the

26 —7th century* Both Solomon’s Mihrab and that represented
on the coin of ’Abd al-Malik are, however, not concave,
but flat*

Etymologically, the term Mfjftrab2^ has much the same 
meaning as ’Anaza or Sutra, for the derivative frariba

Q Qdenotes "a place of a struggle" or a battlefield"*
Lane explains Mijirab as Masjid or "sanctuary"• He writes, 
"•*. and sanctuaries were built for the sons of Israel:
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their masjids in which they used to teach and gathered

29 —for prayer"* Like Mas.iid* Mihrab is also a loan word,
being probably Aramaic*-'

It is interesting to note that Mihrab^1 occurs in
the poems of Imru ’l-Qais, al-A'sha, Ibn Duraid Ishtiqaq*
It also appears in Sura xxxiv* 3* but in Sura iii* 37, where
it denotes not a qibla-niche or sanctuary but rather a
Lady’s private chamber or Zanana*^

Hamilton considers the little chamber within the
bath in the Khirbat al-Mafjar, built by the Umayyad Caliph
Hisham in A*H. 172-80/A#D* 788-96, as a dTvvan or audience
hall*’ He writes, "It is easy to recognize in the apsidal
dais a Mihrab (in the secular sense), the form of chamber
prescribed by long usage for the seats of Governors and
princes"*^ Much the same observations have been made
concerning Mshatta and Qusayr 'Amra#^ Following the
same line of thought Serjeant contends that the original
meaning of the term Mihr*ab was "a row of columns with
their intervening spaces"* He explains it as "a pillared

- sitting-place, open at one side, set at some eminence
above ordinary ground,level"*-36 His description is very
like that of the dXwah of M^dain Saleh drawn and

37described by Doughty*



n

It is interesting to note that the Mas.iid is on
occasion referred to as the Mihrab. as is done by Tabari
in his commentary oh Sura til, 37, when mentioning the
Mihrab with reference to the Prophet’s private room. He
writes, 11 -any hind of room or mosque which was bu&lt
for her (Maryam) the most honoured place - it is called
so because it is the place of fight which the devil never
will touch - as it is placed in the most honourable place

38of the house of Jerusalem11*
Ibn Hazm in his chapter entitled Hakm a 1-Mas.iid 

relates a story which clearly shows that the word Mihrab 
bould stand for the whole building in the early days of

•xqIslam* In other words, it evidently denotes a "holy
place11 or a 11 place of prostration11 • Serjeant states that
in Hadraraaut the term Maharib means the portico of a
Mosque*^0 In the successive phases of architectural
development of the Mas.iid. Mihrab was used especially to
indicate the place of prayer, that is to say, the qibla
of the Mosque* Besides exercising its essential functions
in orientating Mosques towards the Holy Sanctuary of the
Ka’ba, the Mihrab has been made the subject of ornamentation
as no other part of the Mosque has been*^

42According to Lammens, the idea of the Mas.iid is



closely linked with the customs of the pre-Islaraic Arab
B e d o u i n s * ^  xn the accepted social framework of Bedouin
life, the tent of the individual Bedouin came to be
dissociated from the tribal tent, which was considered to
be both inviolable (faima) as well as sacred (haram)«^
Such a tent on which was centred, the unbounded veneration
of the tribe was the meeting-place of the Ma.ilis and so
was identified with it.

The terms Majlis and NadX, as pointed out by Lammens 
45are synonymous* The Majlis or rather the tribal tent

assumed the role of the tribal sanctuary, where DTn al-fArab,
the pre-Islamic Arab religion, was practised*^ Citing
the example of the Masjid of the Banu Najjar tribe
(Masjid al-Qaum)* founded before the Hijra, Lammens writes,
ft« it (Masjid) succeeded the Majlis of the tribe, a tent
of the council among the individualistic Arabs whose social

47life was concentrated in it'1*
Drawing a parallel between the Majlis idea of the 

Bedouin tribes and the Dar conception of the Prophet1s 
Mosque at MadTna, Lammens again says, 11 - just as Islam 
showed the desire of absorbing the organisation of the 
JahilTya, of including it in its Jam’s’, it adopted, in 
enlarging it., the conception of haram and hima, both



Semitic ideas11 In spite of these remarks of Lammens,
49which are, supported by Rivoira, it is hard to believe

in the pre-Islamic origin of the Mas.iid* Primarily the
Mailis or Council Tent served as the focus of Arab
society, whereas the Masjid* right from the very beginning,
formed the veritable focus or centre of the soaio-political
and religious life of the Muslim community* But philologi-
cally Majlis does not mean anything more than merely a
meeting place*

The ideas of haram and hima are doubtless very old.
Moreover, the widely-venerated shrines of Mecca and
Jerusalem, which are referred to as Bait a I Hrla ram or
"Sacred Enclosures" and Bait al-Muqaddas or "Holy House"
were already in existence, and must have radically

50influenced the idea of the early Muslim mosques*
With regard to the problem of the "place of 

prostration", another term exists, £awiya* ^  In connection 
with an Arabian Nights1 tale, Richard Burton refers to 
the Arabic terra Zawiya as a little mosque or oratory* He 
further explains that it stands to the Mosque in the same 
relationship as a Chapel to a Church,^2 but such 
Christian parallels are misleading* Properly speaking, 
Zawiya is the corner of a building, but it was also applied



to the cell of a Christian monk and later on to a small
“praying room11 *53 xn its widest sense, as Dumas puts
it, “the Zawiya is, to sum up, a religious school and a
free hostel, in these two respects it has much in common

54 —with the Mediaeval monastery'1 • The Zawiya, therefore,
is not so much an oratory or a part of the congregational
mosque, devoted to individual prayer, as an asylum for

55travellers and poor people*
However, the idea of the Mas.iid does have an 

inseparable connection with the characteristic Muslim 
idea of fAnaza, which is also sometimes known as Stitra 
and Harba*^ Lane explains 1Anaza as a sort of spear
o£ staff* Like 'Anaza, Sutra and Harba also denote a

57 —■kind of spear* Lane suggests that the term 'Anaza
means “spear with bent horns"*^ Schwarzlose considers
it to be something between a staff and a spear with a head 

59like a spear, Miskat gives an idea of the size and
shape of the Sutra when he says that the stick or spear

60
should be a cubit in height and an inch thick* Miles 
says, “The 'anazah was the harbah or spear which the 
Abyssinian King Najashi sent to Zubayr b* [bin] al-'awwam 
as a gift and which the latter in turn gave to Muhammad.
As early as the year 2 of the Hijrah it was carried by



Bilal before the Prophet when he went forth to the IvlusallsT
on the two ’Tds and was stuck in the ground in front of him
to serve the dual purpose of sutrah and qibla, that is,
to delimit the piece of ground private to him during his

61prayers and to point the direction11 • In the field of 
battle, warring Muslim soldiers naturally used their 
spears as the StTtra when praying# (Plate 1)* The Prophetfs
own 1-Anaza is preserved as a sacred relic of the Caliphate

_ _ 62at Samarra#
Literally, Sutra denotes covering, sheltering,

protecting, specially at the time of ritual prayer# ^
In its specific sense, it means an object, either fixed
of- lying in front of the worshipper at right angles to
the direction of Mecca* It has also been referred to as
Kiswa or veil# As Gayet puts it, lfIhe censer of a woman
in charge of burning perfume before the ka*ba communicated
the fire to the veil aiid. the whole sanctuary was burnt
from the top to the bottom11 # ^  As a concept the Sutra
is, therefore, probably pre-Islaraic, engrained in the idea

65of the Kiswa of the Holy Sanctuary of Mecca# In the 
traditions, the Kiswa is mentioned as the Sutra* Sutra is 
derived from sitr a or satara« denoting the veil or curtain, 
which screened the Prophet1s wives from public eyes in the
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Hujra of his Mosque at MadTna.^ Bamboo staff and turbans

67are sometimes also used as the Sutra. The term parba
is closely related to Mihrab, being its root, as has been
stated earlier. BuktiarT relates a tradition. "The Prophet
ordered the Harba to be placed between his hands, and he
took it as (a qiblah), and people followed him, and the
door of praying faced the Harba. The Iiarba was fixed and they
prayed in front of it". The Harba, therefore, clearly has
the function of marking the direction of the qibla11.

69Becker interprets the Sutra as a sceptre, a
part of the royal paraphernalia, but this magnification of
Arab royalism is not really convincing. Both Becker and
Rhodokanakis^0 think that the staff (Sutra) and pulpit
(Minbar) are derived from the two indispensable attributes

71of the Judge or Orator in pre-Islamic Arabia. Quoting
Strzygowski, Rhodokanakis substantiates this view by
referring to the frescoes of Qusayr *Amra and Mshatta,
where seated figures were found with sceptres in their 

72 —hands. Ibn Khaldun, however, does say that the preacher
(Khatib) carried a staff or sword as he approached and

73mounted the Minbar. ^ But the idea of the Sutra is 
essentially Islamic.

The place of 1Anaza in the study of early Islamic



iconography is still a matter of deliberation* Miles
draws attention to the iconographies! or symbolic
representation of ’Anaza in a unique Arabo-Sasanian dirham
struck at Damascus in not later than A.H. 75/A.D. 695# now

74in the American numismatic Society’s Collection*
The obverse has a portrait of a ruler in the Sasanian 
style with PahlavT script, but the reverse bears the most 
extraordinary representation of a semi-circular Mifrrab 
resting on two twisted pilasters with an upright spear, 
descending from the crown of the arch* (Plate II,a, b; Pig* 
8)* Miles describes it as terminating in an apical 
blade with two basal prongs bent background, and standing

75upon what appears to be a bifurcated base”•
According to Miles, the ’Anaza, within the Mihrab

is a replica of ,fthe distasteful gabri symbolism of the 
*7fire altar” • The Achaemenian and the Partho-Sasanian

seals and coins demonstrate representations of fire-
77altars with two flanking attendants (Pigs. 5# 6)*

As figural or symbolic representation is revulsive to 
Muslim religious taste, the Muslim mint-masters probably 
replaced it by a Mihrab. copied probably from. Solomon’s 
Mihrab (Plate III,a) in the cave of the Dome of the Rock, 
which is dated A.H. 72/A.D. 691 referred to above* 
Architectural and decorative resemblances



between the two are to be observed in the semi-circular 
arch of the Mihrab. the two twisted pilasters, the unusual

"7 Aform of capitals and vine scroll motifs#
In the institution of the 33aj;j, the pilgrims have 

to pelt pebbles at the stone pillars at certain stage 
with a view to prevent devilish interference# This pre- 
Islamie custom which survived in Islamic rites led 
Wellhausen and Vi/ensinck to think that Sutra may be said 
to have possessed the power of exorcising demonical 
i n f l u e n c e s # ^  In the sense of a spear, it has been 
considered to be a manifest attribute of the Commander of
the army, Chieftain of the tribe, ruling Princest?and

80 —Judges# In its implication of exorcism, the Sutra may
be considered to have been borrowed from ancient Jewish
practice, the parallel being Shlebet or sceptre or staff#^

In the light of the above discussion, there is no
reason to doubt that Sutra or Harba is the embodiment of

82the Mifrrab meaning ”the place of the lance11 • Strangely 
enough, before the concave mihrab appeared in A.H. 88-90/ 
A.D. 707-9, the qibla in the Mosque of the Prophet at 
Madina was determined by a large block of stone#^*5 
This stone which is often considered as the replica ofO)
tfee "BlQoh Stone*1 of the Ka’ba, occurs in the form of



a banging bell at the corner Mifrpab (Plate Illb, Pig* 7) 
of the Mashhad or Tomb of Imam !Aun al-Din at Mosul

x 85(xiiith centnry A.D.)*
Prom the concept of Sutra is evolved the fTdgah

(Plate IV, al*) which is an open air praying ground with
a wall on the qibla side* As Richmond puts it, "They
have a screen of wall about a hundred yards long with a
central prayer-niche and the normal three steps for the
preacher: and each extremity is garnished with an

86 —imitation Minaret"* "Tdgah is, in fact, an enclosed
mosque, but with a limited and special function.^

In conclusion, it may be said with a fair amount
of certainty that the Sutra formed the genesis of the
"Tdgah. which in course of time developed into a well
formed architectural type. As Oonde puts it, "The Mosque
is of various and almost of any shape* It is, in fact,

88a wall"* This fundamental concept of Mas.jid is in
close conformity with the sayings of the Prophet, as
BuIdiarT relates, "The earth has been created for me as a
Masjid. and a place of purity, and whatever man from my
Urama finds himself in need of prayer, let him pray"*

89(anywhere)* This is further attested by the fact that 
the early carap-mosques at Kufa, Basra, and Pust’at are



built of reeds and thatch, so that they could if
necessary, be tfe&en down with the movement of the

90military camp*
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ceremonies were, however, held in Churches in early 
Christian times. This proto-Semitic use of the 
threshing floor, also existed in South Arabia, as 
pointed out by Wensinck.



9* Semitic Rites, pp. 7-8. Besides the observance of the
funeral prayers along with the usual congregational 
prayers, the MadTna mosque also served as a suitable 
place for performing the salat al-Istikia1 (prayer 
for rain) and the on the Two-Feasts, namely,
*Td al-Fitr on the First day of Shawwal, and fTd. al- 
Ajlha and even the prayer for rain. (Bell, A.,
Istiskn* in EX. vol. II, Part 1, 1927, P# 562).

10. Semitic Rites, pp. 7-8. See also al-BukhsirX, IstiskeT1
bab 4j Cairo, 1304; Muslim, sahTfr with Hawawi*s 
commentary, Cairo, p. 301 sqq; Abu Du’ad I, p. 115* sq; 
Tirmidhi, 1, 110; Hasai, 1, 224*

11. Semitic Rites, p. 8#
12. Richmond, E.T., Moslem Architecture 623 to 1516,

some causes and consequences. London, 1926, pp. 3> 29.
13« Doughty, vol. 31, pp. 11, 248.
14. JRites, quoted by Wensinck, p. 8. Hiebuhr.t4nPi-WiCt*)  ̂ “

a description of a
ofceremony in Yemen at a place outside the town, calledA

Musalla / fa s aft 
15* Hughes, Musalla , g?w---l3E£ *
16. Pedersen, pp. 325-58. He says, ,fthe word musalla

may mean any place of prayer, therefore also mosque1*.
See also Diez, Musalla« p. 15§»



17# Dies, Musallaf. p. 159* He saw Arabian Musallas and 
Masjids of the simplest kind with LTwan of several 
naves built of rows of pillars, running parallel 
with the qibla wall. They often lack any courtyard 
or even Mihrab. See also his Die Kunst der Islamis - 
che Volker. Berlin, 1915, PP« 8, 11, 37, 9l»-f* 100. 
He regards Musalla as a place of prayer. He 
particularly refers to the Musalla of Banu Salamah 
in MadTna, and that of Bahrain. Margais, H.,
Manuel d*art Musulman. vol. 11, Paris, 1926, p. 489* 
describes the Musalla of Mansura.

18. SPA, vol. II, pp. 1125-6.
19. Serjeant, p. 441, quotes Ibn al-’Arabi, "The 

Mihrab is the place where people sit (Majlis) and 
congregate". Abu HanXfa obviously thinks it is 
an eleyated place. He says, "The Milpab is the 
noblest of the places where kings sit'i* See also 
-̂ AEL, Book 1, Part 2, pp. 540-41)* It is in this 
exalted sense that the term Mifrrab has been used 
for the Castle of Gumdan (Serjeant, p. 440).
Another perplexing interpretation has been put 
forward by ibn Qais in his DTwan which runs thus:
"the maharib are masjids (places of prostration^ 
made of graven stones (hujara raanqura) and raised 
above ground level (al-ard)". This corresponds
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20.

21.

22. 
23. 
24 . 
25.

unmistakably to "the kneeling places" described by 
Doughty, as stated above.
Serjeant, p. 442; CIS, 106; See also Muller, D.H.,
USifat JazTrat al^Arab. Leiden, 1884t91, 1, P* 107, 
195* N.1.
Serjeant, p. 448. See also Tabari TafrTkh, ed.
M.J. de Goeje, etc., Leiden, 1879-1901 , 1, 2408,
N.5. ibn QaianTsT refers to mihrab al-musallsf.
He used Mahariba as a part of the mosque in which 
people could pray. Edited by H.P. Amedoroz, ed. 
History of Damascus. Leiden, 1908, 9. W.4*
Serjeant, p. 441*
Ibid, p. 441.
EMA, vol. T, p. 44.
Dalman, G., Heue Petra Forschungen und der Heilige
ffelsen von Jerusalem. Leipzig, 1912, p. 128, Abb. 81*
See also BMA, T, p. 70, PI. 120(a) in vol. II,
Fergusson, J., The Temples of the Jews and other
buildings in the Haram area at Jerusalem, London,
1878, p. 225* 3, Walker states that "the entrance
of the cave is on the south-eastern side of the Sakhra.
and on the right is the mihrab of Sulayman, the 
maqam al-KhalTl on the north corner with David1 s 
mihrab opposite". (Qubbat al-Bakhra . in ET, vol. II, 
Part 2, p. 1088). It measures 1*37 x 70m. (EMA, 1,
P. 70).
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26. Miles, G.G., Mihrab and *Anazah.,in Archaeologies 

Orientalia in memoriam Ernst Herzfeld. Hew York,
1952, pp. 158-71. This coin is preserved in the 
American Numismatic Society*s collection. It has 
the portrait of *Abd, al-Malik on the obverse and a 
mihrab with a semi-circular arch resting on two 
twisted pilasters on the reverse. It closely 
resembles Solomon*s mihrab, which may have served as 
the prototype. This problem is discussed in detail 
in an unpublished thesis by G. Fehlrvfiri, entitled
* Development of the Mihrab down to the XVth Century . 
University of London, 1961.

27. AEL, Book L, Part 2, p. 541. The word also appears
in the Mu’allaqat of Imru*l-Qays: "As the gazelles
of the sand-desert in the palaces of the south 
Arabian princes". Considered to be one of the greatest 
of the Pre-Islamic Arabian poets, Imrufl-Qays 
claimed his descent from the ancient Arabian Kings
of Yemen.

28. AELf Book % 9 Part 2, p. 541.
29. AEL, Book i, Part 2, p. 541* See also Dillman and

Fraenkel derive Mihrab from the Ethiopic root Krb, 
thereby linking with Aramaic. Dillman, A.,
Lexicon Lingual Acthiopicae. Leipzig, 1865, P* 836; 
Fraekel, S., Die Aramaische Fremdwortern im
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.29. Contd. «. •A&abisohen. Leiden, 1886, 274); E* Glaser (Mitteilungen

ti »* xUber einige Sabaische Inschriften, p. 80) and Nielsen, 
(Die Altarabische Mondrelision. Strassburg, 1910, 
p. 101) think that the word Miforab is identic§l to 
the Ethiopia Mikrab. which denotes 'a pagan church1 •
It is also connected with the Hebrew word charabot 
as suggested by S* Daiches. (The meaning of charabot, 
in Jewish Quarterly Review, 908« [3?. 6^7-"M . ).
It is translated by Derenbourg as 'fortress'.
(Supplement aux monuments, Sab£en et himyarite du 
Louvre in Revue d'Assyrologic et D'Archaeologie 
OrientajLe, vol. VI, Paris, 1905, P. 40). Some have 
tried to deduce the root hrb from the Assyrian 
Karabu, 'to be praised* • Mahmud *Ali Ghu.1 states 
that the term mfrrb occurred twice in South Arabian 
inscription* (Mahmud *Ali Ghul, p. 453). Greswell 
refers to the term haikal. a form of niche in a 
Coptic Church in connection with the concaved 
mihrab of MadTna, built by Coptic masons (EMA. 
vol. I, pp. 96-99).

30. Feh£rv5ri, op.cit., pp. 1-54.
31. Bible: Job. iii: 14:

The passage runs: ..."with kings and counsellors of 
the earth, who built desolate places for themselves.••11

GO
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31* Contd. ...In Isaiah v. 17 the passage runs; "Then shall the

lambs feed after their manner, and the waste places
of the batons"•

32. G-eyer, R. , DTw'an of al-!i\1 sha~ p. 261, V jr 220-5*
Al-A'sha particularly refers to the mihrab of Tadmor
or Palmyra in the sense of torab-tower. Quoted by
PehSrvjfiri, I, op.cit. , pp. 32-33*

33* The Qur’an: Sura XXXIV, 13* The passages in the
Qur'an run as follows:
XXXIV: 13s "They made for him what he pleased of 
fortresses Fmahlaribal and images, and bowls (large) 
as watering-troughs and cooking-pots that will not 
move from their place";
iii, 36: "So her Lord accepted her with a good 
acceptance and made her grow up a good, growing, and 
gave her* into the charge of Zacharias; whenever 
Zacharias entered the sanctuary [mihrab] to (see) 
her, he found with her food".
xix, 11: "So he went forth to his people from his 
place of worship [mihrab] then he made known to 
them that they should glorify (All’ah) morning and 
evening",

34. Hamilton, R.W. , Khirbat al-Maf.iar. Oxford, 1959, 
p* 64 •

35* Rhodokanadis , H., Zur Semitischen Sprachwissensehaf t .



35* Contd....in y rZ.K.M., XXV, 1911 , p. 71 * See also A Short
Account of E.M.A.. pp. 104-6, 124; Hamilton, W. , op.cit..,
p. 64: Musil, A., Kusa.ir fAmra, I, lest band, Wien,
1907, pp. It has an audience hall with three
recesses at the end of it. At Mshatta, the hig
basilican hall with trikonchos or triple apse also
serves the same purpose. Strsygowski, J., Zeit-
schrift fur G-eschichte der Architectur t Mshatta,
vol. I, p. 59, 334-44

36. Serjeant, R.B. , op.cit., pp. 450-51•
37* Missions, I, p. 417, Rigs. 206, 207, 208.
38. Feh^rvari, G-*, op.cit. « I, pp. 30, N.2., p. 32, H.1;

Tabari, TafsTr al-.Qur^n.
39* Ibn Ha^m, Al-Muhallal quoted by Peh£rv£ri, G-.,

op.cit.9 I, pp. 31-32. He in his treatise on Islamic
Law according to the glahTrT school, vol. IV, p. 239.
The story is as follows: "While the Muslims were
performing their dawn prayer on Monday, and AbH Bakr
was praying with them, suddenly the Prophet raised
the curtain of his wife*s (Alisha) room and looked
at them, and it was thought that the Prophet wanted
to share the prayer. Thereupon the Muslims were
about to move during their prayer, clearly so that
the Prophet might join the prayer. But the Prophet
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39• Gontd*• • •

asked them to remain quiet and to carry on with
their pi»ayer* After that he entered his room and
put down the curtain* ’AlT said, 11 If Atm fiakr was
in the Mihrab he could not see the Prophet raising
the curtain* And this was the day of his death”•

40. Serjeant, pp* 439-453*
41* Frye, R.ltf., Some aspects of Persian art in An

illustrated souvenir of the Exhibition of Persian 
Art at Burlington House, London, 1931, Second 
Edition, Intro* XIX, PI* 57* Miiirab of faience 
mosaic, XlVth Century, Pennsylvania Museum*

42* Lammens, H., Ziad ibn Abihi Rivista degli studi 
orientali* See also AEL, Book 1, Part 2, p* 444*
The term Majlis is derived from Jalasa ( ),
sitting place which recalls makan (  ̂ or
house* But there is a sharp difference between the 
two; for majlis pre-supposes a large assembly of 
the people of a particular clan for deliberations 
an(3- roakan indicates a family close circuit get-
t o g e t h e r X H ^ t e < ? 4 ")

43* Ziad* p. 241.
44* Ziad* p* 241*
45* Ziad, p. 242.
46. Ziad.» p* 242* N* 4* See also Ibn Hanbal, Masnad, IV,

t

391, 10, d; Ibn Hi sham, Sira, 184, 185, 336* 10,428, 
2d, 1; 430, 1 •
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47. Ziad, p. 241..
48* Ziad, p. 244. He quotes Jarir as follows:

"Behold my ancestors! these maglis (majlis) enjoyed 
the privileges of the mosques"*

49. Rivoira, p. 1. See also Ziad, pp. 241-244, ff.
50* Muhammad fAli: The Holy Qur^n, London, 19179

p. 306, N. 799. In Surah V* 93, Mecca is referred to 
as "the metropolis".

51. Kasdorff, pp. 52-67, H. 3- See also FMA, vol. I,
P.

92. Arabian Rights g vol. 6, p. 239, H* 2.
53* L.̂ vi - Provencal, Z*awiya in El, vol. IV, Part, 2,

1934, pp. 1220-1. The Greek equivalent to zawiyah 
is Co V I ̂  (gonia) «.

5̂ ** Ibid, pp. 1220-1; Bee also Dozy, R. , Supplement aux 
Dictionnaires Arabes, Paris, 1927, vol. I, pp.
615~*16. He calls it Petite mosqu.ee or the little 
mosque.

55. AEL, vol. 3, Book 1, Part, 3, 1869, PP. 1273-4.
58. AEL, Book 1, Part 4, p. 1304.
57. AEL, Book 1, Bart 5, p. 2173* See also Wensinck, A.

J., Harba, in El, vol. II, Pt. 1, P. 1927.
58. Miles, p. 166.
59* Schwarzlose, F.W., Die Waffen der alten Araber aus

ihren Dichtern dargestellt. Leipzig, 1886, pp. 212ff.
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See also Freytag, G.W., Einleitung in das studium
der arabischen Sprache bis Mohammed und zum Theil
spater, Bonn, 1861, pp. 252-4*

60. AEL, Book 1, Pt. 4, p. 1309* Also see Wensinck, A.J., 
Handbook of Early Muhammadan Traditions« Leyden,
1927,£P£&3 - '2.^ „ In between the worshippers and the 
sutrab y a space enough to allow a sheep to pass is 
generally maintained. Lane, E.W., The Manners and 
Customs of Modern Egyptians. 5th Edition, London,
1923, p. 72 (Hereafter cited as Manners).

61. Miles, pp. 164-65* See also Wensinck, Harba, op. 
cit., p. 266.

62. Goldziher, I., Muhammedanische Studien. vol. II,
Halle, 1890, pp. 54, 361* See also Herzfeld, E., 
Geschichte der stadt Samarra. 1948, p. 202.
Mas'UdST relates (muru;j, vi, p. 77) that the robe, 
qadas and mikh sara of the Prophet were burned by 
the Uraayyad Marwan but recovered by the ’Abb'asid 
(Miles, p. 165, H* 27)*

63* Wensinck, A.J., Sutra, in E X . vol. IV, p. 573*
64* Gayet, Al., L fArt Arabe. Paris, 1893, PP* 17-19, 

writes, the incense burner of a woman in charge of 
burning perfume before the Ka’ba communicates the 
fire to Soutrah [sutra] which is the veil hung from
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64* Gontd* • •the door and the whole sanctuary collapsed, burnt

from top to bottom* See also Wensinck, A#J*, The
Ideas of the Western Semites concerning the navel
of the earth* .Amsterdam, 1916, p* 43; BE* PP* 279-339*

65* Rhodokanakis, N*, Zur semitischen sprachwissenchaft,
W*Z *K*M». 1911, p* 75* (Hereafter cited as

Semitischen)* He discusses in detail the ancient
oriental custom of hanging carpets behind the throne
with a view to magnify the glory of the ruling
sovereign, see also Gayet, p* 17*

66* Wensinck, Sutra, p. 574.
67• AEL * Book 1 , Pt* 4, P# 1304*
68* Wensinck, A.J., A handbook of early Muhammadan 

Traditions, London, 1960, p* 223*
69* Becker, C.H., Vom Werden und Wesen der islamischen

Welt* Islamistudien. Leipzig, 1924, p* 16* See also 
Mecler, Zur Geschichte der Kanzel in Islam.in Per 
Islam* XIII, 109-12; see also Becker^ Die Kanzel im 
Kultus des alten Islam* in Qrientalische Studien,
Theodor Holdeke, Gieszen, 1906, PP* 468-472, 643* He 
thinks that both minbar and stick perhaps strictly 
belongs to early Heathenism* They naturally and 
closely resembled the throne and the s c e p t r e .  ^

70# Semitischen, pp* 73-75*
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71* Kanzel. p. 643* ■ See also Semitischen, pp, 73-74. 

Rhodokanakis connects the throne placed in the 
throne-recess with the minbar in a mihrab, the 
difference lying only in the minbar being placed 
outside the niche in a mosque. It is, also very 
interesting to note that the minbar is found 
inside the mihrab in a mosque at Aden as reported 
by Serjeant, (op.cit., p. 447). This practice 
was repeated in the Masjid-i-Jetmi * of Kirman and 
the Masjid-i-Jamif of Yazd. (SPA. vol. IV, PI. 40 
& 443, PP; Briggs (Architecture , p. 28) s§iys,
11 In ancient Arabia the minbar had been the Judge’s 
chair, and as the leader of Islam gradually became 
a great temporal ruler, his simple rostrum, while 
retaining its Arabic name, developed into an 
ornate pulpit or throne11 •

72. See n. 139•
73* Kanzel, pp. 332, 336, 343, 348-49* ef. Muqaddama, ii,

P* 57, T:r* by De Slane, ii, p. 66. Lane reports 
that in Egypt, a wooden sword was carried by the 
KheTtib as he ascended to and descended from the 
minbar (Manners. pp* 106-7)*

74. Miles, pp. 157-58, 171* John Walker published this 
coin* (A catalogue of the Arab-Sasanian coins in 
the British Museum. London, 1941, p. 29, PI. XXXI, 5.
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75* Miles, p. 159*
76. Miles, p. 163*
77* SPA, vol. IV, PI. 126. Fig. 142, d. pp.
78. Feh£rv5ri, pp. 90-105*
79* Ibid, pp. 90-105* See also Dalman, G-. , Neve Petra- 

Forschungen.. ♦ Leipzig, 1912, p. 128, Abb. 81;
Wensinck, A.J., Animismus und Damoinenglaube im 
Untergrunde des judischen und Islamischen Rituellen- 
gebets in Per Islam, Band V, Heft, 1 , p. 228; also

Harba in El, op.cit., p. 266. He informs us
that when the Prophet went out to relieve nature
an *Anaza was carried behind him. It deliberately
implies thwarting devilish interferences on occasions 
like the one mentioned. Bukhari, Kitab al-Wadu,
Bab 17; Muslim, Sahih, Hawawi's commentary, Cairo,
1 9 P* 337* Lane quotes the Prophet ,fas blood is 
circulating in person, so circulates the devil 
around them1*. (G-oldziher, I ,  Beitrage zur G-eschichte 
der sprachgelehrsamkeit bei den Araben. Wien, 1872,
p. 621• ) •

80. Miles, PI. XXVIII, pp. 160-2.
81. Benzinger, I#, Staff^in JE, which is called "Shebet" ,

Mmatteh" . vol. XI, p. 526. Herodotus (i, 195) and 
Strabo (XVI, 746) say that among the Babylonians 
every man carried a ring and a staff. It was a

02
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universal custom among the ancient Hebrews to carry 
a staff. Gen. XXXVIII. 18 - a custom dated back to 
their nomadic life. See also sceptre,.in EB, 1911 > 
vol. 24, p. 309* It is a rod which is regarded as 
a token of authority among the early Greeks, it was 
a long staff used by aged men. Later on it came to 
be used by Judges, military leaders, priests and 
others,

82. Miles, pp. 159-62.
83. Richard Burton, P., Personal Narrative of a Pilgrimage 

to Mecca and Madina, vol., T, London, MDGCGXCIII,
p. 361-2 Ji Hereajrten. VgQ

84* ibid, 361, Burton says that Black Stone consists of 
three large pieces and several small fragments stuck 
together and surrounded by a ring of stone. (Hereafter 
cited as Narrative).

85. Peh<5rv5ri, pp. 385-7* see his Plate LXXXI.
86. Arabian Nights. vol. 2, p. 202,
87. Narrative. p. 294.
88. Mosque^in DA,, vol. V-VT, p. 133- The author says,

"The mosque is of various and almost of any shape.
It is in fact a wall; and in poorer villages of 
India, the people dig a ditch, white washed it, 
ornament it with flowers and convert it into a 
mosque. The next thing is to make a platform or



88# Contd. ••
pavement against the wall for the worshippers. In
populous places it became convenient to enclose the
space, which was done by building a wall so as to
form a courtyard. This done, it became a complete
mosque, such as one was called Eadgah or Eedgah".
In fact mosque which demands certain set of
requirements is an extension of 'Tdgah. See
Chapter III, p. N.

89. BukifarT, vol. I, p. 80. (Bulaq Edition).
90. Diez, E., Masdiid. in El, vol. Ill, Part I, 1936*

P# 380.
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' C H A P T E R  III.

DEVELOPMENT OP MOSQUE ARCHITECTURE

The Mosque constitutes one of the most highly
developed forms of religious architecture. Unlike
Stonehenge, the Greek altar, the Roman basilica, the
Jewish tabernacle, the]Christian Church, the Buddhist
temple and Hindu shrine, the Mosque was not the product
of a highly organized liturgy and priesthood."** Islam
condemns all self-centred individualistic types of
worship. It postulates unified congregational worship
rather than communal prayer. With the rapid expansion of
the Muslim community through conquests as well as
missionary activities, it became necessary to set aside
an enclosed area in cities or large towns for the purpose

2of this established communal worship.
The set.form of the daily and weekly worship 

demanded certain architectural- features or rather fur
niture. (Pig. 9*) £be Mosque is not merely a place of 
prostration, facing Mecca* The Eriday Khutba is of 
great importance as the regular acknowledgment of the



authority of the Caliph and governors, and was b o  from 
very early times. Hence the Mosque must contain a 
pulpit (minbar). Since the traditions, also, require 
ablution before prayer, the Mosque must contain a tank 
or fountain(hawz). and since the Friday prayers are 
communal and attendance is obligatory, the Mosque must 
be spacious enough to contain the Faithful, arranged
line by line facing the qibla. The Mihrab cannot be• 1 1
compared with the Christian altar, since it only indicates 
the qibla and does not represent or symbolise godhead.
As Bertram Thomas puts it, - nSaracenic ‘ jMuslim j| 
architecture came to have its birth and development in 
the Moslem congregational place of worship, the Friday 
Mosque.,f̂

Despised by his lawless kinsmen, as has been stated 
earlier, the Prophet sought refuge in Madina in A.H.l/ 
A.D.622. The first thought that entered his mind upon 
his arrival was to erect a shelter for himself, his 
family and companions.^ He purchased a plot of land and
laid the foundations of a living^apartment (Fig.10.) in

5the customary fashion of the day* Tradition has it 
that the courtyard he erected has survived. The enclosed 
square measures 100 c\ibits each way. This courtyard



£later on assumed, great public importance. In the 
embryonic stage of mosque architecture, the courtyard 
with its surrounding wall embodied the idea of both 
sutra and qibla.̂

Muir observes that Madina had a sultry climate with 
occasional rainfall which necessitated the erection of

Qsome kind of shelter. But, as a matter of fact, the 
worshippers complained to the Prophet about the scorching

Qheat of the sun at the times of prayer. Therefore, a 
portion of the open spacious courtyard towards the North 
was roofed over for the congregational of the Baithful.
In its rudimentary form, this sheltered portico came to

^  # I A ^be known as liwan. The 11wan was supported by palm- 
trunks used as columns and roofed over with wooden planks,
palm leaves and branches, daubed with mud and again a

11 -  -  thatch over-all.‘ Hence the emergence of the liwan or
portico may be sought in the practical purpose of
providing shelter for the Muslim congregation against sun
and rain.

Physical needs, also, led the Prophet to accommodate
the members of his family in a roofed shelter, known as
hu.ira, hastily built against the outer wall of the court-

12yard at the South end of the Eastern side. Approached



from the courtyard, this comprised nine separate rooms, 
resembling, according to Briggs, the rude hovels of 
modern Egypt, derived from the ancient Arab dwellings 
known as dar. ^  fhe Prophet also provided accommodation 
for his Companions or Sahaba in the south-west corner 
of the court, known as "the People of the Portico*"
(Ahl as-Suffa) fhe existence of these two sets of living 
apartments within the walled enclosure indicates the 
domestic character of the Prophet*s building plan at 
Madina.^

Ihe Prophet here brought into being a set form of
ritual prayer associated with Priday as the Muslim Sabbath.
In the initial stage he imitated the ancient Jewish
practice, instructing his followers to turn their faces

15towards Jerusalem.at the time of prayer. Soon after
his arrival at Madina, the need of a distinctive qibla

16for Islam was felt, and acting on Divine revelation he
changed the qibla from the lemple of Jerusalem to the
Holy Sanctuary at Mecca and conducted the prayers himself,
facing south. This memorable event took place in
A.H.2/A.D.624*"L̂  Henceforth, the Ea'ba stood forth as
an unchallenged qibla for the whole Muslim world, marking

18"a new political and moral orientation".



The change of the qibla necessarily wrought a
great transformation in the architectural arrangement of
the Madina Mosque, The liwan was necessarily transferred

19from the north side of the courtyard to the south.
Richard Burton writes, - "Instead of a Mihrab or a prayer-
niche, a large block of stone directed the congregation,
at first it was placed against the northern wall of the
Mosque and it was removed to the southern when Meccah

20became the Knblah". Diez rightly says that "the Mihrab*
appears for the first time in the form of a stone in

pithe Prophet^s Mosque".
The qibla having been fixed, the need to find an■win meni" 11* w 9

22independent form of calling the Paithful to prayer, 
distinct from the Christian bell and the Jewish Shofar, 
was keenly felt.  ̂ The Prophet, therefore, instructed 
Bilal to chant the call to prayer or the azan from the
highest roof in the vicinity of the courtyard of the

24 -Mosque. This primitive form of Mazina contained the
germ of the elegantly tapering minarets of the developed

25Islamic mosque of the future.
The traditions have it that the Prophet leaned 

against a post while preaching the. Xgiutba or Priday 
Sermon.^ With the advancement of his age, the Prophet



introduced in A.H.7/A.D.628-9, a wooden pulpit (minbar).
07consisting of two steps and a seat (mak*ad).

28 29 50Becker , Lammens , Horovitz^ , and a host of
51other historians consider the minbar as the veritable

52symbol of the Prophet*s sovereignty. They regard it
55as a Judge*s seat or a throne,  ̂ In point of fact, the 

introduction of the minbar was an afterthought and took 
place only in A.H.6/A.D.628., that is, six years after 
the foundation of the Madina Mosque. Its introduction

5 awas probably due to the failing health of the Prophet.
Curiously enough, the Caliph *Umar disapproved of the
minbar and ordered his Governor *Amr ibn al-*As to destroy

55the pulpit of his Mosque at Pustlit, Cairo.  ̂ Creswell
• m

traces the minbar back to the Coptic Christian prototype,
56discovered by Quibell at Saqara.

57Ablution^' being a pre-requisite of prayer, 
provision for the ritual purification was made by the 
Prophet* It later took the form of a fountain or Qubbat
placed in the open courtyard of the Mosque.^®

59 40Caetani^and lammens^ argue that the building
required by the Prophet was simply a Par, originally a
private dwelling, Margoliouth*s story that the Prophet
utilized a barn or store house which had served for drying



dates and which was to he had for a reasonable sum seems 
41far-fetched; Muir says, "Bricks were prepared and other

AOmaterials collected". According to Oreswell, the Prophet!s 
buildings were based upon the .old Arab kind of dwelling,
1ahl al-Madr1, that is, made of mud*^^

Although the traditions refer to the domestic 
activities,^ the fact that the Prophet*s building had
certain of the rudimentary features of a Mosque, such as,

- - - 45sahn, liwan, qibla, minbar, mihrab can hardly be disputed,1 ' * ' " _  t «™-*— — w  • "

In any case, it undoubtedly formed the prototype for the
46architecture of all later Islamic Mosques.

Ihe patriarchal simplicity of the oldest of the 
Islamic Mosque remained unimpaired for more than three 
quarters of a century, until the reign of the Umayyad 
Oaliph Walid I (A.H.86-96/A.D,705-15)* It is clear that 
individuals or groups of Muslims can fulfil their obligations 
of prayer anywhere they like, provided the attention of 
the worshippers is not distracted. As has been said, the 
mosque was the central feature of the Islamic way of life 
and it formed a necessary part of any settlement, village 
or city or palace. On the conquest of new areas, Mosques 
were immediately built, such as those at Bosra, Kufa,
Bustat•

Soon after his accession to the Oaliphate, 'Umar ibn



al-Khattab (A.H.13-23/A.D*634-44) started to enlarge and • •

rebuild the original mosque of the Prophet at Madina, adding
47among other features such as a paved floor. According

to Creswell, this paved floor marked the real starting-
point of the evolution of the Mosque, embodying its public 

48character.
The Caliph 'Uthman (A.H.23-35/A.D.644-56) again

carried out the task of the expansion and renovation of
the Madina Mosque, fhe roof was strengthened and the
pillars of Indian teak were replaced by columns of cut and
dressed stone* 1Uthman is also credited with the intro-

50duction of stone carving and inlay work. The minbar
51destroyed by the order of the Caliph 'Umar was restored

to the Mosque of 'Amr at Fustat. Moreover, as Saladin
♦ *

puts it, "Osman is said to have built porticoes to the
temple at Mecca in the year of the A.H.26/A.D.646-47, and
this is the earliest recorded instance of this feature

52perhaps for a shelter from the sun". Although less 
ambitious than the projects of his kinsmen Mu'awiya 
(A.H.41-60/A.D.661-80) who built a palace, 'Uthman may be 
considered to have been the first to change the character 
of the Madina Mosque, making many architectural innovations.53 

Unlike Syria, where mosques were mostly adaptations



1 1 7of earlier non-Muslim buildings, 'Iraq witnessed the
foundation of new cities or hiras founded with mosques as

5 Anecessary centres of community life* The Mosque of Bosra,
the first religious building outside the Arabian peninsula
owes its origin to 'Utba ibn Ghazwan.^ Founded in
A.tf.l4/A.D.635, it was originally no more than a "marked
off" area or ikhtitat, which was later on enclosed by a

56fence of reeds. The combination of the Governor's
residence (Bar al-Imara) with the Mosque demonstrate the
fact that the political and religious functions and
aspirations of Islam are inseparable* Abu Musa al-Ash'ari,
the Governor of 'Iraq under the Oaliph 'Umar I, enlarged
and renovated 'Utbah's Mosque at Basra, adding the Liwan 

58and the 8ahn.• «

After the capture of Ctesiphon (Mada'in) by 8a*d
ibn Abl Waqqas in A.H. 16/A.B.637, the Muslim militia
performed their congregational prayers in the Sasanian
Palace of laq-i-Kisra, built by.Shahpur (A.B.241-272)
With the foundation of the city of Kufa, 8a*d set himself
the task of erecting a Mosque (Fig.11) by marking out an

60area 200 cubits each way, demarcated by bow shots. Ihe 
use of bow and arrow in determining the dimensions of 
this Mosque may perhaps, be linked with the principle of



sutra, fundamental to the concept of the Masjid, as stated
before. A Striking innovation here is the covered colonnade

61or gulla. running the whole length of the southern side.
The Mosque of Rufa is perhaps the earliest known

example of the use of materials taken from non-Muslim^
builders. These include re-used columns of Persepolitan

62type taken from the ruins of the Lakhmids at Hira.
Lammens* contention that the roof of the Mosque was

decorated with frescoes and gold mosaics, realized by means
of Romano-Bygantine techniques, has been contradicted by
Creswell, who says that the gable roof rested on the
superimposed columns directly without the intervention of 

63arcades. In any case the unique properties of this
building are due to the consummate skill of the Persian
architects. Henceforward, Persian influence is apparent
in almost all Islamic work.^

Built in A.H.21/A.D.641-42 by !Amr ibn al-fAs, the o"̂
Mosque of Fustat (Fig.l3)itf3S one of the earliest known
examples of a covered prayer hall in early Muslim architec- 

65ture. Similar covered Mosques of later date are to be 
seen in the Jami *Masjid of G-ulbarga (A.H.769/A.D.1367) >
(Pig.55 & PI#XXXIX a,c.), the Khirki and Sanjar (Kali) 
Masjids (A.H.766-776/A.D.1364-75) at Delhi, the Chamkattx* t



Masjid (A.H.889/A.D.1478) (Pig.107 & P1.XCVII), the 
Tantipara Masjid (A.H.885/A.D.1480) (Pig.116 & PI..:-GIF a, 
b.) and the lattan Masjid (A.H.889-925/A.D.1495-1519)
(Pig.108 & PI. CXVTII) at Gaud. In other words, the style

■*» 66 originating at Fustat survived.
* •

The Fustat Mosque marks a further development in 
* *

the lay-out of the Mosque, by having a mihrab in the form
of a flat niche. It, also, is rectangular in plan, as

67many Mosques in Persia and India are. Furthermore, its 
enclosing wall was surrounded by a pathway and the mosque 
itself was roofed over by split palm trunks, supported by 
pillars of palm trunks, recalling a similar arrangement 
at Madina.

Gertrude Bell regards the primitive Mosques of
Madina, Bosra, Kufa, and Fustat as approximating to the 

* • *>

primitive Arab unadorned architecture of sun-dried bricks
68and palm trunks. She says that they fulfil only the

simplest needs. But the point is that they did fulfil
the needs of Islam. The mihrab was in process of evolution

*

but the minbar and the hawa were already there.
Mu'awiya, the founder of the Umayyad Caliphate, is 

credited with the further innovation of the maqsura. 
According to Ibn Khaldun, the enclosure (al-bayt al-



Maqsura) in which the Sultan stands during public prayers 
is an enclosure which includes the mihrab (prayer-niche) 
and its neighbourhood*"^ He further adds, "The invention 
of the Maqsura dates from the time when the Empire had 
become powerful, and when luxury had begun to appear..."
The Maqsura has persisted for instance, in Cordova and 
Kairawan, but it is not to be found in Persia or India*
Ibn Khaldun is incorrect when he says that in spite of the 
disintegration of the 'Abhasid Empire and the numbers of 
dynasties which subsequently arose, the Maqsura continued

m

70to exist in all countries of the East.
To summarize, it is clear that the real beginning

of substantial Muslim architecture, in contradiction to
the rude hovel type of early mosque, is to be found in Ziyad
reconstruction of the Mosques of Basra and Kufa* As
Creswell puts it, "the first Mosques to be worthy of the
name of architecture were the second great Umayyad Mosques
at Basra (A*D*665) and Kufa (670)."^*

*

Ziyad ibn Ablhi renovated the existing Mosques of
Basra and Kufa with a view to eclipse the overriding power 

*

of the tribes. In other words, he intended that the 
reconstructed mosques should eclipse the local tribal Majlis 
Lammens says, "There was a need to eclipse in proportion



and splendour the Masjids of the particular clans, which
were only private meeting places difficult to control and

72often quite hostile to authority.,f
Ziyad, inspired by the splendour of Parthian and

Sasanian architecture, replaced the palm trunk supporting
members of the mosques of Basra and Kufa with marble columns

*

75quarried from Mount Ahwaz. He also introduced the
ancient Mesopotamian technique of building in brick with

74gypsum mortar in the renovated Mosque of Basra. But the
chief merit of his work probably lies in the invention of

75the maqsura, which first appears in this mosque.
*

Ziyad*s Mosque of Kufa has been described by Ibn
Jubayr in 1184. Be &oe3e*s translation of the passage
concerning the Mosque runsras follows: It is f,a vast mosque
the aibla side has five aisles, whereas the rest have two
only? the aisles are supported by columns like masts,
composed of hard blocks of stone superimposed piece by
piece, bedded on lead, and not surmounted by arches?
extremely high, they go up to the ceiling of the mosque.
I have nowhere seen a mosque of which the columns are so

76long or the ceiling so elevated1* *
This important passage is unfortunately obscure in 

its details. All that can be gathered from it is that the



height of the colonnade was striking: that the drums of the 
columns were bedded in lead and that the columns were 
cylindrical# Judging from its present state, it would seem 
that this building has been completely reconstructed since 
Ibn Jubayr wrote this description.

The Mosques of both Basra and Kufa had a Bar al- 
Imara attached to the qibla wall, communicating with the 
liwan by a doorway. These 1 Iraqi mosques, square m  
plan, built with burnt bricks and gypsum mortar and 
supported by columns, were certainly roofed with timber.
They are reminiscent of the hypostyle halls of the Parthians

f70and the Sasanians. They also anticipated not only the
Mosque of WasTt but also the *Abbasid mosques of Baghdad
(Pig. 24) and Raqqa, (Pig.26) and early Indian Mosques at
Mansura and Banbhore (PI. XlXa) which are in ruins.^

The later mosque of Pustat as renovated by Maslama• *

ibn Mukhallad had minarets, placed at every corner of the
building, and these seem to be the earliest known examples

80 ^of their kind in Islam. As Maqrizi puts it, "So Maslama 
ordered by Mufawiya to build sawami* (plural of lgauma!a)
£minarets or towersTJfor the call to prayer. So Maslama 
constructed four sawami* for the mosque at its four corners. 
He was the first to construct them in it, there having been



31none before his time11. In all probability, the idea 
of these corner minaret^may have been suggested by the 
four square, towers at the corners of the ancient pagan 
Idemenos**, which was converted into a Christian Church at 
Damascus, (1st A.D.) and later on converted by al-Walid 
into a (Fig.17 & Pl.Vb) mosque.^

Corbet*s suggestion that Maslama*s mosque at Fustat• *

was encrusted with raised stucco work has been criticized 
by Oreswell on the ground that this technique did not 
appear in Muslim architecture before the Mosque of Samarra 
(A.H.232/A.D.847), being also found later on the Mosque of 
Ibn Tulun at Cairo (A.H.265/A.D.879)

Unlike the * Iraqi mosques built on newly cleared 
sites with freshly quarried materials, the early Syrian 
mosques were merely improvisations, such as the Mosques of 
Horns (A.H.97-98/A.D.635)> Hama (A.H.15/A.D.636-37) (Fig.19.) 
and Aleppo (A.H.97-98/A.D.715-16) (Fig.18).84 They 
certainly mark a sharp departure from the barbaric 
simplicity of the early Islamic mosques. Umayyad architecture 
is distinguished by its boldness of conception and richness 
of ornamental details of which the Dome of. the Rock (Fig.16 & 
PI. Va) and the Great Mosque of Damascus (Fig.17 & PI. Vb) 
provide good examples. Ihe latter Umayyad monuments,



drawing inspiration from Classical architecture, of which
remains abounded in Syria, namely, at Palmyra, Baalbek
(Pig. 20), Damascus, Jerusalem, etc., redirected the entire
development of Muslim architecture. This is the great
formative period*

*Abd al-Mali&’s reign (A.H.65-86/A.D.685-705) was
an active one; he made an attempt to change the qibla by
replacing Mecca by Jerusalem as it had been before the
Prophet fs establishment of the Ka’ba at Mecca. With a view
to achieving this, he built the magnificent Dome of the Hock
and the Mosque of Aqsa in the Haram Sharif or Sacred

*

Enclosure (Pig. 14) at Jerusalem.®'* However, the earliest
Muslim building at Jerusalem is the mosque built by Caliph
’Umar and this was clearly not a conversion of an older

86Church or Synagogue. fAbd al-Malik’s attempt to reinstate 
Jerusalem as the qibla is obviously of great importance.
He must have done it primarily for political reasons, 
although religious motives might have played some part. It 
is, however, remarkable that he was able to make such an 
attempt to change the Prophet’s established ordinance.

Built on the site of the Royal Stoa of Herod within 
the Holy Enclosure, the Mosque of Aqsa (Pig.15 & Plate IVh) 
marks an important stage in the evolution of Mosque



87architecture. It incorporates building materials from
the destroyed Ghurch of St. Mary the Virgin, and its plan
clearly demonstrates its alignment with the adjoining Dome 

88of the Rock. The planning of the two buildings may well
have been contemporary.

Of the Mosque of Aqsa, Richmond says, "It would 
seem, then, that by the time *Abd al-Malik had completed 
the great Mosque of Jerusalem, the several needs of a Moslem 
place of congregational prayer had all found some form of 
architectural expression. A walled enclosure gave seclusion 
a roofed sanctuary gave protection from the weather; a 
pulpit accommodated the preacher; a basin for ablution 
enabled the faithful to prepare for prayer; towers enabled 
the call to prayer to be made from a commanding height; 
cloisters protected the congregation from the weather, after 
entering the open enclosure from the vaulted or arcaded

QQstreets of the town on their way to the roofed sanctuary11* '
However, both the Dome of the Rock and the Mosque of Aqsa
demonstrate striking features which may be traced to Graeco-
Roman and Byzantine architecture, namely, wooden tie beams,
Corinthian capitals, dressed stone columns formed of
cylindrical drums set in lead, polychrome and gilt mosaics,

90with vine scrolls etc. The Dome of the Rock is the



earliest octagonal building roofed over by a ribbed double
91dome of wood, known in the history of Muslim architecture.

The construction of this roof marks a great innovation. As
Richmond says, "The Rome of the Rock affords a good
illustration of the increased familiarity, brought about by
the establishment of Islam, between the traditions of
stone building and the traditions of brick and its 

92derivatives1'.
Built by Hajjaj ibn Yusuf in A.H.85/A.R.704-5> the

Mosque of Wasit bears a close resemblance to the early 
- »

Islamic Mosques of Madina, Basra and Kufa in its ground plan
and building technique. It is one of the many mosques
built of brick in Mesopotamia. In fact, it paved the way
for the brick built Mosques of Baghdad, Ukhaidir, Raqqa
and Samarra.^

The reign of Oaliph Walid I (A.H.86-96/A.R.705-15)
may fairly be regarded as epoch-making in the history of
Muslim architecture, for he introduced a concave niche,
marking the qibla in reconstruction of the Prophet's Mosque
at Madina in A.H.89*^9l/A.R.707-9. The work was carried out
by 'Umar ibn 'Abd al-'Aziz and led to the final formulation

94of mosque-planning. ^
The concave Mihrab later on appeared in the Mosque



of 'Amr at Fustat, rebuilt by Qurra ibn Sharxq, which is
• •

dated A.H.92/A.D.710-11 and also in the Mosque of Damascus
(A.H.86-96/A.D.705-15)* and in the Mosques of Khan al-Zabid
and 1Urnm al-Walid both erected in Transjordan which are
dated after A.H.89-90/A.D.707-9.95

The Great Mosque of Damascus (Fig.17 & PI* TO), also,
built by Walid I, provides the type of all later Mosque
architecture. Following the precedents ; set by the early
Syrian mosques, the Mosque of Damascus was founded on the
enclosure of. the Church of St. John, the Baptist, built by
Theodosius (A.D.579-^95), which was originally a pagan temple

96dedicated to the Sun or Jupiter. Collecting masons and 
craftsmen from Persia, India, Fgypt and Greece and pooling 
all their resources al-Walid set himself to build a mosque
which would surpass the splendid Christian Churches in

97Syria. Thus the great Mosque of Damascus demonstrates
not only the political power and prestige of the Caliphate, 
but also knits together the features of the earlier
congregational mosques into a single symmetrical architectural

98whole. Rectangular in'plan, Walid*s mosque consists of
a court-yard, surrounded on the east, west and north by 
colonnaded arcades or riwaqs, the deeper southern side being    f *

occupied by the liwan. The Irwin, which is divided by a



broad nave running North and South, consists of three aisles 
supported by two transverse rows of columns with Corinthian 
capitals of Byzantine type. Each arcade carries eleven 
semi-circular arches, springing from polished marble columns, 
built up from cylindrical, drums. The aisles are gable 
roofed.

The most impressive feature of the liwan is its
triple arched facade, dominated by its great central archf̂
These arches are surmounted by an upper bearing arch which

99is slightly pointed and very slightly stilted. The 
dominating feature of the nave leading to the imhrab is the 
wooden double dome placed at its crossing with the Ifwan.
It springs from a drum, the transition from the square to 
the circle of the dome being attained by arched squinches."^^ 

The Mosque of Damascus exerted a profound influence 
on the development of Mosque architecture. It fulfils the 
physical needs of a mosque, with its roofed liwan. arcaded 
porticoes, marble pavement and maqsura, as well as the

1mritual needs in the form of a concave mihrab, minarets at 5---- r

the four corners, minbar and fountain for ablution. More
over, unlike the Mosque of Aqsa, the Mosque of Damascus is 
situated in the centre of the city, approached through 
axial extrances, a marked improvement over the earlier 
mosque plan* Above all, it demonstrates, as Richmond says,



123
101"a majesty and symmetry of plan and a splendour of ornament”*

In short, it foretells the full, development of Mosque
architecture in times to come* Creswell stresses the
paramount influence exerted by the Mosque of Damascus. The
liwan .cut by an oblong central nave occurs in the Mosques
of Qasr al-Hair (A.H*110/A*D*728-29) (Fig. 21) and Diyarbakr
(A.H.484/A.D.1091-92) and also in the Adina Masjid at Hazrat♦

Pandua (Pig.72 & PI. XXXIII a) (A.H.776-86/A.D.1374-84)
* *

and Gunmant Masjid (A.H.889/A*D*1484) at Gaud. (Fig.106 &
PI* OXVIf/a) The three aisle deep liwan is also represented 
at the Mosques at Qusayr al-Hallabat (A.H*89-90/A.D.707-9) 
and the 'Abbasid mosque at Raqqa (A.H.156/A.D.772) (Fig.26) 
as well as at al-Azhar (A.H.360-1/A.D*970-72) and in the 
Mosque of al-Hakim in Cairo (A.H.380-404/A.D.990-1015)

Although the rectangular plan became the accepted 
form of mosque planning, the traditional square plan of the 
ancient Mosque of Madina and the Mosque of Harran (A.H*
127-33/A.D.744-50) (Fig.2 3 ) , reappear in the ’Abbasid 
Mosques at Baghdad (A.H.145/A.D.762-63), Raqqa (A.H.156/
A.D.772) as well as in the Mosque at Hazara near Bukhara 
(A.H.2nd or 3rd century/A.D.8th or 9th century) and, also, 
in the Chamkatti Masjid (A.H.883/A.D.1476), the Chika 
building (A.H.818-36/A.D.1415-32, the Rattan Masjid



(A.H.899-925/A.D.1493-1519) all of which are at Gaud.105
Reflecting the development of Mosque architecture, Van
Berchem observes, "The style and methods of construction
were modified during the course of time, particularly, as to
the choice of materials, gateways, facades, and minarets,
profile outline of the interior arches and decoration;
but the general plan of the Mosque remained the same until
the Ottoman conquest"

The inception of the ’Abbasid Caliphate marked the
real starting point of Islam’s ever-growing cultural
relationship with Persia* As Jackson puts it, "If the
Arabs conquered Persia, they received more in art from her

107than they gave****" 1 Unlike the Umayyad architecture,
which was primarily based on the marble and mosaic traditions
of Byzantine art as found in Syria. ’Abbasid architecture
owed its elegance and perfection to the ancient Persian
tradition of brick building with its concomitant ornamental 

1 ORstyles* . Thomas describes it as "a tradition rooted in 
the mud plains of Mesopotamia extending eastwards through 
Persia and across the Oxus to Samarkand, the old Babylonian- 
Sasanian brick tradition, the appeal of which lay in its 
lighter shapes under a mantle of exquisite ornamentation of 
glazed tiles and mosaics, sumptuous interiors of stucco,



carved and painted panelling, coloured glass, and similar
features of a richly decorative Oriental art” In
other words, the technique of brick building has the great
achievement of Islamic architecture, just as its magnificent
use of decoration are derived from Persia.

1Abbasid architecture must, therefore, be considered
as major breakthrough in the history of Islamic art. Ihe
'Abbasid monuments demonstrate distinctive features, such as
the use of the four-centred pointed arch, the arched quinch,
the tunnel vault, the stalactite pendentive as well as the

110decorative use of stucco ornament and glazed tiles.
Excepting a few early monuments at Qazvin and Istakhr which
were raised upon Persepolitan columns with characteristic

111 -bull-headed capitals, the 'Abbasid Mosques at Baghdad,
Raqqa, Ulchaidir, Samarra and Abu Dulaf (Pig.26) were wholly

112contemporary in technique, planning and style*
Ihe citadel Mosque of Baghdad (A.II.145-50/A.D.762-67),

built by Caliph Mansur, founder of the 'Abbasid dynasty,
♦

conforms to the square plan of the 'Iraqi Mosques (Pig.24)*
Al-Khatxb writes, ”Abu Ja'far al-Mansur had established 

• •

the principle mosque..* in contact with his palace - it is 
Jjrhat is now known asjthe Old Court - he built it with sun- 
dried bricks and clay; its dimensions were as follows: the



dimensions of the palace of al-Mansur were 400 by 400
*

cubits and those of the mosque 200 by 200; and the columns
11 '5>of wood of the mosque each consisted of two pieces..." ^

It recalls Ziyadfs mosque of Kufa in the use of super
imposed wooden columns, presumably supporting a flat roof.

Ihe Mosque of Raqqa (Rig*26$, built by Sa*d ibn
!toir ibn Huzaym during the reign of the Galiph al-Mansur in — * .

A.H.155/A.D.772 is also rectangular in plan. It resembles 
the mosques of Baghdad and Ukhaidir (Rigs.24? 25•) in the 
columns which run transversely across the liwan. the 
bastioned walls of mud and bricks and the use of end piers 
in the liwan fagade. Like the Mosque of Baghdad, the Raqqa 
Mosque has four circular buttress-like towers in between 
the four round corner towers. T h e  aisled liwan is 
entered from the courtyard by an arched screen pierced by 
eleven openings. The arches of the screen spring from 
rectangular piers, placed transversely to the qibla wall.
At the two ends of the arched fagade of the liwan there 
are two columns decorated with acanthus capitals in 
stucco, which bear close relationship with the arrangements 
in the Palace Mosque of Ukhaidir. This Mosque provides an 
interesting example of the blending of Syrian and Mesopotamian 
forms. As Greswell puts it, "The nearly square plan of the



mosque and sahn Ccourtyard3, the bastioned walls, and the • •

large number of entrances (instead of the three axial ones
usual in Syria) is Mesopotamian, likewise the combination
of material - mud brick for the walls and burnt bricks for
the arches - a combination found in the Hestorian churches
of Hira, but the triple-aisled sanctuary and the parallel
gable roofs which covered it (in contrast to the flat roofs
of ’Iraq) are Syrian features which we have already met with

116at Damascus and Qasr al-Hair". * ^
The most significant feature of the early phase of

*Abbasid architecture is the introduction of the four-
centred pointed arch in sharp contradistinction to the
two-centred variety to be seen in the liwan arch of the
Mosque of Damascus. This innovation is demonstrated in the

t n £arch of the BaghdsTd Gateway of the citadel.
In Mesopotamia, as Gertrude Bell writes, "the Mosque

builders were guided by a scheme of extreme simplicity, the
details of which were executed according to the nature of the

117building material which was available." Persian brick 
laying made the foxir-centred arch possible. This striking 
phenomenon is also displayed in the Mosque of Ukhaidir,
(Pig??.25,2:S & Pis. Via, XLIb), built by fIsa ibn Musa, 
during the reign of al-Mahdi in the year A.H.162/A.D.773.



Rectangular in plan, the liwan of the Mosque is tunnel 
vaulted. The liwan is formed by a single-vahlted aisle 
of five arches on the qibla side, resting on round

V  - " " "

columns of rubble construction. These were also vaulted
riwaq. surrounding a rectangular sahn on all sides, except

11 ftthe northern side. The most curious feature of the Mosque 
besides the tunnel vault is the rectangular Mihrab covered“ T**™
by an alcove carried across the corners on horizontal 
brackets, which served as a prototype for later Persian 
and Indian Mosques, as found at the Tarik Khana at Damghan, 
(Fig.27 & PI. IXa.), the Great Mosque at Samarra (Fig.26e& 
PI.. VTIb.), the Masjid-i-Jami* at Nayin (Fig.28 & Pl.IXb.) 
as well as at the Jaunpur mosques (Fig.42) and the Mosques 
at Ahma&abad, (Fig.62).

Persian artistic infiltration into Muslim architecture 
was further stimulated by the transfer of the capital from 
Baghdad to Sainarra by al-Mu*tasim in A.H.221/A.D.836. As 
Oreswell puts it, "Under the fAbbasids the Hellenistic 
influences of Syria were replaced by the surviving 
influences of Sasanian Persia which profoundly modified the 
art and architecture, and this gave birth to the art of 
Samarra, influence of which extended to Egypt £lbn Tulun's 
Mosque](Pig.26a.& PI. Villa, to.).119

134



The most illustrious examples of ’Abbasid brick and
stucco architecture are the Mosque of Samarra and the Mosque
of Abu Dulaf, built by the Caliph al-Mutawakkil. The Mosque
of Samarra, (A.H*254/A.D.848-49)> is a rectangular
building of large dimensions enclosed by a surrounding
wall (Pig.26e& Pl.VIIb), This wall is strengthened by
rectangular bastions of red burnt bricks, which may be
regarded as modified survivals of the Byzantine rectangular
buttresses in the Mosques of Damascus and also Qayrawan
(A.H.248/A.D.862-3) (Jig.22.).120

Unlike the wooden columns of the Mosques of Baghdad
the flat wooden roof of the Mosque of Samarra is supported
by irregular brick piers, resting on square bases. Gertrude
Bell informs us that there are four composite piers at the

121corners of the Mosque. These are composed of three
slender marble shafts superimposed one upon the other, and
have bell-capitals, recalling those in the Mosque of Raqqa*,
the Mlometer on Rhoda Island in Egypt (A.H.247-59/A.D.861™
75), the Mosque of Ibn Tuluh (A.H.265/A.D.879) (Pig.26a&*

Pis. Villa, b,), and in the much later capitals of Uur al-Din’s 
Great Mosque at Mosul (A.H.561/A.D. 1165-66)^^ A more 
developed form can be seen in the capitals of the attached 
pillars in the mihrab of the Masjid-i-Jami1 at Nayin (Pig.28 & 
PI. IXb).123



The rectangular stucco mihrab of the Mosque of 
Samarra, is flanked by two pairs of columns which are
exactly similar to those observable in the mihrab of

f*- ^  ^ 124-Jausaq-al-Khaqani in Samarra. But the chief merit of
the structure rests in the remarkable spiral-shaped detached
minaret, known as the Malwiya tower (PI. LXXXVIIIa, b.)-
Its design is often said to be reminiscent of the Babylonian
tower or zikkurat, but this comparison is far fetched.
However this minar does anticipate the similar detached

125minarets of Persia, Bgypt and India.
In general planning and architectural details, the

.Mosque of Abu Dulaf (Pig.26d.), built in the year A.D.860-61
in the newly founded city of Ja!fariya, near Samarra, is a

-• — 126replica of the Mosque of Samarra. It has half-round
buttresses, supporting the enclosure wall, such as are to

- - 3 27be seen at Baghdad, Raqqa and Ukhaidir. " The Mosque of
Abu Dulaf has also a detached spiral minaret on a square
base, very like the Malwiya minaret on a square base. These
detached minarets may have served as prototype of the
supposed minar, also, detached, on the western side of the
Adina Masjid at Hazrat Pandua, (Pig.102.).

The Mosque of Ibn Tulun, built in A.H.263/A.D.876-77
(Pig.26&& Pis. Yllla, b.), marks a sharp departure from the



columnar halls of the Syrian mosques by its universal
employment of briok piers to support, the roof* The double
circuit wall of Tulun1s Mosque recalls that of the Mosque

*

of Samarra* Rectangular in plan, the five-aisled deep 
liwan of the Mosque is carried by a double-tiered arcade, 
resting on rectangular brick piers with engaged columns 
at the four angles. These arcades support the transverse 
beams of the timber roof, as in the Mosque of Baghdad. Its 
detached minaret is reminiscent of those at Samarra and 
Abu Dulaf. Concerning the second story of this minaret,
Creswell says that it is ,fpart of an original helicoidal

—  n 28minaret copied from the Malwiya of Samarra,..."
129 ,~According to Fergusson 7 the Mosque of Ibn Tulun

demonstrates the regular employment of rectangular piers
130 131in place of marble columns, as well as pointed arches

in place of semi-circular arches and burnt bricks in place
132of stone and marble. Lane Poole considers the Mosque 

as "the first example of the universal employment of 
pointed arches throughout a building 300 years before the 
adoption of the pointed style (g-othicjin E n g l a n d " . I t  
is, also, of course, earlier them the use of the pointed 
arch in Persia and India.

Ware says, "By the time of Toulun in the ninth century
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the new style was apparently so perfected that it only needed

134encouragement to produce works of great splendour11 •
Persian Islamic architecture is indebted to 1Abbasid
architecture for many of its structural and decorative 

135features• These include the four centred pointed arch
(the Baghdad Gate a,t Raqqa), half round buttresses (Baghdad,
Raqqa, Ukhaidir), columnar and arcaded halls (the Mosque o'f
Samarra and the Mosque of Ibn Tulun), spiral-shaped minarets

■ *

(Malwiya tower at Samarra), the use of burnt brick as a 
building material (Baghdad, Samarra, Abu Dulaf, Raqqa,
Ukhaidir), the tunnel-vaulted liwan (Ukhaidir), the use of 
slender engaged columns (the Mosque of Samarra), the English

«» -i •z/Zbond of the brickwork (the Mosque of Ibn Tulun). • The*

use of lustre tiles (the Great Mosque of Qairawan), and 
rich stucco incrustation (Samarra, Ibn Tulun), is also

9

predominant* Constructional details include the ancient 
Persian anadana plan (Baghdad and Samarra), the arched 
squinch (the Bab al-*Amma, the Jausaq al-Khaqani or the 
Palace of Mu!tasim, at Samarra (PI. XLI?a), the mosque of 
Ukhaidir, the mosque of Qairawan), brick domes cased in 
green or gold tile mosaics (al-Qubbat ai-Khadra or The 
Green Dome and the Golden Gate in the Palace of al-Mansur

1 *V7 ^in Baghdad) as well as the use of glass mosaics (Samarra
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Mosque). Other features included the double courtyard
mosque plan (Baghdad Mosque) and the rectangular mihrab
(Ukhaidir, Samarra, Abu Dulaf)

Inheriting these characteristic features of 1Abbasid
architecture, Persian Islamic architecture demonstrates
greater ingenuity, innovation and elegance in its structural

159and decorative details. Strikingly enough, Persia did 
not react passively to the religious impact of Islam. It 
must be said that ancient Persian tradition stood in sharp 
contrast with the Arab traditions introduced under the 
conquering banners of I s l a m . A s  G-rousset puts it,
"While embracing Islam, it [Persianstill remained itself, 
but the new Persia had gained fresh life from the elements 
brought to her by Islam from all parts of the world and was 
emancipated from all parts of the world and was emancipated 
from the narrow nationalism, strengthened by all the energy 
and love of action which had found expression in Moslem 
revolution, and lastly, endowed with a more delicate, 
restless, and impassioned sensibility. In this respect,
Islam played the same part in Iran as Christianity did in 
the West; in their respective spheres these two Semitic 
religions created one a Moslem Persia and the other a 
Christian Europe, infinitely richer and more complex than



Sasanid Iran and the Grreco-Roman world had been” Persian
royalism survived as well as much of her old religious ideas
and traditions *

G-eographically, Persia is the meeting place of the
trade routes from China to the Mediterranean. Ihus, it has
been constantly open to contacts with foreign cultures. It
has also been, in many ways, the meeting point of Chinese
and Indian culture. Beyond it lay the easternmost extension
of post-Alexandrian Hellenism in the Bactrian principality,
and later it was traversed by the Muslim armies and became
an integral part of the Muslim world. But it must always be
remembered, when dealing with these intrusions of foreign
cultures, that Ancient Iran had long been in contact with

W2Mesopotamia, and that its cities are of great antiquity.
Assimilating these foreign influences, Persia was

abl'e to evolve a homogenous culture of its own, derived
from Achaemenian, Parthian and Sasanian origins, lurning
to the Muslim period, it is evident that the uniformity of
Persian Islamic architecture reflect Mesopotamian brick
building tradition with its concomitant decoration, but
that it, also, achieves an individuality which is intrin-

144sically Persian.
The technique of brick building, although not special
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to Persia, obviously dominated Persian Islamic architecture„
It enabled Persian architects to attain structural originality,
such as the four-centred arch, the ogee arch, the tunnel
vault, the cross vault, large scale domes and double domes.
In decoration, from the first, Persian architecture is
original. Ihis achievement was the result of the use of
certain technical devices, namely, various types of brick
bonding, stalactite pendentives, carved terracotta plugs,

145glazed tiles, and stucco decoration.
Diez writes, "fhe builders of Persia and Mesopotamia 

in the four and five millennia during which they had been 
using brick finally developed a wealth of technical resources 
never equalled elsewhere, and the outstanding specific 
merits of Persian Islamic architecture are, to a certain 
extent, attributable, in the last analysis, to the qualities 
of this material. The monumentality, huge scale, quiet 
repose, and three dimensionality, well realized though some
times concealed by a screen, would not have been possible at 
all in wood, and would have been difficult and costly of 
achievement in a cumbersome material like stone; but given 
the technical skill acquired by long experience, the Persian 
builders could readily attain them in brick, so inexpensive

-i AC.and easily handled". According to Upham Pope, Persia
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made three outstanding contributions to Muslim architecture
the development of the pointed four-centred arch and, also,
the perfection of domical structures and the enrichment
of surface decoration.̂ -47

From the 8th century B.C. probably on account of
the scarcity of timber, Persian builders used the pointed
arch as the unity of construction. Later on Muslim builders
transformed the ancient Persian catenary (elliptical) arch
as seen in the Taq-i-Kisra (2nd half of the 3rd century A.D.)
(PI. XLVI b) and the farik Khana at Damghan (A.H.130-70/A.Do
730-80) (Fig.27 & PI. iXa) into the characteristic pointed
arch, demonstrated by the Masjid-i-Jami* at Nayln
(A.H.350/A.D.960) (Pig.28 & Pl.IXb^t8 Thus, in course of
time, the Persian arch, original and sophisticated in
character, penetrated Indo-Muslim architecture, as
demonstrated by the arched screen of the Quwwat al-Islam
Mosque at Delhi, (A.H.587/A.D.1191-2) (Fig.43 & PI. XlXb)
and that of the Arhai Din-ka-Jhopra at Ajmer (A.H.595/
A.D.1198-9) (Fig.46 & Pis.XXIla, b.)1^  More outstanding
still, the four-centred pointed arch was disseminated
throughout Europe and formed the structural basis of later

150Gothic architecture.'
Employed in Egypt and Mesopotamia as early as the
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second and third millennia B.C., the vault was skilfully

151developed hy the Persian Islamic builders. " As Briggs
puts its Persia was the home of "the ogival vault and of
the vault carried on piers with the weight resting on the

152axes: the interspaces being merely shells". Muslim
Persia is, therefore , rightly regarded as the disseminator
of the vaulting system as an integral element of 

153architecture.
It is, also clear that the Persian Islamic architects 

explored the structural potentialities of dome-construction 
and were able to introduce a wide range of contours and 
f o r m s . B y r o n  observes, "It was not until the beginning 
of the 15th century that the Persian' introduced the double
dome with a slightly swelling outline, which then became 
characteristic of Persia and was transmitted to India for 
Taj Mahal [ A.H.1044/A.D.1634], the Tomb of Humayun
[A.H.963/A.D. 1565]# . • However, the double-dome1-^ was

157already known in a limited form in India,  ̂ as shown by 
the tomb of Taj al-Din Shihab 'Khan (A.H.907/A.D. 1501) and 
the tomb of Sxkandar Lodi (A.H.923/A.D.1517-18), both at
-p. . 158Delhi.

But the excellence of Persian Islamic architecture 
relies on the rich texture and patterned surface of its



brick work* This is brilliantly attained by stucco 
encrustration, terracotta plugs, panelled designs and 
geometrical repeating patterns, as demonstrated by the 
Mas jid-i-Jami1 at Nayin (Pl.IXa.), the tomb of Isma'il 
the Samanid (Pig.29 & Pl.VTb) at Bukhara (A.H.722-26/
A.D.1322-26) etc.1;>̂  These monuments show how rich

iornamentation can be appliedjto a well—planned construction. 
The Persian patterned bricks and polychrome tiles often 
suggest textile designs, the panels on the sides of the
entrances of the 1 Ala1i Darwaza at Old Delhi (Pl.XXb)

' i finbeing excellent examples. Yet this richness of decoration
enhances the lines of the construction and does not
obscure.

The most striking feature of Persian architecture
is the decorative use of coloured glazed tiles - an
"entourage of colour"," as Ricardo puts it. Smith
observes, "No impression of Persian.brick work would be
accurate without mention of the polychromy of tile and
mosaic faience in conjunction with which the terracotta

162coloured brick was often combined." The sumptuous colour-
schemes of Persian architectural decoration as seen in
the Mihrab' of the Maidan Mosque in Kashan dated A.H.623/" «
A.D.1226, now in the Staatliche Museum, Berlin and the
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Blue Mosque of Tabriz (A.H.870/A.D.1465) appear in the
Alhambra (A.H,629-B97/A.D,1232-1492) in Spain and the
Lattan Masjid (A.H.899-925/A.D. 1493-1519) -in Bengal.163

So the Mosque? a new architectural organic unit,
essentially Islamic, assumed its characteristic expression
in Persia in both structural ingenuity and decorative 

164effect. Stylistically, the Persian mosque may be saxd
to fall into tw> general types: the rxwaq or kiosk type,

165 - »as G-odard suggests; and the Ivan or vaulted portal
type.166 Both the types appear quite early in Persia*
Upham Pope summarizes the process: Hfhe first Mosques in
Persia, like those throughout the early Islamic world,
were very simple, either a domed sanctuary, following
existing Sasanian structures like the fire temples or
palaces, or perhaps a single vaulted Ivan, or columnar

167arcades surrounding the court, deeper on the qibla side.’1 
Distinct from the riwaq type of Mosque, Islamic 
architecture in Persia has fostered another type, namely, 
the vaulted portal or Ivan. Derived from the apadaha or 
large trabeate audience hall of the Achaemenid Kings the 
Ivan is formed by a rectangular court, enclosed by three 
walls open on the fourth side and roofed by a semi- 
cylindrical cradle vault.



It .is difficult to say when the Ivan plan came to 
dominate Persian mosque planning* Godard says that this 
appeared in the 4th century A.H. - 10th century A.D. 
onwards, hut this has been deniedjby Upham Pope who cites 
the riwaq type of mosques at Bamiyan, Hiriz (Fig.30 &
PI. XVTIa) and Farumad (PI. XlVa) which are of earlier 
date.16  ̂ Moreover, the Ivan-domed type of mosques 
at Gulpaygan (Fig.32) Ardistan (Pl.XIa), and Zaware, also,

  170had porticoes or liwan arches.
It may be said that the mosque of the pre-Salsuq

period (A.H.23-391/A.D.643-1000) were marked by the
171survival of Sasanian features. In the earliest mosques

in Persia built at Bam by 'Abd Allah ibn fAmir, is found
the Sasanian blind arcading and attached half-round 

172pilasters, which anticipate similar elements at
Damghan and Sar-o-Tar (late Sasanian or early Islamic)

175 - —in Seistan. The Masjid-i-Jami1 at Kaj built in
A.II.80/A.D.700)(Pl.XVIa), embodies the Sasanian types
of barrel vault, as well as the voussoir arch, the
panelled wall surfaces and half-round shafts at the

174corners of the dome-bearing walls.
The early mosques at Khurasan, built by Fazl ibn 

Yahya in A.H.179/A.D.795 and also the mosques at Fasa,



lurshiz, Nishapur, Marv, Shiraz, Damghan and Nayin were
3 75all of the early co3.umnar and courtyard type* Indeed, 

the larik Khana at Damghan (Fig.27 & PI* IXa) dated 
between A.H.130 and 170/A.D.750 and 760 had been 
described as a Sasanian building upon a conservative 
Arab mosque plan. It has riwSqs on all sides formed by 
massive round free-standing piers of burnt bricks, 
carrying a mud-brick tunnel-vault of elliptical shape, 
the liwan side being deeper than the rest. fhe large 
size and the vertical placing of the brickwork of the
farIk Khana forcibly recall the Sasanian methods of the

_  _ 176Palace of fepe Hisar at Damghan.
* • *

However, the Masjid-i-Jami1 at Nayin dated A.H.350/ 
A.D.960 (Pig.28 & PI. IXb) replaces the Sasanian 
catenary (Elliptical) vault, of the farlk Khana at 
Damghan, by the Persian pointed vault and also the 
Sasanian vertical placing of the bricks, also seen at 
Damghan by normal horizontal, courses. An attenuation 
of the piers is, also, noticed at Nayin. Although the 
mihrab As somewhat subordinate, this is, however, 
compensated for by the rich stucco encrustation of the 
qibla niche, itself, providing a distinct link between 
Sasanian and 1Abbasid decoration and the later Saljuq



177 —style of surface decoration. The Nayin Mosque,
also, has one of the earliest tapering attached minarets.
This is three tiered and has a round shaft, resting on

T 7Ra square base leading to the upper octagonal part.
The Jami1 fAtik, built by *Amr bin Layth in Shiraz, 

dated A.H.281/A.D.894, exhibits the curious feature of
clearstorey windows in the vaulted roof of the prayer

179 whall. In ground plan it recalls the I van-i-Kharkha,
and in the foliated scrolls of its stucco decoration it
provides the artistic transition between the work at the

m  —  *1 O ADome of the Rock and the Masjid-i-Jami* at Nayin.
The importance of the Masjid-i-Jami1 at Nayriz (Fig*

30 & PI. XVIIa), dated A.H.363/A.D.973-4, rests in the 
introduction of the Ivan type of mosque which, has been 
observed, is a survival of Sasanian architecture.
The eighth century Mosque of Nishapur built by Abu

“1 Q AMuslim recalls the fAbbasid Mosques in their wooden roofs, 
but also provided the prototypes for the 3rd or the 4th 
century A.H./A.D.9th or 10th century mosques in West 
Turkistan and the 8th Gentury A.H./l4th century A.D. mosque 
of Manama at Bahrayn.^^^ The Mosque of Nishapur as 
reconstructed in the 9th or 10th century had a gable roof, 
reminiscent of the tent-like dome of the 5th century A.H./



„ ~ ^ 10411th century A.D#, fomb of Gunbad-i~Qabus at Astarabad.'
In its turn, this recalls the tomb of Gyrus II at 
Pasargadae (B.0*559-529) the earliest surviving gabled 
monument in Persia.

In contradistinction to these gabled buildings 
and the Tvan type of mosque, in eastern Persia single
domed buildings were revived on a dramatically large
scale, which anticipate similar monuments in G-aud and

♦

Hazrat Pandua in Bengal (Pigs. 105, 107* 108 & Pis.
• • *

XCVII, OXXIII, 0X7., 'KmWMfflt LXXXIXa, b.). This
spectacular building achievement is typified by the
mosque of Hazara, near Bukhara and the splendid mausoleum
of Isma'il the Samanid (Pig.29 & PI. VIb) also at 

18SBukhara. Of the latter Pope says, "the oldest extant
building of the Islamic period that is conserved in
both structure and ornament practically in its entirety
is the lomb of Ismafil, the Samanid (d.A.H.295/A.D.907)
in Bukhara, which represents both a summation of inherited

186factors and an announcement of new principles". Ihis 
tomb is a square domed building of burnt bricks, 
embellished with carved terracotta inset panels# It 
includes older features, such as the squinched ovoid 
arches of the gallery and the attached columns in the
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1 8 7angles of the octagon, supporting the dome. ( The 

method of transition from square to circle by what Upham 
Pope calls "tripod", namely, a squinched arch with a 
central rib leading up to its crown which anticipates 
a similar arrangement in the side walls of the vault over

W* £the central nave in the Adinaf Masjid, Hazrat, Pandua in
• 9 *

Bengal•
Besides illustrating a variety of techniques and 

decorative designs, such as the chevron bond, the 
Turanian bond, as well as bonding in vertical and horizontal 
courses, the Tomb of Isma1!! recalls the Mosque of Hazara 
near Bukhara in its external gallery, which surrounds the 
octagon of the dome. This striking feature reappears in 
the Mausoleum of Sljeitu at Suitablya in North Eastern 
Persia, as well as in the Mausoleum of Humayun at Delhi.
Another conspicuous and often repeated feature is the 
steep battering of the walls, which is also found in the 
Tomb of G-hiyas-ud-Drn Tughlaq at Tughlaqabad in Delhi.
In pre-Saljuq architecture, therefore, ornament was

"I Q Qintegrally linked with construction.
After a period during which heterodoxy made 

itself manifest, the ascendancy of the Saljuq Sunni 
Central Asiatic Turks (A.H.447-700/A.D.1055-1300) brought
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about the rejuvenation of Islam and reestablished the
traditional links of Islam with the ancient Arabo-
Persian traditions, fhe Saljuqs developed "naked brick”

189architecture, as it has been described by Upham Pope
and so, according to him, achieved ,fthe fulfilment of
the Iranian architectural genius”.-**90 Oreswell observes,
"The twelfth and thirteen centuries witnessed the
development of faience decoration, in the form of both
tiles and mosaics, which attained a degree of beauty
and splendour never seen before” .“̂ 1  Xiustrous polychromy
in tilework and gilded and painted stucco are lavishly
used, lofty minarets, superb domes, ribbed vaults,
complex squinches or stalactites are the fundamental
characteristics of Saljuq architecture, These are all
found in the admirable monuments at Shiraz, Xazd (PI. Xllla)
Nay in, Isfahan and N’fshapur.^^^ Wilber rightly points
out, "Seljuq efforts were largely concentrated on the
mosque type, which, evolving through the formative
centuries of Islam in the several occupied lands, had
in Iran been combined with traditional elements of the
local pre-Islamic Sasahian architecture to emerge in

195distinctly Iranian forms”.
The Masjid-i-Jami* at Isfahan (Pig.31 & PI. Xa, b)



195is an epitome of the Persian Mosque style. According
to Diez, the Ivan and mihxab court "became established in
Persia in the Fifth century A.H./Eleventh century A.D.
In the Jam!1 Masjid of Isfahan it was combined with the
pillared court. This combination reappears in the Great
Mosque of HarSt (A.H.832/A.D.1428-9).196 The Mosque of 

»

Isfahan in many of its architectural details recalls the
fAbbasid mosque at Samarr£. Ihere was no break in the
building tradition.

One of the most remarkable features of the Mas j id-
i-Jami* at Isfahan is its ribbed vaulting, which
anticipates the late SaljUq dome of Sanjar (A.H.515/A.D.
1222) at Marv. The wide range of this great architec-

197tural contribution is striking; ribbed vaulting does 
not, however, occur in Europe until the 12th century at 
Durham •

Ghaznavid architecture is not so much represented
by Mosques as by its minars. However, Sultan Mahmud of* *
Ghazna is said to have created an elegant Mosque, known 
as "the Celestial Bride” in Ghazna, besides his famous 
Minar. His son Masud Shah also erected a Minar in Ghazna
(Pl.)(Xa.) which anticipates in many respects the Qutb
- - 198Minar at Delhi.



However, the splendid mosques of Shiraz, Yazd,
Isfahan, G-ulpaygan and Zavara demonstrate the super skill 

♦

of the Salj'S’q architects as compared with their Ghaznavid 
19$ _contemporaries* The Saljuq mosques illustrate many new 

architectural features, such as the horse-shoe arch in 
the Mosque of Qa*la-i-Bist, built by the Ghorids (A.H. late 
7th century/A.D.late 13th century), which reappear in the 
1 Ala*i .Darwaza (PI. XXb) in the Masjid Quwwat al-Islam at 
Delhi,^00 ^  interesting, that the Mosque of Zavara
near Ardistan dating from A*H*530/A*D.1135-36, recalls 
the Masjid-i-Jamif of Isfahan, being based on the old four- 
ivan plan, long ago employed at Parthian Ashur, with
tunnel-vaulted riwaqs running parallel to the transverse

’ 201 axis*
Persia offers another type of Mosque planning,

that is, the enclosed and completely roofed Mosques found
202at Khargird and Yazd. They recall the Mosque of

Pustat, built by !Amr, and provided the prototype for the 
• •

Jami1 Mosque at Gulbarga (A.H.769/A.D.1367)(Pig.55 & PI* 
XXXIXa, c.), the OhamkattT Masjid, (Pig.107) the Lattan 
Masjid (Fig.108 & PI. GXXIII) p the Ohiat>to Sona Mas jid 
(A.H.899-925/A.D.1493-1519) (Fig.124 & Pl.CXXXI), the 
Bara SonS Masjid (A.H.932/A.D.1524) (Fig.118 & Pl.CXXXIXa),
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all built at Gaud in Bengal.

*

This "pavilion" type of Persian Mosque is 
represented in the Mosques at Burujird and G-ulpaygan 
(Pig.32)205 - But curiously enough, the Masjid-i-JamifJ. 
at Natanz (A.H.704-9/A.D.1304-9) (Fig.57 & PI.Vila), 
exhibits a domed octagonal sanctuary. The Saljuq Mosques 
introduced characteristic elements which dominated 
Persian Islamic architecture from this time onward.
The Masjid-i-Jami1 at Qazvin (A.H.500-9/A.D.1106--15)
(Pl.XIb, XIIlb) has a prominent portal which formed the

205dominating feature of the Persian mosque of the future.
The Saljuq craftsmen exhibited great technical skill in 
their use of groined vaulting as well as the construction 
of small domes, as seen at Isfahan, Ardistan and Natanz.^^

» ft

But the introduction of the double dome as it appears in 
the Jabal-i-Sang (A.H.582/A.3D. 1186) at Kirman is 
probably the most significant achievement of this whole 
period.

The double dome reappears in the Mausoleum at 
Tus (A.H.8th/A.D.Early 14th century) and the Qur-i-Mir, 
the Tomb of Amir Timur at Samarqand (A.H.838/A.D.1434) and 
later still in the Mausoleum of Humayun at Delhi (A.H.975/
A.D.1565) and the Taj Mahal (A.H.1044/A.D.1634) at Agra.*^



Assessing these contributions, Schoeder is un
doubtedly* correct in his judgment, though somewhat obscure 
in his words: "it was the lucky greatness of the Saljug 
period that it restored that talent to circulation and 
until it trespassed too far upon the talent for con
struction, as we see it doing already in the Mausoleum of
Khwaja Atabek and the G-unb ad - i -Kabud at Maragha, it gave

208to Persian architects a classical Age"*
In the middle of the 15th century, the Il-Khanids 

created a style of architecture which stood in the same 
relation to the Saljuq architecture as that of the Gothic 
to the Romanesque* Utilizing the Saljuq domed and 
vaulting systems, the Il-Khatiid builders created a new

209manner of treatment of both construction and decoration.
A refined attenuation is apparent in both their construc
tion and ornament. This delicate and refined taste is 
displayed in the precise harmonious compositional use of 
stucco and glazed tiles in their mihrabs, lofty portals,

m

soaring minarets and sharply pointed domesj "the four- 
centred pointed arch and the double-dome, being features 
of the style.

However, Il-Khanid architecture is displayed in 
two characteristic forms each with its own features,



namely, the domed type raised on a square plan and the
Ivan type. The interesting rock-cut Masji.d-i-Sang at
Darab dated A.H.652/A.I). 1254 is square in plan, the

211colonnades within the square being cruciform. The 
Masj:id-i-Jami1 of Maraud dated A.H.730-40/A.D.1330-39

212has a square domed chamber with portals on three sides.
This enclosed type of Mosque was, perhaps, adopted owing 
to the severe cold of Azarbayjan, just as the incessant 
rainfall in'Bengal led to the erection of similar 
monuments in G-aud in Bengal.

The early fourteenth century Masjid-i-Jaai1 
(Fig.34) at Ardabil is also, a square domed building.
According to Wilber, the decoration of this mosque recalls

l>f, ™  /those at the Mausoleum of Oljeitu at Sultaniya TA.H.705-13/
A.D.1305-13) and the tomb tower at Abarquh (A.H.448/A.D.
1056), but the patterns are more delicate and refined at 

214-Ardabil. The coat of hard white plaster applied to
the building bears a close relationship with the plaster
finish of the Tughlaq buildings in Delhi and the
plastered domes of the Bengali monuments of the 15th
century, A.D. at G-aud. However, this use of plaster is an

*

old technique, going back to Sasanian times.
Other examples of the square domed type of Persian



mosque are the Mosques at Dashti (Fig. 36), the Masjid-
i-JSmi1 of Kaj (PI. XVIa) and the Mosque of Bziran near
Isfahan. These three mosques, huilt in A.H.726/A.D.1325 #

have square domed chambers with flanking corridors, prom
inent portals and forecourts, and as the earliest dated
examples of the double dome with pointed profile in

215Persian Islamic architecture. ^
One of the earliest monuments manifesting the

typical high portals of this period with a domed prayer
hall is the Masjid-i-Jami* at Natanz dated between

♦

A.H.704-9/A.D.1204-9 (Fig.37 & P I . Vila). Similar in 
plan is the Masjid-i-Jami' at Ushtarjan, near Isfahan
which was erected in the year A.H.715/A.D.1315-6. The 
most striking features of this elegantly designed Mosque 
are the pair of slender tapering cylindrical minarets 
flanking the northern portal, the tunnel-vaulted Ivan 
leading to the prayer hall and its stucco and glazed tile 
decoration.216

The offset mouldings with slight projections, 
demonstrated by the Mosque of Farumad (PI. XlVa), re
constructed in A.II.720/A.D.1320, are reminiscent of the 
v&aodakfc&l offsets and recesses of the Chamkatti Mas j id 
at Gaud.217C ^  -KC-Vlt)
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The Masjid-i-Jami* of Varamin, dated A.H.722/

A.D.1522 (PI. XITb), anticipate the fully developed Ivan
mosques of the Timurid and Safavid periods. Its imposing
portal gives the impression of an independent structure.
The transition from the square substructure to the octagon
and finally to the circle of the dome is attained by
stalactite squinches, which carry a 16-sided intermediary
polygonal drum. A similar technique, also, occurs in the
Mausoleum of Tu b , dated early 14th century A.D., and the 

♦

Mausoleum of Oljeitu at Sultaniya. The delicately 
designed ornamental pierced lattice above the central 
Mihrab in the Masjid-i-Jami1 at Yazd dated A.H.724-77/
A.D.1524-65 (PI. Xllla), recalls the lunette in the mihrab

 'I,n™ " ,,r'

wall of the central nave in the Adina Masjid at Hazrat 
Pandua.a *

The Masjid-i-Jami* of Kirman, dated A.H.750/
A.p.1349? resembles the Mosques of Abarquh and Natanz in 
maintaining the traditional Iranian Mosque plan of four
Ivans or porches in walls of the spacious courtyard with

2.19 ^its dominating eastern portal. The Masjid-i-Jami1 of fAli
Shah, at Tabriz (Pig.55 & PI* XVa), on the contrary,
illustrates a highly individual adaptation of the older
established traditions. Undoubtedly inspired by the
colossal scale of the Achaemenid and Persepolitan buildings,
the main prayer hall carries an overhanging tunnel vault.
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This springs a*b a height of about 80 feet and was 100 feet 
in span* The Adina Masjid at Hazrat Pandua is reminiscent

* 0 9

of the Mosque of Tabriz in having a central vaulted hall
and an exterior projecting mihrab as well as a window

220opening above the central mihrab *o

The beginning of the fifteenth century was marked
by the Timurid Rennaissance. Timur, a great connoisseur
of art and architecture, beautified his capital Samarqand
within elegant monuments. As Byron puts it, ’’Domes and
minarets protrude and multiply; portals Ivans and niche-
fa<jades attain extraordinary height; pattern and texts
became exuberant in proportion to their intricacy (in
the hands of the inept, this proportion is generally
reversed), unbridled, fantastic; colour achieves a range,

221a depth, and a brilliance not equalled before or since.”
In the earliest phase of these building activities

in Transoxiana, the llmurids achieved a peak of florid
ostentation in their architecture. The Mosque of Bibi
Khahum (A.H.808/A.D.1405-6) at Samarqand is the supreme

222example in their works. It demonstrates the integration 
of c3-assica3- Persian architectural features in a highly 
individual, balanced and graceful style. This was, however, 
preceded by the mosque of Hazrat Ahmad Yasavi, (A.H.797/

9 «
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A.D.1394-5), enclosed "building covered by a pointed dome 
with an entrance portal with a magnificent four-centred 
pointed arch* The fluted dome in the Mosque of Yasavi 
in Turkestan anticipates the convex fluted ribbed domes 
of the Gur-i-Mir, namely the Mausoleum of Amir Timur in 
Samarqand and the Mausoleum of Gawhar Shad in Harat

4

(A.H.839/A.D.1435), as well as those of the later Indian 
Mosques, particularly of Bijapur.

Besides the Tvan type of Mosque, an example of 
the square domed mosque is found in the enclosure of the 
Madrasa of Bibi Khanum in Samarqand (A.H*808/AeD. 1405-6) .^23 
The Mosque of G-awhar Shad at Mashhad provides new ideas of 
construction and decoration (PI* XVIb). The Blue Mosque 
of Tabriz (A.H.870/A.D*1465) (Pig.38) combines the covered 
and courtyard types of mosque, imitated by the Mosque of 
Anau (A.H.848-50/A.D.1 4 4 4 - 4 6 ) The Tabriz Mosque is 
distinguished by its superb mosaic tile works and marks 
the zenith of the Timurid style of architecture. The 
Mosque of Gawhar Bhad at Harat (A. H.841/A.D.1437-8) 
commonly known as Musalla has beautiful examples of the 
Central Asiatic form of slender and elegant minaret*

Byron says, "The most novel, and still the most 
triumphant, invention of Timurid architecture was the tall
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225bulbous dome on the tall cylindrical drum". According 

to Creswell, the double-dome appears first in the Timurid 
mosque of Kaj dated A.H.738/A.D,1337 (PI. XVIa). This 
distinctive architectural feature also exists in the 
Mausoleum at Tus (A.H.700(?)/A.B.1300), in the Mausoleum
of Amir Timur at Samarqand, and also later in the

«■* "• — 226 Mausoleum of Humayun at Delhi and the Taj Mahal at Agra.
«

The sixteenth century A.D. marked the beginning 
of what may be really described as an architectural and 
artistic renaissance under the Safavids. Pope says,

o

11 The solution of the dome and screen problem is one of
the most interesting contributions of Safavid architecture,
solution happily anticipated on the Masjid-i-Jami1,
Varamin, thereafter apparently neglected, and then most
perfectly achieved in the Masjid-i-Shah of Isfahan, just

*

227a hundred yeans later than the Sava mosque’1. The 
Mas j id-i™Shah of Isfahan (A996-1037/A.D.1587-1628)

9

(Pig.39 & PI, XVIIIb) includes many of the typical
features of classical Persian architectures the half-
domed portal with stalactites, flanked by a pair of slender
minarets, rising from the side arcadess the bulbous domes,
with its interior interlaced ribbed vaulting and sumptuous

228mosaic and hafl rangi or parti-coloured tiles.



If the Masjid-i-Shah in Isfahan marks the climax*

of Mosque architecture in Islamic Persia, the Masjid-i-
Shaykh Dutf Allah (A.H.1012-28/A.D.1603-18), which was
not built earlier, majr be considered an excellent
example of the fully developed form of Persian mosque.
The style endured and throughout the period high standard

229of workmanship was maintained. The same is to be seen
in India, where the Madrasa and Masjid of Safdar Jang
at Delhi was built as late as A.D.1753*

Marshall says, 11 Seldom in the history of mankind
has the spectacle been witnessed of two civilizations, so
vast and so strongly developed, yet so radically dis-
similar as the Muhammadan and Hindu, meeting and mingling 

250together11. As Holmes puts it, ,trThe religion of 
Mahomet is realistic, positive and purely matter-of-fact 
concrete, whereas that of Brahmins is idealistic, abstract, 
visionary and metaphysical11.

The Muslim invaders (Pig.40) were necessarily 
impressed by Indian, architecture and sculpture, expressing 
as they do foreign religious emotions in terms of images 
and emblems. What they saw at Delhi, and the other cities 
of India, which they attacked, was absolutely foreign 
to them. Yet when they came to raise their own religious



■buildings, they were not averse to using the spoils of
232their temples* Recent researches have put Havel!fs

contention that Indo-Muslim architecture is a modified
form of Hindu art out of court* It is simply not true
that the early Muslim invaders of India were destitute
of any architectural heritage of their own. ^  As
Marshall puts it, "... they themselves were already
possessed of a highly developed architecture of their
own, as varied and magnificent as the contemporary

234architecture of Christian Europe;...."
The ruthless desecration and makeshift conversion

of Indian temples into.Mosques has led many scholars to
regard Indo-Muslim architecture as nothing more than a
local variety of hybrid nature. In point of fact, these
early Indian mosques which were compiled from Brahmanical
fragments, such as the Deval Mas3id at Bodhan near
Hyderabad, have no direct bearing on the general develop-

235ment of Mosque architecture in India.
On the other hand the use of the spoils of non-

Muslim ruins was a widely recognised feature in early
Muslim architecture. Curiously enough, the earliest
surviving mosques in India at Bhanbhore (Pl.XIXa) and
Mansura-Brahamanabad in Sind demonstrate little or no 

*

indigenous influence, nor are they built of the remains



of Hindu temples. They are, in fact, brick buildings
with all the requisites necessary for congregational
prayer. Indeed, they recall in their simplicitjr the

236mosques at Madina, Kufa, Basra and Wasit. '
• #

However, the evolution of Indo-Muslim architecture 
in the 12th and the 13th centuries may be described as a 
synthetic process: the impact of Islam on India was as 
overwhelming, but this does not negative the influence 
of Indian architectural skill on the formation of a truly 
distinctive style of Islamic architecture in India. The 
Muslims brought with them their own architectural skill 
and tradition. They, however, found a completely 
different environment in India, to which their traditions 
of architecture had to be accommodated. Racial dis
crimination did not stand in the way of creating a new 
imperial school of architecture, for the rulers enlisted
the services of indigenous artisans trained in the ancient

237Indian art of stone carving. As Codrington says,
"throughout the centuries since Kutbu’d-din employed 
Hindu masons to raise up his great Strength of Islam 
Mosque upon the ruins of the oldest of the Delhis, there 
has been a free exchange of services and goods from the 
centres of population of the one faith to the centres of 
the other"



Just as at a later date Mughal painting is a 
harmonious blend of Persian and Indian artistic traditions, 
so the Indo-Muslim architecture of Delhi and Ajmer is a 
blend.^40 jn Quwwat al-Islam at Delhi (Pigs. 419 43 
& Pis. XlXb, XXb, XXla, b.) and the Arhal din-ka-Jhopfa 
at Ajmer (Pig. 46 & PI. XXIIa, b,), existing remains bear 
unmistakable evidence that they were not merely 
compilations, but the distinctive, planned works of 
professional architects. Havell says, "The characteristics 
of these so-called Pathan buildings are, as might be 
expected, a blend of Indian and Persian traditions 
adapted to the strict Sunni ritual, as dictated by the 
Ulamas of the Delhi court. The severity of their style 
must be attributed to the puritanical sentiment of the 
Sunni interpreters of Islamic law, and not to the racial 
temperament of the Pathan for Turkish fighting men or of 
their leaders"

Hindu ritual prayer is fundamentally different 
from Muslim religious practice. The former is based on 
individual worship: the latter prescribes communal or 
congregational prayer. Consequently, the Hindu temple 
is relatively narrow and congested: the Mosque is broad 
and spacious. The former is dark and cell-like with a
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close mysterious atmosphere: the latter was open to the
sky* brightly lit and well ventilated* The Temple is
the theatre of Indian religion: the Mosque is the centre

242of Mus3.im social* political and religious life* The
contrasting needs of Hindu and Muslim religious worship
are naturally embodied in their respective architectural
achievements* Hindu architecture is trabeate: Muslim
arcuate. In contradistinction to the pyramidal roof of
medieval Indian temples* the Muslims imported with them
the highly developed constructional features of arch,
dome and vault, which had already created magnificent

243architectural works in Persia*
The Indian medieval temple is* we know* a museum

of lush, exuberant sculpture s Islam on the other hand was
aniconic* Yet it freely made use of the ancient
decorative traditions which included many representional
forms* Basically the mosque, unlike the temple, is stern
and simple, but it did not reject ornament * Muslim
decorative art* as stated by Marshall* is "inclined to
colour and line or flat surface carving* and took the
form of conventional arabesques or ingenious geometric 

244patterning'1* It is demonstrably true that Indo-Muslim 
architecture is deeply indebted to the prodigious wealth



of ornamental art in India. Thus indigenous flowers and
foliage are apparent in the decoration of the buildings, .

par :raised by Muslims in India. This new sbhool of Muslim 
architecture in the Indian peninsula is, far from being 
purely Islamic in origins nor is it in essence Indian.
It is a hybrid, the product of the interaction of two 
cultures.

But G-oetjs points out, "The genesis of Indo-Muslim 
civilization, therefore, can hardly be explained as a 
simple intermingling of two different civilizations. It 
was rather a substitution of Indian elements of similar 
type for the original dominating ones of Turkish-Muslim 
origin, these first being selected from the stock of 
indigenous culture without regard to the Indian tradition, 
or, in other words, an Indian imitation or even

—  rm ' ' ? 4 * 7falsification of Timurid models."; But this exaggerates 
the position, for Indian construction and decoration was 
evident from the first.

The Muslim brought with them the technique of 
rubble and concrete construction, which was the basis of 
Roman architecture and the first development of the dome, 
but which was previously unknown in the Indian peninsula. 
This enlarged the scale of building by making it possible
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to span large areas "by voussoir arches, domes and tunnel 
vaults. Therefore, the most outstanding Muslim contribu
tion to Indian architecture, as Marshall suggests, was 
the introduction of "breadth and spaciousness" as well 
as new form and colour in decoration.

Goetz's reference to Timurid models is 
chronologically pointless. The characteristic elements 
of early Muslim architecture in India were derived from 
the work of the SSnahid, Saljuq and Il-Khanid periods.
Pope says, "It is to the architects of Persia that we owe
the solution tha,t was subsequently adopted in all the true

249domes built in India"• The arched squinch with con
centric semi-circular masonry courses observed in the 
*Ala*i Darwaza (Pl.XXa) at Old Delhi (A.H.705/A.D.3.305), 
in the Mosque at Badaon (Pig. 47) and in the tombs of 
Sarhind (A.H.9th/A.D.15th) recall those in the Masjid-i- 
Jami* of Isfahan, the Masjid-i-Jami1 of G-ulpaygan and the

a

Mas;jid-i-Jamif of Ardistan (PI. XXa). These arched 
squinches, used for raising domes are clearly descended
from the Sasanian Palaces at Sarvistan, built in the middle

250of the fourth century. Indeed the squinches at Palermo
must be discussed in the same way.

It has been said that the outstanding feature of



Persian Islamic architecture is the four centred pointed 
arch, which was introduced from Persia in the Indo-Muslim 
buildings at Mandu (the Hindola Mahal, A.H.808/A.D.1405), 
Gulbarga (the Jam!1 Mas j id, AoHo77l/A.D.1369) (Pig. 55 & 
Pis. XXXIXa, c), Bldar (Madrasa of Mahmud Gawan, A.H.877/ 
A.D.1472) (Pi. La) and Old Delhi (Pl.XIXb).2"^ The cusped 
arches of the Khalji edifices were first developed in 
Central Asia at Mashhad-i-Misrian in the tenth century. 
Arcades of cusped arches with large roundels filling the 
spandrels are apparent in the dome of the Safed Bulan 
in Turan (A.He6th/A.D.12th), before they reappear in the 
Mausoleum of 1 Ali Shahid Pir-ki-Masjid at Bijapur 
(A.H.lOth/A.D.lfith century) in the Indian Deccan.2^2 
The transverse vaulting system of Persian origin, also, 
made its appearance in many Indo-Muslim buildings, for 
example, the Jami1 Masjid at Gulbarga and the Adina Masjid 
at Hazrat Pandua. The ribbed vault observable in many

• ft •

Il-Khanid mosques such as the Masjid-i-Jami* at Ardistan,
also appears in the Langar ki Masjid at Gulbarga
(A.H.7th century/A.D.15th century) (Pl.XXVTIIa, b) as
well as the Adina Masjid (PX.XXXVTa) at Hazrat Pandua and
the Gunmant Mas3id (Pl.CXVIb) at Gaud.2^  The fluted,

* «

hemispherical stilted domes of many Indian mosques as well
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as the bulbous pointed dome of Mughal architecture are
also all derived from central Asian and Persian proto- 

255types*
Among the many notable Persian features intro

duced into Indo-Muslim architecture are half-domed portals, 
slender tapering minarets and honey-combed or stalactite 
pendentives, as well as the elaborate floral ornamentation
and new developments and the use of calligraphy as part

256of the decorative scheme. The use of coloured tile-
work is also.new, as may be seen at Multan (the tomb of
Rukn-i-1Alam, A.H.872-24/A.D.1320-24).257 Bidar (Madrasa
of Mahmud Grawan, A.H.876/A.D. 1472) (Pl.la),2^® 3?hattlia 

• *. • *

(the Jam!1 Masjid, A.H.1054/A.D.16-44) ,2*^ Gaud (the
0

lattan Masjid, A.H.899-25/A.D.1493-1519) (Pl.CXXIl),260
Agra (Chini ka Rauza, A aH.lQ68-1118/A.D.1658-1707),
Lahore Port (A.H.1055/A.D01645) and Delhi (the so-called 
Jamali Kamali, Tomb and Mosque of Pazl-; Allah "Jamali",

o

A.H.945/A.D.1536.261
But besides the persistence of these older Islamic 

features in the evolution of Indo-Muslim architecture, 
the indigenous artistic Indian contribution cannot be 
neglected* The employment of Hindu masons and artists 
led to the introduction of ancient Indian, architectural



and decorative features, such as corbelled domes,
bracketed pillars, the distinctive form of the doorways,
and the use of finials of the kala^a type. There is ,
therefore, proof positive that indigenous artistic
traditions played a considerable part in the evolution

262of Indo-Muslim architecture.
Actually before Islamic power in India was firmly 

established in the 12th century, the Arab invaders had 
demonstrated their need for buildings in Sind in the 2nd 
century A.H*/8th century A.D. Recent excavations at 
Banbhore undertaken by the Department of Archaeology in 
Pakistan have uncovered a burnt-brick mosque dated A.H*109/ 
A.D.772, as well as fortifications. They are not only 
the earliest known examples of Indo-Muslim architecture,
but they correspond in their details with the Mosques of
— — - 263Kufa, Wasit, Baghdad and Raqqa? ' that is to say, they

have oblong piers carrying flat timber roofs and an
open courtyard, enclosed by colonnaded arcades. Another
Mosque excavated at Mansura - Brahmanabad in Sind is also

*

probably of the 8th century A.D* This Mosque is also
264built of bricks, and had a flat timber roof.

The eleventh century A.D. was marked by the
cataclysmic series of invasions of India by Sultan Mahmud
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of Ghazni, who apart from being a conqueror, was a great 
patron of art and culture. Ghaznavid architecture, 
particularly the existing minarets of Mahmud and Mas'ud 
at Ghazni, which have already been mentioned, and the 
wood carving of the famous gates of Ghazni (Pl.XLb), all
reflect the 9th and 10th century Samanid style of Horth

265 -Eastern Persia. Indeed, the Samanid buildings served,
in many of their features, as typological ancestors of
the Delhi buildings of the twelfth century A.D. notably
of the Qutb Minar (Pl.XXb). Moreover, Sultan Mahmud is 

• *

said to have built not only a Mosque, known as "the
Celestial Bride" in Ghazni, but also the Khishti Mosque 

— _and Minar in Lahore of which little remains.
In point of fact, the buildings in Old Delhi

embody the first manifestation and early development of
Muslim architecture in India. As Marshall puts it, "Of
the many and various groups into which the Islamic
monuments of India are divided that of Delhi occupies

268the central and pre-eminent place". Delhi was the
source of artistic inspiration for all the later
provincial schools of Indo-Muslim architecture. Codrington
remarks, "At Delhi, the Kutb-ul-Islam marks the beginning

269of Islamic architecture in India". This formative



phase of Mosque architecture in India began with the
random utilization of temple spoils, Hindu architraves,
corbelled ceilings, kumbha pillars with hanging bell-and-
chain motifs, which were organised to fulfil the needs of
congregational prayer. It is said that the columns of
twenty-seven Hindu and Jaina temples were utilized in the
great Mosque, at Delhi, rightly called the "Might of
Islam". (Pigs.'41, 43 & Pis. XlXb, XXb, XXIa, b)
It was built by Qutb al-Din Aybak in A.H.597/A.D.1191-2

*
270on an ancient pre-Muslim plinth.

The quadrangular court of the Mosque is enclosed 
on the east the north and the south by two colonnades.
The western side, containing the Ixwan, is divided into 
five bays by four colonnades. The cloisters or riwaas 
are entered by porched gateways, placed in the middle of 
the north, the south and the east sides. Originally there 
were five domes in the liwan all compiled of Hindu frag
ments, as is evident from their corbelled interiors. The 
most striking features of this Mosque are the four 
entresol ghlleries (PI. XXIb) at the four corners of the 
Mosque courtyard, instead of only one at the northern end, 
as in the liwans of the Bengali and Malwa mosques. At 
the back of the Mihrab wall there is a Hindu false window

■ n m m i m i ' f f
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which anticipates similar but pierced window in the rear

- 271wall of the Gentral Mihrab at Hazrat Pandua.
^ " " " V  • * ♦

The most interesting features of the Mosque are
the screen and the detached Manar (Pis. XXb, XXIb).
Burton-Page says, "The screen arches are corbelled, ogee
at the top, some 2.5 metres thick, the central arch 13.7m.
high with a span of 6.7m. The whole surface of this
maksura is covered with carving, Hindu floral motifs and 

• •
272arabesques, and vertical lines of naskh".

To the south of the Mosque, Qutb al-Din commenced
the Minaret, known as the Qutb Minar. This tall tapering
Minar consists of four storeys, each demarcated by
stalactite balconies, and is some 225 feet in height* It
is formed by alternate angular and rounded flutes. The
lower storey served as the prototype of the turrets above

*****the screens and the corner bastions of the Arhai Din-ka-
Jhompra Mosque at Ajmer (Pl.XXIIb). Pergusson considers
it to be one of the most beautiful examples of its kind

273known to exist anywhere#  ̂J* A. Page compares it with 
the Ghazni Minars of Sultans Mahmud and MasGS. He writes,
"The ultimate origin of these towers is probably to be 
found in such Sasanian structures as the towers of Jur 
and Pirozabad in Persia, the Chaldean ziggurat
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274observatories, as at Khorsabad, and the Tower of Babel*'.

The great dignity of the Quwwat- al -1 s 1 am mosque
is largely due to its immense scale. To Qutb-al-Din1s
work was added to and improved by Iletmish (A.H.607-633/
A.D.1211-36) and ’Alauddin Khalji (A.H.695-715/A.D.1296-1316)•
(Figs;, 41,43 ) To Iletmish we owe some of the finest
Muslim work in India. The Arhai Din-ka-Jhompra (Fig. 46
& PI* XXIIa, b), began by Qutb al-Din in A.D.1198-9?
was also completed by him. Tod had said of it that it
was "one of the most perfect as well as the most ancient

27*5monuments of Hindu architecture"* $n the evidence of
certain four-armed figures to be seen on the pillars»
Cunningham rejects this view and treats the Arhai-Din-ka-

276Jhompra as an essential Muslim work.
The Ajmer Mosque resembles the Delhi Mosque in its 

use of pre-Muslim materials as well as in its courtyard 
plan, arched screen, columnar lrwan and riwaqs and use of 
reconstructed Hindu corbelled domes. All these features, 
except the fragments of Hindu and Jain carvings used in 
the work are essentially Islamic. The Ajmer Mosque 
indicates a further improvement in Mosque design. The 
height of the liwan roof is greatly increased and there 
is a semi-circular marble mihrab - a new feature. As
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Sardar puts it, "These pillars have a greater height
thaa those at the Kutub, and are more elegant in their
sculpture and general appearance than the converted

277Mosques in Malwa and Ahmedabad".
Although constructed of destroyed Hindu temples, 

the Mosques at Old Delhi and Ajmer once and for all set the 
fashion to be followed by later mosques in Muslim India®
As Cunningham says, "In boldness of design, and grandeur 
of conception, which are perhaps due to the genius of the 
Islamite architect, these two splendid mosques of the 
first Indian Muhammadans are only surpassed by the soaring 
sublimity of the Christian Cathedrals* But in gorgeous 
prodigality of ornament, in beautiful richness of tracery, 
and endless variety of detail, in delicate sharpness of 
finish, and laborious accuracy of workmanship, all of which 
are due to the Hindu masons, I think that these two grand 
Indian Mosques may justify vie with the noblest buildings 
which the wor3.d has yet produced. In attributing the 
design to the Musulman architect, and all the constructive 
details of the Hindu, I am chiefly influenced by the fact 
that the arch has never formed part of Hindu structural 
architecture, although it is found in many specimens of 
their rock-hewn temples. The design, therefore, I take to



be Muhammadan, but as the arches of the Ajmer Mosque
are formed by overlapping stones, I conclude that the
actual construction was the work of Hindu masons, who
were ignorant of the art of forming an arch by radiating 

278voussoirs". Marshall regards the arched screen of 
the Ajmer Mosque rather as a tour de force of technical 
excellence, than an artistic triumph.

Iletmish built a small Mosque at the tomb of his 
son Nasir al-Din Mahmud ,fSultah G-harl” (A.H.629/A.D.1231) 
at Delhi, a square 1Idgah (A.H.599-606/A.D.1202-09) and 
a Jami1 Masjid at Badaun (A.H.620/A.D.1223) (Fig.47). 
Cunningham says of the fIdgah, Ha massive brick wall,
302 feet in length, with lines of ornament near the top, 
which most probably were originally covered with blue 
glaze".279

fhe Jami* Masjid of Badaun, also built by Iletmish 
is one of the largest mosques in India. Following the 
traditional courtyard plan, it also utilizes Hindu temple 
pillars. The entrance arches of the gateways leading 
into the courtyard of the Mosque were similar to those in 
the great Mosques at Delhi and Ajmer. The walls are 
encrusted with blue glazed tiles. Cunningham says,
**Although the Jami* Masjid of Badaun cannot be compared



with, the magnificent Masjids of Delhi and Ajmer, yet its
great size and the massiveness of its walls give a
certain dignity to itsjruined aisles which a smaller

280building would not possess*'„
That the practice of utilizing the spoils of Hindu 

temples continued throughout the reign of Sultan Iletmish 
is proved by the Mosque of Ukha in Bayana (Uttar Pradesh) 
(Pig.45), which is also on the site of a Hindu temple*^'
A departure from this practice of’the early Indo-Muslim 
architects is found in the Jamalat Khana Masjid (Fig.44) 
at the Dargah. of Hizam al-Dxn in Old Delhi, which was 
built by 'Ala 'al-Din Khalji. Burton-Page regards this as
"the first example in India of a Mosque built with\
specially quarried materials, not improvised from Hindu 

282material". It marks a new stage in the development of
Indo-Muslim architecture. As at the 'Ala'i Darwaza and 
the tomb of Iletmish at Delhi, the Dargah demonstrates 
domes on squinches, arches with spearhead fringes, horse
shoe arches and flat mlhrabs.

Unlike the florid and ornate Khalji architecture, 
the Tughluq buildings are robust and sterno As Marshall 
puts it, "The days of its first youthful splendour and 
prodigal luxuriance were over. Lavish display of ornament
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and richness of detail now began, to give place to a chaste 
sobriety which, as time went on, developed into a severe 
and puritanical simplicity* At first the change was due 
to the urgent need for economy and to the general 
revulsion of feeling against the excesses of the Khalji 
regime11* This change may also be caused by the
migration of the skilled Delhi artisans to Daulatabad in 
the Deccan in the time of Sultan Muhammad b. Tughluq

9

(A*H.725/A*D.1325m51) * Yet words of Marshall
"the brain which conceived the whole was working in 
obedience to Indian p r e c e p t " T h i s  is demonstrated 
by Hindu features such as the multi-domed roofing and
tapered minaret-like buttresses. All these features

— 28^ appear in the Adina Masjid at Hazrat Pandua®
• « «

Burton Page says, "The Mosque style of the period 
is better shown by half a dozen mosques of approximately 
■the decade 766—76/1364-75 • all are rubble-and-plaster, 
presumably originally white-washed, with pillars and 
Hindu style brackets and eaves in local grey granite, 
with prominent gateways, many-domed roofs, and tapering 
ornamental pillars flanking the gateways® The simplest
is the Mosque in the dargah of Shah fAlam at Wazirabad

. ..

(Timurpur)(A.H®777/A.D.1375), a simple west liwan of



five bays, with three domes, within which is the earliest 
example in Dihli of a z an ana gallery in the rear corner

— T,»* ^ c atag— 1 V

of the liwah; the large (courtyard 68*0 by 75*5 metres) 
Begampur mosque in the north of D.jahanpanah (A.H.772/A.D* 
3.370) has the Sahn surrounded on all sides by a domed 
arcade, and the west liwah has a tall arched pylon in 
the centre of its fagade which completely masks the 3_arge 
central dome; the Sand,jar mosque (also called Kali [black] 
Masd.jid) at Hizamuddin (A.H.772/A.D.3.376) has the central 
courtyard divided into four smaller courts each 13*1 by 
10.1 metres by a cruciform arcade one bay in depth, as 
well as the domed arcading on all sides; the Khirkl 
Mosque (PI. LXa), at KhirkI village in the south of 
Dqahanpanah close to the Sat Pulah, has a similar arrange
ment, but the crossing arcades are of three ranks of 
arches, as are the side liwanss hence only the four 
courts, each 9.8 metres square, are open in the total area 
of about 52m. square; the Kalan (this also sometimes 
miscalled Kali) Masdqid (A.H.777/A.D.1375 (Pl.XXIIIa), 
within the walls of the later Shahd.1 ahahabad, is smaller 
with a single open court and surrounding domed arcades. 
This, the Khirki Mosque, and the D.iaml Masd.jid in the 
Kotla (Big. 48 & PI. XCVIa), are all built on a high



plinth over a tahkhana storey, and the mosques themselves
are approached by high flights of steps. The Kalan
Masdjid was no doubt the main mosque of the new Firuzabad
suburbs, but the size of the Begampur and IOairki mosques
implies that the older cities still maintained a
considerable population"*

The further development of Muslim architecture in
the Indian provinces was stimulated by the formation of
independent Sultanates, such as those in Bengal (A.H.738./
945/A.D.1358-1538), Gujarat (A.H.803-980/A.D.1400-1572)*
Jaunpur (A.H.762-885/A.D.1360-1480), GuLbarga (A.H.748-826/
A.D.1347-1422), Bidar (A.H.826-918/A.D.1422-1512), and
Malwa (A.H.808-977/A.D.1405-1569).287

Cunningham writes, "Bor nearly a century (A.H.762-
885/A. D. 3.360-1480) the city of Jaunpur was the capital of
an independent Muhammadan kingdom, perhaps the richest

288in Northern India". Hugel suggests the Hindu origin
289of Jaunpur architecture. According to him the Jaunpur

buildings were nothing more than adaptations of contemporary 
Hindu styles, fulfilling the needs for a Mus3„im place of 
prayer. The free use of the Hindu trabeate form of 
construction speaks for itself. Indeed, short square 
pi!3,ars with bracket capitals, horizontal architraves, flat



roofs formed of flat stone slabs, etc., were all taken 
over from Hindu temple architecture. These Muslim build
ings also share certain outstanding features of Hindu
workmanship, for instance, the sculptured fragments with 

290masons marks. As Pergusson says, "The truth of the
matter appears to be, that the greater part of the
Mahammadans in the province at the time the Mosques were
built were Hindus converted to that religion, who still
clung to their native forms when these did not clash with
their new faith".

It is, therefore, clear that indigenous art did
play a certain role in the development of Jaunpur
architecture. Yet, the Jaunpur monuments reflect the
spirit of Tughluq architecture, especially in the domes
over the prayer chamber, its engaged and sharply tapered
minarets, its parapets, cornices and string courses.
But the school of Jaunpur architecture, also introduced
several strikingly new features, such as, the prominent
central liwan arch (the so-called Propylon), the depressed
four-centred points or "Tudor arch" with its fringe of 

292spear-head s.
The prominent liwan arch is the dominant feature 

of Jaunpur architecture. Godrington points out that the 
development of the prominent central arch may be traced



293in later times at Delhi and especially at Jaunpur.
It has, of course, Persian origins and is found in the
Jami* Masjid at Cambay (A.H.725/A.D.1324-25) (Fig.57 &
PI* XXXIa) and the Begampur Masjid in Delhi (A.H.771/
A.D.1370) (PI. XLIXa). It appears, also, in the imposing
central archways of the Arhai Kanjura Masjid at Benaras
(A.H*796-881/A.D.1394-1477) and the Jami* Masjids at
Itawa(A.H.796-88/A.D.1394-1477) and Kanauj (A.H.809/

*

A.D.1406) ,2^4 r£erVy writes, 11 What ever their origins,
these Jaunpur portals are clearly forerunners of the
great Mughal gateways of which the Buland Darwaaa at

295Fathpur Sikri is the most successful11. At the same
time as Marshall says, 11 ...the mosques of the Tughluqs
are lessornate than the Atala Masjid or its successors
at Jaunpur, nor is there anything in them to match the

296imposing propylon screens which adorn the latter'1.
The earliest of the Jaunpur mosques is the Masjid 

built by Shaikh Barha in the suburb of Zafarabad in 
A.H.711/A.D.1311. Although insignificant in scale, it 
reflects future developments, such as, the frontal portion, 
ten feet thick, which is the prototype of the character
istic Jaunpur prominent liwah arch. The Mosque of 
Ibrahim Naib Barbak (Fig.42a) in the Fort is dated
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A.H.778/A.D.1 3 7 7 According to Cunningham, "it is 
a long narrow building of the early Bengali type, that 
is, a simple arcade supported on carved Hindu pillars, 
with three low domes in the middle".^98 a
detached minar in the courtyard which corresponds with

- 299that of the Adina Masjid to the West of the qibla wall.
Fergusson considers the Atala mosque (Fig.49 &

Pis. XXIYa, XXVa, XLVIa), built on the site of a Hindu 
Temple dedicated to ^tala/Devi (hence the appellation) 
in the years A.H.778-811/A.D.1376-1408, as "the most 
ornate and the most beautiful" at Jaunpur. Its out
standing features, as stated by Burton-Page, are, "the 
central bay of the west liwan. covered by a large dome 
whieh' is concealed from the courtyard by a tall pyramidal 
gateway resembling the Fgyptian propylon, is the special 
characteristic of the P.i awnpur style under the Shark!
Sultans. The fAtala Mosque is the largest (78.7m. square) 
and most ornate; the llwans on the north, east and south 
are composed of five pillared aisles in twD storeys, the 
two outer aisles at ground level being formed into a 
range of pillared cells facing the street; in the middle 
of each side is an archway, with a smaller propylon on 
the outside, and with domes over the north aid south gates;
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a dome covers the central bay of each liwan on the north
and south of the main dome, each with its propylon facing
the courtyard* Within each propylon is a large arched
recess, with a fringe of stylized spear-heads similar to
those of the IChaldji buildings at Dihli, in which are
pierced arched openings in front of the dome, and the
main entrances beneath..** i'he dome is supported on a
sixteen-sided arched triforium, on corner brackets over
an octagon with pierced windows, supported on squinch
arches. The kibla wall is relieved on its exterior by «

square projections behind each dome, the corners of each 
supported by a tapering buttress; larger tapering 
buttresses support the main angles of the wall, fhere 
are no minars. the top storeys of the propylon serving 
for the Mu*adhdhin".^01

Fuhrer regards the plan of the &tala Masjid as
m

302original, quickly perfected and hardly imitated elsewhere11.
But like the fAtala Masjid, the zanana gallery at the Adlna " *
Masjid at Hazrat Pandua, has two raised apartments at 

« * *

the corners of the liwans * separated from the rest of the 
building and entered from the outside. The*Atala Masjid 
also, has a perforated screen like that of the Adina 
Masjid at Hazrat Pandua and many other mosques in Ahmadabad *



f
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Indeed* it is obvious that the pidgin of many of the

303features of later Mosques can be traced to <3aunpur® ‘
The Khalis-Mukhlis Mosque (Figo 42fe).at Jaunpur 9

which is dated A.Ho 820/A oD* 1417, recalls the Atalsi DevT
Mosque in its central iTwan arch and its general
trabeate form of structure*, But it is far surpassed by
1'be Jhain.ihrT (or perforated) Mosque (PI® VLVIIIa) which
is striking for its richness and beauty of ornamentation®
Burton-Page considers the screen of the existing central

304Ixwan arch as u the finest stone tracery in Djawnpur*1 *
CittS'MMBIMNMMMMM I---- Unfii

The smallest of the Jaunpur Mosques is the Let 1 
Darwaigia (Fig® 51 & PI. XXVb)* so called because it was 
painted with vermilion® It was built by Mahmud Shah 
Sharqx (A.H. 840-62/A BD„ 1436-58) in A.H® 849/A.D. 1445® 
Although on a smaller scale it is not as Fuhrer considers 
it as an edition of the *Ataia, for it is almost 
entirely free from Hindu features® On the other hand it* 
also, marks a striking step towards architectural refine
ment and elegance

Curiously enough* unlike the common mihrab with 
semi-circular niches in the Bengali mosques* the Jaunpur 
Masjids had richly carved oblong mihrabs encased by 
broad elegant rectilinear frames® The flat background of
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mihrab is very often filled with rectangular panels*mh-T SL4

decorated with hanging chain-and-bell motif a common
.motive in Gujrat.'^ Like the *Atala Levi Masjid, the Lai
Larwaza Mosque (Fig* 51 & PI. XXVb) is also provided
with a zanana gallery which is also a very common feature
in the Gujarat M o s q u e s * O f  all the Jaunpur Mosques,
the Jami* Masjid (Fig. 50 & PI. SXIVb) is the largest as
well as the most splendid. Started in A.H.842/A.L.1458
and completed in A.H.863-85/A.L.1458-80 by Husain Shah
Shaqi, A.H.862-81/A.L.1458-77, this congregational Friday
Mosque displays great originality in general plan and
arrangement« Cunningham says, f,fhe plan of the Jami®
Masjid is essentially the same as that of the Atala 

310Mosque11. But unlike all the other Mosques of Jaunpur,
the Jami1 Masjid stands on a raised terrace, recalling
the high plinth on which the buildings of Firuz Shah
lughlaq at Delhi are raised. ’ Once again the most
prominent feature in the Mosque is the single liwan arch,
which from the courtyard almost masks the lofty dome
covering the central square prayer-hall. On the two sides
of this hall are placed low pillared zanana galleries
overlooking the central liwan* Beyond the z an aha
galleries are two rectangular chambers, roofed with barrel 

312| -J tin.vaults.



Cunningham and Marshall seem to think that these
later Jaunpur mosques are merely copies of the ktala Devia

313Masjid, dull and unimaginative. ^ In point of fact,
each of the Jaunpur Mosques demonstrates new principles 
of planning and decoration® Marshall thinks that the 
imbalanced juixtaposition of the flat abruptly square 
propylons and the domes is one of the glaring defects of 
the Jaunpur school of architecture* On the contrary 
Fergusson points out, ”....these Jaunpur examples possess 
a simplicity and grandeur not often met with in this style. 
An appearance of strength, moreover, is imparted to them 
by their sloping walls, which is foreign to our general 
conception of Saracenic art, though at Tughlaqabad and 
elsewhere it is carried even further than at Jaunpur.
Among the Afghans of India the expression of strength is 
as characteristic of the style as massiveness is of that 
of the Hormans in England. In India it is found conjoined 
with a degree of refinement seldom met with elsewhere, 
and totally free from the coarseness which in other

314countries usually besets vigour and boldness of design.11̂
As in Jaunpur and Bengal, the provincial seat of 

Government Malwa was an ancient city, once the capital of 
the Paramara dynasty. Independent Muslim rule began in
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Malwa with the reign of Dilawar Khah, who is said by some 
authorities to have assumed the title Shah in A.H.804/
A.D.1401, about the same time as the Sharqrs of Jaunpur* 
Among the great builders of Malwa, Hushang Shah and Mahmud 
Shah stand unrivalled for their architectural works*

The early formative phase of Indo-Muslim 
ai'chitecture, marked by the adaptation of Hindu, Buddhist 
or Jaina temples, is illustrated by the oldest Mosques at 
Delhi, Bengal, Jaunpur Daulatabad, Patan, etc. In Malwa, 
also, spoils of Hindu temples were used. Yet, as Marshall 
puts it, "Considering how effectually local tradition 
dominated the Indo-Islamic architecture of Gujarat, it is
surprising how relatively little it affected the

— — 316architecture of Mandu which is not 200 miles distant".
Malwa looks northward; the source of architecture is,
therefore, the imperial school of Delhi. The barbarous
invasions of Timur drove many Delhi masons and builders
to the south of India and they brought with them the
basic structural principles of Tughlaq architecture*
.Among these are included battered walls, narrow lofty arch-

317wajrs and the pointed arch with spear-head fringe.
It is, therefore, clear that the monuments of 

Dhar and Mandu are not merely plagiarized versions of the



indigenous local architecture. They are acknowledged to
he distinctive and original, especially in the use of
glazed tiles and of semi-precious stones, a new departure
upon which the Mughal architects were to seize upon and
develop. Marshall says, these monuments "were truly living
and full of purpose, as instinct with creative genius as
the models themselves from which they took their 

318inspiration"* Their strength rests in their balanced
proportions and subtle ornamental refinements. The subtle 
colour scheme was achieved by the profuse employment of 
multi-coloLired stones and marbles, as well as of 
encaustic tiles. Besides using semi-precious stones, 
agates, jaspers, cornelians, etc., the 15th century Malwa 
monuments were clothed in glazed tiles, recalling the 
similar treatments of the Lattan Masjid and the Tantipara 
Masjid at Gaud. The work is intrinsically Persian in

319inspiration. Turquoise blue predominates. ^
The oldest of the Mosques in Malwa is the Kamal 

Maula Masjid which was built in DHar in A.H.803/A.D.1400. 
Both this Mosque and the slightly later Jami* or Bat Masjid 
are clearly adaptations of ruined Hindu temple materia]..
As Burton-Page s a y s , *.The outer portico of the Djami* 
Masd.jid shows an attempt to integrate the trabeate fagade 
by the interposing of pointed arches, of no structoral



significance? between the columns, the forerunner of the
„  ^  -zonarrangement in the Mosque of Malik Mughith at Mandu".

The transfer of the capital from Dhar to Mandu by
• 0

Dilawar IQaan in A.H.794/A.D. 1392 (Fig.52), marks a new 
phase in the development of Mosque architecture in Malwa. 
The Mosque built by him in c. A.H.808/A.I).1405-6 is 
oblong in ground plan, the western side being formed by 

liwan. Its roof is supported by Hindu pillars. The 
concave mlhrab is lined with a black igneous stone which 
takes a beautiful polish and recalls the similar treat
ment of the niches in zanana gallery as well as the central 
mihrab of the Adina Masjid at Hassrat Pandua.^^llUIHPWrn ^  ^  ^

The Mosque of Malik Mughis, dated A.H.836/A.D.1432-
35 (Fig. 53)9 marks a sharp departure from the earlier
examples by the introduction of arches in place of the
earlier trabeate form. Built out of freshly quarried
materials, it stands on a high plinth. Arched squinches
are used to raise domes of "boat-keel" design, as Brown 

323calls it. The outstanding feature, however, is the 
principal mlhrab which is brilliantly decorated with blue«mi.i.!>j>iiu i ■jiii.

tiles and exquisite floral designs of decidedly Persian
. • 324origin.

The largest and most elegantly built Mosque in
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Malwa ie the Jami1 Masjid (Figs. 54 & PI. XXVI, LIV) which 
was completed hy Mahmixd Shah in A.II.844/A.D. 1440. Marshall 
says that all the ornamental adjuncts that it possesses 
are intrinsically good in themselves and worthy of the 
places they occupy; hut they are wholly subordinate to 
the structural unity of the fabric, and might, indeed be 
stripped away without greatly impairing its majesty. Like 
many of its predecessors at Delhi, the Masjid is raised on 
a lofty plinth, fronted at ground level with ranges of 
arcaded chambers. From east to west it measures 288 feet, 
from north to south - some 20 feet less, but projecting 
from the middle of the eastern side is an imposing entrance 
porch with ascending steps which adds another 100 feet 
and more in this direction, while outside the northern wall
are two other entrance porches of smaller dimensions,
fhe interior court a square of 162 feet, is bounded on 
all four sides by eleven arched bays, each identical in 
form with its neighbour and each surmounted by an identical 
small dome. But there is this difference between the
four sides; that which the eastern riwaqs have only two
aisles, the northern and southern have three, and the 
prayer chamber on the west five, fhe prayer chamber, 
moreover, is further distinguished from the other sides by



the presence of three large domes, one in, the centre 
covering the principal mlhrab and minbar, and one over

325each of the royal galleries which occupy the rear corners.
Marshall writes, "Compared with Ahmad Shah*s Great

Mosque at Ahmadabad with which it was contemporary, the
Jami1 Masjid of Mandu is lacking in poetry and creative
inspiration* It is too cold and formal and calculated
to take rank among the really great architectural creations
of India. On the other hand it is far from being open
to the charge of dull monotony in the sense the Adina
Masjid at Pahdua is open to that charge. Even within its
courtyard the heroical simplicity of its arcades, its
spaciousness and perspicuity of detail produce an effect
not of barren vacuity like the Adina Masjid but of
impressive solemnity; and if we contemplate the exterior
with its arcaded facade, and harmoniously proportioned
porticos aglow with weathering tints of pink and orange,
it is impossible not to feel the eloquence of its forceful,

326silent appeal".
in many respects, particularly in the five-aisle 

domed liwan the canopied pulpit, the zanana gallery, the 
arcaded riwaqs and the interior courtyard, the Jami1 
Masjid of Mandu corresponds with the Adina Masjid at



"T* ^Hazrat Pandua. The Mandu mosque is not as cold and
• o * » o

formal as Marshall suggests nor does the Adina Masjid
disp3.ay "barren vacuity" or "dull monotony". Fergusson
considers the Jami1 Masjid of Mandu as ranking high

* *
*527among the monuments of its class. As against 

Marshall's opinion^it should be remembered that the
yAdina Masjid was built Almost a century before the Mandu« 4

mosque? was original in plan and creative in its
architectural idiom, antedating later works in many 

328ways •
Yazdani expressed the opinion that the plan of 

the Jami* Masjid (Fig*54 & PI. XX\Tl) was based upon the 
Mosque of Damascus. However, he says elsewhere, "The 
Mandu mosque, like the Adina mosque of Bengal is 
reported to have been copied from the Great Mosque at
Damascus which is not correct, for the plans of the two

329 —Mosques differ...." He, also, compares the Mandu
to to

mosque with the Qairawah Masjid with which, however, it has
330little resemblance. To sum up, it may be said that

Ma3.wa Mosque architecture is distinguished by boldness of 
design and characteristic decorative devices, derived 
from Tughlaq architecture. Unmistakable Persian influences 
are also to be observed in the polychrome designs,



transverse ribbed arches and the use of rectangular
3 *51mlhrab niches*,

a

Godrington says, "In the study of Indian 
architecture, the geographical distribution is as 
important as the historical conspectus, for, being largely 
the product of guild-work, the monuments fall naturally 
into the well-defined provinces of Indian social develop
ment* Above all, from the great pre-Islamic, Mediaeval 
shrines to the domestic architecture of the recent
centuries, Gujarat has been noteworthy for its manipulation

3 32of the purely decorative"* Of all the provincial
ischools of Indo-Muslim architecture the superb Gujarat 

works are most clearly rooted in the old indigenous 
style of the region.

It is true that Mosque architecture in Gujarat 
only began in the 14th century. When *Ala-al-Din Khaljo. 
conquered and annexed the country to the Delhi Sultanate 
in the latter part of the 13th century, there still 
flourished a singularly beautiful indigenous style of 
architecture. The early monuments of Gujarat, notably 
at Patan (Anhilvada) tell the same story of the

■ « o

demolition of local temples and the reconstruction of
333their fragments. They also echo the main features of
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the imperial architecture of Delhi« It is quite plain
that Delhi masons, driven from the north into the distant
provinces of India hy the devastating Mongol inroads took
an active part in the construction of various "building 

334-pro jects. As Marshall puts it ,fIt meant that the
sense for symmetry and proportion and the almost fault
less taste which had characterised Khalji architecture 
"became, from the outset, the key-notes of the Gujarat 
style also"

The earliest recorded building in Gujarat is the
Adina Masjid at Patan (Anhilvada), as stated above* This* * *

bears the same unusual name as that of the Mosque built
336by Sikandar Shah at Hazrat Pandua about fifty years later*

o a *

The tomb of Sheikh Farid and the Adina Masjid at Patan, 
which are dated c0 A.H.700/A.D.1300, corresponds in their 
utilization of Hindu building material with the tomb and 
the mosque of Zafar Khan Ghazi at Tribeni (Pl.LIIa) in

9

Hooghly, Bengal, which are dated c. A. H* 705/A.D. 1305 
The now demolished Adina Masjid at Patan, is said to have 
had one thousand and fifty pillars of marble and other 
stone taken from destroyed temples. Erected by Ulugh Khan,
1 Ala*-al-Din Khalji!s Governor, it measures 400 feet by

338 w ^300 feet* Unlike the Patan Mosque, the Jami* Masjid



of Bharoch (Fig*56 & PI. XXXIIb), which is also dated 
c„ A.H.700/A.D.1300 is a new creation. Although it does 
incorporate Hindu pillars, it is huilt on the usual 
Mosque plan with which we are familiar in earlier works.
The brackets of the incorporated pillars and the carved 
interior of the corbelled domes are particularly fine.
They, of course, necessarily recall the much earlier work 
of the Quwwat al-Islam at Delhi. It is important to 
realize that these primitive methods were still being 
used in the Indian provinces two hundred years after they 
were fully developed at Delhi. The use of JalT orv  ^  i s m n a M l H M W\
pierced windows is an interesting feature, recalling
similar motifs in the 1 Ala1i Darwaza at Delhi (Pl.XXb).

339Here, however, the fea/fcure acquires added importance.
The next important building-at Gambay of the 

year A.H.726/A.D.1325? marks a further step in the 
development of Mosque architecture in Gujarat by replacing, 
in Brown's words, "the open pillared variety" of mosque 
design with the arched screen type. The Mosque of Cambay 
(Pig.57 & Pl° XXXIa) demonstrates the imposition of 
Khalji features, such as the arched screen of the Jama1at 
Khana Masjid at the Dargah of Hizam-al-Din Auliya in 
Delhi (Pig.44), upon the local trabeate forms of Gujarat



Hindu architecture. Codrington writes? "The Jami 
Masjid at Cambay was finished in 1325? and is typical 
of these earlier buildings. It has all the appurtenances 
that Islam demands - cloisters? open courtyard? the 
covered place for prayer? mimbar and mihrab ~ but only 
the west end is in any sense Islamic* As at Delhi and 
Ajmlr? the pillars of the cloisters? and notably the 
entrance porches as a whole? are the relics of sacked 
Hindu shrines * The synthetic process? however? was 
manifestly distinct* In the beginning? at the Qutb? 
the Hindu element was confined architecturally to the 
trabeate constructive method? and to part of the 
decoration? Islam contributing the p3_an and the embellish
ment of the Arabic lettering* In Gujarat? notably in 
the entrance porches of the Jami Masjid at Cambay? much 
may fairly be described as literal reconstruction of 
Hindu work? as units in the established plan of a Mus3„im 
place of worship* These entrances have their parallels 
in the pavilions and mandanas of Hindu and Jaina temples 
still standing? for instance? at Modhera and Mount Abu.
On the other hand? the West end? the mosque proper? shows
a new development not to be foxmd at Delhi - the prominent

341central arch which has Persian origins’1.
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Although these Gujarati entrance porches resemble 

earlier Hindu and Jaina workmanship it is clear that 
impressive porches of this kind are not at all rare in 
Delhi. They are to be found as well at the Jami1 Masjid 
at Mandu. The zanana gallery appears for the first time

• 9

in Gujarat in the Masjid of Gambayo It was, however, 
repeated in Ililal Khan QazI* s Mosque (A„Ho734/A.D.1333) 
(Fig.58) and the Tanka Masjid (A.H.763/A,D.1361) (Fig.59 &

9

PI. XXXIIb) at Dholka as well as in Sayyid 1 Alam*s 
Mosque (Fig.63) and the Jami* Masjid at Ahmadabad. In9

plan, the Mosque of Hilal Khan and the Tanka Masjid 
recall the Mosque of Cambay, the former being distinguished 
by Minarets on either side of the central liwan arch. 
Henceforth, minarets became an integral part of Gujarat 
Mosques

Ahmadabad, the newly founded capital of the Ahmad 
* •

Shahis, was beautified with many splendid mosques. The 
Mosaue in the Fort, dated A.H.817/A.D.1414 is closely 
similar to the Mosque of Gambay, that is to say, it is
laid out on the orthodox plan, and has perforated

— 343windows, central liwan arch and zanana gallery.
Smaller in dimension than the Mosque in the Fort,

the Mosque of Haibat Khan at Ahmadabad, dated A.H.815/
A.D.1412, has tapered turrets on either side of the liwan



arch, which recall those of the Kalian Mosque at Delhi© 
The Jami! Mosque at Ahmadah’adp is, as Marshall says ,
” •«. one of the most imposing structures of its class ,

f. £~in the world” - { ■ He continues , "the prayer chamber 
is 210 feet in width by 95 feet in depth , but its 
faga&e is so admirably composed, so broken up and. 
diversified* and so well-proportioned in its parts* 
that its vastness only serves to enhance the beauty and 
impressiveness of the whole© The low flanking wings 
on either side with their pseudo-arched fronts are un
usual adjuncts, but the other features of the fagade - 
its shapely expansive arches, its engaged minars blended 
more harmoniously than in the foregoing example [the 
Tin Darwajza] with the rest of the design, its carved 
mouldings and string courses and battlements - all 
these are familiar characteristics of the GujarittT 
style".34®

Fergusson compares the Jami* Masjid at Ahmada’b'ad 
(Fig© 62 & PI© XXXIb) with the Jaina temple at Sadri 
(before iUD© 1450), a view which is, however, doubtful© 
There are points of similarity, but in point of fact,
the Jaina temple seems to imitate the Jami * Masjid at

—  5 46Ahmadabad in its pillared upper compartment© In any
case, the Jaina temple is later than the Jami1 Masjid©



As in the Mosque of Hilal Khan at Uholka, the most 
striking features of this mosque are the minarets on 
each side of the central liwah archwayc They were known 
as the "shaking minarets", (Jhulta) because they sway in 
the wind* It is interesting to note that the same name 
Jhulta of shaking minar is given to the Minarets of 
the Ivan at G-arladan near Isfahan, dated A 0Ho715/A.Ihl515 
(PI.XII).347

Marshall considers the mode of lighting and 
ventilating the interior of this Mosque as an invention 
of the Gujarat architects, and thinks that it "is a 
specially happy solution of a well-known problem but one, 
strangely enough, that has never foLmd favoiir in other 
parts of India" These clerestory galleries along
with sumptuous arabesque decoration, Hindu corbelled domes, 
perforated screens, elegantly ornamented and buttressed 
minars are certainly the outstanding features of the 
Jami1 Masjid at Ahmadabad. Understandably they were 
repeated in the later Mosques of Gujarat, built in the 
later half of the 15th and 16th centuries.

The Dargah Masjid of Shaikh Khattari at Sarkhej, 
dated A.H.747-52/A.D.1446-51? marks in the words of 
Burgess, "the perfection of elegant simplicity, and may



fairly be considered an improvement on the plan of the
Jami1 Masjid.

In contrast with the stone masonry architecture
of Gujarat, the Mosque of Alif Khan (Fig.65) (A.H. 857/
A.D.1453) at Sarkhej is entirely built of bricks. Here
brick piers replace stone columns and arches predominate
over trabeate roof. Brown says that it is evident
that the earliest builders of Gujarat were Persians
who settled down at Dholka before they moved to Ahmedabad.

*

He further states that the brick builders of Dholka were
deeply inspired by the brick building traditions of 

351Persia. It is certainly easy to find confrontations 
with the building style developed in Gulbarga, particularly 
in the Jaini* Masjid.

Marshall writes, "With the accession of Mahmud
Begarha, (A.H.864-917/A*D.1459-1511) the architecture of

- 353Gujarat entered upon its most magnificent stage".
The early Mosques of Malik *Alam at Dam Limdi (c. A.H.865/
A.D.1460), the Masjid of Dastur Khan (c. A.Ho868/A.D.1460)
the Mo s que of Miyan Khan Chi sht i (A.H .870/A.D .1465)?
Mosque of Bibi Achut KukT (A.H.877/A.D.1472) are all

354based on the same plan* * But they show many develop
ments in the face of the liwan arch and the general plan.



The outstanding building erected by Mahmud Begara is
* o

undoubted^ the Mosque of Ohainpaner (Fig.6l & Pl.XXIIIb). 
Burton-Page writes, 11 The D.iami1 Masdjid, c*929/A.D. 15259 
is inspired in plan by that of Ahmadabad, 100 years older'j

9 - ,

but here there is a double clerestorey in the liwan in
the spa.ce of one dome only, the arcuate maksura screen

<► •

and the trabeate hypostyle liwan are well integrated: 
the side wings of the liwan are proportioned as a double 
square (8*5 by 17.0 metres)5 a zenana enclosure is 
formed by screening off the northernmost mlhrab; and the 
external surfaces, as in all the Gampaner buildings, are 
the subject of rich plastic decoration - particularly 
the buttresses supporting each of the 7 sumptuous 
mihrabs"

The small elegant Mosque at Gampaner, known as 
the Magina Masjid (c. A.H.932/A.D,1525) (Pl.XXXb), has 
exquisitely carved marble tracery in the blind niches 
of the Minars.^^ This work is only excelled by that of 
the Sidi Sayyid Mosque in Ahmadabad (A.H.916/A.D.1510), 
the delicatelj pierced windows of which served as
prototype for later Mughal work., such as the screens of

-  —  ■ —  —  357the tomb of Salim Ghishti at Pathpur Sikri.
According to Marshall, the Gujarat architects were 

unable to handle the building of minarets successfully.



He writes, "Even at the Jami* Masjid at Ahmedabad the
Minarets, when they existed, were in .doubtful taste, arid
half a century later these features had become still
heavier and more* cumbersome .in relation to the rest of
the structure. This is a blemish that we have already
noticed at Mahmud Bagarha!s great Masjid at Ohampanir
but it is just as conspicuous in contemporary .Mosques
at Ahmadabad, such as those of Miyah KHan Chishti (1465),
Bibi Achut Kuki (1472) or Bai Harlr (1500)"*'^® Marshall
thinks that the minarets are disproportionate to the
central liwan arch and impair the symmetry of the fagade.
Prom this point of view, it is important to note that
Muhafiz Khan1s mosque appears to have solved the problem 

«

by reducing the scale of the minarets and integrating 
them with the height of the prayer-hall. In the Mosque 
of Rani Sabrai (A.H.920/A.D.1514) at Ahmadabad, theo

minarets are merely "ornamental and symbolic appendage^!',
359as Marshall calls them.

Pergusson regards the "Rani Sipari" Mosqxie as l̂ the 
most exquisite gem at Ahmedabad, both in plan and detail* 
Its distinguishing features are its jewel-like carving, 
which may be accepted as typically G-ujaraTti.

The Mosque built by Sidi Sayyid (A.H. /A.D.
1572-3) (Pig.64 & Pl)ptVIIa) is one of the latest but most
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important of the buildings at Ahmadabad, Marshall describesn

it; f,In form this mosque is unusually plain and chastes
merely an inarched chamber? five bays wide and three bays
deep? its arches supported on squared pillars? or pilasters;
plain octagonal minarets (now level with the roof) at the
two fore corners; and the interior lighted by demilune

■561windows of pierced stone work", ' This building has been
made famous by these delicate pierced window-panels in
which the palm and foliage motif is conspicuous* As
Brown says? "This particular motif*., also appears in a
mosque in Bengal? suggesting some transference of thought
across the sub-continent, from one mind intimately attuned 

362to another". Actually this motif appears in the
tympanum over the 2nd mihrab niche in the zenana gallery
of the Adina Masjid at Hazrat Pandua as well as over the« • •

Central mihrab of the Darasbari Masjid at Gaud*^^
• *

like all other provinces of India? the Deccan? also? 
witnessed the growth of a distinguished school of Muslim 
architecture* Its early phase is here? also? characterized 
by the adaptation of'Ipcal temples? for the purpose of 
Muslim congregational prayer, as exemplified by the Deval 
Mosque of Bodhan in Hizamabad? near Hyderabad? dated A.D.1318?

X Awhich was formerly a Hindu shrine* Marshall says?



"Nowhere else in India did the assimilation of indigenous 
art proceed so slowly as in the south* From 1347? when 
their independence was established? down to the close of 
the fourteenth century? the Bahmanis based their 
architecture almost exclusively on that of the Imperial 
capital? and during the following century also they drew 
much of their inspiration from the same fountain-head*
From the beginning of the fifteenth century? however? 
other and remote influences began to make themselves felt* 
At all times the Bahmanx dynasts were generous patrons 
of art and science and learning and their court was as 
attractive to poets? scholars and artists as their army 
was to soldiers of fortune* Thus it came aboxit that much 
of their military .architecture was introduced directly 
from Europe? and that Persia played a more important 
part in the development of their civil architecture than 
in that of any other contemporary Indian style* $ome of 
the monuments erected by the Bahmanis? such as the Jami1 
Masjid at Gulbarga? are definitely known to have been 
erected by Persian architects; others? such as the Chand 
Minar at Daulatabad (1435) and the Oollege of Mahmud 
G-awan at Bidar (Pl.La) (1472) are so predominantly Persian 
in character as to leave no room for doubt that they were
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largely the work of architects and craftsmen from that 
country; others, again, exhibit obvious Persian 
inspiration, but in a more partial and indirect form1'

The Mosque of Qutb al-Dxn Mubarak Khald,fi a dated 
at Daulatabad A.H. 718/A®D0 1318, is probably the earliest 
surviving Muslim structure in the Deccan® It is a 
square, 260 feet each way, assembled into the usual 
orthodox plan out of destroyed Hindu pillars, brackets, 
and beams® The Mosque with its five-aisled iTwan and 
entrances in the middle of its east, north and south 
sides, lacks all originality in composition® It is said 
that the star-shaped Jaina Temple built in the Chalukya 
style at Bodhan in the 9th or 10th century was, also, 
transformed into a Mosque during the reign of Mahmud 
Tughlaq (A.Ho 726-52/A.D. 1325~51)«

The foundation of Gulbarga as capital of the 
BahmanT dynasty marks the beginning of Persian 
architectural influence in the Muslim buildings in the 
Deccan. The celebrated Jami* Masjid, according to the 
foundation inscription, was built by RafT*, the son of 
Shams, the son of Mansur of Qazwxn, in the Fort of 
Gulbarga in A.H. 769/A.D® 1367 (Fig. 55 & Pi® XXXIXa, c), 
almost at the same time as the AdTna Masjiid at Hazrat



367 *-■Pandua. Fergusson regards the Jami1 Masjid at
• «

G-ulbarga as "one of the most remarkable of its class 
368in India1* . * I t  is an oblong structure which measures 

216 feet by 176 feet. There are four stilted domes, 
while a fifth and larger one is raised on a square 
clerestory above the prayer hall. The two most 
distinguishing features of the mosque, which had a 
profound impact on the development of Muslim architecture 
in India, are, the broad squat arches, carrying trans
verse barrel structure without the usual open courtyard. 
So far as the latter is concerned, it is curious to note 
that it appears in the Kali and Khirki mosques at Delhi, 
built a few years after the construction of the G-ulbarga 
Masjid. As Marshall says, "... it is not unlikely 
therefore that Jauna Shahls architect may have been 
acquainted with the design of this G-ulbarga prototype 
and sought to improve upon it by introducing open aisles 
across the closed court and thus obviating the need for 
the admission of light and air through the surrounding

rZ£lC\
cloisters".

In the Masjid at G-ulbarga the extensive central 
area, which in most cases is open to the sky, is entirely 
roofed over. This area is divided into small squares by



"570rows of pillars, each covered by a cupola* Fergusson
observes, ”0n the Kulbarga plan,*.** the solid roof
covering the whole space afforded protection from the
sun!s rays to all worshippers, and every aisle being
open at one or both ends, prevented anything like gloom,
and admitted of far freer ventilation than was attainable
in the enclosed courts, while the requisite privacy
could easily have been obtained by a low enclosing wall
at some distance from the mosque itself* On the whole,
my impression is that the Kulbarga plan is the preferable
one of the two, both for convenience and for architectural
effect, so much so indeed, that it is very difficult to
understand why, when once tried, it was never afterwards 

371repeated”* This was probably owing to the
conservative attachment of the Muslim planners to the 
orthodox mosque plan initiated by the Prophet’s Mosque* 
Strange to say, many Bengali Mosques, namely, the
Chamkatti Masjid, the Tantipara Masjid, the Lattan Masjid

*" * 372have no courtyard, and are in that sense enclosed*
The four~centred squat arches with low imposts

also appear in the Audience Hall of Shi tab Khan, in the
Fort of Warangal (A*H*9th/A*D*late 13th) (Pl.LtJ)*"^

Like the Fort Masjid of G-ulbarga, (Fig*55 & PI*
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XXXIXa, c.), the Shah Bazar Mosque was "built "by Muhammad

9

Shah BahmanT (A.H.759-776/A.D.1358-1375)• Tazdani
writes, "The extraneous elements having "been in favour 
at the Deccan court, the architecture of the place 
began to be influenced by them and, in the later buildings 
of the Deccan, an unmistakable imitation of certain.

374Persian and Turkish architectural features may be noticed"*
With the transfer of the capital from G-ulbarga to 

Bidar the Persianizing tendency still continued, as 
demonstrated by the Madrasa of Mahmud Gawan (A.H.886/A.D«
1481.) (Pl.La).''^ But in the plan of the later Deccani 
Mosques, the old early Islamic court-yard type . 
reappeared, as shown by the Jami1 Masjid of Bidar 
(A.H.827/A.D.1423-4) and the "Sola Khamba" or sixteen- 
pillar Mosque (A.H. 826-9/A. D. 1422-26.'’

The trend and tendencies described above are in 
general terms applicable to Indo-Muslim architecture as 
a whole in the period in question, and the major areas 
of development have been examined, except only Bengal*
This, as our area of special study, must necessarily be 
treated in greater detail, and accordingly is discussed 
in the following chapter.
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on Early Muslim architecture, in Bulletin de la 
Society D* arch^ologie Copte  ̂Tome V, 1935s Gairo, po 29.

37« Hughes, pp® 3-4. The Qur’ah says, "Believers* when 
ye prepare yourselves for prayer, wash your faces 
and hands and your feet to the ankles11. The Prophet 
regarded ablution as the half of the Faith and the 
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yards of the Mosque of Damascus (A.H® 86-96/A.D. 705-715)
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38* S.M.A., vol. I, pp.1-19*
39* Caetani, vol.. I, pp.437-39. Quoting profusely from 

the traditions, he discusses the secular aspects of 
the Prophet1s Mosque at Madina, such as, sheltering 
refugees (ahl al-Suffa) accommodating his family 
members (hjlira), resting place, prison-house, asylum 
for sick and wounded, stable, dancing hall, spitting 
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enter the courtyard and absence of any reference to 
it in the Qur'an. Incidentally, there is a reference 
in the Qur'an in Sura ix, 108s "Never stand in its 
certainly a mosque founded on piety from the very 
first day is more deserving that you should stand 
in it". Some commentators regard this as the 1 Quba
Mosque, while others the Prophet's Mosque at Madina.
Muhammad Ali observes, "the words are so general 
that every mosque raised for the service of Allah 
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40o EJ4&? I, pp.3-9? M o 'awiva, p.8, n.5; Ziad, p,30ff.
41. Margoliouth, P. S., Mohammed and the Rise of Islam,

3rd Edition, London, 1905 > p.220-4.
42. Muir, p.182.
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view, Diez thinks that the Prophet's house in 
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unsuitable as a model for the future mosque. (Masdiid, 
in EX, vol.Ill, Part I, p.936. See a3.so Saladin, J., 
Architecture (Muhammadan), in ERE, vol.I , p .746 }

46. E^M.A., vol.I, p.3- Ahl al-Madr or house of mud 
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rendezvous and workshop of the family. Xhey are 
enclosed by a wall for seclusion and privacy and 
entered by only one door (GertrudeBell, p.145-475 
Kasdorff, R. , Haus und Hauswesen im alten Arabien 
Bis zur zeit des chalifen Qthman, Halle, 1914? 4
pp. 10, 66.)

47. E;M,A .. vol. I, p.19. See also Rivoira, p.3. Ihe 
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51. EMA, vol. I, pp.31-32, n.35-
52. Mosque in DA, vol. V-YI, p.133*
53- Richmond, pp.14-13.
54- EMA, vol. I, pp.12-14- See also Le Strange, pp-354?
55. EMA, vol.II, p.15-

56. EMA, vol.II, p.15-16*
57. A Short Account of E.M.A., p.9.
58. EMA. vol. I, p.15* See also Hitti, P. K. , History of 

the Arabs. London, 1961, p.260.
59. EMA, vol. I, p.15.
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of soap and dates, like the palm grove of the 
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roof was supported by colonnades, like the roofs of 
Greek churches.

64. EMA. vol.I, p.18* The building materials were
procured from the castle of al-Hirah belonging to 
the Pamily of Mundhir of the Lakhmid dynasty, at 
the beginning of the 7 th century A .Da with the 
intervention, of Khusrau Parvez.

65- Butler, A. J., The Arab Conquest of Egypt and the 
Last Thirty Years of the Roman Dominion, Oxford,
1902, pp.343-44? see also Corbett, K, History_of 
the Mosque of 'Amr, in JRAS, 1890, pp.771-2.

66. See n.65.
67- M A p P*28.
68. Gertrude Bell, Intro, VII.
69. IMA, I, p.33-
70. ibid, p.33? 1? 2, 3-
71. Creswell, K. A. C., Architecture in EX, vol. I,

NE, I960, p.610.
72. Ziad, p.249.
73* Diez, P., Mosque in EX, vol.Ill, Part 1, 1936, p.380.

The columns were quarried under the superintendence
of al-Hajjaj ibn 'Alik ath Thaqafx.
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neighbourhood. The first maqsura was probably 
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a Kharigite rebel. According to others, it was 
introduced by Marwah, after having been stabbed by 
a Yemenite. Creswell, however, ascribes this 
feature to Mu'awiyah. (A Short Accoimt of A.M.A.,
p * 11 •).

76. A Short Account of p.13.
77. EMA, vol. I, pp*15“l8. The existence of a 

communicating door between the Dxwan of a mosque 
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the Adina Masjid at Hazrat Pahdua. See Infra.
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78. Streck, M . , Al-Mada1 in .in EX, vol.Ill, Part I,

pp.76-80.
79* IChan, E. A., Banbhore, Department of Archaeology 

and MuseumsfPakistan}, 1963? pp.18-22.
80, EMA. vol. I, pp.36-37.
83.. ibid, I , p , 38.
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No. OCCLXXVI, vol.XLYIII, March, 1926, pp.137-252.
He criticizes Thirsch1s theory ahout the origin of 
the minaret from the Ptolemic lighthouse or Pharos 
of Alexandria.

83. EMA, vol.I, p.38. See also Corbet, pp.771-72.
84o A Short Account of p.7. See 'Greswell1 s

plan showistftthe different stages of reconstruction.
85. Conder, 0.. R., The City of Jerusalem. London, 1909? 

p.237; see also Briggs, p.32. EMA, I, pp.42-90;
Pis. 1-32. Figs. 10, 11.

86. Briggs, pp.32-38. Many historians have wrongly
described the Dome of the .Rock as the so-called 
Mosque of 1Umar-Alculph, a Gaulish pilgrim describes 
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e
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93* A Short Account of E.M.A. . pp.40-42; see also 

Safar, P., Wa£it, Le Caire, 1945? pp«24~25*
94* A Short Account of E.M.A., p.44*
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100. EMA. vol. 1, p.114? PI.42(a).
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141. Grousset? vol. I? pp.187-88.
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London? 1931, Intro? XVII; Diez? SPA? II? p.920.

143* Pry? Intro? XVII.
144. Liez? SPA. II? p.920.
145. Pope, SPA? II? pp.899, 901-4. Strabo reports that
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p*l64> see also Pope, A* U., Some features of Persian
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155. Schroeder, SPA, II, pp.933™38.
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in AR, vol.Xl(ii), 1902, p. 92. The technique of
stucco designs went as far back as Pre-Achaemenian.
However, Sasanian stucco designs came to light
after the German exploration of 1929 conducted by
Reuther and Kuhnel. They are dated from the fourth
or even third century A.D. (introduction, p.38).
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161. Ricardo, pp.124-25.
162, Smith, M. B., p.58, See also Stubbs-Wisner, B., 
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e.g. the Archer from Susa, (Ricardo, p.118),
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C H A P T E R  IV
M O S Q U E S  O F  P R E - H U C H A L

B E N G A L  —  — ----

(THE VAULT"AHD-DOME TYPE)

A/ THE AETNA MASJID AT HAZRAT PAMDUA .
tyV-H . 'TJfe-yf A-1> ,-‘S>a<i«/itvAi<w- lawviarx,

1 2Gaud and Haspat Pandua, the two capital cities of
xMedieval Muslim Bengal, are situated in Barind, an elevated

tract watered by |he Ganges, the Mahanandsfand the Purnabhava^
(Figs. 67, 68, 69)# Situated in a comparatively new alluvial
plain, still subject to fluvial action, the region around
Gau$ (Fig* 71), consists of sandy clays and sands deposited
on either side of the river Bhagirathi^, which receded three
miles from its original bed as recently as the time of 

6Golebrooke* Geologically Hagrat Pandua belongs to the older
alluvial formation which is composed of red clay banks,
forming a high undulating surface broken up by deep stream

7beds or nullahs* Throughout the region, the older upland 
alluvial tracts are known as Barind, the lower, more recent 
alluvium being known as BHANGAR*



Formerly known as Lakhnauti, as stated by Minlxaj-
ud-Din Sira 3 , who visited the city in A*H* 641/A*D. 1243-44,
Gaud has been described by Faria y Sousa as follows; “Sour,
the principal city of Bengal is seated on the banks of the
Ganges, three leagues in length, containing one million and
two hundred thousand families, and is well fortified# Along
the streets which are wide and straight, are rows of trees
to shade the people who are so numerous that sometimes they

8are trod to death11*
Like Gaud, Hagrat Pajstdua (Fig* 71), in the District

of Malda, which includes the Barind, is an ancient city of
historic fame, being referred to in the Vedic Literature,

11and the Epics as well as the Persian chronicles and the
1Paccounts of the Chinese travellers* " The term Panglua may

be said to have been derived from P undr a , signifying sugar
cane of a particular species, called Punrf Akh in Bengal,
implying that it is a country of sugar cane* However, it
has also been derived from Pandubis or water fowl with which,

13according to Cunningham, the place abounds# However, the 
former interpretation is analogous with that of Gaujl, which 
is presumably derived from Guda or molasses, manufactured 
from sugar-cane*

Ma Huan writes, concerning the Kingdom of Pang-ko- 
la (Bengal): ,fIt is a kingdom with walled cities and (in the 
capital) the king, and officials of all ranks have their
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residences. It is an extensive country".^ Considering
the fact that he was the interpreter attached to the Chinese
embassy which visited Bengal about 1406 during the reign of
Sultan Ghiyas-ud-Din A !ssam Shah (A*H. 795-813/A.D, 1392-1410),
his descriptions of the city may reasonably be taken to be
those of the then capital of Bengal, Haarat Pandua* As
Bhattasali puts it, "There is little doubt that the Chinese
interpreter is-spealting of the kingdom of Ghiyas-ud-DTn to

15whom the embassy was sent and who sent one in return11.
Hagrat PanjLua was made the capital of Bengal by the

founder of the Ilyas ShahT dynasty, Shams-ud-dTn Ilyas Shah
in A*H. 743/A*D. 1342^after wresting the sovereignty from the

16Tughlaq Sultans of Delhi* It remained the metropolis until
the time of Sultan Mahmud Shah I, the founder of the Restored
Ilyas ShahT dynasty (A.H. 841-93/A*D. 1437-87), who transferred 

17it to Gaud*
Remarking on the topography of the region of Gaud and

Hagrat Pandua, Pemberton says, !fThe main road from Maldah to
Dinajpur passes through the South east part of the Pergunnah*
On both sides of the road lie the ruins of Purroa which are

18very extensive11* (Pig* 71)* A long ancient road, paved
with wedge-shaped bricks of great solidity traverse the city*
It is from 12 to 15 feet wide and passes through the entire
length of the city and was presumably lined with rows of brick

19houses on its two sides* Striking irijboth its length and



spaciousness, the road which provided a connecting link 
between &aud on the south and DevikcTt in Dinajpur to the

OH m m .  m mEorth, was probably built by Ghiyas-ud-dm fXwaz (A.H*
610-2 4/A. D. 1213-27).21

Want of exploration has considerably impeded the
archaeological study of both the important sites of Gaud
and Hazrat Panclua. Hazrat Pajadua is situated 11 miles from
English Bazar and 20 miles from Gaud in a north-easterly 

22direction. Rennell thought that the metropolitan city of 
Hazrat PanjLua exceeded the enormous area of 24 square miles.^ 
Lying along the bank of the Ma hi Hands’ river, it is narrow in 
plan and is divided from north to south into almost equal 
halves by the ancient road. A map based on an aerial survey 
prepared by Pemberton and revised by Stapleton in 1930 shows 
the original rampart walls of the city and a passage through 
them at the north end of the road which is identified with 
the gate of the fortress (Gardwar The locality known
as Bur.1 pur on the north of the embankment suggests that a 
Oastle or Burn« a fortified stronghold, must have existed 
somewhere in the area. There was also a gate at the South 
end of which the remains of.the foundations still survive. 
Encircled by large suburbs towards the east and north gor at 
least 12 miles, the city was beautified with noble edifices.
The celebrated AdTna Masjid (Pig. 73), stands on the right

—  26 side of the ancient road leading to DevikoJ from Gaud.



Shyam Prasad points out the central situation of 
the AdTna Masjid in the ancient city of Hagrat Pandua# The 
Bengali Mosque is, therefore, analogous in its position to 
the Medieval Mosques at K.ufa, Basra, Fust'at and Damascus 
(Pigs# 11, 13, 17), which formed the nuclei of growing Muslim 
societies#2^

The Adana Masjid at Hasrat Pandua, Bengal is one of 
the most ambitious architectural projects ever essayed in the 
sub-continent of India# Considered to be "one of the wonders

29of the world by the Bengalis", as Cunningham puts it, /  this
30.magnificent building represents a marked development of

Mosque architecture# Experimental as it is, in many ways,
it demonstrates new architectural elements which were
afterwards developed and elaborated elsewhere* Indeed, the
AdTna Masjid ushered in a brilliant era of architecture#
Yet all these works are directly founded upon the traditions
of Persian Islamic Architecture, reworked in pre-Mughal India*

The most revealing fact about the AdTna Masjid is
31its Persian appellation* Wollaston gives three terms when

translating the Persian word for Priday, namely, rug-i-
Jum1 a h ; adTnah, 6* ; and yaumu 11-Jurn1 ah.
The Persian adTnah is, therefore, equivalent to the Christian

33Sunday or Jewish Sabbath# However, the employment of the
term AdTnah for a congregational mosque is not unprecedented,

— — 34for there is an A d m a  Masjid at Pajan, Gujarat# The term



is, however, somewhat obscure, and in any case seems to
have purely Persian connections#^ Curiously enough^ the
builder of this mosque, Sultan Sikandar Shah, entitled
himself as "the great King, the most Learned, the most Just,
the most exalted, and Perfect among the Kings of Arabia and
Persia" This recalls the lavish terms of the Pra^asti of
the Sanscrit inscriptions. Sultan Ghiag-ud-dTn ’Azam Shah,
son of Sultan Sikandar Shah, once sent an incomplete Persian
verse to the celebrated Persian poet, Efafig, who supplied

37the appropriate missing lines of the distich.
Beglar traces the origin of the AdTna Masjid to 

pre-Muslim sources. He observes that the name itself is 
reminiscent of Aditya Sena Leva, the supposed progenitor of 
the Senas of Bengal, otherwise known as Adisur. He writes, 
"was it then that his capital was at what is now^known as 
Panjlua, but whose ancient name was some derivative of Adisur, 
of which a reminiscence is preserved in the name of AdTna,

38of the Masjid, which stands, where his capital once stood?"
He bases his arguments on the point that if the AdTna Masjid
occupies the site of a pre-Muslim Hindu temple, the name may
be a reminiscent of Adisur, the so-called founder of the
hitherto unidentified temple dating from the 7th* century 

>39A.L.9 however, he does not know that there is a mosque 
at Pajan, called AdTna, and that it is a Persian term for 
Friday# The use of fragments of Hindu or Buddhist architect-



ural works in the Masjid do not prove that the site was
pre-Muslim# They may have been.brought there. As he
himself says, the excavations carried out in two places on
the site as deep as 5 feet did not uncover any foundations

40of an ancient Hindu temple# Incidentally, it may be
recalled that Beglar carried out excavations at the Quwwat-
al-Islam Mosque at Old Delhi under the supervision of Cunningham

41and found the foundation of pre-Muslim temples there. . He 
himself admits that this was not so at the AdTna Mosque.
In his map, Beglar also sketched the circular basement of 
a supposed Buddhist Stupa to the west of the Mosque, but 
failed to uncover and reconstruct any kind of Hindu or 
Buddhist temple there.^ It was presumably the foundation

i ?
of a detached minar, which is discussed afterwards.

The date of the construction of the AdTna Masjid 
(PI# XXXVTb, is a matter of controversy among the
scholars# Cunningham saw the foundation stone, bearing 
the inscription "placed on the outside of the back wall, 
facing towards the high road"

According to Horn, this interesting specimen of 
Bengal Calligraphy in Arabic single line inscription with 
the usual flourishes and overlapped lettering measures 58^ 
by 11^. The inscribed area measures by 9^*

The epigraphical record is as follows:



O L L U j i 'fJj>tX£j\3 ojU"[jij j.1̂ 1 j*\

(JutIX* (jd&IL*~-[JIJ (Jd I (J O f U  ikl^)

t~J l L j ^ * ^ J ) o  l**s L X ' b - J j  C ^ X c >  L ^  _J  kXjs» Ls?*^^

Translation: "This Jam!1 Masjid was ordered to be built in
the days of the reign of the great Sultan, the Wisest, the
most perfect of the Sultans of Arabia and Persia, who trusts
in the assistance of the Merciful, Abul Mujahid Sikandar
Shah, may his reign be continued till the bay
of Promise (i.e#/Resurrection) ? Written in Rajab in the

■« m G  46year seven hundred seventy six^(December-January, 1374-75)* 
Certain elements in this inscription have led to 

controversy concerning its date. The inaccurate grammatical 
construction of the inscription is also apparent# Salim 
says, "And in the year 766 A*E# he [Sikandar Shah] built 
the AdTna Mosque, but before he could finish it, death 
overtook him, and the mosque remained half-finished" # ^  
Besides being inconsistent with the epigraphical record, 
Salim’s statement cannot be relied upon from the historical 
point of view# Considering A#H# 766 as the date of the begin
ning of the project, it would seem too long a time for 
Sikandar Shah who ruled from A*H# 758-9%/A.D# 1357-69 to



48leave the Mosque incomplete. His death in A*H, 792 which
is confirmed in both numismatic and epigraphical records,
would allow a period of 26 years for the construction of the
AdTna Masjid, and we know mosques of gigantic size were

49built in a much shorter period#
Horn observes, “We do not know in which year the

AdTna mosque.was finished; the Riyaz mentions only that the
beginning fell in the year 766 A.H* It is very probable that
the actual building, required a space of ten years, e.g., the
Jami* Masjid at Kotila in Eastern Rajputana was erected
within eight years and ten are therefore not too much to allow
for the erection of that “gigantic barn1*, as Cunningham

50calls the A d m a  Mosque# Horn, therefore, accepts A*H« 766, 
given by Riyaz, as the date of the beginning of the project 
and suggest A.H. 776 as the date of its completion#

It would, therefore, appear that the mosque was 
started in the month of Rajab A.H. 766, corresponding to 
Deeember-tfanuary, A.D, 1374, as the inscription states, 
but it should be noted that this date differs from those 
given by Salim,^ S t e w a r t , a n d  Hamilton,^ who prefer 
A.H, 766, 763 and 763 and 704 respectively#

Greighton, who paid due attention to the monuments
of Gaud, did not mention the AdTna Masjid# But it was

54 55described in detail by both Francklin^ and Shyam Prasad.
Prasad’s copy of the foundation inscription is identical
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with that of Francklin which has, however, a few inaccuracies: 
there is no after and before J" ; moreover,

* ft ' * **he t reads as • Depending on eye-copies,
both Prasad and Francklin are doubtful of the date of the
AdTna Masjid as " ^ U sLaaa/ » ( 0 ^ w )
rendering it as Hijra 707 ort:.770, corresponding to A.D. 1308 

56or 1369* Prasad reads the month of Rajab before the year,
9- IPCâai <^aai 6th Rajab, A.H* 707, corresponding• * *  ̂ ^

57to 1st January, A.D. 1308. Blochmann re-published this 
inscription, after intensive study of the rubbing sent him 
by Cunningham and Heeley* As against Prasad’s date of 6 
Rajab, A.H* 707, Blochmann reads the date as 6 Rajab 770, 
corresponding to 14 February, A.H* 1369*^

In his edition of the Khu r s hTd-i-Jahan Numa,
Beveridge writes regarding this date, "I am unable to come 
to any conclusion* Buchanan had it read to him as 704, and 
this is no doubt what is on the stone* That is, the Arabic 
word for the numeral is Sab’a (7) and not Sab’ain (70) as 
the facsimile in Ravenshaw, p* 70, shows* Il’ahT Bakhsh 
admitted this to me when I saw him at rfaldah, but remarked 
with truth that the date 707 was quite inconsistent with the 
chronology of Sikandarfs reign* There is certainly a six in 
the inscription, but Blochmann has taken this to refer to 
the month, and in this he seems supported by the word fTl-t** 
t’arTkh, which would lead us to expect to find the day, and



not merely the month of erection* On the other hand Ghulam 
'Husain must have read the six as relating to the year, for 
he gives the date as 766* He was obliged to make it 766 
instead of 776, because his idea was that Sikandar died in 
769* It may be remarked, too, that 776 is more consistent 
with Sikandar’s not having been able to complete the mosque 
earlier than 770, for it seems that he reigned upto 792, 
though his later years were troubled by his son Gjhiyasu-d- 
dTn. As the word in the inscription is Bab’a, i*e*, 7, 
and not 70, might it not be that the engraver wrote six, 
seven and seventy hundred, i.e., 776? I suppose it would 
be a grammatical error to write the date in this way, but \ 
then Mr* Blochmann tells us that there are numerous such 
errors in the Bengal Arabic inscriptions* They often 
consist, he says, of ’’wrong constructions of the Arabic 
numerals”* He does not say that theymis-spell them”*59 

Horn supports Il*ahT Bakhsh’s date of A.H* 776* 
Discarding the alleged readings of A.H. 707 or A.H. 770, 
he says, ’’The statement of the date at the end of the 
inscription is quite ungrammatical, if with Blochmann we 
read rajab sitt* besides the succession of the words should 
be sitt ra.lab* Grammatical mistakes are very numerous in 
Bengal inscriptions but the construction of rajab sitt 
instead of sitt ra.lab would be too faulty even for them.
I, therefore, prefer to support va (and) before Sab’in or 
to read the va standing before Sab’rniat twice, a case that



occurs not at all infrequently**« He, therefore, reads the
(?) c-LUvvv , Rajab, A.H.

60776, corresponding to 6 December, A.D. 1374* However,
while Horn makes out the date as A.H. 776 by inserting va

61 "*(?) between sitt ) and sab!ain , Beveridge
' 6 2rejects it as grammatically unacceptable#

Curiously enough, *Abid 'AlT gives another version
of the reading of the date of the AdTna Masjid. He reads
sitt ( <̂ -^*) twice, once for the month and the other for
the year, making 6 Rajab, A.H. 776 , corresponding to 14
February, A.D. 1374* His transcription and his translation
do not agree# In the translation he mentions 6 Rajab A.H.
770, corresponding to 14 February, A.D. 1369, while his
text gives the dateg>flsu^ 9 cl̂ kâ

6 Rajab, A.H. 776 by reading sitt. , twice as stated
above and by supplying va (2 ) between sab'ain and sab'amiat#^

Buchanan’s date of A.H. 704 is not corroborated by
historical and numismatic evidence# The date mentioned by
both Francklin and Prasad does not agree with that of
Buchanan, nor does the date of construction A.H. 763, given 

64by Stewart# As the early phase of Sikandar Shiah's reign 
was convulsed by the second military expedition of FTruz

M  6bShiah Tughlaq in A.H. 760, D it is probable that the ambitious 
project was not started either in A.H. 763, as stated by 
Stewart or A.H. 766, as mentioned by Ghulam Husain Salim.



The controversial reading of the date is due to
its ungrammatical construction* If the sanat 
placed before sitt , the date would be Rajab A.H* 776,
if after sitt, ,  it would make 6 Rajab A.H. 776. It
is however, customary to place at-tarikh,^jbdl before the
month or the days of the month, whereas the year is
preeeeded by sanat, * The words are placed vertically
above one another and they clearly give the date;

i.e., dated Rajab in the year A.H. 776, corresponding to 
December-^Tanuary, A.D. 1374* It is given below as it appears 
in the facsimile

This reading of the date is strengthened by the insertion 
of va (.?') between sitt (C:-̂ vu/ ) and sab * ain.rP5̂ ^  , which 
the engraver must have dropped inadvertently. Dani supports 
this view, when he says, "the photograph oftthe inscription

[AdTna] still exists in the jungles of Panduah, at a 
distance of one karoh from the town. The Author of this 
history has seen it. In truth, it is beautiful Mosque, 
and an enormous sum must have been expended on its erection". 
Taking into account the space of time required for such an

clearly s h o w s a f t e r \  3 and not before".^
Ghulam Husain Salim says, "Some trace of the Mosque



2
imposing and awe-inspiring monument as the AdTna Masjid 
and the expenses incurred, it is presumed that the most , 
probable period for such a construction would be between 
the invasion of PTrus Shah Tughlaq in A.H* 760-1/A.D. 1358- 
59 and the deadly encounter of Sikandar Shah with his 
rebellious son GhTyas-ud-dTn fAzam Shah in A.H. 795/A.D*
1392* As Salim reports, Sultan Sikandar Shiah breathed 
his last on the battlefield of Goalpara in the deadly 
contest with his own son - a parallel example of which is 
found in the Persian story of Rustam and Sohrab, so 
picturesquely depicted by PirdausT in his Shahnama•

Therefore, if following Horn we allow a period of
ten years, for the completion of this ambitious project,
we may say that the AdTna Masjid was probably started in
A.H. 776/A.D. 1474-5 and completed in A.H. 786/A.X). 1^84-5*
In other words, Sikandar Shah lived only six years after the
completion of his gigantic architectural project, itself a

68landmark of Mosque architecture in India.
It is obvious that the traditional square lay-out of 

the Prophet*s Mosque at MadTna, the Mosque of Kufa ̂ the 
Mosque of Wasit (Pigs. 10, 11), was not followed in the Adana 
Masjid, although some buildings in Gaug including the Eklakhi 
Mausoleum (Pig. 105), (A.H. 818-36/A.D. 1514-32), the RajbTbi 
Masjid (Pig. 109), (A.H. 841-92/A.D. 1437-80) and the 
Lattan Masjid (Pig. 108), (A.H. 899-925/A*D. 1493-1519) are



69 «**built on the same plan®  ̂ The Adma Masjid conforms to 
the time-honoured rectangular planning demonstrated by 
the Great Mosque of Damascus (Pig* 17),^ the Mosque of
Samarra (Fig* 26|), the Mosque of Abu Dulaf, and the Mosque

— 71 72of Ibn Julun, all of which have been referred to earlier.
Marshall attempts to reconstruct the Masjid visually 

(PI* XXXIV). He writes, ”lmagine an immense open quadrangle, 
more than twice as long as it was broad, bounded on its four 
sides by arched screens, every archway (and there were 88 
in all visible from the court) identical with its fellows 
and every one surmounted by an identical dome, with nothing 
to relieve the monotony of the whole save a single archway 
which, rising higher and wider than the rest, fronted the 
vaulted liwan in the middle of the western side” *^3

Externally, the AdTna Masjid measures a total areaĈ BCD64̂ ,74) 
of 516 feet north and south and 313 east and west,^ (PI*
XXXIIIa, Figs* 72, 74)* Internally it is defined by the 
four great pillared aisles, which surround the inner wide 
court on all four sides* As Fergusson puts it, 11 In the 
centre it contains a courtyard nearly 4GQ ft* by 154 ft®, 
surrounded on all the sides by a thick wall of brick, 
divided by eighty-nine similar arched openings, only one 
of which, that in the centre of the west side facing Mecca, 
is wider and more dignified than the rest” In point oif 
fact the arched openings around the wide open court-yard



which give the impression of a forum or a big caravanserai, 
according to Cunningham are 94 in all, and are distributed L 
in the following manner:- the central lofty iTwarx arch; 15 
openings on each side of the central lTwan arch, 15 on each
of the northern and the southern rTwaqs; and 33 in the

^  -  76 eastern n w a q *
As shown in the plan given in Fig* 74, the lTwan

of the prayer hall stretched right across the full width
of the Mosque, that is right across the central court-yard a
and the side aisles* The depth of the llwan is about one
fifth of the total depth of the Mosque* It measures,
therefore, 516 feet in width and 75 feet 5 inches in depth*
As Fergusson points out, the lTwan consists of two wings,

77supported on pillars, divided by an oblong vaulted nave* 
According to Buchanan, the central vaulted hall measures 
about 64 feet from the east to the west, 32 feet from the r;??
north to the south, and 62 feet from the floor to the centre

_  78of the liwan arch*
The central vaulted nave, (Pis. XXXIIlb, XXXV; Figs.

75, 77)̂ , in the centre of the western wall of which is
placed the mihrab. had a central arched opening, set high
up in the wall* The easternmost opening of the central hall
the fagade of which has been severely damaged, can be
reconstructed with reference to the blind arches on either
side. It consists of a large central arch on the lines of



the surviving arch above the central mihrab# As Cunningham
states, “Both arch and vault have now fallen down, but the
outline of the vaulted roof is distinctly marked against

«i7 9the top of the back wall#
The origin of the impressive lTwan arch in Indo- 

Muslim architecture may be conveniently traced to Persian 
antecedents# Indeed, this lTwan archway may be compared 
with the Taq-i-Kisra, at Ctesiphon, which is pre-Muslim#
The construction of the Taq-i-Kisra, however, differs 
entirely from any Islamic examples for it is based upon the 
principle of successive receding layers of brick, producing 
a catenary arch#^°

Creswell has used the term 1PTsht^q1, meaning front- 
piece in connection with the screen arch on the south side 
of the Court of Honour at Ukhaidir* He writes, “We have hereii
the first example of that ubiquitous feature of later Persian

A"?architecture, the PTshtaq or frontpieee“• Some of the 
earliest existing specimens of arched screens, masking the 
central vaulted nave or hall are to be met with in the Takht- 
i-Sulaiman (PI# XLVTIb) (A.H. 673/A.D. 1275) j the Mausoleum 
of Ptr-i-Bakran (PI# XLVIIa) (A.H* 703/A.D. 1303), at Lin,1ah, 
near Isfahan (PI. XLIa), rebuilt in A.H. 710/A.D. 1310 and 
Mas;jid-1-Jamif at Astarjan, near Isfahan (A.H* 715/A.D. 1315- 
16)# It also appears in the Madrasa of Ulugh Beg (A.H. 838/ 
A.D. 1434) in Samarqand and the Mugalla of Gawhar Sheet in



Mashhad (A.H. 806/A.D. 1405-6).82

Notable examples of Indian counterparts of Persian 
arched screen in front of the central prayer-hall are to be

41, 43) j end the Arhai-din-kcT-Jhopra (Pis® XXIla-b , Pig* 46)« 
Indeed, as Brown puts it, !lIn its Indian form it was derived 
from the arcaded fronts of the brick-built mosques of the 
Persians, but these builders of the Galiphate had themselves 
drawn their inspiration from such structures as those at 
Ukaider and Samarra of the eighth and ninth centuries A.D., 
now crufnbling into dust* In their turn the Arabs borrowed 
the arched motif from the vaulted ftaLaee at Gtesiphon (PI* 
XLVIb), the pride of the Sasanian kings of the third century, 
who again had acquired it from the palace of the Parthians 
at Hatra - built near Mosul in the5 second century A.D*,f̂

in Delhi and Ajmer but also in the Buildings of iTrus Shah
Tughlaq and the monuments of J§unpur® These served as the
prototypes of the lofty arched facade, often referred to as
Maqsura found in the Jami1 Masjid at Badaun (A.H. 607-33/
A.D* 1211-36), the Jami1 Masjid (PI* XXXIa), at Cambay (A.H*
725/A.D. 1325) .and the Beg^mpurT Masjid (PI. XLIXa) at Delhi

85(c. A.H. 772/A.D. 1370)* The process of integrating the 
arched screen with the lTwan started in the BegarapurT 
Masjid and was perfected in the % tala' Devi Masjid (PI* XXVa)

found at the Quwwat-a 1 -Islam Mosque

The Persian type of arched screen appears not only



271
and the JhanjrT Masjid (PI* XLVIIIa) at Jaunpur. As 
Marshall puts it, "The idea of giving increased height and 
importance to the prayer chamber by throwing an arched 
screen across its facade had been, as we have already seen, 
initiated, three centuries before, in the Q u wwat ~ u 1 - X s1 am 
Mosque at Delhi, and since then had frequently found favour 
and been repeated in various forms* It was left, however, 
for the architect of the A tala' Masjid to make of the screen 
a feature so massive and imposing as to overshadow all else 
in the quadrangle* This he did by devising the screen in 
the form of a gigantic propylon, uncommonly like the propylons 
of ancient Egyptian temples, set in front of the central

to hide from view the great dome behind it* The propylon 
consisted of two square and battering minarets with an 
immense arch between, the whole relieved by tier upon tier

reworked in Indo-Muslim monuments in general and the Jaunpur 
mosques in particular, which date from the 15th century A*D* 
it seems quite probably that the AdTna Masjid had a lTwan 
arched fagade, adorned with blind arches, supported on 
either side by rectilinear towers, placed to the right and 
the left of the central iTwrni arch tiers of smaller

A ”7arched recesses*

lTwan of the prayer chamber and sufficiently lofty

of smaller arched recesses or trellised windows’* • u
Following the Persian type of arched screen, as
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The AdTna screen (Fig* 80) does not imitate the 

inclination or batter of the BegompurT mosque, built by 
FTruz »Sb!ah Tughtoq, which became one of the most distingui
shing features of Jaunpur Architecture.*^ The AdTna screen 
has not the triple-arched entrance to the central 
vaulted hall, as observed in the Mosque of Damascus, (PI.
Vb), the BegampurT Masjid (PI. XLIXa) at Delhi and the

89A tala DevT Masjid (PI. XX Va) at Jaunpur.
The most conspicuous feature of the AdTna Masjid is, 

therefore, the central oblong hall or nave, with its great 
arched opening, leading to the central mihrab. The remains 
of the roofing prove that the nave was vaulted (Fig«*77“79)$ 
the contour of the vault being determined by the pointed 
iTw’an arch. This vault was carried by two flanking massive 
walls, 14 feet 1 inch in thickness* They are pierced by 
five pointed arches, springing from four rectangular brick 
piers, oblong in plan, their wider sides transverse to the 
nave wall. These rectangular piers are strengthened by 
central rectangular^jattached pilasters from the top of which 
runs a stone stringcourse along each side of the nave. The 
pilasters of the nave piers facing the prayer halls on

90either side form the base for the springing of the arches.
The vault over the nave of the AdTna Masjid is 

probably one of the earliest attempted in Indo-Muslim 
architecture and as such it undoubtedly demonstrates the



skill and ingenuity of the Bengali architects*^ Whatever 
may be the source of their inspiration, the brick pointed 
vault is integrally connected with the towering lTwan arch. 
Beglar asserts that the arch was built without centering.
This is unlikely. In any case, these arches are voussoired, 
the necessary thrust of the vault being carried by five 
superimposed blind arches, placed directly upon the arches 
of the piers below. These transverse pointed arches are 
formed by five courses of small red bricks. Traces of over
hanging brick ribs are still extant above the northern wall 
of the nave, as may be seen in Plate XXXVTb^Figs* 77-79* 
Presumably there were 9 such ribs, 5 of which rose like 
pilasters through the crown of the blind arches and the
rest are placed above the stone pilasters between the nave 

92arches. Two horizontal stringcourses of stone intervene 
above which there is a wide band of incised brick ornamenta
tion.

The bricks of the vault are laid flat, except for those 
of the superimposed arches,' which are placed on edges. From 
the remains of the ribs, it is evident that the tunnel vault 
was carried by brick transverse arches. In spite of the ribs 
and superimposed arches?the vault of the AdTna Masjid has 
long since disappeared. Beglar suggests that the reasons for 
th0 collapse of the vault are the decomposition of wooden 
wall plates and the destruction of the pilasters which



supported the ribs of the vault# The.want of proper
bonding between the brick work and the stone facing, as
well as damp climate, luxurious vegetations and earthquakes

93all contributed to the destruction of the building#
Beglar says that the mortar used was clay with some lime.

Beglar thought it necessary to set out an 
explanation of the presence of ribbed vaulting in the 
AdTna Masjid# His English is obscure, but his passage is 
given as being the only description of the AdTna Masjid 
vault hitherto available# He says, "the vault, however, 
was by no means a plain sheet vaulting.#,, the vault sheeting 
was strengthened at frequent intervals by projecting arched 
ribs of the same shape; these arched ribs appear to have 
projected inwards about 8 inches, (there is not sufficient 
material available to fix with absolute accuracy the exact 
number of inches#..)• The ribs appear to me to have been 
of stone, not only because a number of large stones which 
would suit the ribs, were actually found among the debris 
on the floor of the vault, and must have fallen from the 
vault, the sheeting of which was wholly of brick, but because 
in support of this, the only rational explanation of their 
presence in the debris of the vault, there is the further 
circumstance, that the marks still existing on the portion 
of the vault, the possibility of doubt, that the extrados 
of these ribs extend beyond the intrados of the brick sheet



vaulting by as much as 4 inches as they have in every
instances where they occured left distinct depressed
sharply defined channels and in no single instance is any
single portion of these channels interrupted by projecting
adhering fragments of brick work, which had the ribs been
of bricks would have unavoidably been left in some one or
more portions, even if the existing brickwork of the vault,
had not shewn that had the ribs been of brick they would
have been carefully bonded into the superimposed vault
sheeting, and therefore would not, and could not, have
left the clear, sharply defined depressed channels, which

94now exist and were for a long time a puzzle to me’* •
Beglar's lengthy arguments do not sound very 

convincing; firstly; since the nave and the roihrab wall 
are faced with stone, it is, indeed, far-fetched to assume 
that all large cut-stones found in the debris formed part 
of the ribs alone# Secondly;Wthe sharply defined depressed 
channels11, which,Beglar says, are, the remains of stone ribs, 
are in fact the remains of the horizontal stringcoui»se of 
ashlar masonry surmounted by two courses of decoration in 
stone#

$he collapse of the vault has rendered the task of 
determining the method of building almost impossible. 
Nevertheless, some sort of scaffolding and shuttering must 
have been used for the construction of the vault. Beglar



describee the wooden wall plate from which it rose as 
follows: “Broken and dismantled though it is, enough of the 
lowest portions of the vault remain to shew, that it sprang 
from a rectangular beam about 12 X 10 inches laid in a 
channel in the masonry in which it was imbedded# The wood 
has decayed and disappeared long ago, but the empty channel 
near the springing (with in places a crumbling woody powder 
now in it) as well as the hole into which the beam end was 
inserted in the inner face of the West wall of the nave 
still exists11 # ^

Experimental in conception as well as in execution, 
the imposing pointed tunnel vault of the oblong nave of the 
AdTna Masjid is one of the earliest surviving examples in 
India* It is indeed, very rare in pre-Mughal architecture, 
though the Langar fCfiana Masjid at Gulbarga is another 
example#

Of all the structural devices to cover wide spaces, 
the vault is perhaps the most ingenious# Employed in Egypt 
and Mesopotamia as early as the second and third millenium 
B*G*f vaulting was greatly developed by the skilled Persian 
builders. Reuther says, “The barrel vault must certainly 
be of Babylonian origin, for as numerous examples found in 
the excavations show, it was used there from a very early 
date to cover graves and canals, and it can also be seen in 
the round arches of the portals of the temples, palaces, town
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96gates’ • There is little doubt that ribbed pointed vaults 

were a Persian invention, though in India a limitation of 
scaffolding restricted its use*

It is clear that the vaulted nave of the AdTna 
Masjid has its counterparts in the early Muslim building* 
Tunnel vaults as well as ribbed vaults are demonstrated by 
the monuments, cited below*

Pate Provenance Monument
A.B*

707-9 t Qusayr al-Hallabat

712-15 ; Qusayr fJUnra

725-3G .s Hammam as-Sarakh

728-29 ; Qasr a1-Hair

744 s Mshatta"

744 ; Qasr at-Tuba

762-63 : Baghdad

772 : Ra qqa

778 : Ukhaidir

Mos gue

Audience Hall 
in the Bath

Bath rooms

Palace and 
Mosque
Palace

Palace

The Round City : 
of al-Manaur,
Taqat between the 
main wall and the 
inner wall
The Baghdad Gate s

Palace

Type

Masonry tunnel 
vault
Gross, tunnel 
and ribbed 
masonry vault 
(PI. XXXIXb)
Gross and tun
nel masonry 
vault
Brick tunnel 
vault
Brick tunnel 
vault
Brick tunnel
vault
(PI. XLVb)
Brick trans
verse vault

Brick tunnel 
vault
Brick tunnel 
(Pis.Via,XLIIa)



Date Provenance Monument
A*D.

778 : Atsan

789 : Ramla

Palace

Cistern

821-22 : Ribat of Susa

836 : Samarra

836-49 : Susa

850-51 5 Susa

862 : Samarra

Before : BasatXn 876

Mosque and 
palace

Jausaq al-KhsfqimTs

The Mosque of But : 
Patata
The Great Mosque :

Qubbat as- 
Sulaibiya
The Aqueduct

Type

Brick tunnel 
vault }
Rubble tunnel 
vault on 
transverse 
arches (Pl.XLIIb)
Masonry tunnel 
vault on 
transverse 
arches
Brick tunnel .  ̂
vault
(PI. XLIVa)
Masonry tunnel' ; 
vault
Masonry tunnel 
vault
Masonry tunnel ' .w 
vault
tunnel vault

Persian examples.earlier than.the AdTna Masjid are: 
750-86 s D'amghah : T a n k  Khana 

(Masjid)

9th Cent*
: Kao

973-4 : iSyin

1158-60: Ardistah

: Mosque

: Mosque

: Mosque

: Mud brick 
tunnel vault, 
elliptical 
(PI. IXa)

Brick tunnel 
vault of 
(PI* XVIa)
Brick tunnel 
vault pointed 
(PI* IXh)
Ivan tunnel 

. vault 
(PI. XVIIIa)



Date Provenance Monument rnrype
A*D.

11thcentury
Isfahan

1121-22: Mary 

1135-36: Zawara 

1304 : Hating;

1299- : Linjan near
1312 Isfahan

1308 . s Astarjan

1310-20: Tabriz

Early. ;
14thcentury

Baghdad

1320 : Ferumad

1322 : Varamin

1324-65:Tazd 

1324-65: Kirman

Mosque

Tomb of Sanjar

Mosque

Mosque

: Ribbed tunnel 
vault 
(PI. Xa-b)

: Ribbed tunnel
vault

: Brick tunnel 
vault

: Brick vault 
(PI. Vila)

Mausoleum of pTt - i Brick ribbed
i -Baler an

Mosque

: Mosque 

: Khan Ortma

: Mosque 

: Mosque 

L Mosque 

: Mosque

tunnel vault 
(PI. XLVIIa)
Stalactite and 
pointed brick 
vault, both 
tunnel and 
cross (Plate 
XMb)Tunnel vault 
(PI. XVa)
Ribbed tunnel 
vault

: Vaulted Ivan 
(PI. XlVa)

: Vaulted Ivan 
(PI. XlVb)

: Vaulted Ivan., 
(PI* XHIa)

.1* Stalactite 
vaulting in 
the Portal

Indian examples of the ribbed tunnel vault include 
the Langar-kT-Mas;jid, dating from the middle of the 14th



century and. the Jami1 Masjid of G-ulbarga (PI. XXXIXa ,c,
Fig* 55) , which is dated A.H. 769/A*D. 1367 , which are 
practically contemporary with the AdTna Masjid, and the 
following three later examples; namely, the Gunmant Masjid 
(PI. CSXVinw^Pig. 106) at Gaud (A.H. 889/A.D. 1484), the 
Katra or the caravanserai at Old Mai da (A.H. 974/A. D. 1596) 
and the passage between the Haubat Khana and the Lahore 
Gate (A.H* 1068/A.D. 1658)*

Tracing the origin of the transverse arches of the 
tunnel vault, Oreswell points to the Habataean monuments 
in the Hauran (late A.D. 105), where because of the absence 
of wood, masonry arcades formed the chief medium of architec
tural expression. However, the transition from flat stone r 
roofing on transverse arches to the tunnel vault on a series
of evenly placed ribs, is attained in the Parthian Palace

97of Hatra (late A.D. 226). The Sasanian Persians area
credited with the integration of the barrel catenary vault
with the transverse entrance arch as found in Taq-i-Tvan at
Kharkha (PI. XLIIl|), founded by Shahpur II (d. 379)» but
the catenary arch was not widely used in Islamic architecture,
the example at the Tarxk Khana at Damghah (PI. IXa) being

98the only example, quoted above.
On the other hand, the practice of roofing by 

parallel vaults, resting on transverse arches which spring 
from very low pilasters, is demonstrated in the Qusayr al-



Hallabat, the Qasr-i-Kharana, (PI. XLIIIb), Qusayr !Amra 
(PX. XXXIXb), and Hammam as-Sarkh as listed above. Unlite 
the parallel vaulting system observed in these Umayyad 
monuments, the 'Abhasid Palace of Ukhaidir (Pis. XLIb, XLIl£) 
marks a definite departure, the creation of a continuous 
tunnel vault carried on cross arches. Another earlier 
striking example of this method also occurs in the Cistern 
of Ramla (PI. XLIIb).

Among the earliest surviving examples of ribbed tunnel 
vaults in Islamic architecture in Persia are the mosque of 
Isfahan dated in the 11th century and the tomb of Sanjjar at 
Marv (1121-22). In the IX-khaiiid period, the Tvlan of the 
Mosque at Hatanz (PI. Vila), the Tvah below the shaking minarets 
at Garladan, (pi. XII), and, also, those in the Madrasa 
Imami at Isfahan and in the PTr-i-Balcr’an Mausoleum at Linjan 
(PI. XLVXIa) near Isfahan all have ribbed vaulting of the kind 
observed in the early Persian monuments. In the development 
of the Persian type of vaulting iVan, the ’Jami1 Masjid (PI.
XVa) at Tabriz (e.A.D. 1310-20) plays a leading r o l e .

It surpasses the TsTq-i-Tvan (PI. XLVIb) at Ctesiphon in 
dimensions^ It measuring 80 feet in height and 100 feet in 
span. Upham Pope says: “This is the largest brick vault 
ever built, exceeding the widest medieval cathedrals in 
Europe, that of the Cathedral of Gerona, by more than 25 
feet (?*6m) and even surpassing the span of the T&q-i-Kisra
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by 16 feet (4.8m)0 . T h e  vaulted nave with, a central niche 
an<̂* a mifrrab buttress of the Tabriz mosque resembles the 
Adana Masjid, which also has its mihrab niche constructed in 
an external buttress.

In conclusion, it may be said that the tunnel vaulted 
nave of the Adana Mas^id is a striking innovation in Indo- 
Muslim architecture. It was obviously inspired by early 
Islamic and Persian antecedents, as discussed above. That 
the Persian influence was overwhelming is proved not only 
by the vault, but also by the five blind arches on either 
side of the nave which have ribs running up tp their crown, 
forming a sort of Vifcripod1* (Upham Pope), probably modelled
after those in the arched squinches of the Tomb of Ismlffl

—  —  101 the Samanid at Bukhara, as referred to by Upham Pope.
The tunnel vault carried on transverse arches is,

of course, a feature of European Christian architecture
(PI. XBa)• Fergusson in describing the Churches of Auvergny
says, 11 the side aisles are always covered by intersecting
vaults, but that of the nave is always a simple tunnel
vault, as in the Southern styles, ornamented by occasional
transverse ribs, and in the Church at Xssoire slightly 

102pointed11 • Fergusson, writing of the Southern Ghurchea 
of Fontifroide, points out that it lias !,a plain tunnel- 
vault unbroken by any intersection throughout the whole 
length of the nave11.^^



This does not seem to have been attempted in Islamic 
architecture. However, in the L&ngar-ki-Masjid and the 
^ami^Masjid at G-ulbarga, the central nave is roofed by a 
series of transverse barrel vaults, i.e., the nave is spanned 
by a series of arches from which spring transverse barrel 
vaults. This construction is found at the famous Abbey of 
Tournus in Burgundy. Fergusson writes,tf The nave is separated 
from the aisles by plain cylindrical columns without bases, 
the capitals of which are joined by circular arches at the 
height of the vaults of the aisle. From the capitals rise 
dwarf columns supporting arches thrown across the nave.
From one of these arches to the other is thrown a tunnel 
vault, which thus runs the cross way of the building $ being, 
in fact, a series of arches like those of a bridge extending 
the whole length of the nave. This is, I believe, the 
only known instance of this arrangement, and is interesting 
as contrasting with the longitudial tunnel vaults so common 
both in this province and the s o u t h * ' T o u r n u s  is usually 
dated early eleventh century. The Jam!1 Masjid at Guibarga 
(A.H. 768/A.D. 1367) and the Langur-ki-Masjid is approximately 
the same date.

The sumptuously carved central miforab (PI. XXXVIII,
Fig. 81) of fine-grained black basalt is a unique specimen 
of the stone carvers1 art. Francklin regards it as "beautifully 
sculptured in black marble and adorned with a profusion of



flowers cut in the marble" The bladk stone used in the
central mihrab is a basalt and not marble: it takes a high

{ "

polish, giving it a superb effect as the central object of 
the vaulted nave. The mihrab niche is framed by a recessed 
cinquefoil arch. It is enclosed by an elegantly designed 
trefoil arch supported on two ornate monolithic attached 
columns* Beglar suggests that the mihrab of the AdTna 
Masjid was transferred from a Hindu temple. He saysV "Of 
the Hindu sculpture, the most striking and superb is beyond 
question the trefoil arch and pillars of the main prayer 
niche". But there are no grounds for his assertion.
The AdTna Masjid mihrab, forming a single work of art, must 
be accepted as contemporary with the fabric of the Masjid 
itself# But it must be admitted that the style is local.
As at Old Delhi, the skill of Hindu craftsmen seems to have 
been enlisted in the carvings of the central mihrab. The 
main trdfoil arch of the mihrab of the AdTna Masjid is 
derived from the mihrab arches below the pulpit of the Mosque 
of Chhoto Pandva, (PI® LVIIIa), dated c. 1300 as well as in* 
the Mosque of 'Umariyya in Mosul and in an earlier example 
in the Dome of the Rock known as Solomon's mihrab (PI. Ilia) 

Particular attention has been drawn to the curiously 
interesting designs of the archivolt of the ndbche. The 
conventional grotesque Lion's head at the crown and the 
ICinnara and Kinnari at the haunches, which appear in the



lintel of the Vaishnava temple from Gaud, dated ,
according to many scholars have been transformed into grace-

predominant motifs of ornamentation in the central mihrab 
wall are interlocking designs, decorative frieze, lotus 
medallions and triangular tympana (Figs. 81-85)*

in outline, of the AdTna Masjid (Pis* XXVIII, LVIIb) corresponds 
with many earlier niches found in mosques throughout the 
Islamic world. Its origin has been traced by eminent scholars 
to the mosque of the Prophet at Madina, rebuilt by 'Umar 
ibn *Adb al-*AzTz, the Governor of the Hijaz under Caliph al- 
WalTd I in A.D. 706-7* But strikingly similar examples

ji.Q 0appear in the following monuments of Islam: v 

Date Provenance Monument

ful foliage, palmette and sensuous tendrils. 107 The

In the same way, the concave mijirab. semi-circular

A.D.
706-7 MadTna Mosque of the Prophet, rebuilt 

by 'Umar ibn 'Abd-al AzTz
705-15 Damascus The great Mosque of al-Walid I 

known as "the Mihrab of the 
Companions of the Prophet

705-15 ' 'Umm al-Walid Mosque^built in the reign of 
al-WalTd

705-15 Khan al-Zabib Mosque built in the reign of 
al-WalTd

705-15 Palace of Khirbat Mosque by WalTd I
al-Minya

707-9 Qusayr al-Hallabat Mosque
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v Date
-A »D» 

715-16

717-20
724-43
728-29
743-44

Provenance

Jerusalem

Ramla
Khirbat al-Mafjar 
Qasr a 1-Hair 
Mshatta

743-44 Qasr al-Tuba

744-45 Harr’an
762-3—  Baghdad. 
766-7
772-4
838-41
849-59
850-1 
876-79 
970-2 
1085

Qairawan
Susa
Samarra
S*usa
Cairo
Cairo
Cairo

Monument

Mosque of .Aqsa reconstructed 
by al-Walid 4
Mihrab called Jami1 al-,Abyad
Mosque of Hisham
Mosque
Apsidal recesses which are not 
really mihrabs
Shapeless niches which according 
to Creswell may have well t»een 
intended for mihrabs
Mosque
Mosque of al-Mansur, the 
KhassakT Mihrab
Mosque
Mosque
Palace of Balkuwafa
Great Mosque
Ibn Tulun’s Mosque 

*

Mosque of al-Azhar
Mihrab of Zawiyat al-Juyushi

As against these long series of concave mihrabs» 
flat rectangular mihrabs did dominate the early mosques of 
Persia, such as those at the TlfrTk Khana at Damghan, the 
Jami* Masjid at iNayin and the Masjid-i-Sang at D'arab, etc# 
However, concave mihrabs do exist in Persia, for instance 
the superbly executed stucco mihrab of the Masjid-i-Jami1



at RlzaHya (A.D. 1277) which, is formed by a trefoil arch 
set in an immense rectangular frame and ornamented with 
rich stucco encrustration* Other examples of the semi
circular mihrab are to be seen in the Masjid-i-Jamif of 
fAlT Sliah at TabrTz (A.D* 1310-20), the Gunbad-i-Alayivan 
at Hamadan (A .D* 1315)? the Jam! 1 Masjid at Vara nun and the 
Masjid-i-^ami* at Marand.

It may not be out of place to mention that flat 
rectangular mihrabs occ&r in a number of early Indian 
mosques, namely the Quwwat al-Isiam Mosque at Delhi, the

ft )i
Tomb of Iletmish at Delhi, the Jama* at Khana Masjid at the 
Dargah of Ilizamucl&Tn Aulia, the tomb of Suit'sn GharT as 
well as the Jaunpur mosques* The earliest notable examples 
ofa concave semi-circular mihrab in Indian mosques is in the 
Arhax din-ka Jhompra at Ajmer (PI. XLVIIIb). It is also 
found at the Mosque of Zafar Khan GhazX at Tribeni (Pis* Lila, 
LXIIa) and the Chhoto Pandua Mosque in Hughli* (Pis. DEIIIa)

BeglarTs description of the pulpit (minbar) (PI. 
LVIIa, Pigs* 90? 9 4 somewhat obscure: of the other portions, 
6fevious,ly designed for stone, the most prominent and 
important, as well as graceful object, is the pulpitj the
proportions of its parts* are too slender to be suited for

\brick work, it bears little internal or external stress and 
strain, has stood fairly well, and but for the falling in



of the vault, whose fall destroyed the roof and. the handrail^
and injured some other parts, it might have stood a thing of

110beauty, for an indefinite period11 •
It is a double-storied structure, placed against

the western wall, north of the central mihrab* The lower part
has two arched openings on either side ornamented with a
fringe of spear-heads which are repeated on the upper part*
This is supported by four square piers, carrying pointed arches
on three sides: the fourth which is attached to the western
wall is filled by a flat richly carved mihrab with the hanging

111chain and lamp motif, which is common in India* The 
design in the minbar has exactly the same kind of workmanship 
as the central mihrab*

So far as the remains of the pendentives and the 
roof slabs allow us to hazard a reconstruction, it may be 
reasonably assumed that the pulpit was roofed over by a 
hemispherical cupola» probably resembling those of the prayer 
halls* Its destruction was probably caused by the fall of c; 

the vault*
The existence of octagonal sockets with elongated 

grooves in the two front pillars can be explained only by 
the fact that the staircase had balustrades, which have 
disappeared* This view gains further support by the 
discovery of small tenons on either side in the steps of 
the staircase* Obviously, these fitted into corresponding



Pmortices in the balustraa.es. ■ The pulpit staircase is 
built of large slabs of black basalt, placed one upon the 
o ther•

The discovery of an odd fragment of Hindu sculpture
found built into the steps of the staircase has led many
scholars to ascribe a pre-Muslim origin to the AdTna Masjid*
As Cunningham puts it, !,The steps leading up to the pulpit
have fallen down, and, on turning over one of the steps I
found a line of Hindu sculpture of very fine and bold
execution. This stone is 4 feet in length and apparently
formed part of a frieze. The main ornament is a line of
circular panels 7^/4 inches in diameter, formed by continuous
intersecting lotus stalks. There are five complete panels,
and two half-panels which have been cut through. These two
contain portions of an elephant and a rhinoceros* In the
complete panels are (1) cow and a calf; (2) human figures
broken; (3) a goose; (4) a man and woman; and a crocodile;
(5) two elephants* The carving is deep and the whole has

113been polished!'. This sculpture is still visible. It is, 
therefore, clear that the exigencies of the circumstances 
led to the utilization of some Hindu materials available on 
the site* iNTevertheless, such mutilated fragments hardly 
testify to the fact that the AdTna Masjid was built on the 
ruins of an ancient Indian temple*

It is interesting to note that in construction as



well as in its balustrades and canopied platform, the AdTna 
pulpit corresponds unmistakably with the minbar of the Masjid 
of Chhoto Pandua (PI. LVIIIa) in the District of Hughli 
(c. A.D. 1300). A later example of the similar type of 
minbar is also found in the Jami1 Masjid (Pis* LIV, XXVI) 
at Mandu (A.D. 1440).

The spearhead fringe in the soffit of the arches 
of the pulpit is reminiscent of the similar ornamental 
device in other early Indo-Muslim monuments* This device 
is prominent in the 'AlT’T Darwasa at Delhi (PI. XXb) and 
the Jama1 at Khana Masjid at MzamuddTn’s Dargah at Delhi 
as well as in the Jaunpur mosques, the Ukha Masjid at 
Bayena and the Jami1 Masjid at ftfandu (Pis. LIV, LVIa, XXVI). 
It also occurs in the window panels of the Lattan Masjid, 
in the entrance gate of the tomb of fAla ul Haq, and in 
the Chhoto Sona masjid, all situated at G-aud.^^*

The risers of the stairs are carved with distinctive 
geometrical and floral patterns, recalling those in the 
pulpit of the Jami* Masjid at Alimadab'ad. The common motifs 
represented in these two pulpits are balustrades containing 
rosettes and quatrefoil designs. When the AdTna pulpit was 
intact, it must have been both elegant and decorative. In
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any ease , it hardly calls for Buchanans remark that it

115is !la small ill-conceived stair11 *
To the north and south of the central vaulted hall, 

and communicating with it by five arches (Fig* 75)# there 
are the arcaded prayer halls. They are divided by four 
longitudinal rows of stone pillars into five broad aisles.
Each row consists of 19 pointed brick arches carried on 

, 18 stone pillars. All the pillars, excepting those supporting 
the senana gallery to be described later, are slender and 
well-proportioned.

Facing the courtyard, these are 14 rectangular 
brick piers on each side of the nave (Pis. XXXIV, XXXVIla.,
LXXb), carrying 15 two-centred pointed arches of 8 feet span. 
The lower portions of. these are cased with ashlar masonry 
and form an impressive fagade. The order of the voussoired 
arched of the iTwa'n fagade recall similar features in 
Islamic monuments in ’Iraq and Persia, such as the blind 
arches of the Baghdad Gate of Raqqa, the eastern gate of the 
Palace at Ukhaidir and the Jausaq al-KhaqahT, known as 
Bab al-’Amma at Samarra (PI. XLIVa)c The Masjid-i-Jami1 at 
VaramTn provides one of the most interesting Persian examples 
of this feature (PI. XIMb)• Its Indian counterparts are 
to be seen in the 1Ala’T Darwaza (PI. XXb), both in the 
entrance archway as well as in the receeding arches of the 
squinch and in the mosque at Gambay, (PI. XXXIa), in the



Tomb of FTruz Shah. Tughluq at Delhi*
The western wall of the northern prayer hall is .

pierced by two openings on either side of the zenana gallery,
which reduce the number of niches between the pilaster of
the back walls from the 16 found in the southern prayer hall
to 14 (Fig* 93)• These postern gateways (Pis# LXXVb, LXXXVl) 

ou£rare built^of elements of Hindu door frames and, therefore, 
are unusual features, rarely found in Indian Mosques#
It is hard to believe that they were provided for the use 
of the general worshippers* Probably they were for the use 
of the attendants, palanquin-bearers and entourage of the King 
and his Ladies, who entered the Mosque through the adjoining 
Ladies’ vestibule (Figs* 71-74)#

The niches below the pilasters of the western wall 
of the two prayer halls are filled by concave semi-circular 
mihrabs* These are all of identical workmanship, and must be 
contemporary* However, there is one exception shown in 
Plate LXXVIII, which differs from all the others# Here the 
trefoil arch corresponds generally with that of the central 
mihrabs* The arch itself has a superimposed ribbed roof, 
recalling Hindu architecture* The face of the trefoil is 
decorated with a lotus and diamond band, the pilasters on 
either side having kumbha bases and looped garlands on their 
shafts* All these details are different from the rest of 
the decorative motifs in the AdTna Masjid* But there are
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no grounds for the suggestion that the work is Hindu or
that it is built up of fragments of a destroyed Hindu
temple# The space between the pilasters of this mihrab
and the stone-face of the brick wall is filled with fragmentary
remains of Hindu sculpture*

The tympanum-like fillings of the pointed arches 
over the mihrabs in the northern prayer halls are exquisitely 
carved in brick displaying a variety of designs and bonding 
(Plo LXXXV)*

There are five trellis windows in the northern
(Pis# LXXXa, LXXXIa) and southern ends of the prayer halls,
corresponding with the arcading of the colonnades* There
must have been trellises, though the work has been entirely
destroyed. Pierced windows are found in the ’Ala'T Darwaza
(PI. XXb), but the use of trellis or pierced screens was not
common until the 14th century, when it appears to have been
carried out to a great extent as proved by the .AdTna Masjid 

118screens.
11‘ahT Bakhsh says that there is a masonry tomb in 

the prayer hall near the pulpit, is, however, a modern
interpolation.

The predominant feature of the northern prayer
st o f

chamber (PI* LIX) is the zenana gallery,, (Pis* LXXa, LXIVb,
LXVa, IXIXa-b, Pig. 95) • This is a structure of great 
architectural importance. In the monumental effect of its



m

design,; the solidity of its proport ionss boldness of execution 
and refined elegance of workmanship,/(Pi's* LXIIb, LXIIl), it 
surpasses most mosques. According to Westmacott, the AdTna

A 4 QMasjid gallery is unique, v but this is not so* Zenana 
Galleries are found in India* However they do not occur in 
Persia or Arabia* They are, therefore, eventually Indo- 
'Islamic.

Francklin describes it as follows, although his. 
placing oi the gallery in the southern prayer hall is 
inaccurate: uIn the south [north] west aisle is a raised 
platform of stone, 80 feet in length by 40 feet in breadth 
and 12 feet high: not only is the terrace of stone but the 
beams and arches are likewise of raafsys ([massive stonej 
underneath the beams are roses carved with much taste.
This Terrace which was entered by a door from east-wards[west- 
war as) was peculiarly appropriated as a place of devotion by
the King, his nobility who set apart from the multitude

120 - . . .below; in ;the body of the mosque,r*
The stone floor of the zenana gallery is supported

A O  Aby 21 massive piers of fine-grained black basalt. The
piers are squat, and ponderous (Pis* LXIa, LXIIb, Fig. 97) 
unlike the 10 fluted columns (PI. LXIIl) of the gallery. 
Raising the gallery i^eet from the paved floor of the 
northern prayer hall, these pillars have cruciform impost 
blocks, like those in .the Quwwat al-Xslam Mosque at Delhi
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(PI. XXIaWb). Unlike the slender circular shafts of the
pillars in the outer parts of the Mosque which are hollow
and filled in with rubble, these heavy pillars seem to be
solid* When the patience and skill spent on the work are
considered, these squat pillars are of considerable grace
and elegance and, therefore, hardly call for Beglar’s

122remarks as to their "slipshod style11 • Earlier examples 
of such ponderous pillars are to be seen at the Mosque of 
gafar Kh*anfe Mosque at TribenT (Pis. Lla, IiXIIa) as well 
as the Guhmant Masjid at Gaud, the former being earlier 
than the AdTna Masjid, the latter later*

The zenana gallery is divided into 6 bays, running 
at right angles to the qibla wall, supported by 5 rows of 
slender fluted pillars of a remarkable design. .Fluting- as 
an ornamental device is found in the MTnar (PI. LXXXVIIb) 
at Chhoto Pandua (c. A.D* 1300), in the corner towers of the 
AdTna Masjid, (PI. IXXVa, Fig. 101), the Gunti gate (A.D* 
1512) and the Lattan Masjid (A.D* 1493-1519)*

Considering the prevalence of purdah in Medieval 
Bengali society, it is presumed that the zenana gallery 
was enclosed by a perforated stone screen or "jsilT" (PI. 
1XXXXXI&). The original lattice screen of the zenana 
gallery must have been removed by vandals. Beglar writes; 
"The fact of my having actually found pieces of fish scale 
and quatrefoil pattern stone lattice work, in the debris



just under the edges of the platform, goes to prove, even,
if no other traces of their use existed (and they do exist)
that lattice screen certainly of the fish scale, and quatre-

123foil patterns, were used11.
It is interesting to note in this connection that

^■bid fAlT found a perforated screen and a pair of curiously
carved pillarsa in the Dargafc of Shah Jalal at Hazrat Pandua,
a little south of the AdTna Masjid. He says, "in the shrine
of Shah Jal!al at Pandua several stone slabs can be seen in ,
the cornice of the Ohilla Khefna and at the entrance to the
shrine. These were probably brought from the Badshah-ka" Takht•
[The zenana gallery of the AdTna Masjid]. There were railings
on three sides of the Takht but no traces of them have been
found® It is said that these railings originally belonged

124to a Buddhist temple". . But this is impossible. If the 
Bargah lattices ever belonged to the AdTna Masjid, as *AbTd 
’Alt thinks, it is clear that they are the handiworks of 
Hindu artisans working under the supervision of a Muslim 
architectural overseer. Beglar admits that the screen in 
question conforms to the idea of a "JalT" as used by Muslims 
in many mosques in India? The zenana gallery is a common 
feature and perforated screens are indispensable for it as 
can be seen at Delhi (PI. XXIa), Jaunpur, Ahmad’afoa'd (PI. 
LXXXIIa-b), M’and’u (PI. LIV) and elsewhere. The existence 
of a lattice screen may be established by the fact that



sockets at the base of the imposts placed over the outer
rows of stumpy pillars are still visible*

The zenana gallery communicates with the zenana
chamber (Pis* IXXIa-b, LXXIIIa), an adjacent square building
outside the Mosque proper immediately to the west of the
gallery, by two gateways (Pis. LXIVa, LXX), pierced in the
thickness of the western qibla wall* To the south and the
north of these gateways there are also two door frames
(Pis* IXXVb, LXXXVT) in the western wall which open out to
the interior of the mosque| the two postern gateways are
marked in M, jfe and the two doors already mentioned

125marked^ atktD^ R^̂ 4. Beglar pointed out that the door
frames of all these four doorways are built up of fragments
from some other buildings. He identifies the work as being
Hindu but admits that he does not know any local source
from their fragments* The work is more or less of the same
kind as that to be seen in the postern gate* In all these
doorways various Indian motifs attract undivided attention.
These include pot and foliage, pilasters, door guardians and
the intertwined nagas on the lintel® The utilization of
non-Muslim material in the AdTna Masjid as well as in later
Mosques in Gaud and Hazrat Pandua is supported by two
fragments in the British Museumo They are cut in basalt and
the first shows finely cut Muslim diaper work on one side
and the figure of Buddha on the other (Pl.CyLVlNPig. 126).£



Another fragment has the image of probably the goddess
Ush*a on the other (PI. CXLv/ il )* The work indicates that
these fragments came from Gaud or Hazrat Pandua*

The existing tomb and mosque of &afar Khan GbSTzT’s
at Tribeni (Pis* LHa, HXXIl) is another example of
Contemporary Hindu fragments being utilized in Muslim
structure* The entrance gateway to the MTriar (PI. iillb)
at Chhoto Pandua as well as that of the EkhlStehT Mausoleum
at Hazrat Pandua (PI. XCa) provide parallels for zenana 

126gateways* The floor of the zenana gallery with its worn 
basalt paving slabs is supported by*sqpat pillars of the prayer 
hall below (Pis* LXVa, LXXIXa, Fig* 92) m These support bays 
roofed bya corbelled saw# construction of plain slabs placed 
across the corners of the bays* At earlier mosques, such 
as the Quwwat al-Isl'am, internal domes constructed in this 
way were removed from Hindu temples. Here the old Indian 
method is still utilized with fresh material. Beglar*s 
description is as usual somewhqt obscure but he enters the 
measurements implicated which gives some idea of the scale 
of the work*

Much of these finely conceived and constructed 
floor has been destroyed and the basalt slab used carried 
away. In 1902-3 the Archaeological Survey of India restored

■1 Oftthe platform with wooden planks. Although much of the
zenana gallery has been ruined, it is comparatively the



best preserved part of the Mosque to day. This is due to 
the supporting ponderous stone pillars, carrying the heavy 
weight of the superstructure above. The pointed brick 
arches spring from the fluted tapering columns of the 
zenana gallery as well as from heavy impost blocks, resting 
on those stumpy pillars.

The ssenana gallery is carried by brick arches 
springing from the heavy impost blocks of its fluted columns. 
These arches carry 18 brick hemispherical domes, covering 
the 18 bays of the gallery. The transition from the square 
to the circular base.of these domes is achieved by 
stalactite pendentives of brick (PI. LXVTIIb, Pig. 91)« It 
is interesting that the construction should be used to the 
exclusion of arched squinches, though small bricks are used 
and these are richly carved. , It is true that carved brick 
work of 5th century Gupta origin is to be found in India 
but the carved brick work of the Bengal mosques derive 
indirectly from the work at the Tomb of IsmaiTl the Samanid 
at Bukhara*

In discussing the origin of the squinch and the
pendentive in early Muslim architecture, Greswell notes
that the latter is earlier than the former, which is a

129Sasanian feature preserved in the Umayyad monuments.
He adds that the pendentive is a Byzantine feature developed 
in the Christian Syrian Churches. Triangular spherical
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pendentives appear in the Qusayr fAmra and Hamniam al- 
Sar*£kh*^° In the Islamic Persian monuments both the 
squinch and the pendentives were used* In India the 
earliest examples ofAsquinch are to be found in the Tomb 
of Iletmish, the Ala1! Darwaza and the Jama^ at IChana Masjid 
at Delhi, as well as later in the Italia DevT Mas3id at 
Jaunpur*

The characteristic brick pendentives found in 
the AdTna Masjid are copied at the TantTpara Masjid, the 
lattan Masjid, the Ohhoto Sona Masjid and the Bara Sona 
Masjid^ They are, therefore, typical of the work of the 
whole region*

On the west qibla wall of the zenana gallery four 
mihrab slabs appear filling the spaces* To the south of
the entrance doors one of these mihrabs to one side of the #
doors is flat marked I (PI* IXVTIIb) and the carving with 
which it is embellished is of the same kind as that of the 
doorways* It would, therefore, seem that this mihrab may 
have been derived from an earlier building* If this is so, 
there can be no doubt that it was a Muslim building for 
the cusped arched frame enclosing a finely cut chain and 
bell motif also bears in Tughra character Kalima Shahadat 
inscribed on a stone measuring 8* X 7^#
Te&t; diJ) J>Arj £5*03? SI 'sJl NJ
Translation: "There is no God but God: Muhammad is his 
Prophet".
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The remaining mihrabs differ entirely. in design, . 

being concave and not flat^ -fche spandrels of-^&iy cusped 
arches being filled by two projecting rosette medallions* 
'Sfey^also, bears the hanging bell.-and.-chain motifs and a long 
inscription.

The inscription in the mihrab marked II (PI. LXVIIIa) 
r&ins as follows:
Text:

- ĵ̂ -1 “ (j' (JL>> Jdldl*‘

C>ii// ■" pĈ /X CJ/
cJJjjIjt /wJ^cX^ f+jj ^  L>j>

CisL&j LJJ p^
* OcX^- frjJJCJ) /{X» J Iq£̂ 9 c j cXl b> pO"̂  pCf*̂

Translation: 11 Allah the Great, greater than any Sayer and 
nobler than any speaker, said; Seek refuge with-Allah from 
the cursed Satan* Surely Allah is the who hears most and 
knows best* In the name of All*ah, the Clement, the Merciful. 
They who have believed and fled from their homes, and striken 
with their substance and with their persons on the path of 
Allah, are of the highest rank with Allah; and these are thgy 
who shall enjoy felicity. Their Lord, by His Mercy and 
pleasure assures Paradise to them; therein they will abide 
in plenty for ever and in perpetuity. Verily with Allah



is great recompense11* ' 1 .
Hound the rectangular frame of the zenarna niche marked 

III (PI# LXVII, Fig# 99) runs a broad rectangular frieze, 
measuring 160 inches by 15 inches# It contains a beautiful 
inscription in fine carving, intertwined with spiral tendrils* 
It runs as follows:
Texts

j C3 lX-& d*J
cJĵ Cr'JJ CXj<i-â  j j (J<̂ )

(SyJjJ Ljjr^J J>S>

C / p J j f  c i ^  J c / L u ^  L  r ^ c y c X J ^ c / ^  O y i J s ^ S

• ^  ■ * ‘ ‘ f  t  * I "  ' ■ ^

u ' *  L l ^ - >  i X j r ^  U j  J k J y ' J & p  j  L g j j  G J M cJ j l  _s J o C x J

pj)

Translation; How hath Allah in truth verified unto his 
Apostle the vision wherein He said, "Ye surely enter the 
sacred Mosque [of Mecca) if Allah please, in full security, 
having, your heads shaved, and your hair cut: ye shall not 
bear, for Aliah Imoweth that which ye know not, and.He hath 
appointed for you, besides this, a speedy Victory'1# It is 
He who hath sent His Apostle with "the Guidance" and religion 
of truthj that He may exalt the same above every religion: 
and Aliah is a sufficient witness hereof# Muhammad is the 
Apostle of Aliah; and those who are with him are most 
vehement against unbelievers but full of tenderness among



themselves. Thou mayest see them bowing down, prostrating 
themselves, imploring favours from Allah and His good 
pleasure"*

The inscription cut skilfully in elegant Naskh, 
set in spiral floral background contains the verses from 
the Qur'an, namely Sura XLVIII, verses 27, 28, 29* In 
the middle of the rectangular frame, beneath the broad 
horizontal frieze runs another short inscription taken 
from the Qur'ainic Verse 56 of the Sura (Chapter) XXXIII*
It runs as follows:
Text:

r~ I i i i i  f*' (iw icŷ ofLy) L

Translations "Verily Aliah and His angels bless the Prophet. 
Bless ye him* 0 Believers, and salute him with salutations 
of peace"*

To the south of the mihrab no. VII in the zenana 
gallery, there exists another mihrab, numbered IV (Pis. LXVb, 
LXVl) * Unlike the flat mihrab marked I it is a semi-circular 
niche with cinquefoil arch, forming an alcove* An intricate 
device of chiselling displays the rich texture to the surface, 
often mistaken for glazed tile work. Undoubtedly the surface 
of the concave mihrab and its frame is polished smooth.
Both the mihrlabs nos. I and II are alike in various ornamental 
motifs# Like the other two concave mihrabs in the zenana



gallery5 mihrab no* I also contains verses of the Qur'an, 
exquisitly carved in black basalt* Horn says, "The 
intervals between the single letters and the words are 
always copiously ornamented with floral arabesques'1«
Ravenshaw has incorporated this inscription but unfortunately 
reproduced it in reverse, creating confusion* (Plate LXVb). 
The verse of forming the inscription is taken from the Ayat 
al-kursT or the Throne verse of the Qur'an (being Sura II, 
Verse® 256, 257, is similar to the first few lines of the 
epigraphical record over the gate of the enclosure of TAl*aul 
Haqq1s tomb* It runs as follows:

Translations "Allah* There is no god but He* the Living, 
the Self-subsisting, neither slumber seizeth Him nor sleep; 
His is whatsoever is in the Heavens and whatsoever is in 
the Heavens and whatsoever is in the Earthl who is he that 
can intercede with Him but by His own permission? He 
knoweth what is present with his creatures, and what is yet 
to befall them; ye nought of His knowledge do they comprehend 
save what He willeth* His Throne reacheth over the Heavens

U  J  6 c-U U' M A j U  ̂

’(j-̂ c j  L * - j <̂66 Uf o cftM?

( j b v ? s t > p  IroJuzx* b j  C & J M l » " J  h i  b b j  ts *
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and the Barth, and the upholding of both burdeneth Him
not: and He is the High, the Great".

Prasad has described the raised platform in the
Northern prayer hall in the ^dETna Masjid as "Takhtga*h--i“
s a ng - i -N i ma zga h-i -B ads ha loan wa sh^hzeTdgari" , ox1 " stone
platform of the place of worship by Icings and p r i n c e s " *^32
The term Badsha h-lia-Taleht, used by many historians.^is quite
inappropriate^as it was primarily meant for the ladies of 

133the Harem. Beglar is quite logical in denying this term
and describing it as the ladies gallery# The existence of such
a secluded platform distinct from the congregation halls, is,
however, proved by similar zenana galleries in the TantTparila
Masjid, the G-unmant Masjid, the Chhoto Sdna Masjid and the*
Bara Soria Masjid, all of which are situated at G-aud.
Moreover, as Beglar points out, the "close proximity of a

135covered and screened privy" to the adjoining zenana
Chamber as well as the existence of a sloping stone ramp
in the open vestibule to the north of the chamber*1̂
indicate that they are all meant for use of the Harem
ladies (Fig. 72). Therefore, as Marshall puts it, "it
was primarily built for the zenana but which is now

^ 137generally called Badshah-ka-Takht"• Fergusson regards
138it as the king's Throne or Royal Gallery, Nizamuddin 

rihmed who states, "Khizr Khan Turk had married the daughter 
of Mahmud Bhah III Bengali and was behaving in his "sitting"®
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B* Dey, the translator* of the Tabaqat i~Akbarx of
Mzamud&Tn, explains the "sitting11 after TarTkh-i-Sher
Sb.a'hT as the TokT or the upper place* The TokT is
referred to in the large raised platform in the AdTna
Mas;jid, where the Sultan and his entourage sat and 

139prayed# Therefore, the raised platform, primarily 
meant for the purdah-observing ladies of the Royal 
Household, came to be also Used by the King who naturally 
wanted segregation for probable political reasons from the 
congregation below in the body of the mosque* It, however, 
neither accomodated the mullah, as Saraswati thinks, nor 
the nobility, as stated by Francklin.

The concept of isolation in congregation practised 
by the Caliphs and his Governors of early Islam may be 
traced to the magsura probably introduced by Muawiyah* But 
before It emerged, there was a type of square mosque with 
adjoining Dar al-Imara, placed back to back against the 
qibla wall, which persisted for more than two centuries* 
Remarkable examples of the combination between the secular 
and the religious buildings are to be found not only in the 
earliest mosque of Islam at Madina, but also at Knfa, Basra, 
Fustat , Was it, Baghdad, S’amarra, Tbn, Tulun, and Qairawah, 
etc*

Curiously enough, the senana gallery is conspicuous 
by its absence in ^©-Persian Islamic architecture, presumably



because ShjfiLsm did not descriminate between the sexes in
places of public worship* nevertheless, the ancient
practice did not become obsolete as it was revived in
Spain on the one hand and India on the other*

The Earliest surviving examples of the zenana gallery
are to be seen on raised platforms'to the north of the
Central mihrab In many Indian mosques* As Marshall puts
it, "In the mosque of Shah Alam at Timurpur, there occurs
the earliest Gallery in the rear corner of the prayer
chamber, which henceforth was to become the orthodox

.. 141position for these galleries"♦ Against Marshall’s 
contention it may be pointed out that the Quwwat al-Isiam 
Mosque at Delhi had four entresol galleries at the four 
corners of the Mosque, presumably meant for the ladies 
of the court*

A few striking examples of the zenana gallery are 
to be seen in the following mosques of India*

Date Provenance . Monuments
A.D. -

Quwwat a1-Islam Mosque 
(PI* XXIb)
The £amif Masfidr
Mosque of Hilal Khan 
(Pig. 58)
The Tanlca Masjjid 
(Mg* 59)
The Lat Masjid

! The Atala Devi Masjid 
(Pig. 49)

1192 Delhi

Hi ear * * .

1333 Dhollca•

1361 j)holka

1405 Dtiar
1408 Jaunpur



Date Provenance Monuments
A .D*

1411 Ahmadab’ad A&matfiSkiah1 s Mosque 
(Fig* 62)

1325 KhambUyat (Cambay) The Jami1 MasJid 
(Fig. 57)

1440 Mandu • * The Jstmi* Masjid 
(Fig. 54)

1453 SarkheJ Mosque of Darya Khetn 
(Fig. 65)

1480 Gaud• The Tantipara MasJid 
(PI. Cvv, Fig. 116)

16th century BT Jaipur The Mosgue of Afzal Khan
1493-1519 Gaud The Chhoto Sona" Mas J id 

(PI* c 124)
1524 Gaud• The Bara* Soha Mas J id 

(Pl.-e-A^Fig. 118)
1523 Bagha, RaJshsihT The Mosque
1358 Kusumbha, Ra’jshThi The Mosque

Therefore, it is no wonder that the AdTna Mas j id 
which in boldness of conception and richness of decoration 
has surpassed all the earlier mosques of India, maintains 
a link in many architectural features, the zenana gallery 
being an example*

The institution of the zenana gallery in a mosque 
reflects the social atmosphere of Medieval Bengal* It is 
a brilliant testimony to the tolerance and catholicity of
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the Muslim rulers towards the fair sex. As Bloch puts it,
"I may mention in passing that the peculiar custom among 
the Muhammadans of Bengal, of allowing their wives and 
daughters to attend Divine Service in the Mosque, is 
interesting alsot,* in. so far as it affords to us an illustration 
of the great respect shown by them towards the weaker sex1'

A curiously interesting feature of the .AdTna Mas j id. 
is the square structure, adjoining the outer wall of the 
qibla, on the northern side of the central mihrab. It 
communicates with the zenana gallery by lintelled doorways, 
formed by Hindu door jambs,̂ stated earlier. .According to 
Beglar it measures externally 54 feet by 48 feet*12̂  whereas 
'Abid f AlT notes that this roofless annexe is 42 feet square*
It stands on a very high plinth, raising the floor to the 
level of the Ladies* ghllery. The plinth is built of random 
rubble work with conventionalised Buddhist railing ornament 
resembling those in the dadoes of the qibla wall of the mosque.

The square annexe (Pis. LXXIa-b, LXXXIIIa) with walls
6 feet 8 inches thick was probably roofed over by domes,
as the remains of four square stone bases of pillars, two
in two rows, supporting the domes on arches, as well as the

145pilasters in the qibla wall, are still visible. These 
pillars are circular in shape, from which spring transverse 
and longitudinal arches* These arches carry 9 domes probably 
by the similar brick stalactite pendentives observed inside



the mosque*1^* In other words, the space inside the 
Annexe is divided into 9 small squares, each surmounted 
toy a small hemispherical dome, similar to those in the 
mosque proper.

According to Cunningham, the three openings on 
the northern and the southern sides were originally trellis 
windows, as the floor of the tomb is on the same level as 
the zenana gallery in the mosque. In the plan shown in ^ 3  . 
(fl. LXXXIIIa}” the central lintelled doorway in the northern 
wall of the Annexe provides an entrance to another adjoining 
chamber or platform, presumably of the same size, as

*1 LT7attested by Buchanan. Beglar regards the platform to 
the north of the Annexe as an open vestibule, with a sloping 
stone ramp suitable for allowing Dulis and Palkis, carrying 
ladies of the Harem to the Annexe and finally to the Ladies 
gallery.1^

The lack of evidence, historical as well as 
architectural leaves the identification of the Annexe an 
open question* Although contemporary authors, namely 
Francklin and Prasad^have not said anything on this point, 
Buchanan considers this Annexe to be the Tomb of the builder, 
Sikandar Shah. He writes, 11 the grave is in the centre, and 
is without 0£*nament*> It is composed of brick and covered, 
with an arch11 #1^  Both Ravenshaw and Westmacott believe 
that Sikandar Shah intended part of the great AdTna Masjid
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150to form a final resting place for himself. Fergusson

likewise maintains that the royal' builder wanted himself
to be buried within the precincts or the immediate

151 «* -neighbourhood of the Masjid* Ilahi Bakhsh measures the
Qjt\ i Soo4h

sarcophagus as 9 cubits long and 7i cubits broad, thereby
indicating it as a Mausoleum. He is, however, supported by 

152Cunningham.
*2bid *AlT relates the local tradition about the 

nature of the Annexe# He says, M •..Sekandar was buried 
in this chamber after his defeat and death, but unfortunately 
the ten-domed roof fell in, and much debris collected over 
the tomb. When this was ultimately removed, the remains of;, 
the King's tomb was cleared away by the coolies along with

1 55the rubbish and thrown into the adjoining tank”•
Architecturally speaking the square multi-domed 

building at the rear of the western wall at the AdXna 
Masjid recalls the cubical chambers in the tomb of Zafar Ktian 
at Triibeni. Tombs, adjoining mosques appear in Egypt,
Persia and. India ? The origin of this custom may be traced 
to the original mosque of the Prophet at MadXna, where he 
was subsequently buried.

According to historians, Sultan Sikandar Shah 
received fatal injuries in the field of battle against his 
own rebellious son Qhiyas-ud-dTn A 12am Shah and died atit *
G-oalpara.^^ N.B. Roy, following Blochmann has identified.



— —* —  155Goalpara with that in the vicinity of Haarat Pandua.
According to them, it is situated a mile or so north of
the old southern gate of Pandua and about 3 miles south

_ 156west of the A d m a  Masjid. This, is however, corroborated
by Ravenshaw who has placed it in his Map on the west of the
Pina j pur Road, leading from ivfalda to Dina j pur between the
EklafchT Mausoleum and the AdTna Masjid.

Referring to Buchanan, Stapleton says that
GosTlpareT alias PuldangT, RanTganj or RanTgarh is situated
on the Tangan River, 8 mil&s, south west of Bamangola, and
that there is a fortified bridge-head at the crossing of
the River by an old road. According to an informant, it is
3 miles east of Ranxgarh.

Contrary to the above noted views, Westmacott
maintains that the body of Sikandar Shah was brought when
he fell in arms again his rebellious son on the field of

1 59Chatra, 12 miles to the east of Mai da. ^ About its 
identification, Stapleton observes, "There is no river 
called Chatters in the vicinity, but the name Satra or 
Chattera mentioned by Buchanan Hamilton as the site of 
the battle is still found in the Chatra bil which lies 
immediately to the north of the bridge-head" • Chatra 
is, therefore, sometimes identified with Goalpara.

The character of the Annexe is, therefore to be 
determined by the identification of the site Go'alpa’r'a



where Sultan Sikandar Shah breathed his last. Salim says,
"Shortly after, in order to wrest the Kingdom, he [Ghiasu-
d-dTn 'A2am Shah] marched with a large army from Suriarg'aon,
and encamped at SunargadhT* From the other side, the father
also with a powerful army advanced. On the next day, on
the battlefield of GoalpaVa, both sides marshalling their

I6iforces prepared to fight".
According to Salam, Sunargadhi must have been close

to Sunargaon* (235) About the identification of Go’alpara,
Wise says, "In 1367, G-hiyasuddin, son of the reigning
monarch, rebelled and fled to Sunargaon, there he collected
an army and marched against his father. The two armies
met at Gowalpara, near Jaffarganj in the Dhaka district,
and nearly opposite the junction of the Ganges and Jabuna®
The father was carried off the field mortally wounded.
Eighty years ago (1794), his.tomb was still pointed out in

162the neighbourhood". He further states that on the west
of Ja1farganj, where the Jabuna flows at the present time,
stood a village called Goariah, where a Dargah of Sikandar
Shiah and a Langar Khan a ? or hospital, erected by Jahangir,
are said to have existed*1^  Rennell in his Map of the
District of Dacca has shown GoXlpara as a little dwindled 

164village. These circumstantial evidence tend to prove 
that Sultan Sikandar Shah could not have been buried in 
the Annexe of the AdTna Masjid.
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Fi/hile exploring the site, Beglar and Marshall did

not come across any sarcophagus, mentioned by Illabi Bakhsh,
or any exposed vault in which the body of Sikandar was

165deposited, as stated by Cunningham. In point of fact, 
at a little distance towards the west of the annexe, remains 
of a hole are still visible, which may either form a 
subterranean tunnel (PI. LXXIa), reaching the burial coffin, 
as at the Tomb of Iletmish or just a treasure hunters’ dig.
Of the two, the latter is probable as the archaeological 
Survey reports of the Eastern Circle are silent about such 
shaf ts.

There was a Library in the j\dTna Masjid, which can 
only be placed in the building in question.*^7 The southern 
prayer hall, (Pis. LXXIIIb, LXXIV, LXXVI, Pig. 100), like 
the northern prayer hall is divided into 5 aisles by 4 stone 
colonnades, running at right angles. Each of these colonnades 
has 17 slender cylindrical columns, resting on thick square 
base with dog-tooth mouldings. They were probably capped by 
a square abacus. The roof-supporting columns (PI. LXXIIIb), 
which must have been graceful, rivalling those of the northern 
prayer hall, have long since disappeared. Pormed by neatly 
chipped slabs, they are hollow drums, filled with random rubble 
work. These slender, almost ricketty columns were too weakly 
built to resist the thrust exerted by the arches carrying the



dome. Consequently, unlike the Northern prayer hall which 
received added strngth from the squat pillars of t^e ladies 
gallery, nothing strikingly graceful remains to
reconstruct the southern prayer hall. The Archaeological 
Survey of India erected a supporting curtain wall in this 
hall (PI. LXXIIIb)o

The 17 columns carry 18 shapely pointed brick arches, 
which abut from the pilasters.attached to the southern end wallo 
From these columns also spring 17 tiers of vertical arcades, 
each tier having 5 brick arches. They abut from rectangular 
piers, facing the courtyard and are joined with the pilasters 
of the qibla wall.

These tall pointed arches carry small hemispherical 
domes, skilfully adjusted with those of the northern prayer 
hall and the surrounding cloisters. Like the three end 
arches of the northern prayer hall, the southern prayer hall 
has similar arches, directly communicating with the southern 
riw'aq or cloisters. The domes are without drums and spring 
over a small square area, the transition being provided by 
stalactite brick pendentives.

Much simpler in design and execution than the 
northern prayer hall,, the southern prayer hall is entered 
from the courtyard by 15 pointed arches (PI. XXXIV). They 
spring from thick rectangular piers, like those in the 
northern chamber. These arches are relieved gracefully



with recession, excepting the two on either side of the 
iTv/an buttress* The substantial piers are placed v*oesi ,
built of random rubble work, faced with stone slabs for 
added strength* The most distinguishing feature in the 
fajade of the iTwan is the curious brick cornice with 
curved roof top* Nothing remains to show that there was ever 
an ornamental parapet above the iTwah facade* Probably 
the existence of parapet above the characteristic curved 
Bengali roof would seem quite incongruous in style, as 
demonstrated by the classical examples of Bengali curvilinear 
cornice in the EklakhT Mausoleum at Hazrat Panjlua, in the

«f C flQLattan Masjid, and in the Mosque near Hemtabad, Dinajpur.
Belov/ the cornice runs two string courses of small 

brick niches, each containing a characteristic stucco design* 
This ornamental device was repeated in the Ekl'akhT Mausoleum 
at Hazrat Pandua, in the Chika Building in the DarasbarT 
Masjid and also in the Lattan Masjid*

There are five windows with lattice screens, each 
placed at the end of the five aisles of the southern prayer 
hall. They correspond exactly with those placed at the end 
of the aisles of the northern prayer hall.

In its utter ruin, the most redeeming features of the 
southern prayer hall are undisputedly the tastefully carved 
brick tympanums (Pis* LXXXV, Pig. 100) along with the 
elegantly carved black basalt m i h r a b s * T h e s e  16 semi-



circular concave mihrabs (PI. LXXVl) are framed within neatly 
chiselled cinquefoil arches* They spring from the graceful 
and blender columns. These columns have elegantly moulded 
bases, octagonal shafts with hanging chain and bell motifs 
and cruciform capitals.• The medallion is in the form of a 1 
lotus which seem to shoot up from its root, placed at the 
spring-line* In design and execution, they recall the 
niches in the northern prayer hall*

The southern rlwaq (PI* LXXIVa) is placed between
the southern prayer hall and the eastern riwaq linked by
three communicating arched openings* They spring from
rectangular piers, resembling those of the iTwan facade*
Beglar in his tentatively reliable, plan has shown, contrary
to those of Buchanan, Ravenshaw and Cunningham^that the
southern wing has its separate entity, like that of the 

— 170northern riwaq* It is divided into 8 aisles by 2 rows 
of colonnades, each carrying 14 slender columns, not unlike 
those of the southern prayer hall* Prom these columns 
spring 15 pointed arches running from the eastern riwaqs 
to the southern prayer hall.

The southern riw'aq is roofed over by 45 small 
hemispherical domes, carried on arches* The transition 
from the square base to the circle of the dome is provided 
by stalactite pendentives, which correspond unmistakably 
with those in the northern riwaqs*
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Presumably tbe curtain wall of the, southern riwaq 

was pierced by 15 lattice windows, traces which have long 
since disappeared, corresponding to those in the northern 
riwaqs.

The northern riwaq (PI, XXXVTIa), placed between 
the northern prayer hall and the eastern riwaq, aims like the 
southern riwaq, to provide a covered entrance to the iTwan 
for the worshippers* In elevation, alignment, internal 
arrangement, and technical details, it is a replica of the 
southern riwaq, It is communicated to the northern prayer 
hall and the eastern riwaqs by three brick pointed arches, 
springing from rectangular brick piers faced with stones.

The northern, riwaq is divided by 2 rows of arcades 
into 3 longitudinal aisles, Each colonnade carries 15 
pointed brick arches, springing from 14 slender stone columns. 
These columns are not monolithic, their hollow drums being 
filled with random rubble work, . The rlw'aq is roofed over 
by 45 small hemispherical domes and entered from the 
courtyard by 15 arched openings,^ They spring from oblong 
brick piers, placed north and south like those of the southern 
P.ftwaqs, The transverse arches abut from pilasters attached 
to oblong piers. This peculiar arrangement was repeated 
throughout in the piers facing the courtyard from the lTwan 
as well as the riwsTqs,

Probably there were 15 lattice windows at each end



of the 15 transverse rows of arches in the enclosure wall
of the northern riw*ag, r-anrc as in the southern riv/aq.

The eastern riwaq (Pis. LXXIXb, LXXXIb, XCIb, XCIIa),
placed between the northern riw’aq and the southern riwaq .
closely resemble the iTw’an in layout and internal arrangement.
It measures 516 feet by 38 feet and maintains symmetrical
elevation with those of the side riwsTqs. l e s s  ornate
and more austere, at least as it stands to day, than the
ITwano the eastern riv/aq is divided into 3 transverse aisles
by 2 rows of arcaded colonnades. It runs parallel with the
lTwan9 Each colonnade carries 39 arches, pointed in contour,
springing from slender stone pillars of the same type as
observed in the riwa'qs and iTwsTn.

The riwaq is divided into 117 (39X3) small squares
173each roofed over by a small hemispherical dome© The

transition is attained by the usual stalactite pendentives.
The fajade of the eastern riwaq (Pi. LXXXIb) must

have been of pleasing proportions, each longitudinal arcade
directly corresponding with that of the ITwan. It is entered
from the courtyard by 33 arched openings, the corner ones
being smaller than the rest.

Although Ravenshaw does not show any gateway in his
174plan, Buchanan marks it in his plan. Cunningham gives

importance to the three arched openings (PI. LXXVa) at the
— 175south-east corner of the eastern riwaq. He writes, ,fThe



most remarkable feature about this great Masjid is the total
absence of any entrance gateways”• He considers the eastern
central entrance (PI. LXXXIb) as "only a simple doorway or
passage through the walls, unmarked by any projecting wings

176or rising battlements". The Plate LXXVa, however, shows 
remains of only one entrance gateway to the morth east 
corner of the Masjid, the side openings obviously being 
filled with screens, now completely disappeared.

Arguing for the public character of the south-west 
entrances, Cunningham,says that from these archways which are 
left open, people could enter at once into the southern and 
the eastern riwstqs from the outside. Each of these three arches 
adorned with a gate, open towards the tank (Fig* 75-) which 
was probably used for the purpose of physical purification.
The possibility of such an inference is rendered more 
probable by the absence of any fountain in the courtyard.
But it is presumed that such a carefully planned mosque as 
the Adana had a qubbat or domed fountain in the courtyard.

In spite of its timid and undignified entrance, 
unlike the impressive porches of the Tughlaqs buildings, the 
eastern central archway shows a clear alignment with the 
central mifirsfb in the liwan of the AdTna Masjid. Although 
small and insignificant, the eastern gateway which is wider 
than the south-west entrance manifests an organic planning 
of mosques, as observed in the mosque of Damascus, the



mosque of Cordova, the mosque of Abu Dulaf as well as the 
Quwwat-al-Islam mosque at Delhi and the Arhai-din-ka-dhopra 
at Ajmer, the j’ami* Masjid at M'andu, the KhirkT Masjid (PI. 
LXa). Cunningham himself points out the incongruous 
appearance of the side entrances, "as this arrangement 
utterly spoils the symmetry of the building, it was probably 
an afterthought, when the single small door in the middle of 
the east side was found utterly insufficient".

Due to the lack of the informations about the upkeep, 
reconstruction^additions and alterations, of the AdTna Masjid, 
it is extremely difficult to say whether the side entrances 
were part and parcel of the building or an afterthought* 
Scrutinizing the building materials used the style of 
ornamentation and the skilful disposition in relation to 
elevation, it may be assumed that they were added in the 
later part of the reign of Sultan Sikandar Sh!ah. To cope 
with the ever-increasing congregation the triple archway 
at the south west corner of the eastern riwaq was added.

The enclosure wall of the eastern riwaq is richly 
adorned with 35 delicately carved lattice windows, each with 
cusped relieving arches, hanging chain and beel. There are 
also 3 trellis windows at each end of the aisles towards the 
north and south.

Cunningham observes, "The exterior of the Masjid 
is very plain, the slight mouldings and weakly marked



niches being lost sight of in the great length of the wall.
The front wall of the, masjid also is plain, all the
architects’ strength having been reserved for the inner side
of the back wall, which is highly decorated. The patterns,
however, are much too small and too shallow for the greast

177extent of the wall over which they are spread".
Nevertheless, the monotony of the bare wall (Pis. 1XXV, 
LXXXIb) is relieved by geometrical panelling and surface 
encrustations.

Beglar has elaborately discussed the system of 
drainage in the AdTna Masjid. He writes, "it will have 
been seen that the architects., had so far designed the 
building not only with great success in an aesthetic point 
of view, but had kept clearly in view the materials available 
to hand, so as to utilize them to the utmost.... no less 
clearly has he displayed his foresight and capacity in

i

providing for the efficient drainage of the great building
, - ithe was erecting".

The existence of a well-planned system of drainage 
is an imperious necessity for a building in a country like 
Bengal where average rainfall is very heavy. It is proved 
by the sloping floor level of the AdTna Masjid. This is to 
be observed, from the central nave as its highest point to 
the portion of the eastern riwaq at the G-argoyle (Plate LVb). 
The slope is detected by Beglar after careful examination of



the pillars, niches, the springlines of arches and the 
positions of the cornices of the eastern riwaq which is 
much higher and taller than those of the lTwah. Such 
variations have accrued due to the fact that the floor of 
the eastern riwaq at its lowest point is much lower,
as much as 5 feet, than the floor of the great central vaulted

179 nave* 1 ̂

Along the foot of the line of arches all round the 
inner courtyard, there was a shallow, 6 inches deep, terraced 
catch-water of pakka or beaten concrete** It carries all 
the stray water from the riwaqs and the couz*tyard, and 
had a final outlet into a covered stone-lintelled under
ground channel* The channel finally passes under and 
across the eastern riwTq, discharging the accumulated 
water from the Gargoyle into a brick stepped channel and 
eventually into the tank marked G in Plate 7£*^°

'Abid *Ali says, "a drainage hole in the, east wall 
is closed by a stone crocodile with large head and trunk,
the mouth of which served to carry off the rain water from

181the compound"* Ravenshaw published a curious sculptured 
figure in back hornblende, as he puts it, "bearing somewhat 
the appearance of a Hindu god"* Later on R.B. Banerjee 
republished this piece as a makara-gargoy 1 e♦ In sculpturesque 
quality and the material contents, the Pandua gargoyle bears 
an unmistakable resemblance to the makara-gargoyle from Patna



(PI* LVG) published by Banerjee.^^
The real character as well as the distinguished

features of the AdTna Masjid have yet to be determined®
In the present crumbling state of this one-time “wonder

183of the world’*, as Cunningham calls it , it is well nigh
impossible to say whether this magnificent mosque occupies
the site of any Hindu or Buddhist temple® A group of
scholars failed to see in the impressive AdTna Masjid
anything more than a mere assemblage of Hindu o^ Buddhist
fragments, arranged skilfully to adhere toamosque plan.
Il'abT Bakhsh started the controversy when he wrote1; I t  is
worth observing that in front of the chaukath. (lintel) of
the AdTna Masjid, there was a broken and polished idol, and
that there were other idols lying about. So it appears that,

184in fact, this mosque was originally an idol-temple” .
Beglar steps up this controversy by saying, “the AdTna Masjid 
occupies the site, of a once famous, or at least a most

185important, and highly ornamented, pre-Muhammadan shrine”; 
he depends for his arguments on a Sanskrit inscription, 
discovered in the building which bears the name of Indr ana thCf«'g73 

SaraswatT seems to have carried the thesis too 
far when he writes, “an examination of the stones used in 
the construction of the AdTna Mosque <̂ ne of them bearing a 
Sanskrit inscription recording merely a name, Indranath,in 
character of the Sth century) and those lying about in heaps
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all around^ reveals the fact , which no careful observer
can' deny, that most of them came from temples that once

186stood in the vicinity11-• Beglar even went so far as
to pin-point *the sanctum of the temple, judging from the
remnants of heavy pedestals of statues, now built into the
pulpit, and the superb canopied trefoils, now doing duty
as prayer niches, stood where the main prayer niche now
stands| nothing would probably so tickle the fancy of a
bigot, as the power of placing the sanctum of his orthodox
cult, (in this case the main prayer niche) on the spot,

187Where hated infidel had his sanctum”« The existence of 
a foundation of a Hindu Temple in the ,AdTna Masj id is as 
far-fetched as to consider the circular pedestal to the 
west of the qibla wall,:as remains of- a Buddhist stupa (Fig© 
73)« It may be the base of a detadhed mTnar, as dimilar 
examples are to be seen in the mosques of Egypt, Persia 
and India* The classical examples of the detached mTnar 
are to be seen in the M^lwLyah tower (PI* LXXXVIIIa-b) at 
Smriarra and in the mosque of Ibn Tul’un (PI* VIII a-b)«
The Persian cylindrical tapering minarets are found at

— 188 “ f* — . m mSabzavar, SangBast, S&mnar and Sava* The G-haznx miner 
of Mahmud (PI, XXa) is a typological axxiestor of the Qutb 
MTnar (PL. XXb) Indian examples of detached tower are to 
be seen in the Koe 1 mTnar, the unf inished
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mTnar in the mosque of Bajeana (Fig* 45)* Even in Bengal 
the mTnar at Ghhoto Pandua (PI* LXXXVTI!}&) and the Firuza 
mTnar at Gaud (PI* EXXXVIIa) might have' also served for 'Hie- 
azan by the resident muazzin^



B/ THE GU'MMAira MASJID AT GAUD 
(A.tt

liahi Bakhsh in hie work KhurshTd-i-jahlm Kunia
has described an interesting monument (Pis® CXVIlb* OXVIIla*

190Pig® 106)5 under the title of "Gunmat Mosque" * This 
lies between the Kotwnli Gate and the village MahdTpur on 
the eastern bank of the river Bh*agirathT in Gaud® , King

191calls it "Gunnut Mosque" and Lambourne the "Gunmani Mosque"®
192411 later historians call it "Gunmant Masjid"®

The Gunmant Mas3id at Gaud bears an unmistakable 
-resemblance, to the AdTna Masjid at Hazrat Pandua (Pis® XXXV$ 
XXXVI5 Pigs® 72-74)5 which however9 built about a.
century earlier® As Saraswati puts it* "The Gunmant Mosque 
at Gaur is another example of the type of oblong mosque 
with a central nave covered by an elongated vault* flanked

193by two side-wings roofs by clusters of semi-circular domes"®
It is in fact a rectangular building with its axis

placed north and south and measures 158 feet by 59 feet
externally and 140 feet 9 inches by 59 feet 4 inches 

194internally® Its lay-out is very simple though its 
proportions are pleasing® In having a central vaulted 
hall leading from the courtyard to the central mihrajba 
In the oblong iTwsm9 flanked by two wings of the prayer- 
hallc The central vaulted hall or nave measures 51 feet long 
by 16 feet 10 inches broad® On each side of it, are prayer-



halls* divided by two rows of arcades* each now carrying
four arches® The brick arches* both longitudinal and
transverse spring from square stone pillars 1 foot 7jinches 

195square.
These arches carry 12 small brick hemispherical

domes in each of the two wings* the transition from the
square substructure to the circle of the dome being attained

196by stalactite brick pendentives. The dome bearing arches 
spring from the pilasters attached to the qibla walls* side 
walls* the oblong eastern pillars and- the octagonal nave 
piers®

The pillars of the side halls are slender in
construction* the two stone piers on each side of the
vaulted nave being octagonal. Their pedestals are 4-g- 

197feet square. In almost every details* the nave pillars 
of the Gunmant Mas;jid precisely corresponds: with the 
stumpy pillars j, supporting the zenana gallery in the 
AdTna Mas^id® On each face of these squat pillars are 
stone pilasters from which spring brick arches both 
longitudinally and transversely®

The most impressive part of the Gunmant Masjid 
was probably the iTwan arched fagade in front of the vaulted 
nave* a feature already introduced in the AdTna Masjid*
By comparison with the central vaulted hall of the Adina
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Masjid and what can be seen of the remains it may have 
been roofed over by a tunnel vault# Chakravarti describes 
it as having !,a large arched roof11, which cannot be other 
than a vault*  ̂ The existence of a vault is rendered 
more probable by the fact that there still remains traces 
of the decorative panels with ribs, descending down the 
apex of the arches* Indeed, the design and execution of 
these elegantly carved brick ribs helps us to reconstruct 
the remains of the similar ribs of the A dTna vault, built 
exactly a century ago, which must have served as a model*

The Gunmant Masjid is entered from the east by 
9 arched openings, the central nave being flanked by 4 
smaller arches on either side# These four transverse 
arches spring from massive rectangular brick piers* It 
is quite possible that the entire building was faced with 

, stone, which has fallen down. Internally, these brick 
piers have abutments from which longitudinal arches spring#

The most striking feature^in the vaulted nave is 
the central niche which is not accompanied by subsidiary 
mihrabs# The qibla wall of the side prayer chambers, however, 
contain 4 concave mihrabs each in the plan given by Cunningham, 
there does not appear any buttress projection outside at 
the rear of the central mihrab, as in the .Adina Masjid# 

Cunningham says, HThe mosque also had a corridor 
along the whole front, as shown by a portion of the vaulted



roof which, still remains# This would have increased the 
breadth by about 18 feet, thus bringing it up to 77 feet, 
which is just the same as that of the Great Golden Mosque" • 
Dani thinks that verandah is incompatible with the oblong 
type of mosques with vaulted central nave as seen in the
-j* .. 200A dma  Mas3id#

The date of the Gunmant Masjid is quite uncertain#
liahi Bakhsh does not mention anything about the builder
of the mosque - or the date of its construction# King
described it in 1875 as "Gunnut Mosque^ a large stone
building without inscription11# However, Cunningham
does assign an epigraphical record to this mosque# He
writes, " Now there is a long inscription of pTateh Shah,
dated in'A#H# 889, at present lying in Mahdipur outside
a temporary mosque, with a thatched roof which is said
to have been brought from a ruined. Mas j id to the south

201of the village by a Hindu about 20 years agoU 
Contradicting Cunningham’s opinion, Saraswati points out^ 
’Hthat^this Mosque agrees in all essential respects with 
the great A dTna Mosque.at Hazrat Panduah, more than a 
century earlier in date* There is no certainty that the 
inscription, referred to, did belong to the mosque in 
question and in view of the fact that the building has 
distinct affinities with an earlier group, the inference



that it is also nearer to it in date may not be 
improbable"

Dani differs from the views expressed by both
Cunningham and Sanaswati and placed the mosque in question
in the Husain Shahi period (A.H® 889-925/A«D. 1493-1519)
on the ground that it has "octagonal towers at the corners",
curved battlements, highly decorated terracotta art,
terracotta imitation in stone, profusion of glazed tiles and

203stone facing of the walls"# With regard to the octagonal 
corner towers, it may be pointed out that they already 
appeared in the EklakhX Tomb (Pis* LXXXIXb* XGa, Fig® 105)* 
the Ghxka building (Pis# XCIII, XCIV) (A.Ho 818-36/A.D* 1415- 
32) , the GhamkattT Mas jid f 1 s« XGVII-XC iI() (A . H . 883/A «D•' -v
1478), Mosque at MasjidbarIT *(Pig* 120), Barisal (A«H* 870/
A»D* 1483) and Bab a Adam Shahidfe Mosque (Pig® III) at
Ramlpal* Dacca (A.Ho 888/AoDo 1483)# Likewise,* the curved
cornice, whose origin has been traced to the indigenous bamboo
constructionjwas a characteristic feature of Muslim architecture
in Bengal observable in the SklakhT Tomb, (Pis® LXXXIXb*
XGa), Baba Adam- Shahid*s Mosque and the T^ntTpar^ Mosque
(Pis® 01* Oil)* The stucco design, which is one of the
most distinctive features of Muslim decorative art in
Bengal may be seen in the Mosque of Ghhoto Pandua (PI*

« *  *
IiXXXIXa) at Hughli (A#H* 699/A *Do 1300)# Stucco revetment 
and glazed tiles of Kashi style appears earlier than the 
Gunmant Mosque* such as the mosque at Ghhoto Pandua, the
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EklakhT Tomb? the Chamkattl Masjid, the D*akhil Darwa&a (a®Hb 
841 -864/A p ^°) and the TantTpara Ma;s JLd (A «H* 885/
A * X)« 1480) • So far as the stone facing is concerned it may 
be said that it is certainly not an innovation in the 
Gunmant Mas j id* The Tomb of 2 ajar Khan G-haai (PI* LXXIIb) 
at Tribeni^ Hughli.^ is one of the earliest known examples 
of stone... facingo' . .

The text of the inscription referred to by Gunningham 
is as follows s

(J (s'ji) i Csjcy' }cJ^q ^ }t)b

i t  (j) u LLL- ) trjJJ j M q J) c) l+?

CJ, CJbJb
* * * * t. *

ys L/ls j cff r*^'

Translation: !,The Prophet may the blessings and peace of 
-Allah be on him* - has said: 11 He who builds a mosque for 
Allah will built a palace for him in Paradise" * Verily 
this mosque was built in the time of the Sultan of Sultans, 
the Valiant Warrior amidst water and clay^ who is the 
Revealer of the . Secrets of the Qur* an9 Learned in all branches 
of Learnings both as regards Religion and the (care of), 
bodies (i^e* a doctor) Vieeregent of Allah by deed and



proof Jalal-nd-Dunya wa-dTn Abul Muzaffar Path Shah Sultan , 
son of Mahmud Shah, the Sultan- may All*ah preserve his rule 
.and sovereignty!, by the Great Khan and exalted Khaqan who 
trusts in the generosity of the Beneficient, the Exalted 
Khan Daulat Khsm, Commander-in-Chief of the Army (WazTr-

. n hi-Lashkar)« May Allah accept himI - in the year 889 (AoD® 
1484)*

The Arabic text of the inscription is engraved in 
two lines of equal parts: seperated by a raised horizontal 
band saanfcaaaKl on a black stone* The tablet provides the 
most curious example of the border carving in the middle 
of the top raised band, containing the phrase: Bismillah 
ar-Rahman ar-Rahim: in the dimension of the stone and the 
style of calligraphy, Path Shah’s inscription dated A®
889/A®Do 1484, bears unmistakable resemblance to the 
epigraphical records of the ChamkattT Masjid (A .Hi* 883/
A*D» 1478) and the TantTpar’a Masjid*

According to Stapleton, it (Path Shah’s inscrip
tion) contains most interesting allusions to the geography 
of either Gaur or more probably - Eastern Bengal where 
several inscriptions of the reign of Jal*aluddTn Path Shah
have been found as well as the learning of the ruling 

—  206Sultan"« Moreover it throws light on the less known 
military hierarchy of Medieval Bengal as the builder 
appeared, to be the Commander-in-Ohief*



So far four inscriptions have been discovered from
the village of Mahd'xp’ur in the vicinity of the Gunmant
Mas;ji&2 three of which belong to Path Shall (AeH* 886-893/
A.D« 1493-1519)® To these may be added, another unpublished 

207inscription, bearing the date A *Ho 893/AoD* 1487-88$
now in the British Museum* They are given belows

Date Provenance Monument Builder Reign
889/1484-5 Temporary^mosque Mosque

at MahdXp*ur
village

Khan Daulat 
Khan

PatijL
Shah

884 or 889/ Ghall’a Masjid, 
1479-80 or Sijdagah 
1484-5

9• Khan Daulat 
Khan

Fajblpi
Shah

891/1486 Modern mosque 
at MahdTpUr

Mosque Sayyid Dastur Path
Shah

893/1487-88 Probably from
Gaud#

Mosque Mansur bin al- 
Malik (?)*

Path
Shah

? MahdTpur ? Malik YazL& 
Muazaam Zafar 
Khan

Husain
Shah

PaulFHorn published a fragmentary inscription said 
to have been fixed on the wall of the Chalia Masjid in the 
village of MahdTpur* It records the erection of a mosque 
by Khan Daulat Khan who may probably be identified with 
that of the Path Shah’s inscription dated 899 traced by 
Cunningham while Horn reads the last word of the inscription 
in question as 9 fliaking it 984, Shamsuddin Ahmed

q a Odeciphers it as iWH* 889* Engraved in single line Arabic 
the record measures 5*7^-by 4 ^  Horn also published another
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inscription dated A„He 891/A «D* 1486P recording the 
erection of a mosque by Sayyid Dasturp son of Sayyid 
Raiaat^in the reign of Fath Shahs It measures 4y4,?! by 
10’̂ and arranged in four squares.

The third inscription from MahdTpTir published by 
Horn belongs to the reign of Husain Shah -and*therefore9 
has no bearing on the Gunmant mosque$ as observed earlier®
It is an undated fragment measuring 1 by 7ff•

In connection with the two MahdTpTir inscriptions 
of Fath Shahs Horn did not identify the monuments referred 
to therein® Moreover they do not agree in date^ phraseology 
and the reference to builders® The Chall*a Masjid cannot, 
be identified in the present state of our informations®
It is also possible that it existed in Old Malda. The 
authentic reading of this inscription cannot be determined 
as Horn did not give any facsimile®

All the three inscriptions from MahdTpur, dated 
AoH® 884s 889 and 891 are* howevers identical in their 
epigraphical style of the Tughra^ engraved on a large 
slab of black basalt® But the epigraphic record dated 
A*Hc 889 traced and attributed to the Gunmant Mas3id by 
Cunningham is more refined in style and contains the phrase 
Bismilla ar-Rahman ar-Rahim which is very rare indeed in 
Bengal epigraphy® It undoubtedly exhibits deep religious



attachment - of the engraver. Moreover , the Gunmant inscription 
of large dimension, recalls those of the ChamkatiT Masjid, 
the T'antTp’ara Masgid, and the Bara’s barT Masjid (A.H. 884/
A.D* 1479K  measuring 4*8^V* by 3^ 1i*% 5^ by Î Bff* and 11 <3^ 
by 2* 1* respectivelya
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CHAPTER IV; NOTES AND REFERENCES«

1. Faria y Souza * Manuel de Faria y Souza History of the
Discovery and conquest of India by the Portuguese quoted 
by Greighton* H® * The Ruins of Gaur«iLondon9 1817# P® 10* 
See also Rennell* J*# Memoirs of a kap of Hindustan or 
the Mughal Empire. London, 1873# P® 35* Buckland, India 
Intra and Extra Gangen. in Bengal Past and Present 0 Vol.mu*, in inn— in  m  n n iiiiiiiniiir n n i i ij nm i*m<hi>i®® miMMiiiMMafcai—  Mini— ■■_____ __pm .wiim®— iaiiiiini ■ »' mliM̂ iwmim r

II*, Do® I, 1908# p® 33® It is situated in 24° 54 #N. and
88° 8#S® on a deserted, channel of the Ganges®

2® Cunningham* A®, Archaeological Survey of India Reports® 
Vole XV* p® 212®' (Hereafter cited as ASR). With a 
view to distinguish Ghhoto Pandua in the district of 
Hughli* he gave the appellation Hazrat to Pandua* meaning 
the Resident* Thomas considers the prefix Hazrat in the 
sense of veneration for the immortal saints* such as 
Hazrat Shah Jalal and INfur Qutb 1 Alam* who are buried in 
this ruined city* (Thomas* S.* Chronicles of the Pathan 
Kings of Delhi), London* 1871# P* 151# Ho. 2J)

3* Sir’s j Minhaj-ud-dTn* T ab a q a t - i -Ha si nT B Tr *- by Raverty *
H.G. # Bibliolheca Indie a, p. 585# N® 7* In contrast 
with Bang or the tract subject to inundation* Barind is 
comparatively on elevated site. It is derived from Brind 
or ^*5 signifying heap. According to Blochmann* 
Barind comprises the region to the north of the P&dma 
(the Ganges) and between the Karato^a and the Mahananda
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rivers* (Blochmann, H * , Contributions to the Geography 
and History of Bengal 0 in JASB * 1873s ^°® 3* XLII, p* 211* 
(Hereafter cited as Contributions)* Westmacott thinks 
that it is a geographical expression, indicating the 
hilly tract around Maldis, Dinsgpur, RafJ^hefhT and Bogra 
(Westmacott, E» V * , Old Bengal Geography - a letter to 
Blochmann8 in PASB 1874* Vol# 43, P» 37 )* It is also
spelt as Varendra (Burgess, J., Geography of India), 
with extract from a paper by late Prof* H«H« Wilson, 
(418-21) in Indian Antiquary* vol* XX, 1891, P* 420*

4. Sircar, P*G*, Outlines of the Geography of India * Calcutta, 
1869, P* 63.

5• Bengal District Administration Report* 1921-22^
6* Colebrooke, R*H«, On the course of the Ganges through

Bengal, in Transactions of the Asiatic Society* (Asiatic 
Researches), VII Golebrooke surveyed in 1779-96-7* Also 
quoted by Renneil, J*, op*cit*, p. 35* He writes, ,fHo 
part of the site of ancient Gowr is nearer to the present 
bank of the Ganges than four miles and a half and some 
parts of it, which were originally washed by the river, 
are now 12 miles from it" • Golebrooke says, f,The river 
was encroaching on its Eastern bank, and appeared to 
be gaining ground again towards Gowrj the walls of which 
city, it is well attested, were formerly washed by the 
Ganges”•
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7. Buchanan, F.H., The History, Antiquities.Topography 
ana Statistics of Eastern India. edited by M. Martin,
London, MDCGCXXXVIII, vol. Ill, pp. 584-605.

8. Faria y Sousa, quoted by Creighton, p. 10. Mohan Lai 
reads the term G-aur Bangala in the tomb of Baber at Qandah§r 
whereas Darmesteter J., reads it as Gor wa Bangala (La 
grande Inscription de qandah£r). in JA, Tome XV, 1890,
Feb., March, pp. 193-7. Beveridge, however, rejects 
Darmesteters reading and connects the combined word 
Gaur-Bangalah with that of Shahabad-Kananj*

9. J&SB, 1898, vol. LXVII, pp. 296in-3l6. The term Gaur- 
Bangala meaning Gaur in Bengal also appears in the 
Humazun Nama ^The History of Humazun, Tr. by Beveridge,

-------- ~— .— -  r.—  1M 1 ■ ■ - --------

A.S., London, 1902, pp. 133-34). Nizam ud-din Ahmed 
referred to Mahmud III as Bangali, meaning of Bengal 
(Tabaqat-i~Akbarl, Bibliotheca Indica, p. 167) , while 
Hunter, W.W., thinks that Gaud was older than Hazrat 
Pandua (Statistical account of Bengal, vol. VII.
District of Maldah, Rangpur and Dinajpur, London, 1876,
P* 31), Westmacott considers Hazrat Pangua is a city of 
remote antiquity than Gaud. (Westmacott, E.V., Ravenshaw1s 
Gaurfin Calcutta Review, vol. LXIX, 1879, PP. 75y76* 
Hereafter cited ah Gaur)♦

10. Chakravarti, M.M*, Notes on the Geography of old Bengal« 
in JASB, 1908, vol.^IV. Ho. 5, p. 23. See also Pargiter



v, who identifies Pundra with the country between Anga
and Banga (Pargiter* Ancient countries in Eastern
India^in JASB a 1897* vol® LXVI* p® 92)® Dey-*
The Geographical Dictionary of Ancient and Medieval 
India* Calcutta* 1927* second edition* p* 161® He■ IMI. kI i.1»Ml .11. ■ >Oii* » W w *

rejects Rockhill* s identification of Pan-tu-wa * 
mentioned by &ing dh’ a §heng ian with Patna and considers 
Pandua as the probable city referred to by the Chinese 
traveller * (Rockhill* in T ’oung Pao, 1915* PP*. 440-44* 
quoted by Bagchi, P*Ccp see N* 12*)

11® Firishta, A .̂ »* Tarikh-l-Firishta 0 Transit by Elliot 
and Bowson* vol* II* p* 317* Firishta describes 
Panduah &s "Bundwa”• The term Hazrat Pandua was changed 
into Firuzabad in the coins of-Ilyfas Shah’s dated. A®H®
740, 744-46-47* and S|kandar Shah’s coin, dated A«H.
764* 783* 785® Bee Stapleton1® collection In the 
Ashmoban Museum* Oxford; Bhattasali* * Coins and
Chronology of the Early independent Sultans of Bengal * 
Cambridge, 1922* pp® 21* 5„7)*

12® Bagchi* PoC* * Political Relations between Bengal and 
China in the Pathan period in the V isva-Bharati 1943*
enMiJ mu— ii ii L i& r-  'T '-’—T ' wimmb— m m m m  i m  m ®i i  n • ir~>iiinnnn r n  w

vole I, Cheena Bhavan, pp® 120-30®
13® ASH, vole XV* pp® 79-80; see also Banerjee* R 0L. *

Caur1in JASB , 1874* vol*43 $ P» 8® Both the Chinese 
and the European travellers have mentioned sugar as
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one of the chief products of Bengal (Marco Polo, The 
Travels of Marco Foldtogether with the Travels of Nicolo . 
Conti 9 Tr. ,by H*M* Pen&er, London, 1929 , P* 2931 Varthema, 
L* , Itinerary of Ludovico de Vartiaemao Tr® by RCG®, Temple,. 
Bologna, from 1502 to 1508 as translated from original 
Italian Edition of 1570 by J*W* Jones, London, 1928,
P* 791 Bagchi, P*C*, op*clt©„ p® 1131 Yule, He, Cathay 
and the fr)ay Thither® Ibn Batuta*s Travels in Bengal 
and China, Hew edition revised by H* Gordier, London,
1926, p. 83*

14® Bhattasali, N*K*, op*cit* * Appendix III, Ma Huan1s 
account of the Kingdom of BengalQ p* 169^

15* Ibid, p® 17-q
16® Roy, N*B®, Rise of the Ilyas ShlahT Dynasty an The History—  » rmritirrTTTtiin— — — E W T n m ^ w n m i w r a K —rrtr~rrr— nwiiini— niiif iib — Bi i»n,ii^'^"ii ■

of Bengal, vol* II, Muslim Period 1200-1757* Edited 
by Sarkar, J*H®, The University of Dacca, 1948, pp* 103- 
111 *

17* fJbid *AlT Khsm, Memoirs of Gaur and Pandua « edited by 
Stapleton, H.E*, Calcutta, MGMXKXT, p* 94*

18* Pemberton, J«Jo, Geographical and Statistical Report 
of the District of Maldah* Calcutta, 1854, P© 11*

19* Franc klin, W © . Ruins of Gaur, 1810-12, India office 
Library, Mss* 19, P® 45® He compares the pavement of 
the road with that of the road seen in the ruined city 
of Kanatij®



20* gaur_» p* 72, Devikot or Debkot situated close to the
modern thana of Gangarampur in the district of Dina j pur*
It is on the eastern bank of the Purnabhaba river* 33
miles to the north of Hazrat Pandua 70 miles to the north*• * # *

north-east of the citadel of Gaud, (ASP, vol* XV, p« 95) • 
21* MinfiaJ, op.cit*, pp* 385-6* He writes ,tr Prom Lakhnouti 

[Gaud] to the city'of Lakh-ah-or [Birbham] on the one 
side, and as far as Diw-kot on the other side, Sultan 
Ghiyas-ud-din Iwaz (caused) an embankment (to be) 
constructed, extending about 10 days* Journey’1*

22* Hunter, op*cit.» p* 79.
23* Pennell, «T* , A Bengal Atlas containing: Maps of the

Theatre-of War and commerce on the side of Hindustan, 
LcrwdorW f MDCCLXXXI, 1781s P. 27.

24. Pemberton, pp. 11-12$ see also ’Jbid fAlT, pi* v* ,
facing 94; Buchanan, I.H., op.cit* * vol* II, pp. 648.

25* *Jbid fAl7, p. 94©
26* Pennell, J*, Atlas.,..lLlS5, P«££W* In a map

of the Northern Part of Hindustan, Pandua is shown as 
’Purria1* In his map of Northern Provinces of Bengal,
PI* V, we Jfet both the locations "Purruah” and "Addyna11 
the site of the mosque* Pemberton, drew a map of the 
district of Malda in 1847-48, showing Burdooroof Parooa11 *Ĉ $ 

27. Prasad, S., Ahwal Gaur wa Pandua in the India office 
Library, 2841, edited by iUH* Dani, as Appendix to his



Muslim Architecture in Bengal* Asiatic Society of 
Pakistan publication, No# 7, P* 24* (Hereafter cited 
as MAB)*

28# Supra, p|p, 109~^o 

29# ASR, vol# XV, p. 90*
30* Francklin, p# 25*
31* Steingass, A comprehensive Persian English. Dictionaryfl 

London, p« 30*
32. Wollaston, A *N*, A complete English Persian Dictionary« 

London, 1889, P* 457*
33* Desmaisons, J.J.P#, Dictionnaire Persian-Fran^ais, Vol*

*rI, p. 42* He reaas'&Ypl as 1 edine1 and translates it
as le vendredi, meaning Friday* See also Harrap* s _Stanflarfl
French and .English Dictionary ? Part I, edited by «TeE «

» fMansion, p« 880® Vullers also t r a n s l a t e s a s  ’dies 
veneris*, meaning Friday (Lexicon Persico-Latinum^ Tomis 
I, Bonnae and Rhenum, p® 22)* See also Pedersen, Johs, 
Mas^id, iif , Vol® III , p® 327-28. In tracing the various 
terms used for congregational mosque, the following usages 
will be founds

(a) al-masjid al-akbar or kabir-the MAdina Mosque of 
the Prophet was called thus, BOA, VII, 245*

(b) al-mas;jid al-’asam ,(Tabari, I, 2494s II, 73 
1701, 1702s Bukhari, pg® 5: Tabari, Tafsir * XI,
2i, centre®
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(c) yiasjid al-Jatma (jfaqut,, iii, 896s al Fmstat: 

also Tabari ii, 1119; Xbn Kutaiba, Ma'arif, 
ed* Wustenfeld, p© 106®

(d) Mas j Id Jatni1 ; BaladhurT, 289s Madafin; Yaqut, 
i, 643? 647| Basra,

(g ) Masjid al-Jami1 , (Yaqut, H i ,  899s iv , 885;
-BOAf ii, 298, 315, 387| vii, 11G, etc,

(f) Simply aI-Jamlf , Yaqut, 1, 400; BaladhurT,
P* 348®

(g) Masj 1 d-al-Khutba; MakrTzT, iv , 44, 64, 87*
(h) Mas,11 d-al-Khutbg; MakrTzT, iv, 55*
(i) Jam!1 al-Minbar, BOA» Hi, 316, for Jami, i, 8®
(j) Jftasjid al-Jamt* wa-Minbar, FQA3 v, 304-6®

In the Adana mosque, the term al-Masjid al-Ja?miT has 
been used in the inscription bearing the date of 
construction*

34* Burgess, Jas* and Gousens, B®, The Architectural Anti
quities of Northern Gujarat. ASWI, vol® IX, London,
1903, PP* 53-57® Sayyid Ahmed, A s^r-as-S ana dT c] Q quoted 
by Cunningham, ASR« vol* I, 1862-63, PP* 184-5*
Buchanan spells it as Adinah instead of Adina •
(Account of Lina.ipur» Mss® BUR I). 71, in. the India 
office Library, vol® I, Appendix II, p* 3*

35* Stewart, 0* , The History of Bengal From the First 
Muhammedan invasion until the virtual conquest of

' ' — — — ^      —  m m m — r—  n ~ n r ~ ' i 11 m  r     u r n r  n 11 im m  ~ ^ n i n m i i i i n  i m i u i m m  i
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that country by the English, 1757? London, 1813? P® 99* 
The reign of Saltan Ahmad Shah (A.Ho 836-39/A.D. 1432- 
35) cemented the diplomatic relation between Persia 
and Bengal when Shah Rulcn, son of Timur lane sent an 
embassy, headed by Maulana *Abd al-RahTm,in connection 
with the Persian intervention in the aggression of 
Jaunpur upon Bengal. The period of the intervening 
Hindu dynasty witnessed the revival of the Persian 
idea of glazed tiles,which had already penetrated Sind 
and Multan,in'the architectural monuments of Bengal as 
exemplified by the Eld’akhT Mausoleum (A*H0 818-36/A 
1415-32)® 1 Abid ’Alt reports that Persian was the
court language of the district of Malda till the year 
1834 A.D«, when it was replaced by Bengali (TAbid *AlT, 
OPaCit., P. 157)*

36* Contributions s vol. XLII, 1873? PP® 256-57*
37© Salim, G.H. , Riyazu-s-Sal^tTn„ A History of Bengal,

*

Tr. by A Salam, Bibliotheca Indica, Calcutta, 1904, 
p® 109* The King Ghiyas-ud~dTn once fell ill and 
despairing of life selected three harem girls named 
Sarv, Gul, and Lalah to perform' the last bathing rites, 
soon after his recovery he recited the following 
distich when the other girls of his harem started to 
taunt the favoured ones as bathers: 11 Cup bearers, 
this is, the story of Sarv [the cypress], Gul [the
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Rose] and Lai ah [the Tulip] «' When he could not
complete the verse he sent it to Hafiz, who added
the following lines; "From this Persian sugar-candy
that goes forth to Bengal Hafiz, from the yearning
for the company of Sultan Ghias-ud-din, Rest not; for• *

thy (this) lyric is the outcome of lament a tion1'«
38* Beglar, Jas* P.MT, Archaeological Purvey of Bengali 

Report 1888, Calcutta, 1888, p* 13*
39® Ibid, p. 11* It is extremely doubtful whether the 

fragmentary sculptures could be dated, prior to the 
10th century A.Do
lbids p® 48o It is interesting to note that vandals 
and treasure-hunters dug large pits in the foundations 
of the monuments of Gaud and Hazrat Pandua, as attested• « m m *
by Manrique who visited Gaud in 1640, during the 
Governorship of Shah Shujat He narrates the story of 
the discovery of three large copper vessels, containing 
silver and gold coins, dug out by a villager from a 
ruined wall, presumably the BaTs Gh’azT vsfQll of the 
citadel of Gaud. (Travels of Fray Sebastian Manrique 
by Ce Eckford Luard. and H. Hosten. The Hakluyt Society, 
London, vol* I, p* 129-33)®

41* ASR, vol* I, pp * 184-89*
42). Ibid, p* 103® See also IlahT Bakhsh, KhUTsbXd-i ~<J ahan 

num’s , edited and translated by H« Beveridge in JASB,
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vol* LXI¥j Part I, 1895, PP* 211-12* (Hereafter cited 
as KharshTd)» Bee also Prasad, p® 24)*

43# infra s P£\ 'Si‘S'1 6 -
Khars hid* p* 212* Iiatix Bakhsh adds a note that the 
word l/U' can be read as and also may mean ,fto
include11, 11to embrace11« *AbTd *Ali states that the 
inscription was engraved by Sultan Sikandar Stiah himse3,f *
It is hardly true as it is unconventional* generally, 
engravers commissioned by the Kings undertake the work 
of carving the epigraphical record as for instance the 
Dinajpur inscription of Sikandar Shah, dated A.H* 765/
A.D* 1363 executed by "Ghiyath, the Golden-handed*1, 
Although the Dihajpur record and the AdTna Mas3id 
inscription bear little resemblance, it is presumed 
that the latter was executed by that distinguished 
engraver, "Ghiyath"«

45* ASR vol® XV, p. 93*
46. *^bid *AlT, pp* 139-40#
47* Salim, p* 105*
48® Ibid* p® 108# Salim*s statement that Sultan Sikandar

Shah reigned only 9 years and some months is not
corroborated by Numismatic, and epigraphical evidence#
Im fact as historians tell uŝ ut ruled from A.H* 758 to 
795, corresponding to AoD* 1357 to 13929 that is, 35 years® 
(Bhattasali, pp* 52-72)G



49* Horn, 3P>, Muhammadan Inscriptions from Bengal in 
Epigraph!a Indiea , vol* II , ASI, NS, p* 283* Bee 

v- also Thomas, E., The Initial Courage of Bengal introduced 
by the Muhammadans on their conquest.0SOO-8OO (1203- 
1397), London, 1866, p. 80* MAB 0 p. 56* Dani, 
Inscriptions of Bengal0 in Journal of Asiatic Society 
of Pakistan, Appendix II, p*v 56.̂

50* Horn, P., p. 283* See also ASR, vol. XV, p® 90.
51. Salim, p. 105.
52. Stewart, p. 87*
53* Buchanan, op.cit*. vol. II, p. 653* It is interesting 

to note that Beveridge in his edition of the KhurshXa 
Jah&n Nutria, refers to A.H. 704 as the date mentioned by 
Buchanan (llahT Bakhsh, p. 212)® Both the original Ms. 
as well as Martin1s edition of Buchanan bear the date 
AoH« 707 - a date obviously taken from either Francklin 
or Prasad. ^Francklin, p. 54; Prasad, p® 27®*)

54. Francklin, pp. 49-54; see also Beveridge, H#, Ma.ior
Francklin’s MS description of Gaur*in JASB , vol. IXIII, 
1894, PI* I, No. 2, pp. 85-93® (Hereafter cited as 
Beveridge).

55* Prasad, pp® 24-28; see also Beveridge. H . , A short
notice of a Persian MS on G-aur0 in JASB. vol. LXXI,
Pt. 1, INfo. 1 , 1902, p. 44* (Hereafter cited as Ahwal).

56® Francklin, p. 54*
57* Prasad, p. 27. He reads it thus;
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-£> 14* 9 'Zf3V^-A' 8 ^ ------- 0̂.3

tHere <£anat, ̂ aa/ occurs twice and it is thought that 
he meant the after Raja^ to he o ^ »  or

t

6th®
0Qntributions a 1873$ vol. XLII, pp. 256-57# Discrepancies 
occur in the readings of BXochmann and those of Prasad. 

P^&sad (1810) Blochmann (1873)

ii )Uj\ ^
t ^  *

J - S  J - * 1 f / 1
*■ 4

^ j a X J U - o i  b P ^  < y

* I"'. v. >=J1 ^
* • * . '  ^ n y * , * u

g X /  c r P  ^  

q  MAX'
^ m  ^  ^ NJa ^

r < X ™

c— v(r 3  ^
<* Ap^jAA/
X J  IXR^x/J <v. , J * N£_J W^AAA) >
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Salam supports the statement of Blochmann wrongly In 
his translation of the Ri^a’zp-s-Sal'atTn, p* 105, No. 2.

59e Il'ahT Balchshfl p. 212.
60. Horn, p. 283* He merely copies the inscription mentioned 

by IlahT Baidashs bearing the date VVH , 776:f
'jy j p  ^  AAA/

61 o Horn, p. 283*
62. Il'ahT Bakhsh§ p® 212. Bee also Ravenshaw, J.H., Gaur:

its Ruins and. Inscriptions fl edited as Mrs. C. Ravenshaw
and annotated by Grote, A., London, 1878, p® 60, PI. 45,

*

No. 1. He reads the d a t e : 0 ^ u ^  c—^ 3  Cluas ^
i.e., 6th Rajab of the year A.H. 770 corresponding to 
14th February 1369* Dani is inconsistent when he reads
the date as 6th Rajab, 770/14th February, 1369 in one
place (Muslim inscription, p. 12.) and also A.H. 776/
A .Do 1375 in another place MAB, p. 55)* Shamsuddin 
Ahmad reads 6th Rajah A.H. 770 (Inscriptions of Bengali 
Rajshahi, vol. IV, Rajshahi, 1960, pp. 35-38.

63* *Abid 'All, pp. 139-40.
64. Marshall, J., Annual Report. ASX, DG®, 1902-3, p. 52.
65* Salim, A*, P* 104, N. 1.
66. MAB, p. 55j N. 5*
67* Salim, pp. 105-6.
68. Horn, P., p. 282-83.
69. Supra, pp. 109-30 I infra, pp. ^77- 30
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70* Supra* pp# 4^7" 30 *
7*1* Supra* pp* - '
72* Prancklin, p. 53 , He says that the space of ground

occupied by the site of the AdTna Masjid cannot be
less than 1600 square feet* Beglar gives exhaustive
data* pp. 48-49« See Appendix.
785-6: Oordovas mosque: 26*500 sq* yards.
847 : Samarra: Great Mosque45*500 sq* yards*
861 : Egypt : Mosquie of :31 *000 sq. yards.

Ibn T*ul*un
1191 : Delhi : Quwwat al- ;736/11<>' X 4 48*^

Islam mosque 
as planned by 
1A l"u ddTn Kha 1jT

(Page* 3*. A., An Historical Memoir on the Qutb: Delhi.
i ASI^,Plo 1; A short Account of EMA 0 pp. 216, 274®

73* Marshall* , The monuments of Muslim India in tke
Cambridge History of India, vol. Ill, Cambridge, 1928,
p. 602.

74® Beglar, p® 1. Buchanan gives the dimensions 500^NS X
300XEW (op.cit., vol. II, ppe 649-650)* Cunningham 
gives the dimensions as 507%*' X 2 8 5 ^ ^  (ASR. XV, p®
90). Pergusson gives the measurements as 507* X 285**
(A History of Indian and Eastern Architecture. London, 
1910, p® 257).

75. Pergusson, J®, p. 257; Cunningham measures the courtyard 
as 497* X 159*, ASH9 vol. XV* p® 90: Beglar mentions 
419* X 186* (op.cit*, p. 1)*
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76. Marshall, p. 988 j Pergusson, p. 89®
77« Pergusson, p* 89, Cunningham states that the depth 

of the iTwan is 62 feet* (ASR s vol. XV*, p* 91)®
78* Buchanan,
79. ASR» XVS f q0 •
80* SPA, vol* I, pp* 493-4*
81e EMA* II, pp* 64* 64?
82* Supra, pp.
83® Supra, pp. I&5-77*
84* Brown, Indian Architecture Muslim period). Bombay,

HD, p.
85® Supra, pp. I 77“7€, f73- J ^7-^^
86. Marshall, op.cit*. p. 626.
87o I am indebted to Miss E* Beasley, for her opinions.

She tells me that there are two ways of preventing a 
pier which supports an arch from over-turning:
Firstly; By propping it up with a flying buttress;
AdTna Mas;)id side arch.
Secondly: By a heavy downward weight on top of the 
pier; AdTna Masjid may have several superimposed 
arches as at Jaunpur.

88* Sleemen, W*H., Rambles and. Recollections of an Indian
Officialq vol. II, edited by V fiA* Smith, London, p* 254* 

89® Terry, The Charms of Indo-Islamic Architecture. London, 
1935, P® 12—141 Perrot, G-®, and Chipiez, C., History of



Art in Persia London, 1892, p. 162-63: see also SPA a 
I, P. 3423-243 Fig s. 100 j Fig. 152, p. 537 3 Fig* 134,
P. 505®

90® Chakravarti, M.M., Pre-Mughal Mosques of Bengal „ in 
JASBj, vol* VI, W.S. 1910, p* 31-321 (hereafter cited 
as Bengal)» See also Saraswati, S.K., Indo-Muslim 
Architecture in Bengal*,in Journal of the Indian Society 
of Oriental Art, vol* IX, 1941, pp. 16-17.

91« Incidentally, it is of interest to. mention that
Westmacott reports the construction of a brick vaulted 
chamber, excavated by Lloyd Jones at Hemtabod® 
Westmacott, 35 .V., Letter to the commissioner of circuit, 
Raj3*hahi Division in the Proceedings of the Government 
of Bengali dated July 1875: Archaeological Report on 
the District of Dinagepose0 Wo. 154, dated Dinajpur, 
the 19th April, 1875, P® 4. See also Beglar, pp. 22, 40 
42®, 50-52. Appendix III, pp. 4-6.
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CHAPTER V

MOSQUES OP PRE-MUGHAL 
BENGAL 

(THE SQUARE TYPE)

A/ THE CHAMKATTI MASJID
AT GAUD 

(A.H. 833/ A.D. 1478-79)

The QhamkattTMasjid (Pis. XGVII, XGVIII, Pig. 107), 
the RajbibI Masjid (PI. GXVT, Pig. 109), and the Lattan 
Masjid (Pis. CXX-CXXV, Pig. 108), form a closely connected 
group since they are all domed, and all square in plan.
The Ghamkatti Masjid stands on the western side of the 
Dinajpur road, a little to the east of the Lukachuri gate 
which forms the eastern entrance of the citadel of Gaud.
As its name indicates, the Masjid is peculiarly, associated 
with a group of fnendicants who habitually inflicted tortures 
on themselves, and therefore, are known as Giiarakattis or

- 1slcinH-eutters. Marshall calls the Ghamkatti Masjid "Chamkhan"
It is believed by some authors that tfusuf Shah built 

this mosque in honour of a renowned faqTr who performedT  *
before him. This ruling prince made a reputation for 
himself as a virtuous and just ruler; he prohibited wine
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and built three mosques at Gaud, namely, this Chamkatti
Masjid (A.H. 883/A.D. 1478) the lantTpara Masjid (A.H.
885/A.D. 1480) and the Darasfcari Mas j id (A.H. 884/A. I).
1479).^ These all bear inscriptions* However,, they are
not all of the same type, architecturally*

An idea of the structural detail as well as the
rich ornamentation of the Chamkatti Masjid can easily be
obtained from the painting (Pl.̂ V;otChrelj>î n)done by Creighton
in 1801-7 which appears in his well-known book of 

5engravings* Strangely enough, no notice was taken of it 
by other early visitors and archaeologists, such as Qrme, 
Daniell, Prasad and Prancldin, Buchanan and Ravenshaw.6 
IlahT Bakhsh. however, refers to it incidentally, without

7giving details of its architectural features.'
In general plan, the Ctiamkatti Mas;)id is a cubical* f

building with an inner chamber, measuring 23 feet 8 inches 
each way internally. It was buttressed in the usual 
fashion by four octagonal corner towers with moulded 
stringcourses, though all these are now in disrepair.
The interior is also much damaged. It seems that its brick 
walls were faced with stone, as at the AdTna Masjid, but 
the facing is also damaged. The shoulders of the dome are 
also in ruins. Stone must have been used also for the internal



facing of the brick core. The total dimensions of the
building are 50 feet 4 inches long by 33 feet 8 inches
broad. Its walls are pierced on the north and the south

8by pointed arched openings.
The transition from the square base of the dome 

to the octagon is attained by an arched squinch at each 
corner. These squinches are constructed of small burnt 
red bricks in five or possibly six courses which are still 
visible externally. The octagonal base of the dome 
supports a 1,6-sided gallery, a small stone pilaster being 
placed at each corner of the polygon. Here the builders , 
achieved a domical construction without resorting to the 
octagon. Unlike the plain sheet dome of the latter the 
Chamkatti Masjid has a dome of peculiar shape with three 
clearly marked outer receeding stages. It is coated with 
a thick layer of plaster.

The Chamkatti Mas3id marks a considerable departure 
from the square plan initiated by the Ekllkhi tomb (Pis. 
LXXXIXb, XCa) by the addition of a verandah in front of the 
lTwsTn on the east. This oblong verandah measures 9 feet 
11 inches wide. It is provided with three pointed arched 
openings, formed by successive courses of brick voussoirs. 
These arches spring from oblong brick piers placed east 
and west. The arches are recessed, similar to those found

—  - f» " - 10.in the liwan of the Adina Masjid* There are also two 
arched openings on the northern and southern ends of the



verandah.* The hanging chain-and.-bell motif predominates 
in the decoration of the facade.

*Abid *AlT says that the roof of the verandah
11shows ”a peculiar form of vaulting11: between the piers

of the Mosque proper and those of the verandah there are 
three arches at right angles, which carry the roof of the 
verandah; from the remains of this roof, it may be 
presumed that the central part of the verandah was tunnel 
vaulted, whereas the northern and southern sides were groin 
vaulted* The remains of brick ribs lend support to the 
suggestion that the side bays of the verandah were groined. 
Like most of the Bengali mosques, the cornice of the 
Chamkatti Masjid is elliptically curved. It has also corner 
towers, either circular or octagonal.

Other examples of buildings which are square in plan 
and domed are to be seen in the original Jama*at Khana 
Mas^id (Fig. 44) at the Largish of Nizam-ud-din at Delhi, 
built by 1 Ala’-ud-dTn KhaljT, in the tomb of Isma*Tl the 
Samanid at Bukhara, (Fig. 29) as well as in the Il-Khanid 
mosques at Marand, ArdabTl (Fig. 34), Itaj^Dashti and 
Eziran (Fig. 33) near Isfahun. The mosques at Khargird 
and Yazd also provide examples of the completely enclosed
and roofed type of mosque without the usual courtyard.

12In Bengal the earliest known example of this type of 
building is found in the Mosque at Molla Simla (PI. LVIIIb)



13in Hughli, which is dated A.H# 777/A.D* 1375* Other
notable examples are also, to be seen in the Chika building

14(A.H. 818-5 6/A. D. 1415-32). Binat Bibi’s mosque in Dacca
(A.H* 861/A.D. 1457), the mosque of Shah Sufi at Ghhoto
Pandua (Fig* 112),^ Hughli (A.H. 882/A.D. 1477) and one ofi

17the mosques at Navagram, Pabna (A.H. 932/A.D. 1526).
In tHese, however, the absence of a verandah is conspicuous.
This feature probably appears for the first time in Gaud
in the Charnkatti Masjid. I;t reappears in the mosque at * * *

Gopalganj in Dinajpur (A.H. 865/A.D. 1460), and the mosque
of Mas^idbari (Fig. 120) at Barisal (A.H. 870/A.D. 1465)#
both of which were built during the reign of Sultetn Bstrbak

18Shah (A.H. 864-79/A.D. 1459-74)* The verandah later on 
became a prominent feature in Bengali mosques, as 
exemplified by the RaJbTbT Masjid at Gaud (A.H. 841-92/
A.D. 1437-80)^9 the Mosque at Kheraul in the District of 
Murj63hTd*abad (A.H. 900/A.D. 1494-5)# Rukn Khan’s Mosque 
at DevTkot in DTriajpur (A.H. 918/A.D. 1512), the mosque at 
Sura (Fig* 113) in Dina3pur (A.H. 899-925/A.D. 1493-19)

20and the.Lattan Mas^id at Gaud (A.H. 889-925/A.D. 1493-1519)*
■ There is an important inscription (PI. XOVIIl) in 

the British Museum belonging to the reign of Sultan Yusuf 
Sh*ah of Bengal, which records the erection of a mosque, 
at an unidentified place* The inscription is curved on a
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large basalt slate, which has been unfortunately broken 
in half. The text along with the translation is given 
below:
Text:

91
L'M' > JU*> (s'tX*

... h  ̂  M  u ^ ' j> ^

Translation: "Verily this congregational mosque was built
by the great and exalted Sulfan Shams-alrDunya wa’l-IiTn
Abu(l-Muzaffar Y^suf Shiah, the Sultan, who is the son of
B'arbak Sh*ah, the Suljefn, son of Mahmud Sh*ah, the Sultan,
may Allah perpetuate his Kingdom and Sovereignty; dated
the first of the month of Muharram in the year eight hundred»*
and eighty three, A.H.W1$\.D. April 4, 1478).

As has been said the record in question is split 
into two unequal halves. The split, occuring slantingly 
divided the big piece into two, the largest measuring 4 feet 
and 8^/4 inches in length and the smaller 3 feet and 11 
inches. The enormous but superbly carved epigraphical record 
is 1 foot 8^/4 inches in height, 8 feet; and 7^/4 inches in



total length and 3z inches thickness. The single-line
inscription is engraved in an elegant Naskh style. It has
the following words written on the top, ‘'Presented by Col.
Francklin", the celebrated author of the Ms description of
Gaur (1810-12), now in the India Office Library, London,

21numbered Mss 19*
Before dwelling on the controversial theme of its

identification of the inscription with any specific
architectural monument, it is interesting to note a few
discrepancies in the "Ruins of G-aur" by Francklin, which

22is in the India Office Library. He seems to have 
depended upon an eye-copy for his decipherment. Incidentally, 
Shy am Pras’ad, the author of a Persian Ms entitled "Ajmal 
G-aur wa Panduah" and the MunshT of Ellerton of the Guamalti 
Indigo Factory, notices this inscription in connection with 
an unidentified mosque, called the Mahajantoia Mosque.
This Persian Ms, is India Office Library, EthS 2841, and 
has been published without English translation by A.H. Lani.2^ 

Although broken into pieces, the stone provides 
a complete epigraphical record in an immaculately neat and 
legible script. Ool. Francklin says that he found the 
inscription in "a mosque called Mahajan Tolah, adjoining 
the Lattan Mas j id and of the same kind of architecture."^
In his transcription there are a few inaccuraties and



\ ^  9 \ĵommissions, for example, he reads 'v^as (V® , '
a s ^ ^ 9  OK, , and &  as ^  • Francklin also
omitted a few words, such, as ̂ UAaUI after (3^-^ »

and tfW after \\s , which is found in the inscription
jointly, • But the most serious of all
ommissions was Q 3  , which he left out after

«

and before E-̂ * • He translated the date of the
construction as “first of the month of Muharram, Anno 
Kijera 800“. It is manifestly clear from the inscription 
that the mosque referred to here was built and the 
inscription engraved on the first of the month of Muharram 
in the year eight hundred and eighty three, (A.H. 883) 
corresponding to April 4, 1478-79, in place of A.H* 800/
A.D. 1479*

Shyam PrassTd at the request of Francklin also read
the inscription, but makes the same mistake* Curiously
enough, A. Grote did not check the transcription when he
annotated Ravenshaw1s “Gaur; its Ruins and Inscriptions’*

23with massive extracts from Francklin1s Ms* Cunningham
unhesitatingly ascribed-the inscription mentioned by
Francklin to the Chamkatti Masjid*

*- •

It may not be out of place to observe here that
M.S. Briggs attempted to correct the date* He writes on
the 26th July, 1930, “The letter of ‘Gulasa or Thulatha
is omitted, reading the datable portion thus:

‘ 1 <  . a  \  ^  I , \ \  - _  _  'yr \ J 4  ‘- — o  t V  2 7
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It is, therefore, evident that he saw the British Museum
record and checked the transcription of Francklin. But
sti^angely enough he makes the above observations in connection
with another inscription of YUsuf Shah dated Monday, the
14th of the month of Muharram in the year of the Hijra 885*
According to Francklin, this appears in front of the

28Golden Mosque at Hazrat Pandua. Beveridge in his Botes
on Francklin1s "Ruins of Gaur" says that the inscription
bearing the date A.H. 885 aiid referring to Yousuf Shah can
have nothing to do with the Pandua Mosque, and in fact no

29such inscription appears there.  ̂ Therefore the assignation
of the Golden Mosque at Hazrat Pandua to the reign of Yu'suf• • •

Shah is hardly justified, as the Golden Mosque was inscribed
✓ - 30and built in A.H. 900/A.D. 1582. In fact, the inscription 

bearing the date A.H. 885 has been assigned to the 
T’ant’ip’ara Mas j id at Gaud. In brief, Brigg’s observation 
in connection with the inscription dated A.H. 885 can only 
be relevant to the inscription bearing the date A.H. 883, 
wrongly deciphered as A.H. 880 by Francklin and accepted 
by Cunningham, 'Abid *AlT, Dani, Saraswati, M.N. Chakravarti, 
etc.*^ Creighton did paint the Chamkatti Masjid but does 
not mention its date of construction, nor is the date 
mentioned by Orme, Daniell or Ravenshaw.
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The inscription records the erection of a Jaini!
Masjid by the ruler himself, that is, Sultan y*usuf Shiah, 
clearly indicating the fact that it was a royal enterprise* 
Scholars differ in their opinions about the identification 
of the Mosque referred to in the British Museum inscription, 
which, as we have seen, is dated A.H. 683* Francklin ascribed 
the inscription to the Maha jazf'toliT Mosque, adjoining the 
Lattan Masjid, which maintains "the same style”. The 
Mah'ajan^olsT and the three neighbouring mosques, namely, 
the Chamkatti on the north of the region known as Mah’a j an 
-$ola, the Ta'ntTp'ara Masjid on the west and the Lattan Masjid 
to the south of the TantTp’ara, at the south-west side of the 
area, are all roughly situated within a halfjfcmile radius*

Criticizing the views of Francklin, G-rote writes,
UA reference to the map will show Mah’ajantolah to be about 
half a mile to the KB of the T’ant^par’a mosque to which no 
allusion is made in Francklin1s Report* Creighton’s Map 
also gives Mah'ajantola, but without any indication of a 
mosque thex̂ e* The TantTpara Mosque is the only one near 
the Lattan Mosque”.^2 The absence of any existing ruins 
called Maliajantola coupled with the lack of reference to 
any such building by Ilahi Bakhsh, Cunningham and others, 
suggest that there was no such structure at all. Moreover, 
the use of the term ’’MaLxajantola area’1 must have misled



Francklin in the description of the term with a mosque.
With regard to the alleged date of construction 

given by Francklin, A.H. 880, G-rote says that Creighton 
referred to an inscription bearing the same date as the 
Lattan Masjid. About the Lattan Masjid record Cunningham 
writes, ’’Creighton states that it was built in A.H. 880 
by yusuf Shah., and though he says nothing about any 
inscription, I feel satisfied that he must have seen one, 
either attached to the building, or lying somewhere near it, 
and has forgotten to quote it, as he is always very careful 
to note his authorities for the dates which he gives. At 
the time of Francklin’s visit the inscription had certainly 
been removed* The vacant panel in which it vfas fixed over 
the middle doorway is 6 feet 6^ inches in length by 1 foot 
11-g- inches in height, which I record here in the hope that 
some day the inscribed slab belonging to the Masjid may 
thereby be identified”. ^  The descriptions given by 
Cunningham correspond clearly with those of the British 
Museum panel.

A further confusion remains to be cleared up.
The inscription of the Lattan Masjid as given by Creighton 
corresponds with the alleged date of the British Museum 
inscription given by Francklin who believed it to have 
belonged to the Golden Mosque at Hazrat Pandua which bears 
the date A.H* 880. The British Museum panel would not fit
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in the Lattan Mas3id though this mosque is uninscribed.
Moreover, on the basis of architectural style and decoration
the Lattan Masjid has been convincingly proved by Dani to
have belonged to the reign of Husain Shah. He writes,
"This date A.H. 880 of Cunningham cannot be accepted
against the overwhelming evidence of the style of the mosque.
It does not fit in at all with the monuments of the Ilya's
ShahT period. Its plan is, no doubt, the same as in the
Chamkatti Mosque, but its character definitely places it
in the Husain Sh*ahT period.1*^

Grote thinks that Francklin*s Mahajantoia mosque
must be none other than the neighbouring T'antTp'ar’a mosque,
lying half a mile north east of the former monument, as

35noted earlier. Creighton refers to another stone slab
bearing the date A.H. 885 found near the TantTpara" mosque,

36which was also erected by tfusuf Shah. According to 
Cunningham, it had two inscriptions, the outer slab 
measuring 5 feet i inch in length and 1 foot 8 inches in 
height, which is quoted by Creighton, and the inner stone 
measuring 2 feet 9 inches in length and 1 foot 6 inches in
height which was placed over the southern doorway of the

VI »'courtyard of the Qadarn Rasul Mosque, to which It cannot
possibly belong. Neither of the two records mentioned by 
Creighton and Cunningham is identical in dimensions with 
the British Museum slab. The British Museum has also another
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inscription of yTisuf Siiah bearing the date A*H* 885, which
has also been assigned to tbe T*antTp*ara Mas j id* Therefore,
it seems tbat tbe British Museum inscription in question,
dated A.H. 883, cannot be attributed to either tbe
TantTpara Mas;}id or tbe Lattan Mas j id.

Cunningham writes, "The Chamkatti Masjid inscription
slab has gone, but tbe panel in which it was fixed is feet
long, which measurement may hearafter perhaps lead to its
identification* I think, however, it may be the identical
inscription of A.H. 880 preserved by Francklin, which he
says was copied from a mosque, "called Mahajan Tel's,
adjoining the Lattan Masjid and of the same kind of

37architecture". How this description can apply only to
the Chamkatti Masjid, which stands in the very middle of
Mah!a jangora, at about half a mile from the Lattan Mas jid,
with which it corresponds most exactly, both in ground

38plan and in style*
The most intriguing part of Cunningham *s argument 

is the divergence, in the measurements of the British Museum 
stone with those of the Chamkatti Masjid panel. The panel 
of the missing slab of the Chamkatti mosque is feet in 
length, whereas the British Museum slab in its entirety 
measures 8 feet 7 inches in length.

The year A.H. 880, therefore, was probably marked 
by the erection of a number of elegant mosques under the



lavish patronage of Y*usuf Shah. These included the Chsimkatt 
Masjid, the TahtTp~ara Mas j id., and the DshasbarT Masjid.

The present inscription has been noticed by many 
historians and epigraphists but they had no facsimile with 
thern by means of which to offerA correct transcription. 
Although the engraver inadvertently left out the last 
letter of the word , yet it is evid.ent
that it could not be other, than Thulth, making the date 
A.H. 883/A.D. "1478-79* The only objection, however, lies 
in the fact that the British. Museum record is too big in 
si^e to fit in the small panel on the Gha’mkattr Masjid, 
mentioned by Cunningham. Compared with the large sizes 
of black basalt used in engraving and the calligraphic 
style in the inscriptions of the TantTpara Masjid and the 
Darasb’arT Masjid. it could indeed be said that the British 
Museum slab belonged to the Chsfmkatti Masjid. The 
DarasbarT Masjid, built by Yusuf Shah in A.H. 884/A.X). 1479, 
measures 11 feet 3 inches in length and 2 feet 1 inch in 
height. Calligraphically, the British Museum demonstrates 
a remarkable attainment of engraver*s profound skill in 
high relief and complete mastery over tender and crisp 
style.



B/ THE RAjBlBT MASdID 
AT GAUD

(A - l - h  /  A .$ * 3 ° )

The RajbTbT Masgid (PI. GXYI, Pig* 109) 9 a small 
elegant building in Gaudjconforms in general plan and 
architectural details with the Cloamkattl Masjid. IlaihT 
Bakhsh writes, "It is south-east of the Kotwali Gate, 
east of the high road, between two tanks, one of which is 
called Batiya (?) Dighi and the other KahanTa Dighi. It 
is a small mosque: the people of Gaur call it RaJbrFi * s 
Mosque. It is 37 cubits long from east to west, and 29
cubits broad. There is a large dome, and on the east

39aide three small ones**.
Literally Raj’bTbT means Royal (Raj) Lady (BTbT).

Presumably it was built by a prominent member of the Harem
40of the Bengali Sultans. ’Abid fAli wrongly identifies the

Ra*JbTbT Masjid with the Dhunichak Masjid, situated in
Mahdipur, whereas Dani describes it under the appellation
of Khania Dighi mosque, ostensibly because of its situation

41near the bank of the said tank. In fact no such mosque
under the appellation of Khania Dighi ever existed, as
there is no mention in the complete Revised List of Ancient

42Monuments of Bengal., 1886*
According to U ’bid ’All and Dani, the. RajbsbT 

Mosque measures 62 feet by 42 feet. The central square
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chamber is 28 feet square. The pointed central dome of 
the main square hall of this Masjid is still visible, 
though in ruins* It has three mihrab niches in the western 
qibla wall. The mosque is entex^ed from the east by three 
arched openings and there are two other doors on the north 
and the south sides*

In the present state of its ruins, it is difficult 
to say whether there was a verandah on the eastern front 
of the mosque; excavation, when carried out, should reveal 
the answer.

A s regards decoration, Dani says, tfa part of the 
ornamentation at the southern cornice is still preserved.
We have here three rows of decoration between the cornice 
mouldings - the chain at the lowest and a series of niches 
with flowers in the upper two - the same system of decoration 
as seen for the first time in the Eklakhi tomb. Down below 
we also get separate panels with hanging motifs* The
detail and the plan agree very well with the style seen in

_   .43
the second Ilyas Shajii period11 •

The date of the KagbTbT Masjid cannot be ascertained 
as no inscx^iption has been assigned to it* Typologically, 
this elegantly planned mosque cannot be earlier than the 
Chamkatti Masjid which in many of its features seems to 
have served as its model. It may, therefore, be placed 
between the early Ilyas Sh’ahT period aixd the Husain ShahT



period, that is, during the period of the restored Ilyas 
ShahT dynasty who ruled from A.H. 841-892, corresponding 
to A.D. 1437-80.

0/ THE LATTAN MASJID AT GAUD 
(A.H. 899-925/A.D. 1493-1519).

Chambers sa^s, "To the southward, about half a 
mile beyond the obelisk (Firuza Minar), is the Huttee 
Musjeed by some Europeans termed the China mosque from
the bricks of which it is built being ornamented with

* i 44 ~—ii-various colours". Prasad erroneously places this 
mosque (Pis. OXXI^-CXXV, Pig. .108) in the middle of the 
citadel of G-aujL^ In point of fact, it is situated 
4 miles north of Gaud Thana after crossing the BhagTrathT 
on the right side of the Naw*abgan3 road, between the 
T'antTp'ar’a Masjid and the Five Arched bridge#^

Francklin says, "This elegant mosque is said to 
have been erected by a Nuttin or dancing girl. Once 
perhaps the favourite of her sovereign who to make amends 
for the liberties of her former life, erected, and endowed 
this temple as a compensation. Ys/hatever cause may have 
given ‘rise to the circumstance, it must be acknowledged, 
by any who viewed it even in its present ruinous state to 
have been "a building of much taste and even splendour"



Chambers maintains that the building in question
served the purposes of amusement, and refers to the domed
vestibule in front of the square domed chamber as the

48 —eunuch’s residence. Ilahi Bakhsh seems to have supported
the views expressed by Francklin and Chambers, although he
described the building as "the LattchkT Masjid" Even
Cunningham believed in this tradition, when he called the
building Nattan Mas3id, which he says was so named after

50Nattu, a favourite harem dancing girl.
R.K. Ghakravarti, however, extends the legend by 

stating that the personal name of Nutti or Nuttu was Mira 
Bai who lived in the Mira Taluq.-^ ’Abld Ali suggests 
that the same dancing girl concealed her name and put the 
King’s name in the record. One of the meanings of the 
word Nutti is a "tumbler pigeon", and the girl may well 
have been an acrobatic dancer. The term Nuttin gradually 
corrupted into Laton or Lotan (Lottan or Lattan).^2

Dancing girls were, indeed, kept for the amusement 
of the Sult’ans, as we know that Sultan Ghiyas-ud-dTn ’Azam 
Shah had three favourite harem girls, named the Rose, 
the Tulip and the Cypress. It is curious in this connection 
that foundations by the Ladies of the Royal court are very 
rare, though there is the JahanTya Mosque (PI. CXLVIb, Fig. 
119) (A.H. 941/A.D. 1534-35), built by "Bua Malti" or 
Sister MaltT, and the mosque of Binat BiLT (A.H. 861/A.D.
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641456) at Dacca,

Local traditions relating to the existing monuments
of Gau£ and Hazrat Pandua, are also current in connection
with the Ta^ntTpara Masjid, the Chamkat-tfl Masjid and the
Dhunichak Mas;jid, none of which, however, retained their
original appellations. The names they bear are of very
recent origin, and derive from the particular localities
where they were situated. These localities would seem
to be well-demarcated Mahallas or areas, inhabited by

*

different guilds or classes of people, pursuing different
professions, such as the T’antT or weavers, DhunT or cotton
carders etc. The Ch’amkatti Masjid as well as the Lattan
Mas^id have peculiar associations with groups of mendicants
and dancers respectively. The origin of the appellation
of the Lattan Masjid may, therefore, be reasonably sought
beyond the local legends which are usually quoted.

Creighton writes, ,fThis beautiful Edifice appears
to have obtained the epithet of painted [cTrii] from its
walls being cased, both inside and out, with glazed bricks,
wrought in different patterns and coloured blue, green and 

11 55white. ■*' Havens haw corroborates Creighton in regarding
56the monument as the “Painted Mosque1'. Chambers, also, 

reports that some European explorers and travellers have 
termed the edifice as the “China Mosque from the bricks 
of which it is built, being ornamented with various



colours11 *57
However, Bloch has set at rest the whole controversy 

as to the correct appellation of the Lattan Masjid by his 
thoughtful criticism, he says, !TX may mention in passing 
that the modern name of this mosque, Latan Masjid, 
generally has been explained as the ’Dancing Girl’s Mosque* 
and that the word Latan has been taken as a corruption of 
the Bengali word for ’dancing girl’, Katin - in Sanscrit 
natT. I am quite willing to accept this explanation, but 
I very much doubt if it really means that the mosque was 
built by a dancing girl. Prom ancient Indian inscriptions 
we certainly know of several instances where (dancing girls* 
or any other women of a similar class, called Ganika in 
Sanskrit, joined with Buddhist monks or nuns, and with 
respectable laymen and laywomen, in adoring a sacred Stupa 
or temple of their religion. [At Badami, there is a small 
temple, dedicated by female garland maker!} However, I 
entertain grave doubts if the MaulavTs, Imams and KheTdims, 
even at the capital of the Muhammadan Kingdom of Bengal, 
ever would have designed to accept the gift of a mosque, 
if it came from a dancing girl, although she might have 
been some sort of an ancient dame aux cam^lias. who, with 
the approach of old age, might have repented, and expressed 
a desire to atone for her former life, by some kind of 
meritorious work like the building of a mosque. Even if we
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accept sucli a theory , I am afraid we are laying too much 
stress on a name which, we owe merely to the modern tradition 
current among the ignorant peasants, who now live at the site 
of the ancient capital of Bengal. Another explanation of 
the word Latan Masjid has occured to me, to which I feel 
very much inclined to give the preference. I accept the 
current interpretation of the word Latan as corruption of 
the Bengali word Natin (Sanskrit natT), ’a dancing girl*.
But the mosque received this name not because it was built 
by a dancing girl, but on account of its gaudy appearance, 
both inside and outside, decked all over with glazed tiles 
in bright colours, such as white and blue, and green and 
yellow. The mosque itself, on that account, suggested to 
the ignorant peasants of modern Gaur the idea of a dancing 
girl, covered with bright garments and glittering jewels, 
and the name Latan Masjid thus really means * the mosque, 
which resembles a dancing girl*, and not the ’dancing girl’s 
mosque*”

The jSlan of the Lattan Masjid follows the established 
square plan of the Bengali mosques, initiated by the 
Eklakhi tomb and repeated in the Ghlamkatti Masjid^the 
mosque at Kheratfl in Mur^hXdab'ad and Rukn Khan’s mosque 
at LevTkot in DTnajpur, to which reference has been made 
earlier. The entire building is 72̂ - feet long and 51 feet 
broad outside (PI. CXX$?a, GXXVa). The central square



prayer chamber is 34 feet s q u a r e I t  is roofed by a 
hemispherical dome (Pis. CXXIVX, CXXIU, GXXVa-b) • t-nAccording 
to Francklin, the Lattan Masjid is crowned by a "Syrian” 
roof, but this description of it is obscure. He may have 
meant by this a gable roof, referring to the gable ends 
of the docha-^a style.

Chambers observes of this mosque, "So spacious and 
lofty a room, without a pillar beam or rafter is a real 
curiousity and when the antiquity of the building, the 
smallness of the bricks which compose it, and its present 
high state of preservation are considered, it seems evident 
that the art of building, as far as durability is considered., 
was far better than is indicated now by any modern edifice 
in the metropolis of India".^

The dome of the Lattan Masjid certainly shows the
builder1s skill and technical knowledge. Since it has
arched squinches, the Lattan iVlasjid is typologically akin
to the Chamkatti Masjid,. Saraswati says, "Still more
commendable is the construction of the massive dome, which
is provided with a basement support, cylindrical outside
and in the shape of a flattened vault inside. This support
adds to the height and dignity of the building and also
in the way of organic beauty, which is unfortunately lacking

61in most of the buildings of this kind in Bengal".
The most striking feature in the construction of



the dome is the absence of an octagonal base, as is
generally met with in the Tughlaq tombs, such as the Tomb

62of'Ghiyas~ud~dTn Tughlaq (A.H. 725/.A.D. 1325)* The dome 
rests on a polygonal base with ornamental parapets* The 
spandrels between the arched frames of the side walls and the 
squinches are filled, with brick stalactite pendentives 
There are moulded stringcourses round the base of the dome,
and lotus designs on the decorated parapets. The interior

*

of the dome is raised in three distinct stages and has 
8 vertical projecting ribs. Elegantly designed bell and. 
chain, motifs appear between the ribs. There is a lotus 
pendant hanging down from the crown of the dome. This 
building is of remarkable height, measuring approximately 
50 feet iirtei>nally and 70 feet externally.64

dibla wall has three semi-circular niches 
(Pis. CXVIla, OXXIII) the central one being bigger than 
the side ones. These are all encrusted, with glazed tiles.
The mihrab to the north of the central niche has fragments 
of Hindu sculpture built into it. There is a buttressed p 
projection standing out on the outside of the qibla wall 
(PI* GXXIIl). The central prayer hall is entered by three 
arched openings from the eastern verandah* There are also 
three doorways on.both the northern and the southern sides.

The verandah (PI. GXX1I) on the eastern side measures 
34 feet long by 11 feet wide and 35 feet .in height.^ xt is
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pierced with three openings on the east and one each at 
the sides* The central arched opening in the verandah 
measures 6 feet 11 inches in span, the side ones being

j 665 feet 5 inches and the end ones 4 feet 9% inches*
Cunningham1s view that the verandah was roofed over by
3 domes cannot be accepted as Plate shows a Bengali
Gh&bchala hut (PI. GXXIb) shaped roof over the central bay
of the verandah* The absence of brick stalactite
pendentive lends further support to this view.

Like most of the Bengali mosques, the Lattan Masjid
is provided with four circular corner towers (PI. CXX).
There are, howevei*, in this building two additional towers
at the corners of the verandah. These towers are fluted,
the fluting being formed of small round bricks placed
vertically one upon the other* This striking feature also
appears in the corner towers of the Adirxa Masjid as well as
in the flanking buttresses of the Gumti G-ate (A.H. 918/A.D. 

681512). The curvilinear cornice, which is characteristic
of Bengali architecture, also appears in this mosque. This
distinctive feature recalls the curved roof of Bengali huts,
which so captivated the fancy of the Mughal emperox’S that
they caused fBengali! pavilions to be erected, as pleasure-cxx tx a- *0
houses, in the forts of Agra and Lahore^ and the curved 
cornice similarly found its way into the later (Shah3ahim 
onwards) Mughal mosque style, as in the Delhi Fort mosque,



later buildings at the shrine of Mu'in-ud-dTn Chishti at 
Ajmer, etc. In Bengal itself this feature is not confined .

(J?JL . X VH| Iq)
to Muslim building, as the later temples^show it clearly.

The use of small bricks seems to have gained
universal practice in the Lattan Masjid. Chambers observes,
"The outer walls nine feet in thickness are formed of bricks,
extremely small, not exceeding four inches in length* three
in breadth and an inch and a half in thickness!* but the
bricks are so well made and the cement is so firm that the

69building has almost the solidity of stone". H
Cunningham compares the Lattan Masjid. with the

Chamkatti Mas3id as being built on exactly the same plan.
He writes, "Both are square rooms covered by a single dome

70with a verandah or corridor in front". The differences .
between the two are no less striking. The Lattan Masjid
has 3 mihrabs with 3 arched openings at each side: the
Ch'amkatti Masjid has only one central niche with an *

71opening at each side. . Both Cunningham and Marshall
72accept Creighton1s suggestion that the Lattan Masjid was 

built in the year A.H. 880/A.L. 1473* Cunningham writes,
"... though he [Creighton] says nothing about any inscription

A ’I feel satisfied that he must have seen one, either attached 
to the building, or lying somewhere near it, and has 
forgotten to quote it, as he is always very careful to note 
his authorities for the dates which he gives. At the time



of Francklinfs visit the inscription had certainly been
removed. The vacant panel in which it was fixed over the
middle doorway is 6 feet 6^ inches in length by 1 foot 11-g-
inches in height, which I record here in the hope that some
day the inscribed slab belonging to the Masjid may thereby

73be identified". The date of the inscription referred to
by Creighton and Francklin, now in the British Museum has
been corrected to A.H. 883, and has already been assigned
to the Cliamkatti Mas jid. The Lattan Masjid undoubtedly
surpasses all the earlier monuments of Gaud and Hazrat
Pandua in the exquisite ornamentation and is clearly later
than that of the Chamkatti Mas j id. Francklin has described
the Lattan Masjid, "Its whole interior is adorned in the
most beautiful tile work of variegated colours; consisting
of very dark blue, yellow, green and white tiles, resembling
marble, eight double minarets, made of bricks and incrusted
with variegated tile work, of fanciful architecture... I
have not myself met with anything superior to it either
for elegance of style, lightness in construction, or
tasteful decoration of ornament in any part that I have

74visited in Upper Hindustan". However Cunningham 
maintains a different view when he says, "surely this is 
the very poorest, the most primitive, and the most tasteless 
style of ornamentation that could be imagined; nothing but 
plain horizontal stripes repeated till the eye is fatigued



75with, their niggling monotony....” He continues, 11 the 
general view of the Lattan Masjid is certainly pleasing; 
but for the graceful outline, beauty of ornament, and 
stateliness of appearance, I greatly prefer the Old Minar, 
the Th’antlJp'ara. Mosque, and the Dakhil Gateway” • In all 
fairness, so far as the colour scheme, style of ornamentation 
and marvellous texture of these tiles from the Victoria and 
.Albert Museum collection can be judged, the Lattan Masjid 
may be regarded as a gem of Muslim ornamental art in Bengal. 
It surpasses any other monument of Bengal in the richness 
and variety of glased tile mosaics and certainly crystallizes 
the marks the zenith in the evolution of square domed type 
of Bengali mosques. Therefore it may only be placed in the 
later phase of Muslim rule in Bengal. Dani criticizes the 
Cunningham’s opinion that the Lattan Masjid was built in 
the reign of Yusuf Shah (A.H. 879-886/A.D. 1474-84) rather 
than of Husain Sliah (A.H. 889-925/A.D. 1493-1519)* As he 

iCytiftmghevrn **only failed to see that the difference 
between the Lattan Masjid and the other group of buildings 
lies not merely in architectural beauty but in their very 
character. They are products of two diffextent periods, 
when different ideals of beauty governed the life of man. 
Dakhil and TahtTp’ar'a ai*e the products of one period, while 
the Lattan x^epresents the conception of another period, 
which was saturated with richness and. dazzling effect of
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prosperity* It truly bears the stamp of the Husain Shahi 
agetf."^ This dating is undoubtedly correct*
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CHAPTER VI

MOSQUES OF PHE-MUGHAL BENGAL 
(THE OBLONG- MULT I-DOMED TYPE )

The oblong multi-domed type of Bengali mosque is 
represented by the TmitTp'ara* Masjid (A.H. 885/A.D. 1480), 
the Dhunichak Masjid (A.H. 841-92/A.D. 1437-86), the
Ruined Mosque at GuamaltT (A.H. 894/A.D. 1489)* and the

^ . 1 Batta Sona Masjid (A.H. 932/A.D. 1525-26). Saraswati^in his
article in the Journal of the Indian Society of Oriental
Art 9 elaborates the characteristics of this type, already
outlined by M.M. Chakravarti. The multi-domed type, as
he puts it, ,?is characterised by an oblong structure, which
is divided into several aisles by rows of pillars,
supporting the arches of the domes, and cut into a number
of prayer niches in the back wall and arched openings in the
front. The roof, consists of successive rows of low and
small domes, their number depending on the number of
interspaces formed by the division of the building into
bays and aisles. As usual in Bengal, cux*ved cornices and
polygonal turrets are also characteristic elements of such

pa structure”. Unlike the vaulted and domed type of Bengali 
: 3mosques, the central nave is conspicuous by its absence.

The verandah which, as we have seen, was a dominating feature
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in the square domed, type, also disappears in the
unvaulted rectangular type now to be discussed.

V  THE TXlII'TPAIS MASJID 
A.H. 885/A.D. 1^@o J

The T'antTpara Masjid (Pig. 116 & Pis. 01, Glia)
is one of the earliest lenown examples of the oblong multi
domed type of Bengali mosques. According to Cunningham,
"this mosque is the finest of all the buildings now 
remaining in G-aur%^ and it is certainly carefully planned 
and tastefully ornamented.* It stands betv/een the small 
Sagar Dighi and the river BhagTrathT, which has long since 
receded to the east* It stands a mile to the north of the 
eastern wall of the. citadel on the westex*n side of the 
DTnajpur road in between the Lattan ivlasjid and the Chamkatti 
Mas3id*

Creighton, who did a painting of the fahtTp’ara 
Masjid as he found it in 1801-7, says that the mosque owes
its appellation to the suburb or locality or ward where it

7 _is situated. Tanti, means weaver and para means ward or
8quarter* Francklin wrongly described this mosque as the

Mahaqantola Masjid.^ No Maiiigantola”*area appears in the
city plans drawn by eather Buchanan or Pembex^ton; Cunningham

1 oand Francklin seem to have been rnisinforrned.
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The T*antTpara Mas j id. is an oblong brick building

with the long sides placed north and south. It measures
78 feet by 31 feet internally and 91 feet by 44 feet 

11 ^externally# The liVan is divided into two aisles by a
transverse arcade, carrying 3 pointed brick arches, supported
on 4 stone pillars. From these pillars also spring three arches
at right angles to the fagade# Although less ornate than
those of the southern prayer chamber in the AdTna Masjid,
the TamtTpaVa pillars have square bases, moulded bands and

12cubical abaci. Brown says that the pillars of this
mosque are " of the square and chamfered variety originally

13part of a Hindu temple" , ^ but this was not so. They are 
contemporary with the building. Certainly work of this 
character is known in Hindu building, and this seems to 
have misled Brown.

The TantTpefra Masjid. is roofed over by 10 small 
hemispherical domes. The transition from the square to 
the circle of the dome is attained by brick stalactite 
.pendentives# The qibla wall has 5 pointed arched, niches, 
semi-circular in design (Pis. Cllb-CIX). Each mihrab is 
enclosed in a rectangular frame, filled with rich stucco 
designs. The tympanum of each mihrab is also elegantly 
decorated. The concave niche is divided into panels with 
hanging bell-and-chain motifs surrounded by a decorative 
arch. The finely finished stone casing is a prominent
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feature of this mosque. Stone courses are added internally 
between the brick courses. They also appear in the Eklakhi 
Tomb (PI. LXXXIXb), the Dakhil Darwaza (PI. XGVa-b) (A.H.
841 -64/A .P. 1437“59)* and the ParasbarT Mas3id (PI. Ga)
(A.H. 884/A.D. 1479).

As in other Bengali mosques dating from the 14th
to the 16th centuries, the zenana gallery (Pis. GIV, GVII,.
CXIV) was the most conspicuous feature in the TantTpana
Masjid. !Abid *AlT writes, " It is likely that the face of
the wall underneath the talcht and immediately below the
northexni most mihr'ab was broken, or, if there was a mihrab
at all beneath the takht, it was certaixily seperated from the 

_  15mihrab above." The existence of a zenana gallery is proved 
by the existence of a small niche in the upper part of the 
qibla wall on the nox*thern side, Just above . the northernmost 
mihr'ab. The zenana gallery is entered from the north through 
a porch. In place of the JalT or perforated windows as in 
the southerxx side, the northern wall has two small arched 
openings* The upper arched opening must have served as a 
communicating door to the zenana gallery from some kind of 
external entrance or porch. It is presumed that the zenana 
platform was high above the floor level, as in the AdXna 
Masjid and other mosques of Gaud, and that it also had a 
screen. Whether the roof of the zenana gallery was higher 
than the rest of the mosque, as it was in the AdTna Masjid,



is nowhere described.
The TahtTpar's Masjid is entered from the east by-

five pointed, arched entrances. Unlike the Chamkatti Masjid
(PI. XCV.Il) and the Lattan Masjid (PI. GXXIa), it has no
verandah, in the eastern side. The entrance arches spring
from massive brick piers, oblong in plan, placed north and
south. The walls are 6-g- feet thick and the arch openings

16are the same in width. The arches are tastefully ornamented.
with a px^ofusion of designs, set in rectangular frames (Pis*
GXI-rOXIIl). The small rosettes inserted into the sockets
in the soffits of the arches anticipated, similar features
in the shrine of Qa.dam RasUl (PI. CXXVIIa) inside the citadel
of Gaud. On each side of the archway, the monotony of the
wall is relieved by horizontal stringcourses and richly
carved blind.windows. The double cornice with elegant
stucco designs demonstrates the characteristic curvilinear

17roofing of Bengal architecture*
There are also two arched openings in the southern

side, but only one in the northern side owing to the zenana
gallery. Blind windows relieved the monotony of the
otherwise bare wall, which is also richly carved in brick.

The T*antTp*ara Masjid has four corner towers, one
at each angle of the building. Plate CITfcshows that they

 --are octagonal in shape like those of the Chamkatti Masjid 
(Pis. XOVII, XCl'Xb), v/hich was copied, later in the Ohhoto



(Jt. O^xl)
Sona MasjidAand. the Bara Sona Iviasjid (PI. CXXXIXa). In 
their moulded stringcourses and the typical ornamental devices 
of the hanging chain-and-bell motifs, the corner towers of 
the TaiitTp’ar'a Masjid recall those of the Ekla’khT Tomb 
(PI. LXXXIXb), which is dated earlier. It is probable that 
these corner towers were originally,, capped by conical 
turrets. On the exterior of the aibla wall is a prominent

■ i t e w m n w t i n t

mihr’ab buttress placed centrally. This buttress (PI. Glib)
carries a little projection gracefully ornamented with
stucco designs and blind arches with hanging chain-and-bell 

18motifs. u
It is abundantly clear that the TmitTpara mosque

conforms, in layout and general architectural details, with
the enclosed type of Bengal mosques, initiated in Gaud, by 

— —the Chamkatti Masjid. -As an oblong type of mosque, it 
anticipates the ruined mosque at GuamaltT at Gaud (Fig. 115 
& PI. GXIX), which was probably built in A.H. 894/A.D. 1489 
the JahanTya mosque (Fig. 119 & PI* CXLVTb) also at Gaud, 
dated A.H. 941/A. I). 1535* The PhutT Masjid at old Mai da , 
dated A.H. 900/A.D. 1495* demonstrates the earliest known 
examples:of a mosque verandah in the oblong multi-domed type 
of Bengali mosque, later to appear in the Bara Soria Masjid 
at Gaud. The type represented by the TantTpara’ Masjid is 
to be met for the first time in the mosque of Zafar Khan 
(PI. LXIIa) at Tribeni (A.D. 1298)^ HWghli and the BarT
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Dargah Mas jid(Pl.LXb) at Chhoto Pandfta (a.D. 13OO) > also

• • *

at Hughli. The multi-domed type of Bengali mosque is also
represented by the following monuments, ^9
A.H. /A.D. 1^50 s Masjidkur, Khulna t Masjid
A.H. 871 /A.D. 1^66-67* Kalna, BurdwanMajlis Sahib’s, Mosque
A.H. 9th century/A•Do 15the century : Kasba, ^arisal s Mosque
A.H* 871/A.D* 1^66-67 * Basirhat f 2^ ^arganas' ! Mosque
A.H, 88S/A.D. 1^-83 * Rarnpal, Dacca : Baba Adam1 s Mosque (Fig.lljjt
A.H. 905/A.D* 15DO-i : Hemtabad, Dinajpur : Mosque (PI *CXX Via)
A.H* 930/A.D* 1523^*24 sBagha^ Rajshahi s Mosque 
A.H. 9S3^38/A.D* \'5*<̂ "3^-s Sallkupa, Jessore : Mosque 
A.H. 936/A*D. 1529 : Satgaon, Hughli : Mosque of ^a$alal-Din 
A.H. 99O/A.D. 1582 i Haz^att Pandua ? Malda sQutb Shah’s Mosque 

The date of the Tantipara Masjid is uncertain, as the 
inscriptions are missing from their panels(Pls CIX, CVIIl), both 
inside and outside the building. Creighton assigned an
inscription bearing the date A.H. 885/A.D. 14{J0 to the Tantipara.
m 20"asjid and says that he found it near the Mosque . Cunning
ham also refers th this inscription which he ascribes to this
m  21^osque* Ravenshaw noticed another inscription, bearing the 
date A.H. 885 of which he writes^ ” On the northern, gate pf 
the court in which the mosque [the shrine]of Qadam Rasul 
stands there is an inscription oh a black slab, dated A.H. 885 / 
1480. This has evidently been removed from its original place,

and is



thought to have belonged to a mosque not far distant,

referred to by Havenshaw cannot belong to the shrine of
Qadam Rasul, which is dated A.H* 909/A .D* 1503, or its
gateway which is dated A.H. 937/A.D. 1530-31* In connection
with the date of the Ta'ntTpara Masjid, he writes, 11 There is-
no clear proof of its date but a stone inscription said to

2Thave been taken from it mentions Yusuf Shah!f. G-rote in 
his annotation of Ha v ens ha?/1 s Gaur supports the views of the 
author. This inscription, which runs as follows, must 
have originally been placed in the qibla wall above the 
central mihrab.
Test:

now in entire ruins1* . T h i s  inscription (PI. CXXVII^
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( J  I s  L & y  u b >

C~jVa-*\S ) b*s* £>La oH*Ij {-£> 0 )
v 1 ' / s *■ \ t '*' /^t/Ls CKfls^ cr~^

Translation: “The Prophet - May the peace (of Allah) be on
him* - has said, "Whoever builds a mosque for Allah, Allah
will build for him seventy palaces in Paradise". This
mosque was built in the reign of the Sulta'n, son of the
Sultan, son of the Sultan, son of the Sultan, Shams'-ud- * r
Duniya wad Pin Abul Musaffar Yutsuf Shiah, the Sultan son of

n

Barbak Shiah, the Sultan, son of MahmucL Sha'll, the Sultan.
This Mosque was built by the great Khan and exalted Kh’aqan, 
Mirsad Klian Atetbak Rabat A'la ("of the Exalted Banner") on 
the 18th of the holy month of Rarndan, A.H. 885'(Tuesday

OL21st November, 1480. A.D*). ■
Both Blochmann and Ravenshaw read the date as the

10th day of the Holy month of Ramazan, A.H* 885, corresponding
. *

to 13th November, 1480. Horn read it as the 13th day of 
Ramazan A.H. 885, corresponding to 16th November, 1480.

a

Shamsuddin Ahmad deciphers it as the 18th day of Ramdan,
885 A.H., corresponding to 26th November, 1480.

Regarding the TantTpara inscriptions, Cunningham-
*v *writes, ’’’Prom an inscription found. nearby% Creighton gives
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its date as A.H. 885* How this I believe to be the truer 
date of the building for the following reason. The 
TantTpara Mosque had two inscriptions, one on the outside 
measuring 5 feet ^ inch by 1 foot 8 inches, and the other 
inside measuring 2 feet 9 inches by 1 foot 6 inches. The 
former I take to be the record quoted by Creighton, while 
the latter must be small slab which is now fixed over the 
doorway of the courtyard of the dam Rasuil Mosque, to 
which it cannot possibly belong. How this inscription is 
also dated in A.H, 8859 and its dimensions agree perfectly 
with those of the vacant panel inside the TaritTp'ar'a Masjid. 
The slab measures 2 feet 4 inches by 13 inches, or just 5 
inches less than the broken panel both in length and in 
breadth. As this would allow a border of one brick thick 
all round the slab, which was the usual way of fixing the
inscriptions, I think there can be little doubt that it must

_  —  —  —  25have belonged to the Th'antTpara Masjid11 • Therefore,
Cunningham quite convincingly assigns the inscription stuck 
in the gateway of the Qadam Rastil Masjid at Gaud to the 
TantTp’ara Masjid, which once occupied the vacant panel 
above the central mihr'ab*.

In the British Museum, there is an inscription 
belonging to the reign of Yusuf Sfiih. It is unfortunately 
broken into three unequal fragments, hearing the date A.H. 
885/A.P. 1480. The text along with the translation is 
given below:
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Text;

u LLljs t> o DfcLL̂ii-J cy
1 , / ' s '

(S*S^ G r̂ >j) Q ~ W  ̂  ŝ lLUsj fJJU
* sul/Lsj? es?lsj> c r ^

Translation; “The Sultmi, son of (Sultlm) Mahmud Shiah
Sultan, may Allah perpetuate his Kingdom and. the Sovereignty*
Dated Sunday the 14th day of the month of Muharram in the
year eight hundred eighty five (A.H. 885/A.D. 1480)“

The British Museum inscription (PI. OX) is carved
on a specially prepared black; basalt slab, measuring
approximately 5 feet in length and 1 foot 8 inches in
height. The inscription is in Arabic, of a single line.
Francklin noticed this record .but he wrongly ascribed it to
the Golden Mosque at “Purruah11 or Hazrat Pand.ua, which is

*_ 27generally known as the Qutb ShethT Mosque. As this Mosque 
is dated. A.H. 99G/A.D. 1582, the British Museum record, 
dated A.H. 885 can have no bearing on it. Beveridge in his 
review of Francklin1 s G-aur reaches the same conclusion, 
lie writes, “Francklin1 s inscription, therefore, cannot
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belong to it, for the small golden mosque was erected in 
the reign of Husain Shah in the early 10th century iwH.
Mor can it, as we have just seen, belong to the Pandua

oftGolden Mosque”• Most probably, the inscription belonged 
to the TantiVara mosque at GauJk. Creighton states (quoted 
by G-rote, p, 30) that an inscription was found near the 
Tant^para Mosque with the same date as Francklin's 
inscription A,H. 885. Mr, G-rote conjectures that the inscri
ption referred to by Creighton is that now at the shrine of 
Qadam Pastil, This was published by Pavenshaw (p, 22), He 
says that this inscription is supposed to have belonged to 
a mosque not far distant, and now in entire ruin. The 
latter part of his description does not apply to the 
TantTpara1 Mosque,

Grote accepts Beveridge*s views, and explicitly 
says, “not only is there no inscription of Yusuf Shiah on

29the front of the Masjid, but there is no place for it,,,,”.
In conclusion therefore, it may be said that the British 
Museum inscribed panel was originally placed above the 
central arched entrance on the eastern facade of the 
TsTntTplara Masjid, as its measurements agree with the 
vacant place in the mosque.

Calligraphically, the British Museum record of 
Sultan Yusuf Shah and the Daras^ferT inscription dated 
A*H, 884/iWI), 1479-80, marks the transition from the
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ornate variety of Naskh to the sophisticated Tughra form* 
The vertical'letters of the TantTpara Masjid inscription 
measure no less than 17 i  inches and are half an inch thick. 
These are skilfully arranged to form designs, such as



B/ THE DHUjMICHAK MASJID AT GAUD 
(A.H. 841-92/A.D. 1437-86)

The Db.unich.alc Masjid (Pig. 117 & PI. OXV) which 
—  30stands in the Mahdipur area of Gaud, owes its soubriquet to 

the locality inhabited by the Dhunis or cotton carders. 
Lambourne^ ascribes the "Dhanchak" Mosque to Dhanpat 
Saudagar, brother of Chand Saudagar, who floux’ished in 
the 16th century at Gaud during the reign of Husain Shah.
This can hardly be true because the site does not appear 
in the city plan given by Gunningham and furthermore, the
Mosque stylistically belongs to the period of the restored

_ 32Ilyas ShaKi dynasty. I la hi Bakhsh says, 11 It has three domes.
Hear this Mosque, on the north side, I was a very small
ruined building. Perhaps it was the tomb of the builder

33of the Mosque and of his family*'• In the revised list 
of the Ancient monuments of Bengal, 1887, it is described 
thus: “An old front of this Mosque with 31 columns is now 
existing* The inner ornament action comprises carved and 
coloured bricks''.34* It is presumed that the Dhunichak 
Masjid follows the rectangular plan already seen in the 
TKntTpara Masjid. It probably was roofed over by 3 domes 
as IlahT Bakhsh says. It is hard to say whether there was 
any verandah on the eastern front of the Masjid. The Mosque 
is, indeed, almost completely ruined; excavation on the site 
would doubtless enable more detail to be reconstructed.
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0/ MOSQUE OP PIEtrz SI-CjH II
AT GOAMALTI (GAUJ>)
(Ar VU ^ 4  / A-pp_ m ' ' )

There is a ruined mosque in Goamalti (Pig. 115 &
PI. OXIX), situated at the south west of the English Bazar
in the centre of the ancient city. Ilahi Bakhsh observes,
"Rear the (abandoned) Indigo factory of Goamalti and to
the east of it, there, is a minar in good order and a
ruined mosque* The Mosque was built in the time of Sultan
Bahadur Khan as the inscription shows, which is now lying

36at the factory1'. This inscription is reported by IlahT
Bakhsh being on bricks and bearing the date A.H. 711 

,37(A.D. 1311 H- He says, "The only Goamalti inscription 
known appears to be one of 894 (1489) which belongs to the

_  X Qreign of Biroa Shah II". There is an inscription in the
mu j-i  3 9Indian Museum, Calcutta which was not known to Ilahi Bakhsh. ‘

Iiis inscription of A.H. 711, therefore, cannot be ascribed 
to the Goamalti Mosque, and might have been attached to any 
of the adjacent buildings 12.8J)

I came across several carved black basalt fragments 
in the depository of the Victoria and Albert Museum, London(Pt.,£*^ 
These consist of stone pillars, framed arches and other 
fragments which were presented to the Museum by Reginald 
Porch. Bearing this out, Beglar says, "I have myself seen 
in the compound of the then Magistrate of Malda, the late



Mr* Porch, a set of lintels obtained from Pandua, which * * • 3

he, when going on his last furlough, packed up and carried
40off to England1'. The date of the stone work is about

J AA.D. 1450. These fragments may be attributed to the 
goamalti Mosque* As far as it can be reconstructed, the 
mosque follows the rectangular type of Bengali mosques.
It has a double-aisled iTwari roofed with 10 domes, and 
thei*e must have been 5 semi-circular concave milirabs*
What - Il’ahT Bakhsh regarded as a minar must have been the 
corner towers of the mosque* It cannot be said whether 
it had an eastern verandah*
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D/ THE BARA SOMA MASJID AT GAOp 

. (A.H.'-.932/A.D. 1525-26)

Orme is the earliest authority to notice the Bara 
Sona Masjid. or the Great Golden Mosque (Fig* 118 & PI. 
GXXXIX).^ Ruined though, it is* it is one of the most 
impressive buildings still existing in Gaud. According

rrto Francklin, two miles north of the Tannah of Gaur after 
crossing the Bhagritti there is a mosque called. *Sonah 
Masjid™. It is a b&ilding of very unusual construction, 
for it is approached by an arched gate of stone, 26 feet 
in height ancl. 6 feet in breadth.^

Ravenshaw described this Mosque (PI. GXL^as 
BaradTwarT* He writes, "There are eleven arches on either 
side of the corridor, and one at each end of it, from which
probably the mosque has obtained, the name of BafradTwarT

/(.ip ^ ^or "the twelve doored". The term Ba'radTwarT or
Baradwari, literally meaning twelve d.oors, is a misnomer
as there are only eleven pointed, doorways in the eastern
front of the mosque. Cunningham explains the term "Baridwari"
as "GodVs house", thereby implying that there is ho connection
with the arched openings. As he puts it, "Perhaps Baridwari,
God.1 s house" may have, been originallf orm of the name; but
its present pronunciation is simply Barad.wari which is the

45proper form of the well-known Baradari". D.H. Sen says 
that the Golden Mosque preserves the name of "Baradwari"



46which is used of Bengali huts* ’Abid *Ali says, ** * * *
the name uB"araciwarT, which was given to the mosque on
account of its spacious court-yard. in front of the mosque”. ^
Therefore, the term is commonly used throughout India for
pavilions of various sorts* It should, perhaps, be
observed, in connection with the *bifradXw'arT, and the
eleven openings, that bridges such as the J[th [eight]
pufca in Delhi have only seven openings; it is tMs not
impossible that the 'dTwari^of the name refers to the
twelve door-posts or piers*

Or eight on regards the Great Golden Mosque (Pis.
GXLIV, GXLV) as the best and the largest building

48remaining in Gaud”* It is rectangular in plan,
measuring 160 feet long and 76 feet broad* The prayer
hall is divided by two rows of pillars into three aisles.
In each row there were 10 substantial stone pillars,

49carrying 11 pointed transverse arches. The Mosque was 
roofed over by 33 small domes* The transition from the 
square to the circle of the dome is attained by brick stalactite 
pendentives* There are 11 concave semi-circular mihrabs 
carved in black basalt. The verandah on the eastern side 
of the mosque is entered by 11 pointed arch openings.
There are 3 entrances each on the north and the south 
sides of the verandah. The mosque once had a zenana 
gallery; all that now remains is the double tier of arch



openings in the north-west corner of the prayer hall. 
Cunningham says, "The floor of this private apartment 
or Takht, was formed of brick vaults, the traces of 
which are distinctly marked against the end wall of 
the mosque. The room comprised six bays in the north 
western corner, three in the back aisle, and three in the 
middle a i s l e A c c e s s  to this compartment is obtained 
through a room on the putside, from which two low doors 
led into it, there being two similar small doors below 
leading into the body of the mosque below the vaulted

50harem room”. Cunningham must have totally misjudged
the plan when he considers the zenana gallery to have
been vaulted. As the plan shows, it could only be
roofed over by 9 small domes. What he called a "room"
must be regarded as an impressive entrance porch, which
we have already met with in the TantTpaVa Masjid and the
Chhoto Soria Masjid. Remains of a raised terrace at outside
the Masjid on the north-western corner can still be seen.
'ifbid !AlT observes, "The remains of a sloping platform
connecting the doors with the ground level are still to
be seen there. Ladies* galleries are found in many
mosques in Central India, Khand.esh and elsewhere; but in
the Mughal period the ladies galleries were generally on

51the ground, floor, and not raised on pillars or arches'*.
With regard, to the usual buttress corner-towers,
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prancklin writes , "Six minarets [cornei* towers] or columns 
of brown stone faced with black marble, adorn the building; 
bands of blue marble above twelve inches in breadth embrace 
the column from the base to the capital, and are adorned 
with a profusion of flower-work carved in the marble".
These corner towers are octagonal in design, like those at 
the Eklakhi Tomb, the Ta’ntTpara Masjid and the Chhoto Sona i; 
Masjid.

!i^bid *Ali writes, "On the south-east side there 
exists a raised platform locally called "chabuftra" by the 
local people. It is believed that the chab’utra was used 
by the Muazzin for calling the Faithful to prayer, but this 
does not seem very probable as the call to prayer is gener- 
ally made from a high tower".

There are ax*ched gateways on the north, the south
and the east sides (Pis. CXLI, 0X1,11, OXLIIlj^of the wide
quadrangle in front of the mosque, measuring about 200
feet square. Orme says that there was once a surrounding brick
wall faced with stone. Cunningham states that these gateways
were "ornamented with flowers in glazed tiles of different
colours, white, blue, green yellow and orange, of which
numerous fragments are lying in the ruins at the foot of

54each gate...".
Regarding the date of the Great Golden Mosque,

Ravenshaw says that though there is no inscription whatsoever



on the building, be believed this was commenced, by Husain
RRShah and completed by his son Rusrat Shah. Both Qrme

and Francklin, however, give a transcription of an
inscription of Sultan Rusrat Shah which is dated A.H.

56932/A.D. 1525-6* This, is carved in beautiful 'Xfrghra
and was fixed over the central entrance of the eastern
fajade, but is missing. The panel measures 5 feet 2 inches
in length by 2 feet 1 inch in height., Shamsuddin Ahmed
makesa-bad mistake when in his notice of this record, he
identified this with another inscription of the same date,
which was discovered by Marshrnann in Gaud and later

58removed to Serampur, Hughli. The text of the Great 
Golden Mosque inscription and its translation are as 
follows;
T ext; ('Xf^csty

r VJ> ^ r ~  d <U>J



Translation;
''The prophet, blessing and peace of Allah be ppon

him, has said, "Whoever builds a mosque for Allah, AllBh
will build a house for him, like it, in Paradise".

This congregational mosque was built in the time
of the learned Sultan, the Sultan, son of the Sultan,
Hasirud-Dunya wad-Din, Abu Muzaffar IMusrat Shah, the

• *

Sultan, may Allah perpetuate his kingdom^and its builder 
is the Majlisi Sa'ad, may his exaltation endure: in the 
year nine hundred and thirty three: 933 A*H./1527-28 A.D.).
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CHAPTER VII 
MOSQUES Off PRB-MOGHAL 

BENGAL'» —  mu...—

TYPE )
The characteristic hat-shaped ffihauchala of four-

segmented roof type of Bengali mosque is represented by
the Sath Gumbari Mas3id at Bagetfhat, Khulna, the Paras~'bari
Masjid and the Chhoto Sona Mas;jid, both at Gaud*

'A/.THE MRASBSrT MASJIP A IMP MAW. AS A AT SA W  
(A.II. 884/A.P. 1479)

The Parasb’arT Masjid (Pig. 123 & Pis. G a-b) and
Madrasa are situated half a mile to the southwest of the
KotwTli gate in 'Umarpur between MahdTpur and PTruspur.
King who visited the site in 1846 reports about a mosque so
called froiji a college which stood near the existing
handsome brick building of the mosque.

The term Paras is transcribed from the Arabic word
’exhortation1, 'commemoration* and B'arT means house

or apartment* Therefore, Parasb'arT denotes a theological
college or _Ma_draaa in an oi’dinary sense of the term. The
Ilyas ShahT dynasty which was restored by the Sultan Mahmud
Shah in A.H. 841/A.P. 1437* ushered in a new era of Persian
cultural revival in Bengal. It is presumed the madrasa in
question was a famous centre of learning, particularly
Persian* The combined mosque and Madrasa of Parasb'arT at
Gaud undoubtedly stand in the same relationship as the
Madrasa-Mosque of BTbT Khahum at Samarqand as well as those

2of Gawhar Shad at Meshhad.
Ilahi Bakhsh saw ua large mosque built of brick



3with stone pillars1' in 'Umarpur* The mosque owes its 
appellation to the adjoining Madrasa or "academy" which has
long since disappeared. The DarasbarX Masjid, is an oblong

* kstructure, measuring 98 feet by 97 feet externally. Unlike
the square domed type and the multi-domed type of mosque, 
the DarasbarX Masjid follows the indigenous curvilinear roof 
type of mosque, initiated by the S'ath G-uiwjoaaS Masjid at 
Beigerhat - the type which crystallised in the Chhoto Bona 
Mastfid A.H. 899-925/A.D. 1493-1519.

Although utterly ruined, the Masjid can well be 
reconstructed from the existing remains. The oblong 
prayer chamber is divided into two distinct apartments on the 
north and south by a central nave leading to the main mihrab. 
The central nave recalled the arrangement of the nave of the 
AdXna Masjid at Hazrat Pandua, and also the Gunraant Masjid 
at Gaud* Ponderous brick piers carry pointed brick arches, 
running longitudinally on each side of the central nave, 
and. separate it from the square side halls.

The central chamber of the Darasb'arX Masjid is
51 feet by 25 feet 6 inches, being roofed over by a Bengali

5 'curved roof. There is, however, considerable controversy
among scholar's about the roofing method of this mosque.

8 7Both 'Abid fAli and Saraswati think that the central nave
8was covered by a long vault. On the contrary,’Lambourne 

states that the roof of the building is similar to that of 
the Bara-dawari, namely, the great Golden Mosque, with 28 
domes, supported on internal arches, He continues that each 
of the 4 transverse aisles carries 7 domes. In point of fact
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there are only 18 domes,in each of the side halls, instead f 
of 28.as thought by Lambourne the central nave being covered 
by a hut-shaped chaucala type of roof.

The absence of any corbelled pendentive in the nave 
wall of the DarasbaTrT Masjid, coupled with its oblong plan, 
renders it quite improbable that it was ever roofed over by 
domes, Dani contends, uAt the top corners no trace of the 
corbelled pendentive is seen, and therefore, it could not 
have been covei^ed by hemispherical domes. Instead, toaces 
of lateral arches are still existing, which suggest that 
the central nave was roofed over by three uniform covers” 
This "cover” cannot be a barrel-vault, as comparison with 
the ribbed barrel-vaults of the .AdXna Masjid as well as the 
Gunmant Masjid reveal conspicuous differences of technique. 
On analogy with the existing lateral arches in the vestibule 
of the Lattan Masjid also at Gaud, and in an earlier example 
at the Ssith G-uuibâ  Masjid at B*agerhat, Khulna, it is clear 
that the central nave of the DarasbarX Masjid was covered 
by three parallel hut-shaped roofs of Ghauchala type, 
Therefore, the DarasbXrX Mosque provided the earliest known 
example of a series of hut-shaped Chauchala (four^-sided) 
roofs in Gaud the ancient capital of Bengal. The OhauchalaT 
type of roof, however, differs from the do~chala~or Bungalow
type observed in the tomb of Rath Kh"an within the precincts

—  10of the Qadarn Rasul, built in the 17th century, . Examples



of the Ghauohala" type roof are to toe seen in the vestibule
of the MasjidbefrT Mosque in Balcerganj which is dated A.D.
1465/‘'V̂ 0"6>c#^^of the Lattan Masjid at Gaud*

The central nave communicates with the northern and
southern prayer halls toy three pointed arches on each side.
Each side hall measures 37 feet 4 inches toy 38 feet and 9 

11inches. It is divided into three transverse aisles toy
arcades, each carrying three transverse arches. These
arches spring from stone pilasters attached to the side
walls and square chamfered stone pillars.

In close conformity with the general lay-out of
Bengali mosques with an indispensable zenana gallery, the 1
DarasbarT mosque had a platform in the north-west corner of
the iTwan, which has long since disappeared* Traces of the
zenana platform and the lattice screen which enclosed and*
veiled, the gallery have been found along with unusually 
massive supporting pillars and the remains of a fl.night of 
steps outside the northern wall of the mosque. The gallery 
measures 18 feet toy 11 feet and is entered, lilte that of 
the f’antTpara Masjid, from the northern side of the lTwah, 
through a porch built outside the northern wall.

The Darasb’arT Masjid has a semicircular mi drab placed 
in the centre of the qitola wall, which is bigger than the 
side niches. The most curious feature of the central mihrab 
is the elegant multifoil arch with an uogeen curvature at the
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crown. Similar mihrsto arches also appear in the niches of
the Dhunichak Masjid, (A.H. 841-92/A. D. 1437-80) at Gaud,
the mosque at Bagha, Rajshahi (A.D. 1523) and the mosque
at Kusumba, Rajshahi (A.D. 1558). The niches of: the
DarasbTrT Masjid are carried by attached pillars, built of
bricks, instead of the usual stone pilasters as seen at
the-Adana’ masjid and the Gunmant Masjid. In having a pulpit

#

to the north of the central niche and. a subsidiary mlhrab to
the south, the central niche of the DarasharT masjid recalls
similar arrangements found in the mihrab wall of the Adana
Masjid. The pulpit, is utterly destroyed, leaving only traces
of the flight of steps and a niche of the canopied platform.

In each of the side prayer halls, there are 3 mihrabs
of similar design with brick tympana of curious stucco work.

Qikla wall in the side halls still retains brick
stalactite pendentives which supported the springing of the
brick domes. Stone facings as well as stone pilasters are
still to be seen in the western wall of the mosque.

In front of the. lTwa'n, there is a vestibule in the
DarasbarT mosque, providing a covered entrance to the lTwa'n.
This conspicuous feature appears for the first time in Gaud
in the OhamkattT Masjid, A.It. 883/A.D. 1478, and anticipates
a similar feature in the Bara Sona Masjid. at Gaud. Curiously* *
enough, it survived in the Mughal period, as demonstrated by
the tomb of D'ar’a. Begam, near the city of Dacca, built in the

12middle of the 17th century.
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Corresponding to the hut-shaped roof of the central 
nave, there is a Chauchala in the middle of the vestibule, 
flanked by 3 small domes in each side* Thus, the ITwan is 
entered by seven pointed arches, the central one being 
bigger than the others* The vestibule measures-16 feet 6 
inches broad, extending over the whole length of the eastern 
side •

It is quite likely that there were 6 buttressed 
corner towers in the DarasbarT Masjid, 4 at each angle of 
the building and 2 at the corners of the verandah* Although 
the shape of these towers cannot now be determined, the 
bas.es of these towers are still traceable.

King states thgtt an inscription now on a new mosque 
at English Bazar is said to have belonged to the DarasbarT 
Masjid, built by Husain Shah in A.H. 907*^ This epigraphical 
record was traced by Westmacott in a little modern mosque, 
north-west of the English Bazar Police Station and published 
by Bloehmann. It appropriately begins with the tradition 
of the Prophet: 11 Search after knowledge even if it be in 
China” which is applicable to a Madrasa rather than to a Mosque. 
.This inscription, however, cannot be assigned, on dating 
grounds, to the Parasb’arT Mosque or its adjoining Madrasa, 
which, being a contemporary building, must be dated to the 
15th- century* The inscription referred to by King probably 
belongs rather to the BelbarT Madrasa, shown by Cunningham
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to the north of the Small Sagar DTghi, bearing the date 
A.H. 907/A.D. 1502.15

Ilahi gakhsjj discovered an inscription in the jungle
A j l\ .near to the DaraslSarT Masjid recording the erection of the 

mosque'by Yusuf Shah,411 the year A .H. 884/A.D. 1479, which 
has been deciphered by Cunningham and Blochmann,/^ The text 
and the translation are as follows:
Text:

/Jb£A/>LlJ/ ujj * C cJfe 

J ̂ tX&>cy cl jj(s*/JJ 1 ty, cy* * ^ * * * 2

J>i^/
(Jbjl ul C/cXI b  o — ^  C>LLLasJ)

* * 1 11
t f k b  riL -J jic ib  O iL L ^ f e l * 3̂ c y v lL i -J 'o 1̂

^  r^" (J <2^ -* (jdLJ!(J*-
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Translation;- "Almighty Allah said; "Surely all mosques
belong to Allah, so do not associate any one with Allah".
The Prophet has also said "Whosoever builds a mosque for
Allah, Allah will build for him a similar palace in
Paradise". This Jami* Masjid was built by the dust and
Great Sultan, Lord of Peoples and nations, the Sultan, son
of the Sultan, Shamsudduniya wa°d dTn Abul Hugaffar yTisuf
Shah, the Sultan, son of B*arbalt Sh*ah, the Sultan, son of r *

Mahimld Shah, the Sultan, May Allah perpetuate his rule 
and sovereignty and many his generosity and. benevolence be 
diffused through the whole world! (dated) in the Iiijra year 
88V. (A.D. 1479).

Garved in Tughra, the Arabic inscription measures 
11 feet 3 inches in length and 2 feet 1 inch in height.
It is now in the Calcutta Museum. A few discrepancies are, 
however, discernible between the reading of Ilahi Bakhsh

1 *7and those of !Abid 'Ali. Ilahi Bakhsh read the words
SP u j U r j ' ,  U j  s  is >3$ j  j J i ^ 1

as against (Abid ’Ali’s readings,

*Abid *Ali appears to have read the inscription correctly. 
Shamsuddin Ahmad, while editing it, seems to have left out 
the word . The Parasb'arT inscription maintains the
Tughra style of calligraphy as seen in the records of the 
Ghamkatti Masjid and the TsTntTpara Masjid, which are in the
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British Museum•

Architecturally speaking, the DarasbarT Masjid
demonstrates the finest achievement of stucco ornamentation*
Belonging to the same period, it is typologically close to
the Chamlcatti Masjid and the TantTpara Masjid in surface
encrustration. Dani regards the ornamental motifs of the
DarasbarT Masjid as "better proportioned in its various
paints and harmoniously combined, to have an effect of grace".
He further adds, "The ornamentation that we now see, is not
only boldly brought out but they are also judiciously
distributed over the various parts of the building so as to

1 aenhance their beauty in detail"•
Saraswati observes, "This type (Type A of the Text, 

oblong Type with a vaulted central nave and multi-domed
side wings) may be said to be characteristic of the 14th%
century A.D. Two other examples of the rfcype (the Gunmant

*<dyMasjid and the DarasbarT Masjid) at Gaur, hav|fe been sought 
to be dated in the 15th century. But such dates are based 
on uncertain facts (?)., Stylistically, they are essentially 
analoguous to the Ac£Tna and do not appear to be far removed 
from it in date" Dani rejects this view and observes 
the differences in the architectural style of the 14th 
century and the 15th century Bengal. While the AdTna Masjid 
exhibits the vault and dome type of mosque, the DarasbarT 
Masjid demonstrates the beginning of a new form of architecture



in the typical Bengali hut-shaped roof, generally lmown
as Chauchala. Unlike the DarasbarT Masjid, the .AdTna Masjid
has no vestibule.on the eastern side. Although in many
architectural features and decorative details, the Parasb’arT
Masjid is reminiscent of the AdTna Masjid, it cannot be
placed either in the Early Ilyas ShahT period (A.H. 740-817/
A.D. 1338-1414), as Saraswati thinks, or in the Husain Sha'hT
period (A.H. 899-925/A*D. 1493-1519) as stated by King.
Dani rightly says, "These similarities only prove the
continuance of the old idea, but the Parasb’arT is a product
of the Later Ilya's ShahT period, as the new developments

20clearly bear out".
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E>/ THE SMALL GOLDEN MOSQUE AT GAUD 

(A.H. 899-925/A.D. 1493-1519)

The Small Golden Mosque, (Fig. 124 & Pis. OXXXI-
21GXXXVIIl), regarded as "the gem of Gaur" by Ravenshaw, is

situated in the southernmost quarter of the city, on the
eastern side of the Eawabganj road, commonly known as
RTruzpur. It is a little more than 1 mile to the south
of the KotwalT Gate and 14 miles from English Bazar,

The appellation of the Small Golden Mosque is self-
explanatory, Creighton rightly observes, " *., the remains
of gilding upon its mihrab wall is still visible, and may
account for the epithet of golden given to this and the

23former Great Golden Mosque edifice", Cunningham supports 
his views; "It received its present name of the "Little 
Golden Mosque" from the quantity of gilding employed in its 
ornamentation, of which some still remaixxs to justify the 
popular appellation, Creighton first noticed it, and I 
verified his statement myself by inspecting some remains of 
gilding found by my servant",2^ According to the legend 
current in the locality, as it is also in the case of lattan 
Masjid, the building was richly encrustrated with gold paints 
in the tile decoration as well as gilding in stone. The 
British Museum possesses, of a superb piece with the image 
of Buddha on one side and with shallow diaper work on the
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other showing traces of gilding# This latter is undoubtedly 
Muslim# In comparison with the Great- Golden Mosque in the c 
centre.of the city, the Small Golden Mosque is smaller in 
scale, and hence it is known as Ghhoto or little. King 
says that the Chhoto Bona Masjid is also -known as "the
KhweTJa^kT-MasJid" , built of stone in the reign of Husain

— ■ 25Shah, dated A.H. 927* Apparently his observations are
based on Ilahi Bakhsh*s reference to it that it was built
by a Khoja or* Khwaja, meaning a eunuch.26 It is presumed.
that it was built by WalT Muhammad during the reign of
Iiusain Shiah, as is evident from an undated inscription.2^

The Small Golden Mosque is .a neat little oblong
building of great architectural merit (Pis. CXXXI, CXXXVIl).
It is ,82 feet by 52^ feet externally and 70 feet 4 inches
by 40 feet 9 inches internally. This splendid monument is 

2820 feet high* Two rows of chamfered pillars, each
carrying 5 pointed arches, divid^the interior of the Mosque
into 3 longitudinal aisles. In each x*ow there are 4 pillars
of black basalt which in their moulded stringcourses, cubical
pedestal, dog-tooth ornament, and square abacus recall those
of the supporting pillars of the senana gallery in the
AdTna Masjid* Evidently, they are much more attenuated in
shape in the Chhotfc 8ona Masjid than those in the AdTna

•*

Masjid;. It is hard to ascertain their origins, but 
considering the enormous quantity of Hindu spoil used in



the Chhoto Sona" Masjid, (Pis. CXXXVI£ CXLVTl) , and. comparingt *
its pillars with the oarved stone pillar at the BarT DargTh. 
which originally must have been brought from the AdTha-MasJid 
it may be said that they were taken from unidentifiable Hindu 
temples.

In plan, the Chhoto Sona Masjid resembles the Daras-
b'arT Masjid (A.H. 884/A.D. 1479) 9 which is noticeably earlier
It is divided by a broad central nave into the northern and
the southern prayer halls (Pis. CXXXV). The central nave,
which is bigger than the side wings, is 14 feet 3 inches
wide, in contrast with the side halls which measure 11 feet
4 inches bx^oad.2^ The roofing method of this central nave
is reminiscent of the DarasbarT Masjid* Cunningham says,
"The three middle bays forming the nave are each roofed with

onfour flat segments of vaulting, meeting in the middle".
In the. light of Cunningham’s description, Ravenshaw’s
obsex^vation that the Mosque is covered with "fifteen domes
supported on massive hornblende black basalt pillars...."

31is misleading. Saraswati supports Gunningharn when he 
says, "The central bay corresponding to the central mihx^ab 
is spanned by three superstructures, each consisting of four 
flat segments meeting in the middle - in the shape of the 
curved thatched roof of Bengali huts".^2 In p§int of fact, 
like those of the Darasb’arT Mosque, there are Bengali 
Ghouchala or four segmented hut-shaped domes in the roof of-i»i i - m
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the central nave (PI. OXXXIVa). As Dani puts it, they
show, "a decoration copied from bamboo framework, a design
which emphasises the local character of the dome*'.

33Buchanan writes about the Bengali hut: "The style of private 
edifices, that is, propex1 and peculiar to Bengal, consists 
of a hut with a pent-roof, constructed of two sloping sides 
which melt in a ridge forming the segment of a circle, so 
that it has a resemblance to a boat when overturned. This 
kind of hut, it is said from being peculiar to Bengal, is 
called by the natives Bangola". This description of the 
do chads' has a close similarity to the ghauchala roof in all 
its essential features, with the exception that in the 
(ghauchala there are four segments instead of two. Even 
Abul Fasl attests the construction of. Bengali shaped huts, 
made of Bamboo (PIS, ttol,i!.)SX4b)The contribution of Bengali 
architecture to the history of architecture in general rests 
in these indigenous types of the dochalT and ghauchaleT roof§, 
which inspired the later architects of Bengal in the 
British period as well as the Mug ha Is (CXXTXT&rb).

Dani syas, "This idea of a central nave with si de
wings, is obviously a survival of that of the prayer-chamber

71
at the AdTna Mosque". However, the vaulted central nave 
of the AdTna- Masjid can hardly serve as a prototype for the 
ghauchaTa roofed, central nave of the Chhoto Sona Masjid.
In typological ancestry it recalls that of the Mosque at
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Bagerhat, Khulna^frig• 125^ dated A.D* middle of the 15th 
century^ rat hex* than that of the AdTna Masjid at Hazrat

A  /l m**iPandua* This type of roof also appears in the Darasbari 
Masjid as well as in the central bay of the vestibule in 
the Lattan Masjid, as already demonstrated* The central 
nave dividing the iTwan certainly appears for the first 
time in Bengali architecture in the AdTn§ Masjid, which 
was repeated in the Gunmant Masjid*

The prayer halls to the north and the south are 
roofed over by 6 hemispherical domes each, 2 in each of the 
3 aisles* Cunningham points out, ^Externally only five domesa 
are visible over the middle aisle; but they are of different 
heights, diminishing from the central dome to the end domes*
As the bays are of the same size, this exterior lessening of

35the domes must have been arranged by diminishing their thickness11.
The Small Golden Mosque is entered, from the east by 

five pointed cusped arched openings, embellished with fringe 
of spearheads which appear in the pulpit of the AdTna Masjid 
at Hazrat Pandua as well as the Gurnti gate, at Gaud. Each 
of the doorways is enclosed with a rectilenear frame of 
exquisite stone carving. The northern and the southern walls 
of the mosque are also pierced by 3 arched doorways each, 
directly leading to the aisles. The entrance from the north 
west corner of the Mosque is a porch, evidently meant for 
the ladies, which leads to the zenana gallery (Pis* CXXXII,
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CXXXIVb). It is two-storeyed square structure, which

36according to Ravenshaw is, "a carved throne or takht”. .
The gallery is supported by slender stone pillars of black 
basalt, which carry horizontal stone beams of the platform 
in the same fashion as in the Adana Masjid. The entrance 
porch attached to the north-west side of the building was 
also two-storied, and was probably covered with a canopy.
A flight of steps leads to the porch which still exists 
today, As shown in Plate C x^ixb , there seems to be no 
doubt about the existence of a subterranean passage leading 
to the northern iTwan just below the zenana gallery. The 
ladies of the Royal Harem entered the gallery through an 
arched opening, which is placed higher up in the exterior 
wall than those at the side entrances. In Creighton1s 
painting of the interior of the Chhoto Sona Masjid, the 
zenana gallery does not appear, although he has shown remains 
of a porch to the northwest of the masjid.

Bearing in mind the orthodox practice of the Muslims 
in enclosing the zenana gallery with perforated screens as 
noticed in the AdTna Masjid, the TahtTpara Masjid, and the 
Gunmant Masjid, it is quite logical to add that the ladles’ 
platform at the ChhotoiSona* Masjid was, in the words of 
Cunningham, 11 partitioned off by screens of trellis work1'

^ le Qlbla wall of the Chhoto Sona Masjid, which had. 
six semi-circular niches of exquisite ornamental designs
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in stone carving, fell in during the earthquake of 1897»
Since 1900, the Department of Archaeology has restored
the walls* Bloch says that stone cutters from Benares were
employed to restore the damaged ornamental designs of the 

38mosque.
’.Abid ’Ali syas, "The face stones of the prayer

niches of the west wall were removed when the wall
collapsed* It is understood that the whole structure of
one of the prayer-niches is now in a Museum in England
[the Royal Scottish Museum, Edinburgh; PI. OXKXVIIl]11 *-^

In close conformity with the octagonal corner towers
of the Eklakhi Mausoleum at Hazrat Pandua and the Chamkatti

• * *

Mas jidyiaud, and Baba Adam’s Mosque at Rampal, Dacca, the 
Ghhoto Sona Masjid has similar four octagonal towei^s, one at 
each angle of the building. There are also two projecting 
buttress towers at the back of the central mihrab.

The Ghhoto Sona Masjid demonstrates a triple cornice 
rather than the double cornice as shown by the Eklakhi 
Mausoleum. The cornice is curvilinear, with gutters for 
draining water from the roof. The Hemispherical domes are 
drumless and the transition from the square to the circle 
is attained, by stalactite brick pend.entives*

The Chhoto Sona Masjid is essentially a brick 
building, cased in black basalt. Dani’s description of 
brick-and-stone style is very confusing, for stone used for
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facing a brick core can be traced as far back as the Mosque
of Zafar Khan GhazsT at Tribeni which Dani considered* most

■■ ’ \

confusingly* as an example of the pre-Mamllxk style.
Cunningham points out about the Chhoto Sona Masjid* "The.
walls are of brick completely faced with stone outside, but
only up to the springing of the arches inside, all the

40arches and domes being of brick”• Many of the stones 
used for casing the wall to give the illusion of a stone 
monument from distance are evidently Hindu. To quote 
Creighton, "The stone used in these mosques had formerly 
belonged to Hindu temples destroyed by the zealous 
Muhammadans, as will be evident from an inspection of Plates XV 
0&Vl\VTa and ^\4A4jllk^*&resexiting four slabs taken from this 
building”. Plate CXXXVIa represents a stone with the image 
of the Hindu Deity, Vishnu, in the Boar incarnation, with 
shallow diaper carving on the reverse side. The figure of 
SivahT, the consort of Siva one of the Hindu triad, appears 
on another stone sketched by Creighton. TVfc mother figures 
evidently drawn from sculptured stones used in the Small 
Golden Mosque arse th&fee of BrahmanX , given in
Plate C&LVII&fcIt is very interesting to point out in 
connection with the figure of BrahmanT that it agrees in 
meticuous execution of details and:. perfection of style with 
that of the British Museum piece. Therefore, it is certain 
that Creighton drew his sketch from this black stone which



curiously displays diaper work on the other side, similar 
to that of the Plate CXiGCVIa. Arabesque design in shallow 
stone carving, resembling delicate tapestry appears also 
in another superb black basalt piece, shown in Plate GXLVIII, 
now in the British Museum. It has the image of a seated 
Buddha (Pig.12-6 ) on one side, thereby again indicating 
the utilization of non-Muslim material. This fascinating 
piece may well be attributed to the Ghhoto Sona Masjid on 
the grounds of the close similarity of its diaper work 
with that of the stone sketched by Creighton, given in 
Plate GXXXVTa, and. of the existence of gilding in the 
shallow carvings of the diaper work.

Greighton says, 11 It appears to have been the general
practice of the Muhammadan conquerors of India, to destroy
all the temples of the idolaters, and to raise Mosques out
of their ruins.” The statement is of course a gross
exaggeration, for innumerable contemporary Hindu and
Buddhist temples still exist in the cities of India, once
conquered by the Muslims. fAbid. fAli seems to have carried
the observation of Greighton further when he remarks,
11 It seems to the writer that the builder of the Mosque had
collected the stones containing the figures of the Hindu
gods from the citadel of Gaur where temples must have

43existed in the time of the earlier Hindu kings”.
Incidentally Ravenshaw gave illustrations of sculptured stones,
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representing stone capitals and Makara-gargoyles, which
have been discovered in Hazrat Pandua# Westmacott, however,• • • * ?

thinks that the circular stone, given in Ravenshaw1s Plate
XXX "formed a part of the high ornament or pinnacle with.
which both the Buddhist Stupas and later Hindu temples were
usually crowned# I have seen similar pieces at Debkot,
and elsewhere, often with a perforation through the centre,
through which I conjecture that a rod of metal, or perhaps
a column of molten lead may have been passed, to retain

44it in an upright position". In the event of a prodigious 
abundance of Hindu temple building material scattered, all 
over the province, it is difficult to pin-point the 
provenance of each stray sculptured piece used, in the 
mosques of Gaud and Hazrat Pandua. The existence of any 
Hindu temple in the citadel or outside Gaud, as !Abid fAli 
tells us, ia as difficult as to obviate the fact that no 
material was taken from Devikot, or Bannagar in Dinajpur. 
Contradicting the views of *Abid *Ali, Stapleton says,
"On the other hand, from Manriquefs statement that, in 
1641, he saw figures of idols standing in niches surrounded 
by carved grotesques and leaves in some stone reservoirs 
in Gaur, it is quite possible that - except during periods 
of persecution - the Muhammadan Kings of Gaur allowed, idols 
and Hindu temples to remain unmolested in their capital".^ 
Although examples of the use of Hindu material are not
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scarce, as proved by the discovery of three sculptured 
figures from Mahisantosh with Muslim ornament on the reverse 
side, now in the Varendra Research Spciety Museum, it would 
be wrong to say after Greighton that all the Hindu temples 
were desecrated by the Muslims to procure building material.
On the other hand, the black stone mihrab of the Ghhoto Sona 
Masjid, now in the Royal Scottish Museum, Edinburgh (PI* 
QXXXVIIl), is the finest example of the Muslim stone carver*s 
art. It is a freshly quarried black stone without any trace 
of iconography. In the richness and variety of ornament and 
designs, ci’ispness and sophistication of the art of 
chiselling, the mihrab in the Scottish National Museum is 
hardly surpassed by any of its lcind, and marks the climax 
of the Bengali school of ornamental art,

Although some of the stones used in the Ghhoto Bona
Masjid display great pre-Muslim antiquity, many polished 
stone mihrabs, panels, stringcourses, ornamental motifs, 
for instance the ornate bell and chain, undoubtedly 
displays characteristic Muslim workmanship. The Edinburgh 
specimen of the mihrab does not appear to have been ever* carved 
on the reverse as well as the three niches discovered by 
the Varendra Research Society from Mahisantosh, Rajshahi,

In connection with the foundation stone of the
Ghhoto Bona Masjid, Cunningham writes, "The inscription 
slab which is placed over the middle doorway has lost both
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the upper right fraud corner ancl the lower left hand corner, 
and with the latter the Ilijra date of the erection of the 
building; but as the king's name is given, we know that it 
was built between the years A-h. 899 and 929, or a „D. 1494 
to 1524".^ The text and the translation are as follows: 
Text:

0 I *tfl 3 <UJ I* i A > a A J I  ju
f

cJ ^  3  H , \J I  ̂ iL. I j^ . rVV»xi _ ^  i J   ̂  ̂ J}

1 w  I  ̂  ̂ I ^ a J  p p i * a 0  1 ^».a.**̂ »» t

^  ĵrt-<Â fVV-v3 I I M J I l*Kwy*j 1 *Avs*,V \ *V *A^.£ fcA?E*4-V*.*-J 1

.Afc 1;j&*J ) O  b  j J  1 wAvO lilj  I _  O  Ijl^ tovJ 1 J  ^ 3 ^  I ^  O  1

j  bo**o i i ^  i <11 .̂̂  _ io aU i i

■A^x v%̂ v̂3 1 I »Aj  ̂ *  A.j ^  A , ! k 3  A.!L 1 1 1 & \<^v 1

2Z ?3 r*

^X>c.~i iw^liaPuJ ^JsUxvJl ^ ji ĵ.J) *0J I byab>s,v byaJii. ^ l^ s j l

.UJI
w  ̂oj A.xJ 1  ̂3 ̂ ®



Translation:- “In the name of Allah, the Clement and 
Merciful! Almighty Allah says, “Surely he will build the 
mosques of Allah, who believes in Allah and the last day, 
and established prayer, and offers alms, and fears no one 
but Allah; and they will soon be guided**. And the Prophet - 
May Allah bless him! - says; “lie who builds a mosque for 
Allah will have a house like it built for him in Paradise’*. 
The erection of this Jami* Masjid took place during the 
reign of the Sultan of Sultans, the Saiyid of the Saiyids, 
the Fountain of Auspiciousness, who has mercy on Muslim 
men and women, who exalts the words of truth and good deeds, 
who is assisted by the assistance of the Supreme Judge, who 
strives on the path of the Almighty, the Yiceregent of 
Allah, by deed and proof and the Defender of Islam and the 
Muslims, 'Allau&duniyef waddTn Abul Muzaffar Husain Shah the 
Sultan, Al-HusainT - may Allah pex*petuate his kingdom and. 
his rule! This Jami* Masjid is built from pure and sincere 
motives and from trust in Allah by WalT Muhammad, son of 
’AIT, who has the title of Majlisul-Majalis Majlis Mansur - 
May Almighty Allah assist him both in this world and in 
the next. Its auspicious date is the 14th day of Allah1 
blessed month of Rajabi - May its value and dignity increase 
(year is broken off).

Cunningham writes, “In the mid-line of this 
inscription there are three ornamehtal circles, each



containing a name of G-od. That in the middle has Ya-Allah, 
“0 God;" that on the right has Ya liafiz, “0 Guardian;" and 
that on the left has Y*a Rahim, "0 Mercif ul" ̂
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CHAPTER VIII

Conclusions.

A full archaeological study of the material presented
above must necessarily entail further extensive exploration

1and. some degree of intensive and ad hoc excavation. Much 
more work still needs to be done on the environment of the 
buildings discussed, the better to relate them with their 
immediate human associations; for although the mosque may be 
studied per se for its architectonic or its aesthetic values, 
it must not be forgotten that its prime raison d*£tre is as 
an exponent of human values, and archaeologically speaking 
the mosque is a habitation site* Such a study I have as 
yet been unable to make, particularly on account of the 
present impossibility of free movement of scholars between 
Pakistan and India; although I have fortunately been able 
to visit most of the sites I have discussed, and have long 
been familial** with the relevant literature. The last three 
years* study have made me well aware of the problems which 
can now only be solved by further field-work; but this thesis 
is submitted with the knowledge that the preliminary work 
to this end has now been carried as far as is possible in 
the state of existing knowledge, and that valid conclusions 
can be drawn from the studies I have mad.e*



The first incontrovertible conclusion must be that 
the pre-Mughal Bengali style is not only distinctive among 
the provincial styles of Indo-Muslim building, but also of 
high aesthetic and architectural merit, even though some 
of the buildings are now mere travesties of their former 
grandeur. The specific contributions of this Bengali school, 
of which mosques are the most representative examples, 
appear, as I have shown above, in the reconciliation of 
traditional Muslim features with indigenous craftsmanship 
of a peculiarly local character (more extensive work on 
pre-Muslim monuments will, it is to be hoped, eventually 
strengthen this point) to a much greater extent than in 
Gujarat, for example, where the Muslim builder has so often 
been subservient to the Hindu or Jain mason, or, say, in 
Kashmir where the local wooden styles are so distinctive 
as to obscure religious characteristics in all architecture; 
they have a singular place in the history of Indo-Muslim 
building, as Cole observes: ’'The brick and terracotta 
buildings of Bengal, of which the Gaur and Pahduah mosques 
are singularly good examples, possess an importance for the 
whole of India” 1 This peculiarly local character which I 
have referred to is conspicuous by the nature of the 
building material, which is itself a necessary corollary 
of the geographical nature of Deltaic Bengal: stone is a 
rarity, and if used it must be transported great distances
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over difficult terrain; wood is irregular, unreliable and of 
short life in this climate of high humidity - the early 
Muslim builders in the sub-continent certainly knew well 
the value of wood as a structural component in building, 
as the tombs and mosques of the desert regions of Multan* 
Ucch and Sindh testify; but here its employment can have

2been no more lasting than in the scaffolding of buildings.
Bengal, however, has a great„richness of alluvial deposits
which, when burnt, make excellent bricks, small, thin, and
very strong - their use is, indeed, not confined to Muslim
building, but in the absence of pre-Muslim temple examples
we may at least suspect that here the Muslims were the
pioneers in brickwork techniques later irriirfcated by the
Hindu builders; the Muslims, after all, had brought
brickworking skills from Persia and had already^developed
them in the earliest days of Muslim rule in India. Their
precision inspires Rennell to comment that "these bricks
are of the most solid texture of any I ever saw;, and have
preserved the sharpness of their edges and smoothness of

3their surfaces through a series of ages'*.
Important though the brickwork is, its use is not 

however exclusive* Stone is, as has repeatedly been shown 
above, an important constructional and decorative medium; 
though frequently it appears as ashlar over a skeleton of 
the traditional brickwork. The casing stone$ generally



of black basalt, were sometimes procured locally, or were
quarried in and transported from the Rajmahal hills.
Nevertheless, the many examples of building in both media
surely do not allow the facile generalisation offered by
Dani that Bengali mosques represent merely a "brick and 

4stone style". Stone is certainly there, but brick always 
predominates, either as plain brick or in that refinement of 
brick known as terracotta, making the Bengali style "the 
only one wholly of brick in India proper", as Fergusson 
describes it. However, he goes on to say "[it] has a local
individuality of its own, which is curious and interesting,
though, from the nature of the material, deficient in 
many of the higher qualities of art which characterize the : 
buildings constructed with larger and better materials".

A subordinate conclusion, arising out of some of the 
material presented in discussing the first one, is that in 
no other part of India did climatic conditions play a r&le 
more determining of the actual architectonic forms of the 
region. The nature of the soil and the consequent use of 
brick has already been mentioned; but besides this the form 
itself was influenced, the mosques tending to develop more
and more into the enclosed type of structure, such as the
Ghamkatti Masjid, the Lattan Masjid, the TlantTpara Masjid., 
all at Gaud, rather than the traditional courtyard type, 
as represented by the iidTna Masjid* Bricks, being flexible,
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helped the evolution of pointed style of architecture, unlike 
the trabeat form of Jaunpur and Gujarati architecture. It 
is worth recalling at this point that the arch is readily 
produced in the brick styles of the Panjab, where however 
they are subservient to the faience decoration* and in the 
few, and rather uncharacteristic, brick buildings of Gujarat* 
Builders were not slow to translate their advantages into 
brick and stone* Fergusson has summarized this neatly 
when he observes, "Besides elaborating a pointed arched 
brick style of their own, the Bengalis introduced a new 
form of roof, which has had a most important influence on

6both the Muhammadan and Hindu styles in more modern times'1 f
- for indeed the Bengali cornice assumed great popularity in
Mughal times, as has been shown above* This speciality of
the Bengali school of architecture lies in the evolution
of convex-roofvridges9 resembling Bengali thatched huts,
both do -ehal'a and. fthau-chala"• The incessant rain must have
been the primary reason for this curious architectural feature.
As Wheeler says, "The close-set panelling which is a
structural feature of his [the Bengali villager’s] plaited
grass huts is reflected in the panel decoration of his

7mosque and mausoleum".
A no less important conclusion emerges from the 

topics discussed in the Chapters above is the essential 
continuity of Bengal Muslim building in both its Bengali 
and its Islamic aspects. Enough has been said to refute



the criticism of Richards, who considers that "the
architects of Muslim Bengal never grasped the spirit of
Islamic art, their mosques are ill-proportioned, their
decoration over elaborate; the blend of the two cultures is,

8less successful than elsewhere11-*, certainly no weakness,
nor any unsuitably in the Islamic sense, was felt by the
Mughal conquerors, for Akbar's panegyrist Abu'l-Eazl writes,
speaking of the Emperor's new creations at Agra, that they
"contained'buildings of masonry after the beautiful designs
of Bengal and Gujrat, which masterly sculptors and cunning

9artists of form have fashioned as architectural models".
In point of fact, the AdTna Masjid is not only a unique 
building unsurpassed by any of its kind in India but also 
one of the largest of the early Indian mosques. Moreover, 
it demonstrates distinctive architectural features, hitherto 
unknown in the Indo-Pakistan sub-continent. The use of a 
ribbed and pointed barrel vault of brick with a prominent 
lTwan arch in the AdTna Mosque is certainly an innovation 
as far as this region is concerned. The use of the pointed

10 - p .  _arch, barrel vault, lTwan nrchT glazed tiles and stucco 
desig\ns seem to have been directly derived from Persian 
antecedents, although at present evidence for the intermediate 
links is wanting. Besides a strong Persian influence in 
language and literature, religious movements and in the 
manners and customs of Islamic.society, Persian architectural



ideals reached Bengal with the Persian architects and 
engravers. Cultural contacts and trade relations between 
Bengal and. Persia were frequent and extensive, aided by 
a regular maritime trade. The employment of builders and 
engravers from-Persia, Central Asia and Afganistan is not 
far-fetched, as proved by the Barah&ari inscription of 
Bihar dated A.H. 663/A.D. 1263, bearing the name-of the 
architect as "Majid of Kabul" and also the inscription of 
Sultan sikandar Shah in the Dargah of !Ata Shah at Dinajpur 
dated A.H. 765/A.D. 1363, bearing the name of the engraver

w  *"1 *1"Ghiyath, the Golden-handed". This is certainly in 
accordance, with historical probability, as the Afghan 
community in India, increasingly distrusted in the central 
regions, tended to move more and. more eastward, and many 
Afghan families and even tribes settled within the Bengal 
boundaries.
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APPBHDIXtX'Jro CHAPTER II

ii) AH INTRODUCTORY NOTE) OH 'THE ETYMOLOGICAL ORIOIH Off 
THE TERM MASJID

° ^ — V/X I ̂  ̂The. word Masjid, ̂s^vu^o , plural Masajid, , 05 ,
is derived from the radical verb sa.iada. * With
a view to arrive at an explicit interpretation of Masjjid, 
we have to bear in mind the following meanings of the 
radical sa.jada, :
1* Prostration, i.e. putting the forehead on the ground*
2. Becoming lowly, humble and submissive*
3* Bending or inclining.
4* Putting the forehead on the ground, also said of a

camel*
•j5* Salutation, thanks-giving gesture.'

' ' ̂
The various meanings of the verb, sajjada,

2 *infinitive sunud. N , sa.iada being a single act of suriud 
or prostrations, must also be considered* It denotes:
1. To look continually and tranquilly at something.
2* To lower the eye~lids with a look indicating anger, 

love or coyness*
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5* To prostrate oneself in prayer by dropping gently on

the knees, placing the palms of the hands on the ground, 
a little before the place of the knees, and then 
putting the nose and forehead on the ground, the former 
first between the two hands.

4. To be humble, to submit, to incline or bend*
Prostration, according to Wensinck, implies an 

act of awe and reverence, impelled by the Divine presence*
It is practised for three-fold purposes, as a form of 
mourning rite, a measure of expressing awe for a highly 
dignified or supernatural being: a liturgical mode of 
worship*

Mas.iid is inseparably linked with sa.iada. being
its derivative noun. The correct interpretation of the
term Mas.iid has been facilitated by the profound etymological
affinity between the two words. It implies;

* fl /(&) Mas.1 ad. :
1. Forehead, bearing the mark made by the prostrations 

(su.iud) in prayer • ̂
2. Parts of a man that are the places of su.iud. i.e.

forehead, nose, hands, knees, feet.
(b) Mas.iid. *

/
1. Any place or house in which one performs the act of 

prostration in prayer.



2. A Muslim place of prayer and devotion.
3. Oratory or place of private prayer.
4* Mihrab, also signifies a place of prayer or Masjid of 

the congregation.
Both Lane and Steingass have expressed the same 

view, namely, that primarily Mas.iid is more concerned with 
a materialistic expression of a ritualistic devotion and 
worship rather than with worship and devotion themselves. 
Literally, Mas.iid means ,fa place of prostration11 and does 
not refer in the least to any part or limb of the human 
body implicated in devotional practices, which is denoted 
by Mas.iad. Moreover, it would be wrong to identify or
substitute Mas.1 id for Mihrab. i.e. oratory, as many

6 *scholars have done. In the true sense of the term, Mifrrab
constitutes one of the many rudimentary elements of a 
Mosque; it is the niche marking the qibla.

It must be remembered that Islam is a social 
religion. Its practices were laid down by the conquering 
armies in the early days of the Faith. It is well known 
that there are no priests in Islam but only learned men, 
and it is common practice that the most learned or elderly 
believers present should lead the prayer. Yet it must be 
remembered that the times of prayer are obligatory upon all



Muslims whether in company or not. The fulfilment of
the obligation of set prayers at fixed times is an

7individual duty, as well as a social.
It has been asserted that prayer requires concen

tration and undivided attention. (Therefore, it is a common 
practice for a believer to lay out his turban or place his 
walking stick transversely in front of him, thus cutting 
himself off from possible distraction. In Plate I the 
Arab Bedouins are using muskets as sutra during their 
prayer for this purpose of confining themselves in the 
imaginary seclusion required for devotional practices.
Such isolation converts the place of prostration into a 
Mosque, though the obligation of the recital of the daily 
prayer does not include the Sermon which is a main feature 
of the Friday prayer in an established Mosque, where the 
resident Mu'assjgin fulfils the additional function of 
proclaiming the times of the prayers and giving the 
exhortation before the Khutba or preaching by the Khatib

0 .or Imam, leader of the prayer, to the Friday congregation. 
The Jami* Masjid is not only a circumscribed place of 
prostration for individual worshippers but also a theatre 
for weekly congregation and other social festivals. On 
these occasions to the personal prayers is added the Sermon
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or Khutba suitable for the celebration of the 'Id or

qwhatever local festival is being celebrated.
An unsettled linguistic question which is the

source of contradictory opinions among scholars of repute
is the origin of the term Mas.iid. It must, therefore, be
examined thoroughly and carefully.

Sachau, Ungnad and Noeldeke have emphatically
asserted the Aramaic origin of the word Masjid. Sachau1^
refers to the word, mggd1, as a parallel to
Mas.iid. It occurs in papyrus fragments, recording, so far
as the restored reading goes, an oath taken in a law
court. This Aramaic usage has been derived from the root,
HE&f'"TPs'D which ■fcile ordinary sense of the term means
prostration or reverence and in later Aramaic, to f,bow
down'1.1'1' '

In a wider perspective, this Aramaic term could be
12interpreted as a ’'temple”. This view has been

13corroborated by Ungitad who quotes Sachau, and maintains 
that the derivative, sgd, perhaps denotes ’’anbeten”,
i.e. "beseech” Cowley emphatically states that the 
Aramaic term msgd*, denotes properly

a> -"the place of worship", like Mas.iid. , used
1(5 ^even of the Temple at Jerusalem,  ̂known as al-Bait al- 

Muqaddas or "Holy House". Referring to the Qur'an this
i r * *

was adopted as the first aibla of Islam. The Mihrab is

k
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the embodiment, of the qibla and gives the direction of the
Muslim prayer* The change of the qibla from Jerusalem to

16Mecca was a radical innovation in Islam.
Attempts have also been made to derive the 

etymological origin of the term Mas,1 id from Nabataean 
sources by Eyckmans,^ Gooke,^ Schwally*^ and Lidzbarski. 
According to Lidzbarski,2^ the word msgd1. ,
occuring not infrequently ih the Eabataean inscriptions,

<J s
has a peculiar resemblance to the Arabic word , ^3^*^
Mas.iid. It clearly signifies "a place of worship"#

Savignac and Jaussen also referred to a cognate 
word in the Nabataean inscriptions which is similar to 
the Arabic word Mas.iid. Quoting the Nabataean inscription 
of the Stele of the G-od A*ara, they observe, "we have 
there (M^dain Salih) an authentic Mesgida, with the name 
of the god to whom it was dedicated along with the name of 
the Person who erected it and along with the date of

2ierection."
Doughty explains "Mesgeda".as beth-el (house of the 

god), as a kneeling or votive stone, erected to Aera 
(A'ara), great god at Madain Salih , to which Savignac 
and Jaussen also refer. (Pigs. 1,3.)

Be Vogue has published an inscription from Bosra



which runs thus:
"This is the place of worship which Taimou, son of Welid

23-el-Baal built." Euting published another inscription
dated A.D.39 which reads: "Oippus which Shakuhu, son of 
Thora, made to A fra who is at Bosra, the god of Habel#

p  A
In the month of Nisan, the first year of Maliku, the King."
It is, therefore, clear that the term is pre-Islamic,

Indeed, Cooke, dealing with the Habataean remains 
>

at Duxner ( ) says that the Mesgida of certain votive
25inscriptions denotes an altar.

Erom these inscriptions, it seems that Cooke*s 
Mesgida is similar to the ancient Creek Hermae. These 
were pillars, smaller at the base than at the summit, 
which terminated generally with a head of Hermes. (Big.2.) 
Seyffert says: "In the earliest times, Hermes (in whose 
worship the number 4 played a great part) was worshipped 
under the form of a simple quadrangular pillar of marble 
or wood, with the significant mark of the male sex. As 
art advanced, the pillar was surmounted, first with a 
bearded head, and afterwards with a youthful head of the 
god. Hermes being the god of traffic, such pillars were 
erected to him in the streets and squares of towns; in 
Attica, after the time of Hipparchus, the son of Pisistratus,



they were also erected along the country roads as mile
stones

But it would seem that Mesgida served the purpose 
of altars, whereas the Hermes or statue, according to 
Verrall was an "amalga, a sacred dedication * * the object

27 .

of a cult 0 "
Moreover? it has been asserted that the Mesgida,ifwufcUHu,.! I'juA n— acaJWO •

as an object of veneration, takes various forms, that is
to say, not only dedicatory pillars but also memorial
tablets and votive altars as well, as figural representations

OQ.of the devotee as a mark of veneration of the deity.
It seems that the Habataean Mesgidas were as high as three

p.Qfeet, hexagonal in shape and ornamented with a bust. W
Quite contrary to the Islamic interpretation of

Masjid, namely the place of prostration, the Nabataean term
Mesgida, therefore, implies the existence of "an object,
a votive stone before which one prostrates". In other
words, the wide spread existence of the idolatrous religious
practices is attested to by the discovery of innumerable
stone stelae or votive stones, (Fig.J.) dedicated to 

•31deities. It must be noted here that the most celebrated 
idols of ancient Arabia, al-Lat, Manat, and al-'Uzza were 
large stones, worshipped by the ancient Arabians as beings



52of supernatural power. It has been argued by many
scholars that the institution of Hajj or pilgrimage with
its concomitant custom of stone-throwing is a survival
of the pagan rites of ancient Arabia.^

Pedersen has attributed the origin of the Arabic
5Ause of the term Mas.i id to Hebrew. ̂  The existence of Jewish

tomb stones on ancient sites between Madina and Palestine
as well as literary references to the fortified Jewish
high places in and around Madina, testify to the early
infiltration of the Jewish language and culture into the
Arabian peninsula. The earliest occurrence of the
corresponding word Mas.i id may be traced in the Jewish
Elephantine Papyri in which the meaning of the term
Imsgd'w. may be presumed

56to be "place of worship".
Scholars have also endeavoured to derive the 

etymological origin of the Arabic word Mas.iid from the 
Syriac Aramaic, Mesgeda. t denoting "to salute
reverentially". This is referred to in the Bible 
(Sam. ix, 6). There . are, striking enough, analogous G-reek
words as mentioned by Rudolph and Jeffery, such as,

t 37i.e. to revere, and rrgpcrKuveto i.e., to kiss, revere.
The Arabic term Mas.iid. also, recalls the almost



similar Ethiopic term Mesgad. meaning a tftemple or church"
*58as well as the Amharic term Masged. Dillman thinks

that the Ethiopic term Masgid 9 corresponds to
the Muslim house of prayer, Masjid.-^ But la^Vi&ologically,
Masgid is a loan word from Arabic.

Prostration is also referred to in the Bible as a
form of mourning rite. An ancient and wide-spread Semetic
custom, mourning by prostration was observed by the Umayyad
Caliph fAbd al-Malik when he heard the news of the death
of his rival 'Abd al -Allah al-Zubayr.^

However, the problem of the philological origin
of Mas.1 id is complicated by the absence of Mas.i id in South
Arabian and the occurrence of another term of apparently
similar meaning in the Himyarite inscriptions. Ihe word
specifically employed in Himyarite character is X 00 1 JP» ,

*■ 41Salut. 2he Himyarite term is etymologically related
to the commoner word for Muslim worship, Mu sail a. derived 

- 42from salat. Rossini has referred to the term 
as the South Arabian cognomen for chapel.^ In the 
Himyarite, however, so far as the word is attested, it is 
found in the material sphere of building, meaning usually 
the facade of a building or possibly also a chapel, whereas 
in Arabic the word ■i'JLi f salat is actually limited to



intellectual activities of prayer*
In opposition to these views, Wensinck thinks

that salat is derived from Aramaic selota. the nomen"" “• “  .
verbale of the Syriac=Aramaic verb , gali, meaning
to "bow down"

Finally, Rhodokanakis says that the term of mdcm.
occurring in South Arabian inscriptions, can be inter-

ARpreted' as■a place of worship or mosque (Betplatz). ^
Mahmud *Ali G-hul, corroborating the views of Rhodokanakis
points out that the possible meaning of the term mdant could
also be cella, presumably "the innermost part of the
covered sanctuary of the temple"

The use of the, term sa.iada in the Mu1allaqat„ the
ancient Arabian Odes, according to many Orientalists is
consistent with the wide currency of Aramaic in Horth 

47Arabia. Scholars, such as, Horoviiz and Schwally, think
that the close cultural contact between Arabia on the one
hand and Aramaic and Hebrew on the other hand has led to
the intrusion of the term into ancient Arabian literature.
It appears here in exactly the same sense as it did in
the Habataean, Himyarite, Aramaic and Hebrew inscriptions*
The Mu1allaqat of *Amr ibn Kulthum illustrates the pre-

A8Islamic usage of the term sa.iada* The verses run thus:
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Translations
f,lo, the lands we o*errun, till the plains grow narrow,

lo, the Seas will we seek with our war-galleys,
Hot a weanling of ours but shall win to manhood,

find the world at his knees, its great ones kneeling.11
(Prostrating)

The wide currency of the term Mas.1 id in languages
of great antiquity obviously make the question of its
philological origin difficult. Parallels are hard to
establish, language, far from being an inherent quality
of any particular race has served through the ages as the
disseminating factor of cultural history*^ Stemming from
a common source of Primitive Semitic (Ursemitisch), the
North Semitic and the South Semitic struck out two different

50orthographical forms of expression* As a matter of 
fact, the Semitic languages resemble each other in a 
peculiar but cognate morphological classification system,



51as well as in certain radical forms. Geographical
factors and political sovereignty can hind multi-racial
people into a comprehensive linguistic unit, namely, the

52Aramaic speaking culture. Nevertheless, sharply
defined lines of cleavage in the Semitic languages
become apparent owing to the ceaseless migratory habits
of the people throughout the "Fertile Orescent" and along
the Arabian high lands. Based on common sources, different
languages branch off, which are more than mere dialects.
The concomitant tendencies are phonetic changes, modification
of grammatical forms, and often additions to the basic 

5*5vocabulary. ^
Moulding themselves in a different linguistic 

54atmosphere, unlike that of the Northern Semitic tongues,
the South Arabian languages"^ maintain a more intimate

56relation with Abyssinian than with Aramaic. South Arabic 
differs from Northern Arabic in some features of its

57morphology, e.g. determination Vy^^ndetermination by -m.
It also differs in vocabulary, the alphabet used and in 
syntax. On the other hand South Arabic is similar to 
Ethiopic in script, some features of phonology, and in

jr  o
some of its vocabulary. There were commercial and

59colonial relationships between Arabia and Abyssinia"^ and
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this fact is reflected in the orthographical affinity 
between the two languages and in common morphological 
features

The Christianization of Abyssinia paved the way 
for the infiltration of Monophysite Christianity, and 
Syro-G-reek terms, Masgad and Mesgad, which are consonant- 
ally identical with the classical Arabic term, Mas.iid* 
developed in a. completely different vocalic structure than 
the corresponding terms found in Aramaic, Habataean and 
Hebrew*

The Ethiopic word Mesgad and the Amharic term 
Masgad are therefore, probably later modifications of the
Arabic term Mas .i id* which had already gained considerable

*currency in the pre-Islamic Arabic Odes* Hence it ip i m 

possible to believe as Pedersen does that the Ethiopic 
word has been derived directly from' Aramaic.^2

Although the South Arabic term siyrfc and the 
classical Arabic term Mas.1id etymologically imply 
devotional practices of similar type, there is no reason 
to suppose that the origin of the Islamic term should be 
sought in South Arabic. . The contentions of Rudolph
and Pautz about the Syro-G-reek origin of the term Mas.i id

64-are hardly convincing*



As a language Syriac, which is basically Aramaic
but with strong Greek influence, assumed significance only
in the Second Century A;T). in the works of the Christian
writers of Edessa andNisibis. It is modern in comparison
with the older Semitic languages, Aramaic, Hebrew, and
even Nabataean which alone can have a direct bearing on

65Arabic proper. Although some of the earliest specimens
of Arabic writing are to be found in the trilingual

66inscription of Zabad, the oldest, examples are in
67the Nabataean character.

In view of the intimate relation between Arabic 
and the Nabataean, a local North Arabic dialect of Aramaic, 
it is not too far fetched to maintain that the Islamic 
term of Maslid is derived from Aramaie, the parent tongue

/To
of both the Nabataean and the Hebrew. The Hebrew origin
of the term can hardly be supported for, philologically

70speaking, it is indebted to Aramaic. In spite of early
recordings of - anaAog^ious terms in the Jewish Elephantine

71Aramaic Bapyra, it is clear from its radical formation
72that Masjid is a logical derivative from the Aramaic.

The earliest existing inscription of Nemara,
South East of Damascus., written in the Nabataean character

75and dating from A.D. 328'^ led scholars like lidzbarski,
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Dussaud and Madder to derive the term Mas ,i id from the

74Nabataean tongue* But the Nabataeans were Arabs* They
75spoke Arabic and used the Aramaic script for writing*

As Hitti puts it, "the Nabataean cursive script taken from
the Aramaic developed in the third century of our
into the script of the North Arabic tongues,, the Arabic of
the Koran and of the present date.**^ The absence of
Nabataean literature obviously precludes reliable
epigraphical documentation. Hence Aramaic can be
suggested rather than Nabataean, the main source of the
term Mas.iid*

A language of great antiquity, Aramaic was the
lingua franca of the "fertile Crescent** for several 

77centuries* Supplanting Hebrew, after the destruction 
of Judah, it became a literary language as well as the 
lingua franca among the peoples of Western Asia, serving 
as the fountain-head of various local dialects* The 
influence of Aramaic tongue on the Arabic alphabet, and 
many proverbs was brought about by the mercantile colonies 
in Arabia7^ As Margoliouth puts it, **the Aramaic script 
of twenty two letters was employed to express the Arabic 
alphabet of twenty eight, a certain number of the letters 
had to do double or treble duty, and these were after-



wards differentiated by points." The intimate Arabic-
Aramaic relationship is testified to, also, by the
incorporation of many Aramaic words and proverbs in

80Classical Arabic.-5'
In conclusion, we can therefore, say with a fair 

amount of certainty that the term Mas.i id corresponds 
unmistakably with the Aramaic term , msgd1
both maintaining almost identical verbal; nounsr 7  >

0 * 1sgd and The term is, therefore, not
“ ‘ - 82original in classical Arabic, the language of the Qurfan.
However it assumed an independent formation as an
originally foreign verbal noun ' and passed into pre*̂

84Islamic Arabic, as testified by the G-olden Odes. Against 
the views of Pedersen, who says "....probably the above- 
mentioned Aramaic substantive was simply taken over, al
though no links can be shown between the Nabataean

85inscriptions and the Kur1 an," J it may be maintained that 
the affinity between the Nabataean Meggida and the 
Islamic Mas.iid is clear. The constant mercantile inter
course between the pre-Islamic Arabians and the Nabataeans, 
facilitated the spread of the Aramaic term throughout 
Arabia and it; thus was later on embodied in the Arabic 
of the Qur’an. Islam gave a new and somewhat startling



interpretation to the term Masjid, without any tinge of 
anthropomorphic ideas, and this gave birth to a distinc
tive style of architecture, based on the ancient concept 
of a place of prostration* Therefore, Mas3id is a loan
word in Arabic which came to represent the place of worship 
throughout the Islamic world.
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1---Babylonian

r~Worth Semitic
x

Primitive Semitic 
CtJfcsemitisch)

_________ J ___________ I
South Semitic

Canaanite — ]
Aramaic

r—Hebrew

t---
Syriac "Nabataean

---------  j

Phoenician

\------------Arabic 
(under Nabataean 

influence)

--------- r
South Arabic 
(Himyarite)

\
Nthiopic

I— ^------ *Amharic Tigre
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APPENDIX II TO CHAPTER IV

.Details of proportions of various features of the Adina Masjid,
Detail of proportions of pillars.

• 3 Semidiameters. 2
n

Lower pillars of Ladiefs plarform, probably Muhammadan—  
Height of shaft 
Height of capital 

,f lf corbel 
u 11 base 

Projection of corbel

32
5
1
32
3

nearly,

it

And in the upper, fluted pillars of the Ladies* platform which 
are probably Muhammadan—
Height of fluted shaft

11 11 base
11 *' neclc of capital

” capital
Diminution of shaft 
Breadth of base 

11 tf capital

4 Semidiameters*

n

9

if-S3

In the pillars on the sides of the minor prayer niches 
as well as those of the Ladies* platform which appear to be 
all Hindu, the proportions are (the pillars are indented 
rectangular, the Sernidiameter here means the breadth 
including the projections in the centres of the faces.)

Height of shaft 
'* *' base
11 *' capital

...11 Semidiameters.
p u... c~

1 11... ■
tr it corbelled sur capital 1



Breadth of base 
u ” capital 
11 *' corbel

... 3 Semidiameters.
Q  J L  If

.. 3
In the pillars of the prayer niche N. (see index plate 

and plate 23) which is certainly Hindu, the proportions are;
^ 1

Height of shaft
" ” base
w 11 Kumbha base of)

attached base)
Height of capital with neck
Corbelled sur-capital

,f abacus
Breadth of base

11 u corbelled capital
Diminution of shaft

In the pillars of the main prayer niche
Base
Sur-base plain part
Kumbha base •..
Neck .••
Total of shaft including neck and 

sur-bases • ••
Capi bal • ••
Sur-capital or corbel and abacus
Breadth of base ...
Diminution of shaft

■f?!4 Semidiameters 
2 "
1

1 Semidiameters. 
1 
1 

32
£3

the proportions are;
* *+4 Semidiameters.

3
• 4
. 2
. \ i
A \ l

JL
* 2

cL
• 4



In the pillars of the side prayer niches of vault, the
px^oportions ax',e:»*

Base o*. . 2 Semidiameters
Shaft • . „. * „« 11-g- t!
Capital . 0 0  * * 1 11
Sux^-capi tal *. „ * „ » 1 **
Breadth of has© * «> * 3 "
Diminution of shaft •.• 0 0  * Nil

In the upper pillars of the pulpit the proportions are:-
Base 0 0 0  o*« If Semidiameters
Shaft 0 0 * „ o* 10 u

Capital .. . If 11
Breadth of "base . »• 1-̂ u
Diminution of shaft .== _

3
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Breadth, of 
rectangular Distance

panel between Proportion,
inclosing centres 
arch or of bosses,
opening.

49 39 .78
49 40 .78
18 13 .7661 49 .80
41 32 .78
34 29 .8550 38 .7540 30 .7546 36 .78
83 64 .77

Breadth of 
rectangular Distance

panel between Propo-
inclosing centres rtion.
arch or of bosses,
open&hg.

43 35 .82
36 27 .7561 50 .82
39 32 .88
49 36 .73
49 37 .75
43 33 .77
50 41 .82
19 13 • 68

DETAILS OP PROPORTIONS OP BOSSES. 
Distance between Centres.

DETAILS OP PROPORTIONS OP BOSSES. 
Distance below upper Line,

Height from spring Height from 
to top of panel. centre of boss Proportion.

to top of panel.

16 5 .3115 H .3060 20 .3331 12 .3725 5 .2026 9 .3517 5i .32
27 9 .3316 5 •3147 21 .4514 3 .21
53 13 .25
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DETAILS OP PROPORTIONS OP CORNICES & BANDS.

Position and Par-, 
ticulars of Cornice 

or Band.

UelgE0~
its lowest 
member 
above base 
mouldings 
or above the 
next lower 
cornice.

Thickness 
or depth of 
cornice or l 
band.

Proportion 
of depth of 
cornice or 
band to 
height at 
which it is 
placed.

Lowest band. West wall 97*
oil outside
Main cornice West 198**
wall (goes round 
building) outside.
Cornice above main 112*
cornice in the raised 
central portion of 
back of vault.
Ladies* Chamber band 83**
of floor plinth of 
chamber above base 
mouldings.
Main cornice above 222*
plinth of chamber.
Inner facade* 243*
Interior cornice 240
below domes.

26*

50

26

22

52*

55'" 
24 *

"5 nearly 
1
4 "

1
4

4

2
4
1
4
1
To



Some of the dimensions of the main features of the Adxna
1*2Masjid with their equivalents in cubits of 7d4 inches.

Cubits Equiva Actual
Detail of feature.\ of 115?It. lent in dimen

inches. feet -or in*. sion.

Total length 330 515ft. 6 ^ 516ft." breadth 200 312ft.6in. 313 "” Interior Court length 268 . 418ft.9in. 41.9 "u ” 11 breadth 119 186ft* 186 11Breadth of Masjid proper 48 905in. 900 "Clear span across of nave 21 394 ” 393 "Breadth of nave its walls 30 563 lf 566 "Span of central great arch 26 487 ** 480 "
Breadth of central block 33 619 ” 626 "
including the great arch and
its abutments
Do* do* including the 50 937 ” 926 "wings

337|”Height of top of battlements 18 333 "of Mas3id proper above plinth
at back
Height of top of first row 2? 506 ” 500 »of battlements.of central
block above plinth at back
Height of battlements of 18 3374” 340 '*
Mas;jid proper inner or East-
face above floor ■
Height of topmost battlements 44 825 ” 825 "of great central nave, front or 9East face above floor
Total length including walls ; 35 656 ” 650 "
Ladies* Chamber
Total length Ladies* vestibule 26 489 ” 490 "Height of floor Ladies’ 5 9k ” 95 "Chamber above plinth
Height of floor Ladies* . 6 110 " 112 "
platform above Mas3id floor
Total height of battlements 18 337 ” 333 "of Ladies’ Chamber above its
floor
Height of main cornice Mas3id 16 3 0 0 " 298 "
proper back, above plinth
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Detail of feature. of 18/4 in feet or dimen-
inches. in. sion.

Depth of cornice, total 3 56iin. 6 0 f t
including footing of
battlements
Depth of first ornamental 1 if 19 it
band, exclusive of footing
Span of ax*ches in East 5 94 tt 97 it
facade Masjid proper

112^Span of side arches of 6 1? 113 it
great nave
Back wall of nave thickness 7 131 ti 123 tt
Pulpit total height above 11 206 it 209 it
floor
Breadth of pulpit across 4 75 it 72 it
Thickness of wall at back 4 75 u 76 it
Mas did proper
Diameter of domes in Ladies* 7 131 it 127 it
platform
Diameter of domes in Masdid 7 131 u 128 it
proper public aisles
Clear span of arches Masjid 7 131 it 126 it
proper
Pillar to pillar Centres 8 150 it 153 tt
Masdid proper
Ordinary prayer niches 3 56?

3 6 |
tt 564"

3 7 l"Diameter of Semicircle of 2 ii
ditto
Diameter of domes of cloisters6 1124 it 117 it
Span of arches Cloisters 6 113 it 117 ti
Pillar to pillar centres 8 150 it 149 tt
Radius of arches, cloisters 4 75 it 78 it
Thickness of front wall 3 94 it 92 tt
Wast cloisters
Thickness of inner wall 5 94 it 87 it
cloisters
Total breadth of East 27 506 it 511 it
cloisters
Great circle of composition 66 "1237-2 it 1236 11
of plan of Mas did
Main circle of Masdid wings 50 937? it 930 tt
Small ** of Cloisters 33 619 it 618 it
Great circle of Elevant 36 675 it 680 u
of Masdid proper back of
vault
Small circle ditto 18 337-| it 3i40 tt
Masdid proper inner or main 55 1031 it 1032 tt
facade great circle
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Detail of feature.
Cubits 
of 18/4 
inches.

Equivalent Actual 
in feet or dimen- 
in. sion.

507

Main circle of Masdid 21
proper wings
Small circle of cloisters 18

394 387 ”
3 3 74  " 340  "
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Inscription found in the ruins ofy^aud: Facsimile given 
by J.D. Beglar and deciphered by Dr. B.N. Mukherjee (see 
Mg* 73).
* Script: Proto-Bengali:

Date: 0. 14th or 15th century A.D.
Language: Incorrect Sanskrit, very much influenced 

, by the local dialect.
Text;
..........Ilsametei (or a)

Brahnbhan X Kina t hay a (or du or ha or hu) Kidavi asheratarn X
Kinchapnalla lyfanasah XI.......

Since the inscription is fragmentary, no full 
translation is possible. However, it appears that it 
contains an invocation to and praise for the God Brahma".
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APPENDIX H i  TO CHAPTER VII

Extracts from the Register of the Royal Scottish Museum, 
Edinburgh on a mihrab^C5 *̂3 clX X x v̂ h *̂)
^Indian; 15th~l6th century? Probably from the Ghhota sona 
Masjid (Small Golden Mosque) at Gaud, Bengal, built 1493“
1519. Total height 8r 3 width 4* 5*. Total nfcmber of 
blocks in mihrab 29 (including one. restoration). The stone 
floor-slab is not original. Bought £100. Presented to the 
Elgin and Morayshere Literary and Scientific Association 
in 1852 by Mr. James William Grant of Wester Elchies, 
Morayshere. Mr. Grant served the East India Company in 
Bengal from 1805 to 1849 when hOoretired to Elchies.
Entry: 1958, March 13th.

Mihrab (prayer niche) of dark grey basalt carved 
with arches and formalised flower ornaments. The facade 
with two pillars and a lintel with ogival scalloped arch.
The semi-circular interior composed of large blocks of 
stone, carved with arches and decorative bands and curving 
at the top into a dome.

The pillars are each cut from a single block.
They are carved on two adjacent sides, the other two sides 
being left rohgh to set into the masonry of the original 
building. The bases and capitals are square in section: 
the columns between them are in three parts divided by
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raised knobbed horizontal bands, the centre part being 
circular in section, the other two square* The base 
has a band of formal upright beams at the bottom, with 
a milled band above. The upper and lower parts of the 
column are carved with rectangles, each containing an arch 
and a formalised inverted tulip-like flower* The central 
part of the column is divided into long thin rectangles 
containing similar flowers. The capitals have a projecting 
rectangle at either side carved with a large formal curled 
petal. Height of pillars 5^ 6^*

The lintel arch is bordered round the edge and 
round the arch with a band of intertwined foliage* The 
arch has four scalloped either side and the point of arch 
is surmounted with a formalised flower head. On each side 
is a large open lotus flower with the petals in three 
concentric rings. Each flower has a wavy stern and tendrils 
and lotus flowers in profile, filling any empty spaces. 
Height of lintel 2/ 1*; width k* 5^.

Between the pillars and lintel are two small blocks 
containing the scallops of the arch. That on the left is a 
restoration, that on the right is partially broken, but has 
the lower part carved with a continuation of the border of 
intertwined foliage. Height of blocks

The interior curves into slightly - more than a semi
circle, with an average arc of 5* 10*', the top sections



curve inwards to form a dome* It is carved, from the bottom 
to the top, as follows:
(a) Three horizontal blocks, carved at the bottom with 
interlacing, and above with a band of arabesque. Height 
of blocks (b) Six blocks forming nearly five panels
of carving. The panels are bordered all round and horizontally 
through the middle with a guilloche band, each loop of the 
guilloche containing a lotus head in profile* The ten 
rectangles thus formed contain arches with imbricated 
pillars and lintels similar to the main lintel of the mihrab. 
Each arch contains a formalised inverted flower, the foliage
filling the top of the arch, the flower head and a pair of

/

stiff leaves hanging between the pillars. Each pair of 
rectangles differs in small details from its fellows. The 
pair at the extreme left are cut off, lacking their left 
hand pillars and guilioche border. Height of blocks, 3 r 3^:
(c) Three blocks forming a border of long pendent flower

i
heads with a slightly3 projecting band of shorter upright

i

flower heads above. The left hand block is deeper as it
has at its bottom the guilloche border belonging to the
top of the two panels below. Height of blocks at right
hand side ^4” ; (d) Three blocks (one broken), forming
a horizontal border of guilloche containing lotus flower

1
heads. Height of border 34"; (e) Four blocks forming an
overhanging border of petals with a vertical border of 
lotus buds above. Height of blocks “4” 5 (£) Five blocks
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curving inwards to form a dome (half). The bottoms of the 
blocks carved with a narrow border of sloping petals; the 
blocks forming five panels containing inverted pendent 
tulip-like flower9 the panels being divided by bands of 
guilloche containing lotus flowers. Height of blocks' 1r 8rt>. 
i\rc at top of block 2* 2^, The top stone of the dome is 
missing;
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Accounts of conservation of Bengali monuments 
with much valuable information of a profess
ional standard*

, C. W., Annual ddresst Notes on Oaur and Bandwa. in
PASB.. 1903, pp.22-7.
Recapitulation of ASX work.

5.N., Xbn Batuta*s travels in ^engal? Appendix! to
Coins and Chronology......

-Page, J., Review of Muslim Architecture of Bengal by
ArH. Dani , in BSOAS , Vol. XXV, Part.3,
1962.
A critical analysis of the Bengali styles.

, Indian Architecture (Muslim ^eriod), Bombay,
ND.
The section on Bengali’ giyes a coherent 
general account of the ^engali styles and theia 
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Account of Dina.jpur ,MSS#Fur#D#71# j
India Office ^ibrary, London#

A Geographical# Statistical and Histo~ 
r-cal Description of the District or 
zila of Pinajpur in the Province or 
soubah of Bengal (l807-8)« Calcutta,

1833*
Comprehensive if not entirely reliable; 
tppography useful, archaeology weak#

The History# antiquities# topography# 
and statistics of ^astern India, by 
M*Martin, London ,MDCCCXXX VIII? Vols. 
I-III#
Rather inaccurate publication Buchanan 
MSS, comprising valuable survey reports 
now in the India Otftfice ^ibrary, London

India Xntra and Bxtra Gangen# in Bengal 
Past and Present#Vol#II,No#X, I9O8 .

Geography of India# with extract from a
paper by late Prof#H#H» Wilson(**18-21) ,
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1 *

Chakravarti, R.K. ,
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Notes on Gaur and other old places in 
Bengal ,in JASB, 191°, July, Vol.V, 
No.7-
ScholHri5jryand objective study * Topo
graphy reliable,but some archaeologica 
conclusions open to question.

Pre-Mughal Mosques of Bengal, in JASB 
Vol. VI, NS, 1910.
Classification of Bengali style is 
rationals archaeological details 
meagre and often misleading.

Gaurer Itihas .Vol. II, Malda, 1910*
A well-written and thoughtful account 
of a hitherto unknown region.

Unpublished M s : MThe Ruins of Gaur11 in 
not iced by F .^arke , Panderings of a 
Pilgrim in search of the picturesque 
during four and twenty years in the 
Fast with Revelations of life in the
Zenana, Vol. II, London,I85O* 
Valuable new informations.
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Gaur 0 Pandua, Calcutta, 1328(1922) 
The Travels odT a Hindoo:To various 
parts of Bengal and, upper India, 
fcohdtm ,1869i Vol.I • 
dds little.

Second Report of* the Curator of Ancient 
Monuments in India, Simla, 1883.
Useful incidental information.

On the course of the Ganges through Ben* 
gal , in Transactions of the Asiatic 
Society(Asiatic ^esearches) , VII, 
Earthly authentic account of the 
riverine changes.

The ^aniells in ^nd&a, an unpublished 
account of their .journey from Calcutta 
to Garhwal. in BPP.Vol.XXV. Part.I. 
Serial No. k9, 1923.
He did painting's of the Kotwali Gate 
and the Firhssa Minar, the former was 
exhibited in the Royal ^cademy.

The vaulting system of the Hindola 
Mahal at Mandu. reprinted in Indian 
Antiquary. July,1918, Vol.XLVII.
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The ^uins of Gourt Described and 
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Archaeological Survey ^eports#
Vol. XVf fjltutto , \ « 21- .
X he most comprehensive early reports 
from an archaeological standpoint, 
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The book of Duarte Barbosa: An 
Account of the countries bordering 
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Translated from the Portuguese Tex$ 
and edited and annotated by M*L.
Dames, London, 1918—2 1 , Hakluyt 
Society*
Little on Bengal, but some discuss-
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Dey, N.Z.,

Diess, E . ,

Eckford ,Luard . C*,

Dacca, 1961.
A summary account of a rather 
enormous subject* information, 
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generalised and slipshods classifi
cation hardly convincing, being 
based on chronology rather than on 
styles!conclusions open to question* 
On the whole it’breaks new ground1, 
being a spade-work*

Xnscriprions of engal, in Journal 
Asiatic Society of ^akistan , 
Appendix XI

La grande inscription de Qandahar , 
in JA , Tome XV, 1890*

The Geographical Dictionary of,
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1927*

Manara, in E X , Vol. 111,1936.

^ravels of ^ray Sebastinn Manrique",
1629-43,0Sford,MCMXXVII.
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Firminger, W.K. ,

some useful information and acute i 
observations®
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Manuel de Faria y Souza :: History 
of the Discovery and Conquest of 
India by the ^ortugue se, quoted 
by Creightom*H*

THe Illustrated handbook of 
Architecttire , London, 1855*

A History of -*-ndian and pastern 
Architecture . London, 1910,
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his classification of styles is 
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cases been made to 191^ edition wi 
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by J.Burgess &R.Phene Spiers.

Tar±kh-i-Firista, ^r. by ^lliot 
and Lowson, Vol. II,

Notes on ^alda, G-aut and ^ an dug 6



Francklin, W # ,
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Ruins of Gaur (1810-12 ) #ComT>let- 
ed in Bhagalpur, April, 1812#
A sketch. Map drawn by the offi— 
cials of* the India Office 
Library ,bearing date 24#5*
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trating the route of Major 
Francklin s Journal of a Route 
from Rajemerhul to ®aur, A#0#
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Vt
_The Rivazu s- Salatin. Ir• by 
Abdus Salam, Bibliotheca Indica,, 
Calcutta, 1904#
Useful for its collections of 
local traditions , not always 
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its Ruins and Inscriptions,
London, 1878*

Contains extracts from Francklin*s 
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sometimes inaccurate and provo
cative.

Humavnn —nama (The History of 
Humavun) . 1?r* by A*S# Beveridge, 
London, 1902.
For Humayunfs visit to ^aud i 
useful contemporary account of the 
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Standard French BhgiishaBictionary 
-Part. I* edited by J*E* Mansion*

Ralph... Fitch-iMar chant of London f 
England* s pioneer to India and 
Burma, London, 1899*

Muhamma.dan_InscrApti ons from 35 

Bhnga.l ,— In Bp i gr a phi a Ir> ri -i o a ,

Vol. II, ASI, N*S.

A Statistical Account of ^engal . 
London, 1876.
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Xlahi Bakhsh

VIII, No.2, December, 1963*
A fair criticism} conclusions open 
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► Khur shid«»i - J ahan Numa, edited and
translated by H.Beveridge, in JASB. 
Vol.LXIV, Part.I , 1895*
Informative, well-written and 
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hagiogyi epigraphy unreliable.

The Imperial Gazetter of India. Vol. XIX, Offord, 1908.NE,

King, L . BB B •, A Letter from Mr. LBB.B. King. 
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June, 1875*

Interesting as accounts by an obser
ver on the spot, but rely on legend 
rather than fact , uncritucaT|-

Bengal Pistric t_ Gaz_etiers. Malda ,
Vol. XXV, Calcutta,,1918.

Ancient Monuments of Varendra(North 
Bengal) sPrincipal ancient sites andt'. 
monuments hitherto traced in Varendra.. 
Rajshahi, 19^9*
Valuable, especially for the pre—Mus- 
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Cambridge History of* India, Cam
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General account#
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with the Travels of Nicolo Conti.
Tr. by N.M. Penzer, London, 1929*

A^imad , Tabaqat —i-Akbari, Tr* by B . Be , E
Calcutta, 1927*
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Wandering of a Pilgrim in search of t 
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edited by Mrs, C# Ravenshaw and 
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Royf N .B ., Rise of the Ilyas Shahi Dynasty, in
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^eriod,1200-1757, edited by J.N.
arkar,The University of Dacca, 

1948.

Saraswati, S.K., Notes on Two tours in the Pistricts
of Maldah and Dina.inur. in JASB. 
Vol. XXVIII, 1932, No.l.
Extensive survey, hut uncritical#

—— — Indo-Muslim Architecture in
Bengal. in Journal of the Indian
Society of Oriental Ar-fc a Vol. XX, 
1941.
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A.H. 883 * corrected in Ch. V.

Ahwal Gaur wa ^andua, Fthe1s 
Catalogue of Persian Mss, Vol. I, 
Oxford, 19^3» P* 1541. No. 2841. 
India Office Library • No. 2892-|- 
Oareless ^astaliq, 11J in by 
7t in. Published by Dani, A.H.in 
his MAB.
A full but not necessarily reliable 
account by a professional Munshi*

Outlines of the Geography off India. 
Calcutta, I869*

Rambles and Recollections of an 
Indian Official. Vol. II, edited by 

A •Smith, London, \ 9 15

Steingass, A comprehensive Persian English 
Dictionary. London,

Stewart, C*, The History of ^engal, From the 
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the virtual conquest of the country
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!
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|
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Cunningham, A. , ASR , Vol. XV* |

Inscriptions of Bengal.Vol. IV, 
Varendra Research Museum, Raj- 
shahi, I960.
Mainly based on published epigra- 
phical records* Decipherment not 
always reliablesOmits the follow
ing unpublished inscriptions 
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1* A fragmentary record of Firuz 
Shah II, dated nil(A.H*892-95/A.D. 
1486-89). B*M* Collection*
2* An inscription of Fath §hah, 
dated A.H. 893/A.D. 1478-89- 
P* M. Collection*
3* An inscription of Husain Shah, 
dated A.H. 9O5/A.D. 1499- 
Private Collection, Hodgkin Howard 

He read the date of the 
Chamkatti inscription, now in the
S> M *
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Varthema, L. ,

I^ondon, 1955*
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The Chronicles of the Pathan Kings of 
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conquest* 600-800 (1203-1397). London,
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Tabakat -i- Nasiri . Bibliotheca Indica. 
Tr* by E.G. Raverty. Calcutta, 1881* 
Detailed descriptions of early campaigns 
but topography of Bengal uncertain in 
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Itinerary of Ludovico de Varthemam Tr. 
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1508 as translated from the original 
Italian edition of 157^ by J.W* Jones, 
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Archaeological Report on the 
District of Dinagepore * De-t-ter 
No* 154, dated Dinagepoxrre,
29 thr Aprii^ 1974, in Proceedings 
of the Governor General of Bengal, 
July, 1875*
Similar to King, above, but more 
reliable•
Old Bengal ^eography -a letter to 
B1o chmann * in PASB * 1874, Vol. 43

The Archaeology of Pakistan , in 
Cultural Heritage of Pakistan* 
Oxford University Press, 1955*

Bngravings of the Ruins of Gaur*
A correct plan of the city of Gaur
referred to by C. Stewart in his

xi -'■%. istory of Bengalv♦*.not traceablei

Notes on Sunargaon, in JASB,1874.
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70. Map of Gaud, prepared after Creighton.
71. Map of Hazrat Pandua.• • 0

7&* Hazrat Pandua: The AdTna Masjid: ground plan.
7g« Hazrat Pandua: The AdTna Masjid: (A) Diagram of

forces in great vault; (b ) ground plan; (C) Inscription 
found iii ruins; (d ) East elevation; (E) West elevation;
(P) Section on line A .B.

74* Hazrat Paridua: The AdTna Masjid: The restored ground 
plan.

75. Hazrat Pandua: The AdTna Masjid: central nave; ground. 
plan.

76. Hazrat Pandua: The AdTna Masjid: central nave: side ^  

walls with remains of brick projecting ribs.
77• Hazrat Pandua: The AdTna Masjid: central nave; detail _ 

of rib,
78, Hazrat Pandua: The AdTna Masjid: central nave; vault 

from the exterior.
79* Hazrat Pandua: The AdTna Mas j id.: central nave; principal 88 

and subsidiary arches.
80. Hazrat Pandua: The AdTna MasJid: Reconstruction of the 8^ 

central iTwan arch, showing the blind arches on either 
side of the tunnel vault.
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81* Hazrat Pandua: The AdTna Masjid: The central mihrab 

wall*
82* Hazrat Pandua: The .AdTna Ivlasjid: The central mihrab ^

wall: Interlocking design.
83* Hazrat Pandua: The AdTna Mas3id: The central mihrab ^

wall: Decorative frieze of stone carving;
84* Hazrat Pandua: The AdTna Masjid: The central mihrab# *. *■** ■“

wall: lotus medallion.
—* fsfi85. Hazrat Pandua: The Adina Mas3id: The central mihrab

wall: triangular tympanum.
— <7Q86* Hazrat Pandua: The AdTna Mas3id: The central mihrab 0
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wall: Hindu door 3amb supporting the inscription above 
the niche*

87• Hazrat Pandua: The AdTna Mas3id: The central mihrab
wall: ,

88* Hazrat Pandua: The AdTna Mas3id: The central mihrab
wall: The inscription above the niche.

89. Hazrat Pandua: The AdTna Mas3id: Bell and chain motif
in the mihrab niche.

90. Hazrat Pandua; The AdTna Mas3id: Elevation of the pulpit. 94
91• Hazrat Pandua: The AdTna Mas3id: Brick stalactite in ^5

the zenana gallery.
92. Hazrat Pandua: The AdTna Mas3id: Stone beams supporting ^ 5

the zenana gallery*
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9693. Hazrat Pandua: The AdTna Mas j id: The section of the
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western wall, showing mihrab projection*
94* Hazrat Pandua: The AdTna Masjid: ground plan of the 

pulpit* 97
95* Hazrat Panduta: The AdTna Masjid: ground plan of the 

zenana gallery*
96* Hazrat Pandua: The AdTna Masjid: window opening at the

back of the rnihrab wall with the foundation stone above*
97* Hazrat Pandua: The AdTna Masjid: squat pillars of the ^2

zenana gallery.
98* Hazrat Pandua: The AdTna Masjid: Western wall showing ^

the panelled design with bell and chain motifs at the - •
top and conventionalized Buddhist railing ornamentation 
on the dado*

99* Hazrat Pandua: The AdTna Masjid: Detail of the upper ^
niche in the zenana gallery*

100. Hazrat Pandua: The AdTna Masjid: Interior view drawn ^
by Francklin in 1810*

101* Hazrat Pandua: The AdTna Masjid: cylindrical corner • 
tower*

102* Hazrat Pandua: The AdTna Masjid: The supposed rninar; 
ground plan.

^  -  103103* Plan of great Tope at Sanchi.
104* Mosque of Barsiah: ground plan* kO'i
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\ Cf AGaud: The Gu^mant Masjid: ground plan.

-  -  105Gaud: The Chamkatti Masjid: ground plan.
1 ObGaud: The Lattan Masjid: ground plan.
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Gaud: The Rajbibi Masjid: ground, plan.
Gwal-Dih (Dacca): Mosque: ground plan.
Bilcrampur (Dacca): Baba Adam's Mosque: ground plan.
Chhoto Pandua (Hughli): The Mosque of Shah Sufi:

»>■ ®  ♦
ground plan.
Sura (Dinajpur): The Mosque.  ̂ ■
Dacca: Dara Begam!s Tomb.
Gaud: The Mosque of Firuz ShaTh II at GuamaltT: ground *”07 
plan*
Gaud: The Tantipara Masjid: ground plan.
Gaud: The Dhunichak Masjid: ground plan.
Gaud: The Bara Sons' Masjid: ground plan*

V

Gaud: The Jahaniya Masjid: ground plan.
Bakerganj: The Masjidbari Mosque: ground plan.
Gaud: The Q&dam Rasul shrine: ground plan.
Hazrat Pandua: The Qutb Shahi Masjid: ground plan. * O 9

y ~   » />\QGaud: The Darasbari Masjid: ground plan. '
g-QGaud: The Chhoto Sona Masjid: ground plan.

Bagerhat (tthulna): Sath Gmu&ad Masjid: ground .plan. (09
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126. Sketch of the image of Buddha shown in Plate CXLVIIIa 't1®
127. Inscription from the f'antTp'ar'a Mosque now fixed at — *• 

the gateway of the shrine of <*,a.dam Rasul.
n ' t128. Inscription from a mosque at Gaud, presumably the —  

the GuamaltX Masjid.



PLATES

I. a/ The call to prayer of !Azan chanted from an
Egyptian village mosque, 

b/ The prayer or salat performed by the Bedouins in 
the desert with their muskets used as sutra. 

c/ A  congregational prayer in a mosque#
II. a/ Unique Arabo-Sasanian dirham struck at Damascus

in the reign of Caliph fAbd al-Malik, bearing the 
date A.H. 75/A.D. 695*

Obvex,se: Portrait of a ruler in Sasanian style 
with Pahlavi script.

Reverse: Representation of semi-circular mihrab 
with an 1 anaza in the form of spear, 

b/ Detail of the Reverse.
III. a/ Jerusalem: Dome of the Rock: Solomon1s flat trefoil

arched mihrab. 
b/ Mosul: Tomb of fAun al-D'in: corner mihrab.

IV. a/ Old Delhi: tTdgah with a western cuz»tain wall ooj
containing mihrabs, minbar and corner minarets: 
probably dated from the Tughlaq period, 

b/ Jerusalem; The Mosque of al-Aqsa: exterior view.
V. a/ Jerusalem; The Dome of the Rock: exterior view, 

b/ Damascus: Mosque of al-Walid.



VI. a/ Ulthaidir: The Mosque, showing traces of transverse
vaulting*

b/ Bukhara: The Tomb of Isma'Tl: exterior view*
VII. a/ Rat an z : The Masjid-i-Jamif: southern Tvan.

b/ Samari'la: The Great Mosque: view from the MalwTya 
tower.

VIII. a/ Cairo: Mosque of Ibn Tul’un; general view, 
b/ Cairo: Mosque of Ibn Tul'un: the ziyada.

XX. a/ Damghan: The TarTk Khana: areaded prayer hall, 
b/ Hayih: Masjid-i-Jami1: prayer hall.

X. a/ Isfahan: Masjid-i-Jami1: general view from south
east.

b/ Isfahan: Mas jid-i-Jami1 : TvTh, facing south.
XI. a/ Ardist’an: Masjid-i-Jami*: dome over old corridor

and roof of south-west iVan. 
b/ QazvXn:' Masjid-i-Jami*: exterior view.

XII. Garladah: (Isfahan): Masjid-i-Jami1 • Top left the 
shaking minarets: Top right: Detail of the Tvanj 
below left: one of the vaults in the Tvan.

XIII. a/ Yazd: The Masjid-i-Jlmi1: transverse ribs, 
b/ QazvTn: The Masjid-i-Jami*: western corner.

XIV. a/ Farumad: The Masjid-i-J*amil : Top left: looking
southeast: Top right: Tvan and mihrab: Middle 
left: incised plaster decoration on a transverse 
arch: below left: decoration in moulded, unglazed 
terracotta•



XIV. Contd.•*b/ VaramTn: Masjid-i-J’ami1 : Top: view from north;
■...Below: view from west*

XV. a/ Tabriz: The MasJid-i-Jami*: Top: interior looking
towards the mihrab: below left: the mihrab; below 
middle: west interior: Below right: east exterior 
wall*

b/ Baghdad: The Mosque of al-Mansur: The mihrab 
commonly known as the Khassaki mihrab,*

XVI. a/ Kaj• Masjid-i-Jami1: exterior view* 
b/ Mashhaid: The Masjid-i-Gawhar Shiah.

XVII. a/ NayrTz: The Masjid-i-Jami*: exterior view, 
b/ Kilwa Kisawami: Mosque: prayer hall*
c/ Kilwa Kisawami Mosque: interior view.

XVIII.a/ Ardist’an: The Masjid.-i-d'ami1 : exterior view.
, b/ Isfahan: The MasJid-i-Shah: aerial view.
XIX. a/ Banbhore: The Masjid-i-Jarni1 : Top: ground plan*

Below: The Kufic inscription, 
b/ Old Delhi: The Quwwat-al-Isl’am Mosque: The iTwan 

screen arch*
XX. a/ Ghazni: Tower of Sultan Mahmud*

b/ Old Delhi: The Quwwat-al-Isl’am Mosque: The Alai1 
Darwaza and the Qutb MTnar.
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XXI. a/ Old Delhi: The Quwwat~al-Islam Mosque: The prayer

hall on the western side, 
b/ Old Delhi: The Quwwat-al-Isl'am Mosque: The riwag

at the south-east corner, showing the zenana gallery.
XXII. a/ Ajmer: The ArhaT-Din-kT-Jhompra Mosque: The iTwan. 

b/ Ajmer: The ArhaX-Din-kei-Jhompra Mosque: The iTv/an
screen arch.

XXIII. g/ Old Delhi: The Kalan Masjid: exterior view, 
b/ Oh'ampaTner: The Mosque: exterior view*

XXIV. a/ Jaunpur; The !Ataia Devi Mosque: The iTwam. screen
arch, popularly called lf propylon" • 

b/ Jaunpur: The J^ami1 Masjid. The lTwaxt screen arch.
XXV. a/ Jaunpur: The ’Atala* Devi Masjid: The western

prayer ftall. 
b/ Jaunpur; The Lai Darwaza Masjid.

XXVI. Mlrndu: The J’ami1 Masjid. Interior view...
XXVII. a/ Ahmadadad: Sidi Sayyidfs Mosque: The western wall

showing perforated stone windows.
XXVIII. Gulbarga: The Langar - kT Masjid: (a) Ribs of the 

transverse vault, (b) Exterior view.
XXIX. (a) Masjid in PeshawarTn district of Juwein, materials

baked, brick & clay mortar: 17th century.
(b) The Tvain or hall in the ruined palace of Machi, 

near Hauzd*ar (Seistan), on the Trade route.
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XXX. a/ Dholka (Ahmadaba'd): The J’arni1 Masjid.: The liwan. 

b/ AhmadaVad: The HagTna Masjid: exterior view.
XXXI. a/ Cambay: The J*amif Masjid: The ITwan.

b/ Ahmadabad: The jTmi1 Masjid: The lTwaru
XXXII. a/ Bharoach: The Jami1 Masjid: interior view, 

b/ iDhol&a: The Tankii Masjid; interior view.
XXXIII. Hazrat Pandua: The AdTna Masjid:

(a) Ground plan after Ravenshaw.
(b) The central vaulted nave* showing blind arches 

at the northern side.
XXXIV. Hazrat Pandua: The AdTna Masjid: The western prayer

hall or the iTwaii.
XXXV. Hazrat Pandua:, The AdTna Masjid: The central

vaulted nave.
XXXVI. Hazrat Pandua: The AdTna Masjid:

(a) Central vaulted nave wall, showing brick ribs 
and blind arch frame.

(b) The central mihrab projection, showing window 
openings and foundation inscription above.

XXXVII. a/ Ha’zrat Pandua: The AdTna Masjid: The northern
prayer hall and riwaq. 

b/ Trebini (Iiughli): Zafar Khan Ghazi!s Mosque:
carved stone frieze, representing Ten Avataras of 
Vishnu.



XXXVIII.
XXXIX.'

XL.

XLI.

TT T T  AI jJL J. «

XLIII. 

XLIV •

Hazrat Pandua: The Adina Mas j id: The central mihrab 
a/ Gulbarga; The Jami* Masjid: arcades, 
b/ Qusayr *Amra: Top: Exterior view from the north

west: Below: interior of audience hall, showing 
stone ribs.

(c) Gulbarg*a: The Jami* Masjid: exterior view.
(a) European vaulting system.
(b) Ghazni: The gate at the Agra Port.
(a) Ashtarjan: The Masjid-i-Jami!: The central iTwan 

arch screen.
(b) Ukhaidir: The Mosque: Reconstruction of the 

Mosque showing the transverse vault.
(a) Ukhaidir: The Palace: The entrance hall with 

slits in the vault, most of which has fallen, 
revealing vault of room above and -showing 
transverse ribs.

(b) Ramla: The Cistern known as Bir al-AnezTya 
with pointed arches of A.D. 789*

(a) Karkh: T'aq-Tv'an.
(b) Qasr Kharana: Vaulting system.

*

(a) Samarra: The Jausaq al-KhaqanT: the Bab al~
1 Amma.

(b) Sakhar (Sind): Mosque near the Tomb of Mir 
Abdul Baqi*: central bay showing vault.



XLV. (a) Bukhara: The tomb of IsniafTl: arched squinch 
showing tltripod,t, similar to those observed 
in the central nave wall of the AdTna Masjid.

(b) Qasr at~Tuba: East side of rooms 0 & 0X 
and main entrance showing tunnel vault,

XLVr.; (a) Jaunpur: The Ja’m i 1 Masjid: Western prayer 
hall showing barrel vaults*

(b) Ctesiphon: Pagade of the Palace*
XLVII. (a) Linjan (Isfahan): Mausoleum of Pir-i-Bakran*

(b) Takht-i~Sulaiman: Pagade of vaulted hall, 
showing blind arches in the screen*
Jaunpur: The Jhangri Masjid: The lTwan arch 
screen.
Ajmer: The ArhaT Din-lca-J'hompra: The central 
mi hrab.

XLIX. (a) Old Delhi: The Begumpuri Masjid: the lTwatn with
arch screen*

(b) Old Malda; The J^mi* Masjid: exterior view.
L. (q ) Bidar: Madrasa of Mahmud G-awan: Minar at the

corner of the Madrasa*
(b) Warangal (Daccan); The Hall of Shi tab Kh'an: 

Transverse arches*
LI. (a) Top: Presumed origin of curved cornice: Left:

Reconstruction of Chhoto Sona Masjid: Right:
Squat pillar from the Mosque of Zafar Khan Ghazi.

(b) Types of arches used in Indian Muslim monuments.

XLVIII• (a

(to



LII.

LIVI.

LIV#

LV.

LVI.

LVII.

LVIII.

LIX.

LX.

(a) Trib&ni (Hughli): The Mosque of £afar Khan.
The central Mihrab.

(b) Chhoto Pandua (Hughli); entrance to the Miner*
(a) Chho^o Pandua (Hughli): The Mosque: the central

mihrab.
(b) Chhoto Pandua: (Hughli): The Minar.

Mandu: The Jaini* Masjid: Top left: crumbling
m  #

masonry in the south dafran or riwaq before 
repair: Top right: The south takht before 
repair looking west: Below left: Minbar or 
pulpit: Below right: One of the restored mihrabs.

(a) Rajmahal: Detail of pillar.
(b) Ma kara~gargovle from Hazrat Pandua.
(c) Makar a -gar go .vie from Patna Museum.
(a) Mandu: The Jeuni1 Masjid: The iTwan.
(b) Sonargaon: The Tomb of Ghiyas~ud~Din *.Azam Shah: 

panel decoration.
(a) Ha'zrat Pandua: The A dTna Mae3id: Minbar.
(b) Central mlhrab before restoration.
(a) Chhoto Pandua (Hughli): The Mosque: The minbar.
(b) Mo11a Simla (Hughli): Old Masjid: exterior view* 

Hazrat Pandua: The AdTna Mas3id northern prayer 
hall.

(a) Old Delhi: The KhTrkT Masjid: Half plan and 
perspective elevation.



L X .

L X I .

L X I I .

L X I I I .

L X I V .

L X V .

L X V I .

L X V I I .

Contd*.• ___
(b) Chhoto Pandua (Hughli): the lTwan.* # #
(a) Hazrat Pandua: The Adana Masjid: The northern ' * * • •

prayer hall showing zenana galleryl
(b) The northern prayer hall, from the courtyard.
(a) Tribeni: The Mosque of gafar Khan Ghazi; The 

lTwan.
(b) Hazrat Pandua: The AdTna Masjid: The zenana 

gallery.
Hazrat Pandua: The AdTna Masjid: Restoration of . • • •
the platform.

(a) Hazrat Pandua: The AdTna Masjid: The gateways 
leading from the zenana prayer hall into the 
zenana chamber.

0 >) The northern prayer hall showing the zenana 
gallery.
Hazrat.Pandua: The AdTna Masjid:

(a) The zenana gallery before restoration.
(b) A mihrab in the zenana gallery numberedliv 

Hazrat Pand.ua; The AdTna Masjid:
hd')■ Detail of the semi-circular concave mifrrab in 

the zenana gallery, numbered I M *
(b.7 A SvKm i • ci-oasav e mi hrab in. .Ibe uenana
'  '  f  '«  '  ■ .•v .avw #

.gallery numbered III.
Hazrat Pandua: The AdTna Masjid: A semi-circular 
concave mihrab numbered I I .
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LXVIII•

LXIX.

LXX.

LXXI.

LXXII.
LXXIII.

LXX IV. 

LXXV.

Hazrat Pandua: The AdTna Masjid.:• • •

(a) A semi-circular concave mi hrab. numbered 1JI.
(b) A flat mihrab formed of Hindu door jambs 

numbered IV.
Hazrat Pandua: The AdTna Masjid*

(a) The aisles from the zenana gallery, looking north.
(b) The aisles from zenana gallery, looking south*

Hazrat Pandua: The AdTna Masjid: The doorway • • •
formed of fragments of Hindu sculpture, leading 
from the zenana chamber*
Hazrat Pandua: The AdTna Masjid:

(a) The zenana chamber from south-west, adjoining 
the western wall*

(b) The vestibule leading to the zenana chamber* 
Tribeni; (Hughli): The Tomb of Zafar Khan Ghazi. 
Hazrat Pandua: The AdTna Masjid:

(a) The western wall showing the zenana chamber 
and the vestibule*

(b) The southern prayer hall showing a modern wall 
for restoration*
Hazrat Pandua: The AdTna Masjid: The southern 
prayer jiall.
Hazrat Pandua: The AdTna Masjid:• • •

(a) Corner tower*
(b) Postern entrance.



LXXVI. 

LXXVII* 

LXXVIII• 

LXXIX.

(a

(b
LXXX.

(a
(b

LXXXI.
(a
(b

LXXXII• (a 

(b
LXX.XIII (a

LXXXIV.
(b

(a

(b

Hazrat Pandua: The AdTna Masjid: Southern 
prayer niches.
Hazrat Pandua: The AdTna Masjid: A semi-circular
concave mihrab in the northern prayer hall*
Hazrat Pandua: The AdTna Masjid: A mihra.b in • • • w   --------
the northern prayer hall.
Hazrat Pandua: The AdTna Masjid:• • •

Top: Section of the zenana gallery after 
Buchanan: Below: Section of the westez*n wall* 
Eastern riwaq.
Hazrat Pandua: The AdTna Mas j ids 
The north western corner.
A m ih rab in the north-western corner.
Hazrat Pandua: The AdTna Masjid:
A mihrab in the north-west corner.
The eastern wall.
Mangrol (Gujarat): Jami1 Masjid: the zenana 
gallery.
Ahmadab’ad: The Jami1 Masjid: the zenana gallery. 
Hazrat Pandua: The AdTna Masjid: The pierced 
stone screen:
A bell and chain motif in stone carving.
Hazrat Pandua: The AdTna Masjid:
A hanging bell and chain motif in carved stone 
work.
The interlocking design above the central mi hrab.



LXXXV. Hazrat Pandua: The AdTna Masjid: The tympana of
carved brick arched frames above the mihrab in the 
southern prayer hall.

LXXXVI• Hazrat Pandua: The AdTna Masjid: The postern
gateway formed of fragments of Hindu material. 

LXXXVII. (a) Gaud: The kTruza mTriar: after restoration.
(b) Chhoto Pandua: The MTriar.

LXXXVIIl(a) S’amarra: The Mosque: The detached mTriar or the 
Malwiya tower.

(b) Samarra: The Mosque: looking from the Malwiya 
tower.

LXXXIX. (a) Chhoto Pandua: The Mosque: Carved brick work
showing hanging bell and chain.

(b) Hazrat Pandua: The EklakhT Tomb: exterior view.' • . ..
(a) Hazrat Pandua: The EklakhT Tomb: entrance door- ' / . ..

way formed with Hindu door jambs.
(b) Hissar: The Mosque: The detached mTriar.

Hazrat Pandua: The AdTna Masjid: (a) The brick . ..
design in the tympanum over a mihrab in the western 
wall of the northern prayer hall.

(b) The eastern riwaq.
(a) Hazrat Pandua: AdTna eastern riwaq.
(b) Gaud: The TaritTpeu^a Masjid: Detail of the 

carved brick decoration over the entrance 
archway.

XC.

XCI.

XCII.



XCIII. 
XGIV •

XGV.

XGVI.

XCVII.
XCVIII.

XOIX.

0.

01. ‘ 
on.

c m .
GIV.

31
Gaud: The Chika Masjid: Exterior view.
Gaud: The Ch-ika” Building:

(a) exterior view, showing traces of adjoining 
structure.

(b) /mother view.
Gaud: The Dakhil Darwaza:.

(a) Reconstruction.
(b) Before restoration*
(a) Delhi (Kotla): The Mosque of Firuz Shah Tughlaq.
(b) Hazrat Pandua: The AdTna Masjid: The northern

prayer hall.
Gaud: The ChamkattT Masjid: exterior view..  * i

Gaud: The ChamlcattT Masjid: The foundation 
•  *-»

inscription.
(a) Gaud: The KotwalT gate:
(b) Gaud: T h e M a s j i d - :  exterior view.

Gaud: The DarasbTrT Masjid:
(a) The western wall.

(b) Mihrab and minbar.
Gaud: The T’antTp’ar’a Masjjid: before restoration.
Gaud: The TsmtTpara Masjid:

(a) exterior view before restoration.
(b) The v/estern wall with a mihrab projection.

Gaud: The T’antTpara Masjid: The mihrab wall.
Gaud: The TantTp’ara Masjid: The north-western 
wall showing the remains of the zenana gallery.
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CV.

OVI.
CVII.

o v m .

o ix .

ex.

o x i.

CXI I. 

OXIII.

OXIV.

C XV.

Gaud: The TeTntXpara Masjid: The central semi
circular concave mihrab.
Gaud: The TXntXpXra Masjid: A semi-circular mihrab. 
Gaud: The T’antXp’ara Masjid: A mi hr a~b below the 
zenana gallery, now fallen.
Gaud: The TantXpara- Masjid: The central mihrab 
with panel for inscription above.
Gaud: The TantXpsfra Masjid: The western wall 
containing mihrabs.
Gaud: The foundation inscription of the T’antTp’ar’a 
Masjid.

(a) Examples of carved brick ornamentation probably
from Gaud..

(b) Gaud: The TantXplara Masjid: The carved brick 
ornamentation.
Gaud: The TantXpXra Masjid: The carved brick 
ornamentation.

(a) GaujL: The Ta’ntXp'ar'a Masjid: carved brick design.
(b) Hazrat Pandua: The Eklakhi Mausoleum, carved 

brick designs.
Gaud: The TantX|Jara Masjid:

(a) MihrXb below the zenana gallery.
(b) central mihrab.

Gaud: The Dhunichak Masjid:
(a) The ruined western wall.
(b) The western wall showing panels.



CXVI. 
OXVII.

OXVIII.

OX IX.

oxx.

OXXI.

OXXII.
OXXIII.

CXXIV. 
GXXV •

OXXVI.

OXXVII.

G-aucL: The RajbTbT Masjid: The exterior view*
(a) Gaud: The Lattan Masjid: A corner mihrab and 

arched squinch*
(b) Gaud: Gunrnant Masjid: The decorated ceiling 

showing ribs.
(a) Gaud: Gunrnant Masjid: exterior view*
(b) Gaud: Gumti Gate.

Gaud: Fragments from the ruined mosque of 
Firuz Shiah II at G’uamaltT.
Gaud: The Lattan Masjid: A corner tower.

(a) Gaud: The Lattan Masjid: exterior view.
(b) A typical Bengali.village hut showing verandah 

in the front.
Gaud: The Lattan Masjid: verandah.
Gaud: The Lattan Masjid: view from south-west
showing mihrab projection.
Gaud: The Lattan Masjid: The ceiling.
Gaud: The Lattan Masjid:

(a
(b
(a
(b
(a
(b

Sketch by Oreighton 
Fapade before restoration. 
Hemtabad (Dinajpur): mosque. 
Kusumba (Rajshahi) mosque.
Gaud: The shrine of Q&dam Rasul 
Gaud: The Tomb of Fath Khan.



OXXVIII.

OXXIX.

GXXX.

GXXXI.
GXXXII.

OXXXIII.

CXXXIV.

oxxxv.

OXXXVI.

OXXXVII.

(a) Diws&pur (Assam): Gateway leading to Kgchari 
enclosure.

(b) Barnagar; Ohar Bangla Temple.
(a) Agra: The Fort: The Bengali Mahal.
(b) Lafeble The Fort: The Bengali Mahal.

Gaud: RajbTbll Masjid:
(a) south-west view.
(b) A mihrab niche.

Gaud: The Chhoto Sona Masjid: exterior view.. *

Gaud: The Chhoto Sona Masjid: a mihrab showing 
the zenana gallery.
Gaud: The Ohhoto Sona* Masjid: The broken western 
wall.
Gaud: The Ohhoto Sona Masjid:

(a) Broken hut shaped roof.
(b) The northern prayer hall showing the zenana 

gallery.
Gaud: The Ohhoto Sona Masjid: The aisle.
Gaud: The Ohhoto Sona Masjid:• *

(a) Fragments of Hindu sculpture with Muslim 
decoration on the reverse.

(b) The prayer hall sketch by Creighton.
Gaud: The Ohhoto Sona Masjid:• j

(a) Sketch by Creighton.
(b) exterior view before restoration.
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CXXXVIII* 

CXXXIX.

CXL.

OXLI.

CXLII.
OXLIII.

OXLIV * 
CXLV •

OXLVI.

A mihra'b in the Royal Scottish National 
Museum, presumably from the Chhoto Sona 
Masjid.
Gaud:

(a) The B'ara Sona Masjid: exterior view.
9

(b) The Ohhoto Sona Masjid: showing entrance
*

porch to the zenana gallery.
Gaud:.

(a) The Lattan Masjid: The vestibule.
(b) The B’ara Sona" Masjid: veranda.

a

Gaud: The Bsfra Sona Masjid: one of the 
gates.
Gaud: The B'ara Sona" Masjid: one of the gates.
Gaud: The B'ara Sona Masjid:* •

(a) one of the gates.
(b) Southern side.

Gaud: The Bara Sona Masjid: The prayer hall. 
Gaud: The B'ara Sona" Masjid:

(a) prayer hall before restoration looking south:
(b) prayer hall before restoration looking north.

Gaud:.
(a) The Tomb of Alaul Huq: gateway.

r-m

(b) Gaud: The Jahaniya Masjid.



GXLVII. (a) Fragments of Hindu sculpture from the British
Museum probably of Brahmani on the obverse - 
sketch by Creighton No. XVIII.

(b) Islamic stone carving on the reverse - sketch 
by Creighton - No. XVIII. Bridge Collection, 
British Museum, 1872, 7-1, 42.

CXLVIII (a) Fragments of Buddhist sculpture - Buddha on
the obverse.

(b) Islamic stone carving on the reverse, recalling 
that of CXLVII b.
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Abb. 43. Kairo, Dschamic ibn Tulun
(n a c h  B S dckeV).

Abb. 49. Raqqa, GroBe Moscliee
(nach Sarrc Herzfeld, Arcbaologiscne Reist).
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Abb.50. Samaria,GroBeMoschee (die 
Ringe bedeuten Pfeiler niciii Siiulea)
(nach Sarre-Herzfeld, Archaologischc Kcise).
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Abb.51. Sauiarra. .Moschee 
Abu Dilif ini Stadtteil Mu- 

tawakkilija
(nacli Sarre-1 lerzfeld, Archaoio- 

gische Reist >.
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The invasion of Islam into the 

Indian-Pakistan regionw

and the
expansion of the Mogul Empire 

1605 (Death of Akbar)
(After Dr. Klaus Fischer)
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